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FOREWORD 
This is the final report for Phase II of the Scheduling Language and 
Algorithm Development Study (NAS9-l36l6). It is contained in three 
volumes. The objectives of Phase II vlere to implement prototypes of 
the Scheduling Language called PLANS and the scheduling module library 
that were designed and. specified in Phase I. 
Volume I. of this report contains data and analyses related to a 
variety of algorithms for solving typical large-scale scheduling and 
resource allocation problems. The capabilities and deficiencies of 
various alternative problem solvi.ng strategies are discussed from the 
viewpoint of computer system design. 
Volume II is an introduction to the use of the ~rogramming 1anguagc 
for Allocation and ~etwork ~chedu1ing (PLANS). It is intended as a 
reference for the PLANS programmer. 
Volume III contains the detailed specifications of the scheduling 
module library as implemented in Phase II. This volume extends the 
Detailed Design Specifications previously published in the Phase II 
Interim report (April 1975) . 
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During Phase I of the Scheduling Language and Algorithm Deve10p-
ment Study, a computer programming language and"a library of modules 
(subroutines) were designed and functionally specified. These 
functional specifications appear in Volume III of the Phase I Final 
Report. The interested reader'can also refer to Volumes I and II of 
the Phase I Final Report which provide overview and usage information. 
The information in this introduction is intended to provide a brief 
background and a context for the detailed design specifications 
which follow in subsequent sections. 
The products of this study are called PLANS (Programming 
Language for Allocation and Network S~heduling) and the PLANS 
Module Library. These products are designed to reduce substan-
tially the costs and span times of implementing software to solve 
scheduling and resource allocation problems. Most programs assoc-
iated with planning and/or managing the activities and resources 
in a large operational' system are programs that should be imp le-
mented using the products of this study. 
It should be understood that this study does not develop 
complete scheduling system application programs or a language in 
which a' user communicates with a scheduling system. PLANS users 
are assumed to be charged with the design or modification of 
application programs related to scheduling and resource assignment 
(allocation), that could be part of a scheduling system. Also, 
potential users are assumed to have a problem orientation (as 
1 
r 
. .] T~·-·-······ ····-~I~~--~~I ----_ 
opposed to computer programming orientation) that is not limited to 
aerospace system applications. Thus, a language and associated basic 
data structure and routines are being developed to provide high-
level but flexible programming capability to analysts with a wide 
variety of sched~ling and resource allocation problems. 
Th~ Phase I study showed that increasing correspondence between 
the individual logical operations of the problem solution and the 
individual computer program statements, greatly increased the in-
herent usability of the language for the user concerned with schedul-
ing/resource allocation problems. However, practical limits to doing 
this in the basic language must be recognized, because too much 
individual statement power would unnecessarily reduce the flex-
ibility of the language. 
To provide functions that have more power than available from 
individual PLANS statements, the Phase I study specified a flexible 
data structure especially suited for describing operating systems, 
and a library of subroutines called modules for use with the struc-
ture and PLANS (the scheduling language). This combination of a 
flexible language and data. structure, plus a library of prepro-
grammed modules constitutes a software programming system. The 
PLANS Programming System consists of three elements which together 
simplify the development or modification of scheduling/resource 
allocation software. 
In summary, these products are: 





Use typical arithmetic, transfer-of-control, conditional 
and iterative statements in logic and computational modules, 
access and manipulate the data structure for problem/module 
support, 
define the problem/objectives and manipulate the library 
inodules; 
2) A flexible data structure specially suited for describing the 
characteristics of the systems to be scheduled; 
3) A library of preprogrammed logic modules to 
access the data structure for system operations data, 
implement frequently used scheduling/resource allocation 
problem solution algorithms. 
This programming system meets the prime requirements for (1) 
substantially reducing software programming and reprogramming times, 
(2) desensitizing programs to problem changes, and (3) accommodat-






1.0 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR PLANS PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 
PLANS has'been implemented by a two-pass transla.tor. The first 
pass performs a syntax check with appropriate error messaging and 
recovery. The second pass translates PLANS to PLfI. Both of these 
programs were developed using the Martin Marie~ta Aerospace Trans-
lator-Writing System (TWS). TWS is a system in which translators 
are automatically generated from an appropriate formal definition, 
in the form of an "augmented granunarfl , of the translation process. 
Since the augmented grammar definitions of the PLANS Syntax Checker 
and the PLANS Code Generator are more complete and rigorous than 
those achievable by most other means, they provide an excellent 
means of functional definition. Before they can be understood, how-
ever, it will be necessary for the reader to familiarize himself 
with TWS. A functional description of TWS is included in this docu-
ment as Appendix 1. It is suggested that the Appendix be consulted 
before proceeding. 
1.1 PLANS Lexical Analyzer 
The state transition diagram for the PLANS lexical analyzer is 
shown in Fig. 1.1-1. This lexical analyzer is used in both the 
syntax checker and the code generator. Notice that comments are 
removed by the lexical analyzer, .and need not be considered in the 
augmented granunars. 
1.2 Specialized PLANS Output Routine 
The output routine @OUT was changed for the PLANS code generator 














in the code buffer. This allows the user to start outputting a line 
of data and at any point, output any number of lines prior to the 
current l.ine by incrementing a grammar switch .called NORMAL_MERGE_ 
SWITCH •. For example,the user can output a segment of/ line A, then 
decide a line B is needed prior to A. If while outputting line ~ 
the need for a line C before line B is needed the nei .. line C can be 
output, then more added to B and output, as well as more added to A. 
This procedure can be nested to any arbitrary depth by incrementing 
and the decrementing NO~~~MERGE_SWITCH, which corresponds to the 
current nesting level. 
1.3 PLANS Syntax Checker 
The error message decIa'ration for the syntax checker is shown 
in Fig. 1.3-1. Fig. 1.3-2 contains the complete augmented granunar 
for the syntax checker. It is suggested that this granunar be studied 
before that of the code generator, which is somewhat more complex. 
1.4 PLANS Code Generator 
J The error message declaration for the code generator is shown 
in Fig. 1.4-1. Flig. 1.4~2 contains the augmented grannnar for the 
PL~S+PL!I translation pass. 
1.5 Comparison of Implementation with Original Functional Specification 
With minor exceptions, all the functional capabilities outlined 
in the PL.ANS language specification (Phase I Final. Repl)rt, Vol III, 
September, 1974) have been provided in the implemented translator. 
In addition, numerous capabilities which were not specified have 
been provided. This section lists the deviations from the specifi-
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1* ERROR MESSAGES· *1 
.DECLARE aERROR_MESSAGE(921 CHA~~CTER(601 VARYING STATIC INIT( 
'S:MAIN PROCEDURE NAME MISSINI;', 1*01*1 
'S:MISSING PROCEDURE STATEMENT', 1*02*1 
'S:INTERNAL PROCEDURE NAME MISSING', 1*03*1 
'W:MISSING LEFT PARENTHESIS ASSUMED PRESENT', 1*04*1 
'S:MISSING OR ILLEGAL MAIN PROCEDURE OPTION LIST', 1*05*1 
'S:MISSING OR ILLEGAL PROCEDURE PARAMETER LIST', 1*06*1 
'S:MISSING MAIN PROCEDURE END-STATEMENT', 1*01*1 
'S:STATEMENTS AFTER END-STATEMENT', 1*08*1 
'S:UNRECOGNIZABLE STATEMENT', 1*09*1 
'S:MISSING INTERNAL PROCEDURE END-STATEMENT', 1*10*1 
'N:NDNITERATIVE DO-GRDUP EXECUTES MORE EFFICIENTLY HERE', 1*11*1 
'S:MISSING BEGIN-BLOCK END-STATEMENT', 1*12*1 
'S:MISSING OR ILLEGAL BOOLEAN EXPRESSION', 1*13*1 
'W:TRACE IGNOREO -- TRACE OPTION NOT SELECTED', 1*14*1 
's :TRACE LEVEL NOT SPECIFIED', 1*15*1 
'S:"SNULL" CANNOT BE MODIFIED OR PASSED AS PARAMETER', 1*16*1 
'S:MISSING WORD "BEFORE"' 1*11*1 
'S:MISSING WORD "AT"', . 1*IB*1 
'S:UNINTERPRETABLE ITERATION CLAUSE IN DO-STATEMENT', 1*19*1 
'W:MISSING WORD "OF" ASSUMED PRESENT', 1*20*1 
'S!MISSING OF ERRONEOUS TREE NODE EXPRESSION', 1*21*1 
'W:MISSING WORD "USING" ASSUMED PRESENT', 1*22*1 
'S:MISSING' OR ERRONEOUS TREE NAME', 1*23*1 
'W:MISSING WORQ "ALL" ASSUMED PRESENT', 1*24*1 
'N:LABEL IGNORED -- PLANS DOES NOT ALLOW MULTIPLE CLOSURE', 1*25*1 
'S:UNEXPECTED END OF FILE ENCOUNTERED', 1*21>*1 
'W:MISSING DECLARATION LIST', 1*21*1 
'S:EXTRANECUS INFORMATION IN BOOLEAN EXPRESSION', 1.28*1 
'W:SEMI-COLON AFTER IF-CLAUSE IGNORED', 1*29*1 
's :THEN-CLAUSE REQUIRES EXECUTABLE STATEMENT OR BLOCK', 1*30*1 
'S:ELSE-CLAUSE REQUIRES EXECUTABLE STATEMENT OR BLOCK', 1*31*1 
'S:MISSING THEN-CLAUSE IN IF-STATEMENT', 1*32*1 
'W:MISSING WORD "AS" ASSUMED PRESENT', 1*33*1 .. ' 
'S:ILLEGAL MULTIPLE NODE REFERENCE', 1*34*1 
'S:ELSE-CLAUSE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH IF-STATEMENT', 1*35*1 1 
'S:DECLARATIONS ALLOWED ONLY AT START OF SLOCK', 1*36*1 \ 
'S:MISSING DO-GROUP END-STATEMENT', 1*31*1 
'S:MISSING WORD "TAKEN°', 1*3B*1 
'S:MISSING OR ERRONEOUS ARITHMET:C EXPRESSION', 1*39*1 
'W:MISSING WORD "A" ASSUMED PRESENT', 1*40*1 
'W:MISSING WORD "TIME" ASSUMED PRESENT', 1*41*1 
'W:I'IISSING WORD "TO" ASSUMED PRESENT',' 1*42*1 
'S:MISSING OR ERRONEOUS LABEL REFERENCE', 1*43*1 
'S:MISSING OR ERRONEOUS PROCEDURE REFERENCE', 1*44*1 
'S :MISSING OR ERRONEOUS CALL ARGUMENT', 1*45*1 
'S:EXTRA ARITHMETIC OPERATOR', 1*46*1 
'S:MISSING OR ILLEGAL OPERAND IN ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION', 1*47*1 
'S:MISSING OR ERRONEOUS "NUMB ERn-FUNCTION APGUMENT', 1*48*1 
'S:MISSING OR ILLEGAL TREE LABEL', 1*49*1 
'N:nNEXT" IS USED AS LABEL, NOT SUBSCRIPT KEYWORD', 1*50*1 
'S:"NEXT" ILLEGAL "'ERE', 1*51*1 
'~J:°LAST" IS USED AS LAREL, NOT SUBSCRIPT KEYWORD', 1*52*1 
'S :"ALL" ILLEGAL HERE', 1*53*1 
'S:"LABEL"-FUNCTION CANNOT BE USEIl AS DIRE'CT TREE LABEL', 1*54*1 
'S:INDIRECT REFERENCE ILLEGAL HERE', 1*55*1 
'S:MISSING OR ERRONEOUS "LABEL"-FUNCTION ARGUMENT', 1*56*1 
1.3-1 Error Messages for PlANS Syntax Checker 
t-. _' _ .... ~.....J~_ ................ ~~._._,~~_. __ ~~ __ ~....-__ .. _ .• ___ ....... ~,~. 
'S:MISSING OR ERRONEOUS STRING EXPRESSION', 1*51*1 
'S :SUBSCRI PT KEYWORD "FIRST" NOT ALLOWED AS LABEL', 1*5B*1 
'W:EXTRA COMMA IGNORED', 1*59*/ 
'W:MISSING COMMA ASSUMED PRESENT', 1*60*1 
'S:MISSING OR UN INTERPRETABLE ELEMENT IN PROPERTY LIST', 1*61*1 
'S:MISSING OR ILLEGAL ,INDIRECT TREE NODE REFERENCE', 1*62*1 
'S:MISSING OR E'RRONEOUS INPUTIOUTPUT LIST', . 1*63*1 
'S:MISSING RIGHT PAPENTHESIS', 1*64*1 
'S:EXTRANEOUS OR UNINTERPRETABLE INFORMATION', 1*65*1 
'S:MISSING OR ILLEGAL TREE O~ VARIABLE NAME', 1*66*1 
'S:NUMBER OF NODES INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED', 1*67*1 
'S:NUMBER OF lABELS INCORRECTLY SPECIFIED', 1*68*1 
'N:POSSIBLE ATTEMPT TO INSERT BEFORE ROOT NODE', 1*69*1 
'S :"ALL" NOT ALLOWED A'S LABEL QUALIFIER', 1*70*1 
'S:MISSING OR ERRONEOUS BOOLEAN RELATION', 1*11*1 
'S:MISSING INPUT OR OUTPUT FILE' NAME', 1*12*1 
'S:NEGATED BOOLEAN EXPRESSION MUST BE IN PARENTHESES', 1*13*1 
'S:"SCOMBINATION" OR "SPERMUTATION" REQUIRES SUBSCRIPT', 1*14*1 
'S:ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION IS REOUIRED HERE', 1*75*1 
'S:REMOVAL OF SCOMBINATION OR SPERMUTATION SUBNODE ILLEGAL',1*76*1' 
'S:COMBINATION AND PERMUTATION LOOPS MAY NOT BE NESTED', 1*77*1 
'W:CALL ARGUMENT MAY RESULT IN TYPE ERROR', 1*7B*I; 
'S:PROCEDURE HAS CONFLICTING MAIN AND EXTERNAL OPTIONS', 1*79*1' 
'S:NODES OPTION NOT ALLOWED IN EXTERNAL PROCEDURE', I*BO*I 
'S:PARAMETER LIST NOT ALLOWED IN MAIN PROCEDURE', I*Bl*1 
'S:RECURSIVE FEATURE NOT ALLOWED IN MAIN PROCEDURE', 1*82*1 
'W:MISSING ATTRIBUTE "LOCAL" ASSUMED PRESENT', I*B3*1 
'S:MISSING PROPERTY LIST', 1*84*1 
'S:INDIRECT REFERENCE IS A LABEL,NOT SUBSCRIPT,QUALIFIER', I*B5*1 
'S MISSING LEFT PAREN ON LABeL FUNCTION ARGUMENT', I*B6*1 
'S "GRAFT STREE(ALL: I" NOT PRESENlLY IMPLEMENTED', 1*87*1 
'S "(GRAFT) INSERT STREE(ALL: I" NOT PRESENTLY IMPLEMENTED', 
'S "ALL" CAN BE USED ONLY FOR CONDITIONAL ACCESS ("ALL:"I'. 1*89*1 
's "FIRST:" IS SUBSCRIPT, NOT LABEL, QUALIFIER', 1*90*1 
'S "ALL:" IS SUBSCRIPT, NOT LABEL, QUALIFIER', 1*91*1 














·OPTIOW_LIST~UWCH_CODP = YES, PRII~_CODE = 10) 
.AUG_GRA! PLRSYH (.INITIAL_CODE = SYIDeL, .FIIlL_CODP SYIWRP) 
PL. SIll := 
/ ••••••••• * •••••••••••••• *.*/ 
/* BASIC PROGRA! STRUCTURE ./ 
/* ••• **.*** ••• **.** ••••••••• / 
/* .SET (ALLSUCH_FLAG = 0) ./ 
/* .SET (ARUi;_OPERATIOlI_FLAG = Il) ./ 
/* .SET(CO!B_OR_PERE_LOOP_FL!G = 0) ./ 
/* .SET(ERD_OF ]ILE_FLAG = 0) ./ 
/* .SET (LABFL_FLAG = 0) ./ 
1* .SYT(!AII_EITFRIIAL_IIEITEER_SWITCH = 3) ./ 
1* .SET(.ODES_PARAB_IEITHER_SWITCH = 3) */ 
/* .SET (OUTPUT_WOTES_FLAG = 1) */ 
/* .SET(PRUIIIIG_FLAG = 0) ./ 
/* .SET (TUE_STATISTICS_FLAG 1) */ 
/* .SFT(TRACE_FLAG = 0) */ 
1* .SFT (UU'OUID_FOUHD_SliITCH 1) */ 
( .Ll!Bl!L 
.DO(-aBAIW_PROCEDURE_WAeE = .) 
.DO (·SUBSTR (;tSIIIBOL, l,LEHGTH (;tSYI!BOL) -1) ;.) 
.I!ESSAGE (1) 
.pep,!,! ) 
.P,ROCEDURE· .1'RI (2) 
( "(. 
'!'REE_~ARIABLE_LIS'1' .ERR (6,.SCAI'!'O (I!A'!'Ci;IWG_PAREI,·;"» 
.). .ERR (6/1) 
.SET(IODES_PARAe_IEITHER_SVITCH = 2) 
.E!PTY ) 
·OPTIONS· 
"(" .JlRR (Ii) 
OPTIOI ELE!EWT 
$( ·,"-OPTIOI_FLEI!EIT 





I .EI!PTY ) 
.E!PTY 
(.TEST(IODES_PARAe_IEITHER_SVITCH 2) 
.IIFSSA GF (91) 






$( "DECLARF. DECLARE STATE!!ElIT Sp!!I COLOW 
! WOW_EID_UIIT -
( ·EWD" 




.PEElq"eee,,") .ERR (8) 
J, Fig. I. 3-2 Augmented Grammar for PLANS Syntax Checker 
t- '~'-
.- .. ~-,.~.-----~, .• - .. --.. --~-.. -.. -.. -





! ( .PEEK ("1'''1''''') .!lEG 
I $ 10ll_ERD_ORIT 
( "PliO" 
( .10 .!lI':SSAGE(25) I .EI!PTY ) 
SF!I COLON 
.1'!!PT! ) ) 
OPTIOW ELE~ER~ := 
"iAIW" 
,;"r!11IP r;i~\i.'~;:\>!'~L:i:¥,f~:~~~~_ 
( .TEST (!!!II_E7:TEHIlAL_"EITHER_SIIITCH = 2) 
.BES~AGE(79,.SCAITO(!ATCP.IIG_PAREIII";"» 
I .EI!PTY) 
.SET(ftAIR_F7:TERIAL_IEITEER_SWITCP. = 1) 
"trOT~S· 
"HOIOTFS" 
.srr(OUTPOT_"OTl'S_PLAG = 0) 
"IIOTRACE" 
"TRACE" 
.SET(TRACE_PLAG = 1) 
"STAT" 
"IOSTAT" 
.srr(TAKE_STATISTICS_PLAG = 0) 
"IIODPS" 
.S.lT (IODFS_FABAI!_"1!ITHFR_SUTCP. 1) 
- (" .ERR (II) 
• lUll .l!:RR (67) 
",- .FRR (60) 
.IUII .ERR (68) 
., - • ERR (6q) 
"EITFRUL" 
( .TEST (BUlI_EITERIUL_IEITBEB_SVITCH = 1) 
.IIESSAGE(79,.SCA.TO(IIATC~IIG_PAREI''';''» 
, .EIIPTY ) 
.sET (BU._EXTERUL_IEITEER_SlrITCB = 2) 
.IIESSAGP(5,.SCAITO(I!ATCr.IIG_PAREII-,-''';-» .E!PT! 
101_ZID..:.OIIT := 
$ PROGRAII UIIT 




('.TEST,EID_OP_PILE_PLAG = 0) 
.BESSAGZ ,26) 
.E!P'l'Y 
,SET (EID_Op_FILE_FLAG = 1) 




.DO ("aSTIIT = ilST!T + 1; ") 
.EBPTY) ; 
PROGRAe UIIT := 
.S~(LABXL_FLAG = 0) 
$( .LABEL .SET(LABEL_I':LAG = 1) ) 
( "PROCEDURE" 
.TEST (LABEL]UG = 1) .FBR (3) 




[_c~ ==-~~=·C~'P ,=~ " ~~._~, ~._ ~~"·~~~~c~,~,_~~~-~~·-- _.n. 
...... 
I 
a- I S'faTEIIEW'f I .1!IIPTY .IIEG .R1!'fURI) 
PROCEDURE BLO~ := 
( -(. 
TREE URIABLl' LIST .l'RR (6, .SCU1'O (IIUCHIIiG PUIl'II-;") 
.,- -.ERR(611)- -
I .1:IIPTY) 
( -RECURSI1'1:- I .EIIPTY ) 
.DO(naLE1'1!L = aLE1'EL + 1;-) 
SEIII_COLOII 
$( -DECLARE- DECLARE STATEIIENT Sl'III_COLOB 
$ 101_EID_UIIT _ 
(-EBD" (.ID .IIESSAGE(25) I .EIIPTY ) 
.DO(-aLE1'EL = aLY1'EL - 1;-) 
SEIII COLOI 
.PEEi (-I!! j!!1!! j!!-) 
.1!l'SSAGE(10) ) ; 
DECLARE STATEIIEIIT := 
.l'ftPTY .DO(-aCOUIT(11) = aCOUIIT(11) + 1;") 
IGIIORl' EXTRA COli liAS 
( .PEEi ,-LOciL-) :IIESSAGE (27) 
I .TREE 
I .ID ) 
.ERR (27) 




.-l'Rll {66 ,.SCU1'O (n ,n,_;_» 
BLOCAL- .ERRIB3) 
/ ................... / 
/. STATEIIEIIT TYPES ./ 
/ ................... / 
STATE!'!EIIT := 
"11'- COIDITIONAL STATEIIERT 
UNCONDITIONAL STATYI'!l'lIT 
SEIIT_COLOR -
UBCOIDITrO.AL STATEIIEBT := 
.PEEK(REND-,-I!!tj!!¢-) .NEG .Rl'TURB 
.PEEK (";., 
"STOP- .DO(-aCOUNTI1Q) = aCOUR'l'(1Q) + 1;") 
-nETURII- .DO (KltCOURT (15) = acoun (15) + 1;., 
-TRACE- .DO(-aCOUBT(26) = mCOUIT(26) + 1;n) 




, .IIESSAGE (15, .SCAliTO (-;-» .1'I!PTY 
nELSE" 
.IIESSAGE (35) 
(-IY. COIIDTTIOBAL STATEIIENT 
I UIICOIDITTOIIAL STATEIIEIIT 
, . ( .PEEK (-tttt.) , "Elm- ) 
Fig. I. 3-2 (cont) 
.1!l!SSAGE (31) 
.IIESSAGE (9, .SCAIITO (";-» 
.DO (-aSTIIT = aSTIIT + 1;-) 
.EIIP'1'Y) 
KDECLAREn 
• 111':5 SAG1': (36) 
DECLIRE SfITEIIEIT 
"Bl'GII-- BEGIJ BLOCK 
"DO- DO GROUP-
-GO- -'1'0- .EllR (112) 
.ID .1!RR(II3,.SCAlTO(-;-) 
.DO("aCOUIIT(12) = acODIIT(12) + 1;") 
nCALL" CALL STATEIlEIIT 
'fREE_A SSIGI!'!Ew T_STATEl!l'IT .DO(-aCOUIT(16) = mCOUBT(16) + 1;-) 
"I. ABEL-
LABEL_ASSIGIIIIEIT_STATEIIEIT .Do(naCOUIIT(17) = aCOUIIT(17) + 1;-) 
-PRUIIE- PRUIE_STATFIIEHT .DO(-mCOU.T(1e) = aCOUBT(18) + 1;-) 
"IWSERT" TISERT_STA'l'EIIEJ,. .Doc-aCOUIIT(19) = aCOUWT(19) + 1;-) 
-GRAFT II .SET(PRUIIIWG_FLAG = 1) 
("INSl'RT- IISERT_STATFIIE.T .DO (KltCOUIT (21) = aCOUIT(21) + 1:., 
, GRAYT_STATE!'!EIT ) 
-AD1'AICE" AD1'AICE STATFftEB'1' 
.DO("aCOUIT(56) = iCOU.TC56) + 1;-) 
"ORDER- ORDER_STATBIIEHT .DO(II~COUHT(22) = aCOUNTC22) + 1;-) 
"READ" READ_STATEIlENT .DO ("aCOUHT (23) = aCOUW'1'(23) + 1;-) 
-WRITE- WRI~E_STATElIl'NT .DO(-aCOUNT(24) = aCOUHT(211) + 1;-) 
"DEPTIE" DEPIIE_STATEIIEIT .DO("mCOUN'l'(27) = aCOUIIT(2~ + 1;") 
ARIT~ftPTIC_ASSIGNIIENT_STATEIIEIT 
.DO("wCOUIT(25) = aCOUHT(25) ~ 1;") 
BEGII BLOC~ := 
/ •• * •••••••••••• / 
/. BEGII BLOC~ ./ 
/ ............... / 
:EftPU ,.DO (-aCOun (2) = acoulT (2) + 1; ") 
.DO ("aLEnL = llILl'1'l'L + 1;-) 
SEIII COLON 
(-DECLAREII DECLAPE_STATEIIEIT SEIII_COLON 
I .EIIPTY .ftESSAGE(11) ) 
$( -DECLARE" DECLARE_STATEIIENT SEIII_COLON 
$ NOli EIID UIiIT' 
(REID- -
I .PEEr; (-ettl!!") 




.DO ("aLEnL = aLYVl'L - 1;-) 
DO GROUP := 
- .EP.PTY 
.DO("aHEST 
/* ••••••••••• / 
/* DO GROUP ./ 
/* ••••••••••• / 







-WHI~E- WHILE_CLAUSE .DOC-~COUIT(5) aCOUlT(5) + 1;-) 
'"POR-( -u.~-
(-SUBIODES- SUE lODE CLAUSE 
.DOC·itCOUIIT(6) = ltCOUIIT(6) + 1;·) 
I COftBIIATTOI_CLAUSE 
.RETlJl!1 
, .EBPT! .BESSAGE(19 •• SCAITOC";-J) 
, .BESSAGR C19 •• SeAITOC-;-)) .RBPT!) 
I1CREBEWT_CLAUSF .DOf-~COUITC') = itCOUIITC') + 1;-) 





BOOLEAI_EIPRFSSIOI .ERRI13 •• SCAITOI")·'.;·) 
-) II .ERR (611 i.SCAITO 1.:-) 
SUBBODE CLAUSE := 
.P!PTY 
·OF· .!:ER (20) 
SOFT_TREE_IODE .ERR(21 •• SCAITOI.USIIIG"'·;") 
"OSHG" .ERR (22) 
.TREE .ERR C23 •• SCAIITO 1·:-) ) 
COI!BI.ATIOII CLAUSE := 
C "COI!BI\l'ATIOIIS" .00 (·.COUIIT (1) = aCOUIT (1) + 1;·) 
,-PERftUTATIOIS· .DOI"~COUITCB) = aCOUIrT(B) + 1;·) 
.TEST(COftB_OR_PERft_LOOP_FLAG = 0) .ERR(11) 
.SETICOI!B_OR_PER~_LOOP_FLAG = 1) 
"OF· .ERR (20, 
SOFT_TREE_1I0DE .ERRI21 •• SCAIrTOI"~AKElw,.;.») 
"TAl(RW· .ERRC36 •• SCARTOC·;")} 
ARITH_~XPRESSION .~RRC39 •• SCAITOC"ATW,W;") 
"A~· .EBR(18 •• SCAIITOI-A·,.TIftE·,.:·), 
·A· .ERR(~O •• SCAITOlwTIIIE·''';.)) 
"TIftE" .ERR (111) 
DO_BODY_THROUGE_EJD 




.I!ESSA~ .,9 .. SCAIITO C";·») 
.EIIPT-Y 
.RETORIr ) 
ARITH_EXPRESSIOII .ERR 139 •• SCAIITO ( ••• ,.~o., "BY.' W;W») 
$( "." ARITH_EXPRESSIOII .ERRI39 •• SCAIITO~ •• '·TO"'''BY'''-;·) 
I "TO· 
ABITH_EXPR~SSIOR .FBBI39 •• SCARTOI.BY",w:.) 
( "BY· 
ARITr._EXPR~SSIOII .FRR(39 •• SCAIITO(-;·)J 
, .EIIPTY ) 






-.. Fig. I. 3-2 (cont) 
," .. -.. ~.-.... " . t '" '·,i~<I::ll>ljUi·"~· " l'" 11'-; 
·"""·7::;,;; ~:<-: .... """"';"""";''''t~~~ 
--"- -"'-"- --.. ~ 
DO_BODY_TPROUGH_EID := 
.EIIPTY 
.PJl'E1( C·:·) .FRR C19 •• SCAITO C. ;-)) 
$ IrOIl_EIID_UIIIT 
.DOI"itIlFS'l' = itllEST - 1;·) 
C -EIID-
I .~REI(I·eeee·) .IIKSSAGE(31) .R~PTY) 
C .ID .!RSS1GF(25) 
, .KIIP'fY) 
/* ........................ /
/* COIDITIOIAL STATFIIKJT ./ 
/* •••••••••••••••••••••••• / 
COIDITIOIIAL STATF!F5T := 
.E!PTY-
BOO~EAII_EIPRFSSIO. .ERRC13 •• SC!IITOC~Tr.FII.'.:.)) 
C .PEEl( C·THE.-) 
, ":. .ftESSAGE(29) 
, .IIESSAGEC26 •• SCAPrOC"Tr.EII·,-;·)) 
.EI!PTT ) 






.PEEI( c·e eee") 
.IIESS! GE (30) 
.IIFSS1GEC9 •• SCAIBYC·;-)) 
.DOC·iSTftT = ~STIIT + 1:·) 
.EIIPTt ) 
.IIESSAGE 132 •• SCAIiBY C.;.)) 
.DO C·it ST liT = ~STI!t + 1:") 
.. EIIPTY ) 







.1Il':SS!GE C9 •• scnBY I";·)) 
.DO l·itSTIIT = itS'l'IIT + 1:·) 
.E!PTY ) 
.EIIPTY .DOC"itCOUIIT(9) = aCOO~T(9) + 1;") ) 
/ .................. / 
/. CALL STATEIIEIT ./ 
/ .................. / 
CALL_STATEI!EWT := 
.EIIPTY .DO("itCOUBTI13) = aCOUIIT-(13) • 1:-) 
.10 .YBRI'II •• SCAllTO(.I.'.;.') 
I ·C· IGBORE_l!XTRA_COI!1I1S 
CALL_ARGUI!EIIT .FHRCII5 •• SCAIITOC ••• 'I!ATCr.ItrG_PAREB'.;~) 





cb $( -,- IG.ORE~rrRA_COftftAS 




.ftESSAGE(~5 •• SCA.TOI".·'ftATCHIBG_PABEB'";-») 















/* TREE ASSIGleEBT STATEIIEI! */ 
/* •• ** •• ********* ••••••••••••• / 
TREE ASSIGlftEBT STATEIIEIT := 
-i;ARD_TREE_iODl' ( "=-
,.IIESSAGE(9 •• SCA.!O(";"» .EIIPTY .RETUR.) 
SIftPLI'_EXPRESSION .ERR(21 •• SC1.TO(·;"» .!IIPTt 
/******************************/ 




• (. • ERR (86) 
61RD_TREE_.ODE .ERR(56 •• SCIITO(IIITC6ING_PIREB,·=-,";"» 
.,,, .ERR (6~ •• SCAI TO ("=", ";") ) ( "=" 
, .IIESSIGE (9 •• SClBTO ("; ")) .EIIPTY .RETURB) 
SIIIPLE_EIPRESSIOB • ERR (92 •• SCAWTO(";·» .EIIPTY 
PRUMF STATEI'!EIT := 
:UPTY 
/*******************/ 
/* PRUIE STlnll!'IT */ 
/*******************/ 
.S!,), (pRUIII.G _FL1G = 1) 
IGNORE_~ITRA_COIIIIAS 
SOFT_TREE_BODE .ED (21 •• SCAITO (II;,,) 
$( "." IGBORE_EITRA_COIIIIAS 
{ .Pl':EIC (";") 
Fig. l. 3-2 (cont) 
l,,, 
L __ ~"""L> .t-it~.;.... .•.. ~. ___ ... _.~, _______ .~ ._'d_ .. ~ ___ ._~. . ... __ ._. ___ c •.•... ~ •••• 




.IIESSAGE(21 •• SCAI!O(·;·,·."») 
.SET (PRUJIMG_FLAG = 0) 
/*******************/ 
/* GRAFT_STITEIIEBT */ 
/*******************/ 
GRAFT STATE!E.T := 
- .DO("~COU.T(20) = aCOUIT(20) + 1;") 
.EIIPT! 
=_~" ,~:~;:::. =:::!::.~.;;;.t:::'-.... :;::;:::;:;:::~ . .:.."U;o. • .',., .. 
SIIIPLE_EJPRl'SSIOI .ERR(21 •• SCAITO("AT",·;·» 
.TEST(ILL~UC6_FL1G = OJ .ERR(S7) 
.SET(PRUNING_FL1G = 0) 
"AT" .ERR(18) 
6IRD_TREE_IODE .ERR(21 •• SCAITO(·;·) .EIIPTY 
/***** •• **************/ 
/* IDVA.CE STATEIIYlT */ 
/********************./ 
ADVA.CE STA~ftE.T := 
.EftpT! 
.TREE .ERR(23 •• SCAITO(·;·») 
/*******************/ 




SOFT_TREE_IODI' .!RR(21 •• SCI.~(·ByII,.;.» 
( "BY" 
, IG.ORE_EITR1_CO!1!A S 
(.PPEIe(·;") .III'SSAG!(84) 
, ORDER_ARGt!!!ElT ) 
$( ••• 
(.PEEI\"(".",";") .IIESS1GF(59) 
, OEDFR_ARGUBE~T ) 
• Plmt (. ID ,--") .I!ESSIG! (60) 
OEDER_AEGUIIl':IT ) 
.E!lPTT ) 
ORDER IRGUI!EIT := 
"( "_. , .EIIPTT 
( .SELEII'''T· , .ID) .ERR(61 •• !1CA.TO( ... ·' .. ;")) 
!( " •• SOFT_QUALIPIFR_BY_LIBEL 
, II (II SOl'T_OUILYFIER_BY_SUBSCRIi'T .) - .nR (611) 
/********************/ 
















.TEST (ALI.5UC"_FLAG = 0) .FIIR (R8) 
.SET (PRUNIlIG_FLAG = 01 
"BEFORE" .ERR(1?) 
"ARD_TREE_NODE .ERR (21,.SCANTO (-;"1) 
.TEST(UBQUALIFIED_TREE_FLAG = 0) .ERR(69) .E~PTY 
/******************/ 
/* READ STATE~ENT */ 
/******************/ 
RFAD STATF~FNT := 
-IGBORE EXTRA CO~"AS 
FILE COMPRESSED OPTIONS 
( .PEEK (";") .ilESSAGE (63) • FI'PTY 
, READ_ELEaENT ) 
~ ( "," 
( .PEYK (";" ,tI ,") .~ESSAGE (59) 
, READ_ELEMENT ) 
.PEEK(.ID,.TREF) .ftESSAGE(60) 
READ_YLEl!EIIT ) 
FILE COMPRESSED OPTIONS := 
- "FILE" 
"(" .ERR (11) 
.ID .UR (72,.SCAIITO I") "''';''» 






"U.D TREE NODE 
.I!FSSAGE (63, .SCAIITO (", "'";")) .EI!PTY 
/*******************/ 
/* WRITE STATEP.ENT */ 
/*******************/ 
WRITE STATEIIFIIT := 
IGNORE_EXTRA_COfHAS 
FILE CO~PRESSED OPTIONS 
( .PFEK (W;") .!ESSAGE (63) .EI!PTY 
, llRITE ELEMEIIT ) 
S( "," -
(.PFEK(";",,,,,,) .I'!FSSAGF (59) 
, VRITE_ELEI!FNT ) 
• PEEK (.ID ,.TRFE) .~FSSAGE (60) 
WRlTE_ELE!$EIIT 1 




Fig. I. 3-2 (cont) 





c.+:."_:::::~~::._-=- <.':-:-;:.::'--=.::--;:"::''::':::::-_~':-:-~::'~ __ '' ___ .. '. 
' .• -.~--:-:;"~·;:-p::OiF'!l;r""f'i·~'~~~~1.t' 
SOFT TFEE Be DE 
.~ESSAGE (63, .SCUTO(",-,";")} .EIIPTY 
/********************/ /* DEFINE 5~ATEP.ENT */ 
/** ••• ********.******/ 
DEFINE STATFftFNT := 
.EIIPTY 
.TREE .ERR(23,.SC1.NTO("AS"'";")) 
"AS" .ERR (33) 
HARD_TREE_MODE .ERR(21,.SCA~To(n~n» 
/***********************************/ /* ARITH~FTIC ASSIGN~rNT STATE~ERT */ 
/***********************************/ 








/* GF~PlL EXPRESSION */ 
/**********.***********/ 
SIftPLE EXPRESSION := 











.sET (iRRE_S'tRIJ/G_APIT~_SWITcr, 3) 
/**********************/ 
/* BOOLEAN EXPRESSION */ 
/**********************/ 
BOOLEAN EXPRESSION := 
BOOLEAN PRIIIARY 
, , 
" . ~ 
$ ( ( "'" , -&" ) BOOLEAJ_PRlftARY .ERR(13,.SCANTO(tlTHEN"'"&"'"l"'";")}) 





... 4~; , .~-."....,..--~~.~~---~--",,",---~--' -








I JiOOL'EAJr EXPRESSION 
, .EBPTY -.NEG .RFTURN 
n} - .ERR (611) 
SIBPLF EXPRESSION 
.DO("TSA_LEFT_SWITCH = TREE_STRING_ARITL_SWITCL;·) 
( TREE_RELATION 
.SET (TSA_R~LATION_SllITCh 1) 
ARITH RELATION 
.SET ITS! RELATIOIl SWITCH 3) 
.F!lPTY - -
.l!ESSAGE (71) ) 
SIBPLE_EXPRESSION .ERR(13,.SCANTO("THEN" , n&_ r "IH I ":"1) 
.DO("TSA_RIGLT_SWITCh = TREE_STRING_ARITL_SWITCl.;"} 
DETECT_TYPE_CONVERSIONS 
ARITH RELATIOll := 
"<" 1 -<=" , -=" , ->=" I a>. , n,<" , ",<=- , .,=" , ",>=" , 
n-.>_ ; 
~RFE RELATIOll := 
- .," , "NOT" 1 .E~PTY I 
"JDEI/TICAL" ("TO'" .EIiPTY 
.DO ("ilICOUNT 151) = aCOUNT 151) + 1;") 
"SUBSFT" (nOF'" .EIIPTY) 
.DO ("ilICOUNT 152} = aCOUJT(52) + 1:"} 
"ELE!ENT~ ("01'·, .E!lPTY ) 
.DO (niilCOUlI~ (53) = iilCOUNT (53) + 1;") 
.EB:!'~Y .NEG .RETURN) 
DETECT TYPE CONVFRSIONS := 
• TFST(TSA_RELATIOll_SWITCH = 1) 
( .TESTITSA_LFFT_SWITCh = 2) 
.DO ("iilCOUlIT (1171 = aCOUNT(47) + 1;") 
.TEST(TSA_LEPT_SWITCh = 3) 
.DO ("ilICOUlIT (49) = aCOUIiT (49) + 1 ;") 
, .EBP'fY } • 
( .TEST (TSA_PIGhT_SllITCh = 2) 
.DO("ilICOUNT(47) = aCOUNT(47) + 1;") 
.TE~(TSA RIGRT SWITCH = 3) 
.DO {"aCOUNT (49)-= aCOUNT(1I9) + 1:"} 
1 .E!!PTY) 
.EI!PTY /* T{) BF- EXTEIIDED */ 
/*******************/ 
/* TRYF EXPRFSSION */ 
/*******************/ 
HARD TREE 1I0DE := 
-(d$IIULLn .~ESSAGE(16) I COeBINATIOIi_OR_PYR~UTATION_TREE , .TREE) 
.DO("mCOURT(2P} = aCOUlIT(28) + 1;") 
.SET(UIiQUALIFIED_TRRE_PLAG = 1) 
$( "." HARD_OUALIFIER_BY_LABEL .SET(UIiOUALIFIRD_TREE_PLAG = O) 
I .. (ft 
RARD_QUALIFIER_BY_SUBSCRIPT 
")" .EFR (64, .SCAIITO ("=",n." '" ("I"; "» 
~ig. I. 3-2 (cont) 
I 
l '~""'<~ .. ~ < ___ , _._< __ .. _._. __ 
'" I'd' ,~,.~~~~,..;._"~~ -.-~~-.. 
." 
"'"--;:--::.-:,,::::~::~~~-,,:-:,:::;:'::::::::::::~~." T.-:::::=,.~-::'~:=: :-:~.::=-_:::;e;:::::-,:'.:=:-::-"~" '"j""~P-;:'~!'''~''';;>-'' •. 
.SET(UNQUALIFIED_TRFF_PLAG = 0) ) 
SOpT TREE NODE := 
-( COiBINATIOH_OR_PYR~UTATION_TRrF , .TRFF 
.DO ("aCOUNT (29) := iicoun (2'1) + 1: n) 
.SET (UNQUALIFIED_TREE_FLAG = 1) 
$( "." SOFT_QUALIFIER_BY_LABEL .SFT{UNQUALIFIED_TREE_FLAG 0) 
, .. (" 
SOFT_QUALIFIER_BY_SUFSCFIPT 
")" 
.ERR (64 •• SCAIITO (",n '" ._'"1"''':'''''+'''''-"' "*'" "/"1 ........ ,.& .. , .. , "I 
"<",,,> .. ,"=,,,,,~=,,,.<=,,,">=n,,,,<=R'"'>="'-1I0T"» 
.SET(UBQUALIFIED_TREE_pLAG = 0) } 
COnBIlIATIOIl OR PERBUTATIOII TREE := 
C "$CO~IiATIOIl· 1 "PER~UTATION· 
1 "(" ( ( "NEXT- , "LAST" , "FIRST" , "ALL" , "FIRST:" , "ALL:" ) 
.!!ESSAGEI75,.SCANTO(BATCHING_PAREN I";"}) 
, .Er.PTY 
ARIT,,_EXPRESSIOII .ERR(39 •• SCAIITO(HATCHIIIG_PAEEN' ":"» ) 
.)" .YRR (64) 
.BESSAGE (74) .EBPTY) 
.TESTIPRUlIING_FLAG = 1) 
.PEEK ("... , • I") .J!R1H76} 
.EllPTY 1 
HARD QUALIFIER BY LABEL := 
-1I0DE_LABEL :DO {"aCOUIlT (30) = aCOUIIT (30) + \; "I 
..... IlIDIRPCT_ChAR_STRING .Doc"mCOUIIT(31} = mCOUri~'J'1 + 1;"1 
.Bl':SSAGE (1191 .FI!:PTY 
SOpT QUALIFIER BY LABFL := 
-NODE_LABYL :DO l"acouNT (37) aCOUNT(37} + 1;") 
q • 
.TEST(PRUIIING pL~G = 1) 
.SET(PRUIiING_FLAG = 0) 
INDIRECT CRAR STP.IIIG 
.SET(PRuNING PLAG = 1} 
, INDIRECT_CHAR_STRING ) 
.DOI"mCOUNT(3B) = mCOUNT(3B} + 1:") 
.F!!PTY 
.I!:ESSAGE(49,.SCAHTOln."," ("I";"» 
1I0DE LABEL := 
-"UFXT- .BFSSAGF (50) 
"LAST" .!!ESSAGE(52) 
"pIRST" .BESSAGE (58) 
"FIRST:" .~ESSAGF(90) 
"l\L!.~ .BESS1.G!' (70) 
"ALL:~ .llESSAGF(91) 
"LABEL- .~ESSAGE(511) LABFL_STPIBG 
.ID 
i;lIRD QUALIpIER BY SURSCFIPT := 
-"NFXT~ .UO("wCOUNT(35) = aCOUHT(35) + 1;W) 
"LASTw .DOI"aCOUNT(3Q} = aCOUHT(3QI + ';W) 
"FIRST" .DO("~COUNTI32) = aCOUNT(32} + 1;") 





~-. -,,~-----~-~-- - ..,.-,,-






"PBST:- .DO (-iCOU'T (33} = aCOUIIT (33) + 1;-) 
BOOL~AII_EXPRESSIOI .EER(13 •• SCAITO(!ATCP.rlG_PAP.EI,-;-,-.n,-.-» 
"'J.L:- .IIESSAGl' (311) 
BOOLZAW_EXPRzssrol .EF.RI13 •• SCAITOIIIATCHrIG_PAREW,-;-,-.-,-.·» 
-I- ,.!ESSAGEI1!5) 
rIDrREcT_cHAR_STRrIG 
ARrTH_IXPRZSSrOI .DO(-aCOUIT(36) = acOUWT(36) + 1;-) 
.!FSSA(;E ,39 • .sCAITO (1IA'l'C;;rIG_PARElr,-;·,·. -, •• -» .EIIP!Y 
SOl'T_QUALYl'rER_BY_SUBSCRrPT := 
"WEX'r- .!lESSAGE (51) .EIIP'rY 
-LAST" .DO(-aCOUITI1I3) = ~COU'T(1I3) + 1;-) 
-l'rRST· .DO (-iCOtln (39) = iCOUU (39) + 1;-) 
"ALL- .ftESS1GE(89) 
"PrRS1':" .DO("iICOURTI"O) = iCOU''r(IIO) + 1;-) 
( .'!'1!S! (PRUlrlG_PLlIG = 1) 
.sn (pRUlrrIlG]LlG = 0) 
BOOLEAI_EXPREssrOI .ERR(13 •• SCAITO(IIATCHTlG_PA~EI'-;"'·.-,·.·» 
.SET (PRUlrllG_PLAG = 1) 
, BOOLEAI EXPRl'SSrOI ) 
'.ERR(13 •• SCAI,.OfIlATCHrRG_PAREI,".-,·.·,·;·» 
,-ALL:- .DO (·aC0t1I1T(1I2) = iCOUIT (112) + 1;·) 
( .Tl!:S'r (pRUlrtll;'_l'LAG = 1) 
.SET (PRUUIG_PLlG = 0) . 
BOOLEAlI_EXPREssrOIl .ERR (13 •• SCAITO (IIATCHrRG_PAREI'·;·1·.-'·.·» 
.SET (pRUlIrRG_l'LlG = 1) 
, BOOLE1II l'XPRESSrOH ) 
.ERR(13 •• SC1ITO(IIATCRrIG_P1REI,.;-,·.-, •• ·» 
-.. • ftESSAGE (85) 
( .'rEST(PRUJirtlG_l'LAG = 1) 
.SET (pRUlrIG_l'LAG = 0) 
rllDrRECT Cr.AR STRrllG 
.SET fPRuiIIIG_FLAG = 1) 
rIDrRECT_CHAII_STRrIG ) 
.'rEST (PRUlHlIG_l'LAG = 1) 
.SETIPRURrHG_l'LAG = 0) 
ARrTR_EXPRESSrOJ .ERR(39 •• SCAITO(IIATCP.rIlG_PAREI,";-,-.-,-.-» 
.Doc·aCOU~T(Q4) = aCOUlT(IIQ) + 1;·) 
.sn cpWHrIlG_l'LAG = 1) 
,ARrTE_EXPREssrOIl .DO(·~CGURT(IIQ) = aCOUITCQII) + 1;·) ) 
.1Il!SSAGE (39 •• SCARTO IrlATcr.rIG_PARER ,-;-," •• ,,, •• )) .EIIPTY 
CHAP. STRJJlG := 
- .STRrIG 
, SOFT_TREE_IODl' 
1* •••••••••••••••••••• / 
1* S'rRrIG FIPREssrOIl'./ 
/* ••• ~ •••••••••••••••• / 
, "LABEL· LABEL_STRDG 
LlBEL-.5TRrlG := 
.EIIPTY 
• I" .ERR (116) 
SOFT_TREE_HODE .ERR(56 •• SCAHTOIIIATCHrIG_PARER,-;·» 
.). .ERR (611) 
rIDIRFCT_C"AR_STRIIG := 
Fig. I. 3-2 (cont) 
& If Nt rtfe .. ...., __ .-...." ..... ~ __ ~ ... ~_~ __ b~."'""~~. __ ". __ ~~--'._._" 
~ -.,....., 
~ •. -" '!t~"":} .. -,.~-:-.~~t: 
.~'.:~.~ '~~~::~i!~~~=:1:~~.:~~~~ 
.EI!PTY 




• liES SAGP: (62) 
LABEL_STRrllG 
.FI!PTY 
.IIESSAGP (62 •• SCUTO (II UCP.II G_PARn ,-; -) ) 
-). .ERR (611) 
.~IIPTY .P.ESSAGFC62 •• SCAI'rOC·;·»)) 
I* •• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• / 
1* ARITHIIETrc FXPRFSSrOJ ./ 
I* ••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• / 
ARrTH FXPRFssrOH := 
:SET(ARrTR_oPERATIOll_l'LAG = 0) 
ARIT,,_TERII . 
'C ( -+., ._-) .SETCAPrTH_oPFRATIOH_PLAG 1) 
sC (".·,-r,· •• -) .P.l':SSAG1':(1I6) 
C .PEElq-;·I") -I· •• ) .IIFSS1GE (116) 
, ARITII_T'P.RP. 
,.I!ESSAGEI1I7 •• SCAIITOC-+·'--·I-;·)) .EflPTY» 
lRrT .. TERII := 
iRITIl FACTOR 
$C ( - •• , ,,~ ) .SET(lPrT,,_OPERATrOIl_PLAG 1) 
$C c·.-,·r,· •• ") .1I'P.SSAGE(1I6» 
( •• PEE!: I.;·'.)· '-.-) .IIESSAGE (116) 
, ARrTt._l'ACTOR 
,.P.ESSAGEC47 •• SC"ITOC·+·,·--,-.·,·r,·;·" .1'P.PTY» 
ARrTB l'''CTOE ;~ 
iRITH l'RIIIARY 
$1 •• *" .SETCARITH_oPERATrOI_FLAG = 1) 
$1 c·.n,·r," •• ", .1I1':SSIGI::CII6») 
I .PFE!';(·;·'·)·,· ... , .n:SSA(;F1116) 
, APrTH_l'ACTOR 
, .1I1l~"GE(47 •• SCARTOC·+·'·-"'·.·,·/·,·;·)' .EIIPTY ) ) 
ARrTH l'RIIIARY := 
-IURBER. .SET(ARrTR_Ol'ERATrOIl_FLAG 1) 
• (. .ERR (II) 
SOl'T TREE IIODE 
"). -.FRR(611) 
.ERR (48 •• SCAITO 11I!'l'CHIIIG_PlIRl'l"";·) ) 
-LABEL· LABFL STHrlG .DO C·itCOUHT (4B) = <PCOURT IlIe) + 1;-, 
.ID -
.SET (ARrTr. OPERATION FLAG 1) 
.IUI'! - -
SOFT_TREE_1I0D]!! .DOI"aCOUI'r(II~) iCOUITCII6) + 1;·) 
·c· ARITE_T.XPRFSSrOB .ERR(39 •• SCAJTOIIIATCHIIG_P1Rl'l,·;·,·,·») 
.)- .EHR(611) .SETCARrTE_OPERATrOI_l'LAG = 1) 
.TEST(U\l1'OUHD_1'OUlD_SwrTCr. = 2) 
.SET (URl'OlJRD_l'OUHD_SwrTCH = 1) ( .+. , __ 11 ) 
ARITr._PRIRARY .ERRC"7 •• SCAITO(·+"'·_·, .. ·,,,/·,·;·) 
,,~" .. , ,, __ ,.'"-____ "~_. ~_ Jl 
--
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,.~ ............... , 
1* ftISCELLAREOUS ., 
, ................. , 
ICIORYo EXTRA COBftAS := 
.EftPTY -
$ ( a,a .B1!SSIIG1! (59) 
SEftI COLOR := 
- .PEEP; (aeeee·, 
.1!ftPTY 
.PJ!P!P; (a;., .nR (65, .SCU'J'O (-; "" 
.DO (-itSTI!'! = iilSTBT + 1;-) 
( a;_ I .FI!P'J'Y ) 
TREE_TIIRIIIBL1!_LIST := 
IGHOR1! 1!XTRA COftl!AS 
(.TR~E I :1D I .EftP'J'Y .IEG .RE'J'URP, 
$ ( -,- IGlfORE_EXTRII_COI!II!AS 
.EID 
( .'!'REF 
, .. ID 
,.?EEX(-)-'-;-) .ftESSIIGE(59) 
, .EI!PTY .I!ESSAGE(66,.SCIII'J'O(-,a,a;a,ftIlTCEIIG_PIIRFI))) 
Fig. 1.3-2 (cone I) . 
t __ , .. ~. _~~ __ ._.~ _____ .. 
-......, 
'-
.. <-*-,,-_._, ..... -. ..~""\-. ."."'-.• -- ......... ,~ 
/* ERROR MESSAGES */ 
DEELARE 3ERROR_MESSAGE (10) CHAR(60) VARYING STATIC INIT( 
'S:POINTER NAME CONFLICTS WITH TREE NAME USED ELSEWHERE', /*01*1 
'S:OUTPUT STACK LEFT NONEMPTY', 1*02*1 
'S:PROCEOURE NAME CONFLICTS WITH VARIABLE NAME USED ELSEWHERE', 
'N:POSSIBLE USER ERROR: POINTER USED OUTSIDE OF SUBNODE LOOP', 
'N:POSSIBLE INSERTION BEFORE ROOT NODE'); /*05*1-
I 
W 
1.4-1 Error Messages for PLANS Code Generator Fig. 
~. trtt:is::::w 









.~~ __ . __ ..__ . __ ... ___ .. _._ . .-J 
~_ ___. __ ~ _____ m __ • 
~~~~~w:;I;=ffT'"~~-=~n==""""",-".-...... .,-~"""" '<.'4.('~"':'"-""'''' ____ "''''''''--=---b",,_'-''''''~ 
I 
~ .0PTIOII_LISTfPUIICR_CODP=YES. PRIIT_CODE=IfO) • AUG_GRAil PLIISEII C.IIIITIAL_CODF=SPIIDCL •• FI"AL~CODR=SEIIWBP) 
/. IIICLUDES OIlLY TREE ASSIGIIIIEIIT AIID PBUlfE APPLICATIOII OF ·ALL:· ./ 
/. ST~TISTICS TPROUGH 40. 56 ./ 
/ ........................... / 
/* BASIC-PROGRAII STBUCTUBE ./ 
/****** ••••••••••••••••••••• / 
PLlfSEII := 
/* FLAG IlfITIALIZATIOIf ./ 
/* •• SET (PIRST_PRI!!ABY_FOUIID_FLI\G 
/* •• SET (I!!III_EX'l'RRlfAL_SWITCI! = 1, 
/* •• SET (II0RIAL_"RRGE_SUTCII = 1) 
/** .SPT COUTPUT_1I0TES_FLAG = 1) 
/** .SET (PEFIOD_ALREADt_FOUIID_l'LAG 
/* •• SET(SET_SOFT_LIIIK_FLAG = 0) 
/** .SET (TnF _STUISTICS_FLAG = 0) 
/* •• SET (TRACE_ALREADt_OUTPUT_FLAG 
/* •• SET (TRACE_FLAG = Il) 
/. IIAIII PROCFDURl' */ 
.LABEL 




0) •• / 
.. / 
.. / 
0) •• / 
.. / 
.SAV ("PUT FI10E CSTATIST) EDIT (" '.11") .CAT C •• "") CA) ;") 
.SU(*) 
.sEARcr_BLOCK .IF_IIFW(1.2."PD") 
.DOC"PROCEDURE_IIAlIl! = SUBSTRC~SYIIBOL.1.LEIIGTR{~StIlBOL) - 1);") 
.DO(.~PAGE_PF!D = iPAGE_READ,,· OF PROCEDUFE ""PFOCEDURE_IIAftE;·) 
"PROCEDURE" .OUT C.) 
C "(" ""." .OUT(*) 
PROCFDURE ARGUIIFBT 
$( •• " -$"." .OUT(".") PPOCEDURE_lRGUIIFBT 
")" .OUT r.) 
.FIIPTt I ." .~: !. 
"OFTIOIIS" 
C "C" , .EIIPTt) .... ", 
OPTICII_FLEIIFHT SC "." OPTIOII_ELFI!EIIT 
") " 
, .EIIFT! ) 
.DO("NORIIAL_"FRGF._SiITCP = 1I0RIIAL IIRRGE SWITCH + 1;·) 
( .TEST (IIAIII_EXTERIlAL_SWITCP = 2) 
.OUT (t) 
.DO("NORIIAL_"EFGE_SWITCP = NORI!AL_I!EFGF_SWITCB - l;n) 
("RFCDPSIVE" .OUT(" REC~RSIVE") . 
... 
.IBIT_BLOCK .FIIID_IIEIT fl.1."P") .EIITEP (2.1. "P") 
, .FI!PTT ) 
.OUT C" FFORDEll ;") ': 
.0UT("~IBCLUDF PLAIIS(XBODES) ;.) 
.OUTC"~IIICLUDF·PLAIISCXSTOFAG);") 
.OUT (nllIIiCLUDE PLAIIS (XEIITRY) ;") 
.EIIPTt .OUT (I) 
.DO,"1I0RIIAL_"EFGE_SiITCP = 1I0PIIAL_!EllGE_SWITCR - 1;n) 
.OUT (n OPTIOBS (IIAlII) ;") 
.OUT("DECLARE mBUftBER_OF_1I0DES FIXED BIIIARY(1S.Il) STATIC IIIITC") 
.DO ("CALL iOUT CIIOOES) ;") .OUT C .. ) ;.) 
.OUT("ORCLARF wBUftBER_OF_LABELS FIXED BIIIARt (15.u) IBIT(·) 
.DO C"CALL mOUT (LABELS) ;.) .OUT (.) ;") 
.OUT ("DECLARE ~STORAG (0: .. ) 
Fig. I. 4-2 Augmented Grammar for PLANS Code Generator 
L...M. .~_..... . .._ .... 
~ .. 
.. _· ... ,~_·~.::...-.~~-=-.... c_ 
.DO("CALL iOUT(LABPLS) :"' .0UT(ft' CBABACT!t(8) ~rr~B'lL;·) 
.OUT ("IIIICLUDE PLAIIS (OBJDCL 1) ;") 
.OUTC"2 iBIIIARY_II0DESCO:", .DOC"CALL iOUTfWOD~S);·) 
.OUT(").~"."3 iSOIl FIXED BIIIAII1 (15.0) IIIITfO).~.) 
.OUTC"3 ~BPOT~EB FIXED BIliARY (15.0) IIIIT(O).~·) 
.OUT("3 iLABEL FIXED BIliARY (15.0) IIIIT(O);'" 
.OUT(·IIIICLUDF PLAIIS(OBJDCL2) ;") ) 
SEIII COLOII 
"( "DECLIJIP· DECLAFJ> S'UTEIIEIIT ) 
.OUT (J) -
( .TFSTCTA~E_STATISTICS_FLAG = 0) 
.OUT C"l'UT FILE (STATIST) EDIT (' '.0") (1) ~") 
, .EIIPTY ) 
$ PROGRAII UliIT 
OUTPUT DECLARATIONS 
"EIID" -C .ID ,.FIIPTY SFIII_COLOI 
.OUT (";;,PPOC_EXIT: ;") 
PRUIIE LOCAL TIIFES 
.TFST(1I0RIIAL_"PRGP_SWITCR = 1) .FRR(2) 
.DOC"CAL! mIIICLUDE_PROCEDURES;·) 
.DO(·CALL iIIICLUDE_DECLARATIOIIS;") 













.SET CTRACE_FLAG 0) 
"TRACE" 




.SET (TAKE STATISTICS PLAG 0) 
"lfOOFS" - -
( "C" I .EI!PTY 




.DOC"LABELS = mStl!BOL + 1I0D(mSYIIBOL.Q) + 3;") 




.FrBD::IIEXT (1.1. np") 
(.TABLE_TEST(2.1.·R") .SET(IIECUIISlVE_FLAG 1) 
, .F.IIPTY .SET (RFCURSIVE_FLAG = 0) ) 
.IUT BLOCK 
! C .FIIID_BEXT P.l.·B·) 
.ODT("DECLAIIE ........ m POIBTE!> STATIC;") 




~~:""""'~,~~,.:= .. ~-.-.. ~ 
I 
Vi 
.OUT("BASED (· •••• "a):·) ) 
.IIIIT BLOC~ . 
! ( .FIWD_WEXT (1.1. "1'") 
.OOT (·DECLARE " ••• ,. FIXED BIliARY (15.0) ") 
.( .TABLE_TEST (2 .1.·P!') 
'STATIC_IF_II0T_RECOP'SI'F .OUT(· 1111'(0)") 
.OUT (";") ) 
.INIT BLOC!( 
! ( .FIWD_IfEXT (1.1."';") 
.OUT("DECLARE " ••• ," FIXED BIliARY (15.0)") 
STATIC IF ROT RECURSIVE 
.OUT (";") -) -
.UJ'T BLOC!( 
$ ( .FIWD_IfEXT (1.1.·'·) 
, .DO (·IF IlfDEX ('I.JU.I!II' • SUBSTIl (itSYI!_WAIIF (itSYI!BOL_LEVI':L.") 
.DO ("itSYI!BOL_RUI!BER) .1.1)) = 0 .) 
.DO("TPRR SUBSTR(itASS_IIIFO(itSYI!BOL_LF'YL.aSYI!BOL_1I0I!BFR) .1.1)·) 
.DO("= 'I" :.) 
.001' ("DFCLARE " ••• ) 
( .TABLF_TEST (l.l."R") .001' I· DECII!AL FLOAT 16)") 
,.EI!PTt .OUT(" FIXED BIliARY (15.0)") ) 
( .TABLE TFS'f(2.1.·P") 
, STATIC:IF_IfOT_PFCURSIVP 
.OUT (";.) ) 
STATIC IF 1101' RFCURSIVE := 
.TFST(PECoIlSI'B_FLAG 0) 
.001' (" STATIC") 
.EIIPTY 
PROGPAI! UIIIT := 
!(-.UBFL 
( .PEEK ("PROCEDURE") 
, .EI!PTY .OOT("~") ) 
.OUT (.» , 
.SET(TRACE_ALREADY_OUTPOT_FLAG 0) 
( .PFEK ("FND") .IIFG .RFTOPIi 
, PPOCEDuPF_BLOC!( 
, STATFI!FIIT ) : 
FROCEDORP. BLOC!( := 
• PEEK ("PROCEDUP.E") 
.DO("~SYI!BOL = SOBSTR(~St~BOL.l,LI':IIGTP(~SYI!FOL) - 1);") 
.SEARCY_ALL .IF_IIFWI1,2,"FD") 
.TABLE_TEST 11,1, "p.) .ERR (3) 
.FIITER (1,2 ,"PD") 
"PROCEDURE" .OUT (.) 
.ELKEI/TER 
.srARCP_ELOC~ .FNTER(1,2."PD") ( "(" $"." .OUT (.) 
PFOCEDURE ARGUI!I':IIT 
$( "," -f",· .OUT(",") prOCEDURF_APGO~EI/T 
")" .OUT (.) 
.FI!PT! ) 
·RECOESIvr" .001'(· RECORSIVE", 
.IIIIT_BLOC~ .PIWD_'1RXT(l,l,"P") • EWTEP (2,1,"1l") 
, .EI!PTt) 
.OUT (" ;") 
.DO(·~LF'EL itLFVEL + 1:") 
Fig. I. 4-2 (cont) 




... -. ." ........ 
TRACP OOTPUT 
.SET (STATISTICS_SIIITCP = 1) 
TAn STATISTICS 
SFI!I-COLOII 
$( "DECLARE· DECLARE STA'fE!EMT 





PRUWE LOCAL TREES 
( .ID-, .EI!PTY ) 
.DO("itLFYEL = itLEVPL - 1;") 
SEI!I_COLOIl .OUT("EIID;") 
.BL~EXIT ; 
PROCEDURE ARGD!EIIT := 




DECLARE STATEI!EIIT := 




$( "," $ "." DECLARE_ITE!! 
"LOCAL· 
SEI!I_COLOI ; 







.TFST{!AIII_FXTERIIAL_SWITCE = 2) 
.DOC"BLOClt_LFVFL_COUIIT = cBLK_LFVFL_CKT;") 
( .TEST (l!LOCK_LEYEL_COOJT = 1) 
.1'11' BLOC!( 
.$ ( .PIIID IFXT (1,1, "1''') 
( .TABLF_TEST 12,1, .p.) 
, .FI!PT! 
.ODTC".SOFT_LI~_ADDB = ADDR( .. , ••• ·);·) 









= ADDP , ..... ,It) ;") 
.SEARCP_PFOCEDUFF(·aPFUWF·) 


















, UIICOIDTtIOI!L STATEftEIT SEftI COLOI 
.RESET ISOFT*Ol,iUft*o 1 ,STR*Ol) 
UICOIDITIOIAL ST!TEftEIT := 
.PFEI(I"'Ein"') .IEG .PETU~I 
.PFFII: I";") .OUT C~ ;") 
"STOP" 
.SYTISTATISTICS SWITCH = lq) 
TAKE STATISTICS-
( .TEST (TAI(E_STATI_STICS]L!G 1) 
.OUTC"'GO TO aEIIT;"') 
,.EftP.TY . 
• OUT ("'RETURI; "') ) 
·PETORII'" ' 
.SFT(ST!TISTICS_SWITCP = 1~) 
TAn: STATISTICS 
.OOT''''GO TO aPROC_HIT:") 
"TRACE'" 
.SET(STATISTICS_SWITCP. = 26) 
TAn: STATISTICS 
I .TF.STITIIACF]tlG = 1) 
.OUT ("'jftRA CE = ") 
I "BIGPI!' .OUT ,-2; "') 
,"'LOW'" .0UT("'1;") 
,"'OFY'" .OUTI"'O;"') 
, .ID ) 
"'BFGII'" BEG I._BLOCK 
"'DO'" nO_GROUP 
"'GO" I "'TO'" , .FIIPTI) .ID 
.SH (STATISTICS SWITCR = 12) 
TAI(E_STATISTICS-
.OUT("'GO TO "',*,"';"') 
"CALL'" CALL ST!TE~EIT 
TREE ASSIGlftEIT STATRIIElT 




.SFT(STATISTICS_SWITCP. = 19) 
TIn: STATISTICS 
I.SEiT STATEftEIT 
"'IDYA.CF" ADYAIICY STATFftEIIT 
IIIPOT OOTPOT STATR!EIT 




Fig. I. 4-2 (cont) 
1) 
L: -~- .~ ............. _._ .. :. __ ......... _._ ................. _ ...  ....... 
llFGIlf_BLOCI( := 
.BLKEIITPP 





.SET(STATISTICS_SWITCF = 2) 
TAKF STATISTICS 
$( "DFCLARF" DFCLARF_STITF!E.T 




.DOC"iLFYEL = aLEYFL - 1;"') 
.001' (-F.D;") 
.BLI(EXIT 
DO GROOP := 
1************1 
/* DO GliOOP *1 
/************1 
- -WPILF'" DO WPILF GROUP 
"'YOR" "ALL- -
(.SOB.ODRS" DO_SUB.ODE_GliOOP 
,"'COIIBIIATIO.S- DO COIIBI.ATIO! 'GROOP 
,"'PERI!OTATIO.S" DO-PERftOTATIOll-GROOP 
DO_I.CRFftR~T_GFOOP 
.SFT(STATISTICS SWITCP = 3) 
TAI(E_STATISTICS-
.001' ("'DO ;"') 
DO_BODY_TPPOUGF_FRD 
.001' (-F.D;-) 
DO SUB. ODE GROOP := 
- ;S.IR:OSF,SOFT*Ol} .RESET(SOFT*Ol) 
·01'-
.SFT(STATISTICS SWITCP = 6) 
TII(E_STATISTICS-
SOFT TREE ~ODE 
-oSIiG'" -
BASFD TRn WAft!' 
.EITER f3 .,; "'A"') 
.001' (*,"'a = ADDR ~SOI '''',SOFT*Ol,-)) ;") 
.OUT ("'DO WEILF (" ,*,"" > OJ ;"', 
.SIY (*) 
.CIT (-(& = ADD1' ~BROTI!FR ("',* ,"'$» ; "', 
.FRSET (SOFT*O 1) 
." <"--,"",~.=..=..=:,=.,,,"-
DO_BODY_TPROUGF_RRD 
.DO(-DO ~I=~BLK_SyeBOL_CIIT(iBL~_LRYEL_C.T) TO 1 BY -le-) 
.!ID(-WI!ILE (SOBS'I'R (USS_I.FO (iBLI(_LFYEL_CWT,aI) ,3,1) ,= "A"} ;"') 
.DO C"'FID ;"') 
.DOC"SOBSTR(~ASS_I.FO(iBL~_LF'FL_CR'I',aI),3,l) = I ";_) 
.OUT (I • -"D; -, ; 
DO_IICP.FftF.'I'_GROOP := 
-- . ..., 
u 
._. . ......... _ ......................... _... . ... ~_ .. _ ..... ~. J 




.BPSET (LAB *0, 1.troft*o,1) 
.ID 
.SIY (II.) 
( .TFST (TRACF_FLAG = 1) 
.CA'1'(·IF ~TRACE > 1 THEW PUT FDIT ( •• TRACF: VARIABLF· ••• ··) 
.CAT (* •• - • •••• *.") (COL (10) .A.COL (17) .A.F (13.6» ;.) 
I .F-ftPT! ), 
.SPT(STATISTICS_S8ITC1' = 4) 
TAU STATISTICS 
.OUTI·DO •• * •• =") 
.SH (T1'EP_STRIWG_.lFIT1' _S8ITCP 3) 
-=-COWSTRAIlIED YXPRESSIGW 
$( ".. .OUT(*) CGWSTRIIlIPD_EIPPPSSIGW 
("TO· .OUT (. TO .) 
COWSTRAIlIFD FIP1'FSSIOll 
("BY" .0uT (. BY") 
COWSTRAIWFD_FXPBESSIOW 
I .EIIPTY J 
$(,.... .OUT(*) COIISTRAlWED_EXPRESSIOII 
.FIIPTt ) 
.ou-r f";.) 
(·liI!IL1':" " (" .GUT ("11': .) 
BOOLFAW 1':IPRFSSIOII 
.).. .oUT(· THElI; 1':LSE GO TO, •• LlIB*o,l •• ;") 
.RES1':T (!lUll *0 1) 
.OUT (t) 
DO_BGDY_T1'RGUGI!_PIID 
(.ID I .PIIPTY) 
.OUT ("DD;·) 
.1.AB (LAB *0, 11 
(.TEST(TRICE_FLAG 1) 
, .1':IIPTY .GUT (";.) 
.PESF'l' fLAB*o,2) 
,I .GUT (t) 
.RES,FT (!I UII *0 1) 
DO BGDY TP.RGUGIf PlD 











("A" I .EIIPTT) 
("TIftE" ; .EIIPTt) 
.OUT~;·.·IP iPIRST_COftBIW(·.SOPT*Ol.·) TIfElI GO TO ".1.AE*o,2.";") 
.LAB (LIB *0, 1) , 
.RESET (SOpT*Ol) 
DO_BODY_'l'I!RGUGB_plID 
.GUT("Ip IWPXT_COI!BIlI THPI Go, TO ".LIB*o,1.";") 
.LAl! (LIB*02) .OUT f·;") 
.SPAP.CIf_PF OCpDUR1': (·itCOIIBII") 
Fig. I. 4-2 (cont) 
c._ ~* :=_~_."" .""~ __ ,_" .. __ ,.,_,, 
... 
----~---, 
. 'ttitT;'~"'" "';"'~~~~~"~'I;:"'~~ 
DO PP1'ftUTATIOW GROUP := 
- .SWIR_USEILAB*02) 
.SET (STATISTICS_SlIITCH 8) 
TAU_STATISTICS 






(·A" I .1'I!PTY) 
(·TIft1'· I .EIIPTY) 
.0UT(·; ... ·I1' iPIRST_P1'PIIUT(".S01'T*o,l,") Tlf1'W GO TO ·.L1B*02 •• ;.) 
.LAB (LAB*o, 1) 
.RESET (S01'T*Ol) 
DO BODY TPROUGH FID 
• OUT (IIIF IWFIT_PPRIIUT '1'1'1'11 Go, TO ".LlIB*o,l.·;") 




.RFSH (SOPT*Ol.WUI!*O 1,STR*o,l) 
.SPT(STITISTICS_SlIITCP = 5) 
Tllt1': STATJ"S:rICS 
.LAB (y.15*O 1) 
( • (II I .1'IIPft) .OUT ("11' .) 
BOOLEA 'I_EXPR ESSIOll 
II). .OUT(" T1'EII; ELSE Go, TO ",1.IB*o,2,";·) 
.PPS" (S01'T*o,1.lIUII.o,1 ,STR*Ol) 
DO_BODY_TPROUGF._EIID 
.OUT(·GO '1'0 ".LIB*01.·;·) 
.LAB (LAB*o,2) .OUT(·;") ; 
DO, BODY TP.BOUGP EWD := 
- .nO (·a,1':ST-= iWEST + 1;·) 
SEIII COLOII 
! PROGElII UIIIT 
"EWD· -
( .ID , .1'IIP'l'Y ) 
TRACE OUTPUT 
.DoJ.iWFST = itllEST -.1;") 
/***********.*.* •• ******.*/ 
/* COIDITIOIIIL ST1TPIIElIT */ 
/ ••••••• *.*.**.* ••••• ** •• */ 
COWDITIOW1L STlITFEEWT := 
.SWIILUSP (SO,1'T*o, 1, WUII*Ol. STR*o,l) 
.Rl!SH (SOPT*01.lIUII*01.STP*Ol) 
"l'!'-















r'~ e, ; "-~~-~~---~ .. "'--'""~-~.--." 
~,,::,::::::c,,"=c:,."":""":,=._~~=><"" " 
i 
iD ( ":" , .EIIE'fJ ) 
·TBE'" .OUT(- THE' DO;·) 
.RF-SET (SOPT*01.JUII*01.STR*01) 
STATE5ENT .OUT("EID;", 
("El-SF" .OUT ("ELSE DO;'!') STATE!!EIIT .OUT C"EJD;", 




/* CAl-I. STATEII1'JT *1 
/******************/ 
'.RESET (BARD.Ol) 
.SFT(STATISTICS_SWITCH = 13) 
TAItE_STATISTICS 
~ID 
.SEARCP_ALL .IF_'EW(1.2 •• PU", 
.TABLE_TFST (1. l."P", .PBR (3) 
.OUT ("CALL •• *, ( "c" .OUT (.) 
CALL_AIiGUIIFJT 
S( ..... .OUT(.) CALL_ARGUIIEIIT 
'" " .OUT C*, 
, .F-IIPTI ) 
.OUT f" :", 
.RESET (RAlID*Ol, 
CALL ARGU!!EIIT := 
-.SIIIll USE(P.A!!D*Ol, 
.RFSPT (PA!!D*01) 
.DOC"1I0RI!AL_I!EFGE_SWITCP. = IIO!!!!AL_I!ERGE_SWITCB + 1;", 
BARD_TFFP._1I0Dl!! 
.0UT(BARD*Ol."ji = ii!HARD_LIR_ADDR;'" 
.DOC"JORIIAL_I!ERGE_SWITCB 1I0RIIAL_I!ERGE_SWITCB - 1;", 
.OUT (FARD*O 1. "S", 
.!!ESET (I'ARD"02, 
.DOC"JORIIAL_IIERGE_SWITCB IIOB!!AL_!!ERGE SWITCH - 1;", 
.SFTCTPEE_STRIJG_A!!1TP_SWITCP = 3, 
CO'STRAIJED_EXPRESSIO' 
ORDE!! STATEI!Ewt := 
/*** .. * .. **** .. ** ......... / 
/* ORDER STATE!!EIIT */ 
/ •• ********** .. ******/ 
:SlIlP_USE CSOFT*01~LAB*Ol' 
.U:SFT (SOFT*01, 
.DO("mSORT_POSITIOII = 3;·, 
.SAY C"CALL PLISBTD CO 0 SORT FIELDS= C .. , 
SOFT TFFY- 1I0D1: 
"Byn- -
.0UT("mTEI!P_ADDR = ADDE(mSOIlC".SOFT*Ol.",,;", 
.OUTISOPT*01." = mSOW(".SOPT.Ol.",;,,) 
.LAB CLAB$(\ 1, 
.OUT ("PEOCEDU!!E !!ETU!!WS (CIIA!! (55" ; .. , 
.OUT,"IF ".SOPT*01." <= 0 ¢ .. , 
Fig. I. 4-2 (ccr.t/ 
~-~~-"~~-""""""--"""'--"--""'''''~---'-.~.~'''''-U-__ ........... ~_.~~,.:..o...~~~ _____ ,--. 
.OUT ("TlIllII DO; CAT.L PL1FETC (8,; BE?lJRII (ilSOl\T_DATA); EIID;.' 
.OUTC"FLSF CALL PLIB1'TCC12,;", 
.OUTC·.SOPT_TEIIP = ".S01'T*01 •• ;", 
.0UTC"UJSFPCCiiSORT_CPAR, = UJSPPC( •• SOPT*01 •• ,:.) 
.OUT{"SUBSTR (iiSORT_DATA.l.2, = aSONT_CHlF:.' 
.RE!:rr CSOFT*01) 
S-p-
O!!DEP _ARGt! IIEJT 
S"." 
! (.PEEI( C";·' .JFG 
, .FFSETCSOFT*Ol, .CAT( ..... ' OPDER_A!!GUIIF'T S .... ) 
.OUT(SOFT*01." = ilBROTP-ER(ilSORT_TEIIP);.) 
.OUT C"!!F,", PII CiiSOF T_DATA' ; ", 
.OUT ("R'D;., 
.OUT(I.") ••••• !!ECORD TIPE=F.T.l!!'GTH=(95)") 
.OUTC" ··.20000 •• S0RT BFTUFI CODE.".LAB"01.".ilS~BT OUT,:.) 




C n_n .DO("~SOPT_DIl!ECTIOI = 'A';'" 
, .EftPTY .DO(".SOET_DIRECTIOI = 'D':") ) 
( "'ELEI!E\ITR ,.SET(PEBIOD_ALREADY_FOUIID_YLAG 1) 
SOPT_OUALIFIFR_BT_LABEL ) 
~(.RESETCSOYT*Ol) SOFT_OUAL1FIEF_BY_LABFL 
I .RESET (SOFT*01, SOFT_QUALIFIER_BT_SUBSCIlIPT) 
.001' C"ilSOFT_TFIIP _IIUI! = mGET_YALUF_STF1IIG C".SOYT~·01. It) ;", 
.OUT ("SUBSTR CiilSORT_DATA.") 
.DOCKPUT STFIIIG(~SOFT_TFIIP_STRIIIG' EDIT caSORT_POSITIOI,") 
.DO C" CF (10)) ;K) 
.DO ("CALL mOUT C") 
.DO ("SUBSTP (itSORT_THIIP_STRIIIG, TERlFI (ilSOFT_TEI!P_STFlIIG.' .))) ; .. , 
.001'(".10) = ii!SORT_TFIIP_OYFR;") 
.DO ("PUT STRIIIG (ilSORT_TEIlP_STRIIG) FD1T C~SOPT_FOS1TIOJ) '" 
.DO C" (F (10)) :") 
.DO .nCALL ii!CAT (") 
.DO(-SUBSTR (itSORT_TFIIP_STRIIIG,YERIYI (mSORT_TFIIP_STRlIIG •• ')'):") 
.CATC",10.FL.") 
.DOC"CALL iilCAT(aSOFT_DI!!FCTIOn);") 
.DO("mSORT_POSIT10II = aSORT_POSlT10Il + 10;'" 
/****.** •••• ** ••••• ** ••• **** •• , 





_.Sl"!'CSET_SOFT_Ll\I!(-YLAG = 0) 
.SETIT!!FE_STFIIIG_AFITP_SWITCE = 1) 
COIISTRAlJE~ ~~?RESSlOIl 
.SFT (SPT_SOFT_J.I1I(_FLAG " 1) 
SFT_L!BEL_REPLACE_FLAG 
C .TEST CREAL_DUI!I!Y_SWITCE = 1) 
.0UTCnCALL ii!COPT(".SOFT"01,") ;") 
.SEA!!CP_PROCEDUf,EC"~COPI") .SFARCE_PEOCFDURF("aPRUIIF.) 






'---------... . .. --------
-----
-- .--.. - ... 
1 
J 
~ .. -" , . " 





~~ ~~ , .EIIPTY .OUT ("CALL iilGRAFT;") .SEARCH PRocrDURFI-mGRAP~-) .SPT(STATISTICS_SWITCR = 16) 
TlU_STATISTICS 
.SFARCH_PROCEDUFEC-~PF.URE") ) 
€~ ~ g; I******************!***********I ~ ~ 1* LABEL ASSIGB!EBT STATE!EBT *1 ~ 1******************************1 
EitABEL ASSIGW!EWT STlTEftEIT := 
, :SFTC~ATISTICS_SWITCF = 17) 
TA~F STATISTICS 






( .TESTJTFACE_FLAG = 1) 
.OUTC"IF mTRACF > 1 TREI CALL mIODE_TRACE~PARD_LII~);") 
.EftPTY ) 
PRUIE STATFr.PIT := 
1*******************1 
1* PRUIF ST1TEftFIT *1 
1*******************1 
:SHR_USP(SOPT*01) .RPSET CSOPT*01) 
.SET IsUTIsTICs_sWlTCH = 18) 
TAKE STATISTICS 
.SPT(As_GR_IW_GRII_PR_IF_OTP.R_sWITCH=5) 
.SETCsET_SOPT_LIIK_FL1G = 1) 
SOFT TYPE lODE 
.OUT("CALL iPRUJF;") .SEARCP_FROCPDUREC"mPRUIP"Y 
:$ ( .FESET CSOFT*O 1) 
"," 
SOPT TREE lODE 
.OUT("CALL mPROJE;") ) 
.SETCSET_SOFT_LIIK_PLAG 0) 
1*******************1 1* GPAPT sTATEftEIT *1 
I************~******I 
GRA?T STATFeEBT := 
:SPTlsfT~OPT_LIIK_FLAG = 1) 
-IBsERT" .SRTCIIsERT_GRAPTIRSEET_SWITCP= 2) 
.SPTlsTATISTICS SWTTCP = 21) 
TAKE sTATIsTICS-
.SET(SET_SOFT_LIIK_FLAG = 1) 
IISERT STATP!EIT 
.SFTlsFT_SOPT_LIIK_FLAG = 0) 
.sETCTFEE_sTFIRG_ARITP._sWITCB 1) 
.SFTlsTATISTICS SWITCH = 20) 
TAKE STAT!STICS-
.SET(SET_sOPT~LII~-'LAG = 1) 
Rg. 1.4-2 (cont) 
:"'~,~ .... ~~:r::;';~1::7:::.::-:::':':~:.~~::::.u:~--~·~:;~::;:' -~-:::--~, .. ," 







,·,;·· .. (~~·;·f,..'-·~' ~;i~;~~~~~¥.l;~_ 
.OUT(.CALL iGRAFT:") .SFAPce_pPOCFrUR~c"ar,PAFT·) 
.sEARCP._PROCFDURFC"iPPUIP") 




1* IBSERT STATPftPBT *1 
/ .................... / 
.sET (TFEF_STFH'G_AFITP _SWITCH 1) 
COBsTR1IJED EXPRESSIOI 
( "BPPORY" , .F!PTY I 
.SET(FOSsIBLE_ROOT_IODE_PLAG = 0) 
EARD TREE lODE 
.TPST(POsSIBLF_RooT_BorE_FL1G = 0) .EPRCS) 
.OUTI"IP wSOB(~BARD_LIBK) ,= 0 , mLABFLCmBARD_LIBK) ,= ° .) 
.OUTC"TPER DO; eTPftP SAVE = mEARD LTBK;") 
.0UT("wPlPD_LIBK = mBFW_RODE;·} -
.0UTlftwBROTERE(iP.ARD_LIWK) = mTRftF_SAVY;ft) 
.OUT C"EID ;") 
.00TI"mLABEL_RFPLlCE_FLAG = "T";") 
.TEsTIIISERT_GE1FTIWSEET_SWITCR = 1) 
C .TFST (E:F.AL_I:O!I!Y_SWITCP = 1) 
.OUTI"CALL iCOPYC",sOFT*01,") ;-) 
.SF.ARCP._PIlOCEDURE ("WCOPY") .SEARCB_PIlOCEDURE c"apPUBE") 
.EIIPTT ~OUT'"CALL aGRAFT:") 
.SFAPCB_IFOCEDUPE("mGPAPT") .SEAFCP_PROCEDURFC"mPRUIE") 
.EftPTY .OOT C-CALL eGRAPT;"} 
.sFARCB_PROCFDURF,-wGR1FT", .SEARCR_PPOCFDUPF(-wPIlUBP") 
/* •••••••••••••••••••• / 




.SETIsTlTISTICS_SWITCB = 56) 
TAKF STATISTICS 
BASED TilER !fIIlE 
.OUT(i","ij) ;;- ADDR(iBROTEER I",*,"S)) ;") 
/ .......................... / 
/* IBPUT/OOTPUT sT1TEftE!fT */ J- ••••••••••••••••••••••••• / 









._- '-"" .. ,-~.-.~ .. -.-.~.~- .. -~---.. -~~,--~~.-~ 
____ . __ ~.~.. J 
r-- , -· . ----~-----
;.o«~~~<_ ...... ~.-...-__ ,...,._ •• _".~"-",,,,,-,,~.-,;_. :'C~" "~~:"'l~"""'~~;.-~~':i,,,,-~~




C "FILE" . 
( "C" , .FIIPT! ) 
.ID .OUT(·mIWPUT = ".*.";.) 
•• ) n 
,.RftPT! .OUTI"I* sIIEUT = S!SII */:ft) ) 
C "COftPRFSSFD· .SET(JORftAL_COftPRESSED_SWITCR 2) 
,.EftPT! .SFT(WORftAL_COftPRESSED_SWITCR = 1) ) 
.1"," 





C "c" , .EftEn ) 
.ID .ou~f.aou~puT = R,.,_;") 
.) " 
,.EftPT! .OUTC"I"' aOUTPUT = S!SPRIWT *1;") ) 
C "COftPRFSSED· .SET (WOllftAL_COI'IPRESSED_SWITCR 2) 
,.FftPT! .SET(JORIIIL_COIIPPFSSED_SWITCH = 1) ) 
$-,-
! C OUTPUT_ELFftEIIT $"."). 
IIIPUT_ELEftEIIT := 
.ID 
.OUT ("GFT EI)IT (". * ... ) (COL (1) .E C20.0)) ;") 
.OUT ("PUT SItIP TDITC"IWPUT:' •••• * •• ) (I.COL 111) .F(20.0» ;.) 
HIRD TREE WODE . 
( .TEST(1I0~IIIL_C~I'IPRFSSED_SWITCH = 1) 
.OllTCftClLL iIIIPUT_II0DE;·) .SEARCH_PROCEDURFC"iIIIPODE.) 
.EftPH 




OUTPUT ELEIIEIIT .:= 
STRIIIG ElPFFSSIOII 
.DOC·1I0FII1L_"ERGE_SWITCP = 1I0RftAL_I'IFRGF SWITCH + 1;") 
.OUT·("PUT SItIP FDI'fC"OUTPIIT~" .") 
.DO(".OFI'IAL_ftEFGT_SWITCH = 1I0RIIAL_ftPPGE_SWITCP 1;~ 
.OUT C") (A.COL (11) .'.) ;") 
.ID 
.OUTC"PIIT SItIP FDITC··OIITPUT:··.·. * •• ) (A,COLC12) .FC13.6»;") 
.SETCSET_SOFT_LIWIt_FLAG = 0) 
SOFT TR!:E WODE 
( .TESTCIORftAL_COftPPESSED_SWITCR = 1) . 
.OUTC"CALL ~OU~PUT_IODEC·.SOFT*Ol.ft);.) 
.SEABCE PROCEDUREc"aOUTODE") 
.EIIPT! - . 
.OUT("CALL aOUTPUT_1I0DE_COftPRFSSEDC·.SOFT*01 •• ) ;") 
.SEARCP_PFOCEDUREC·.OUTSED·) ) 
DEFIIE_STATEftEIT := 
Fig. I. 4-2 (cant) 
I*****************~**/ 
1* DEFIlE S'fATEftEIT *1 
1********************1 
..... 
ttH •• 1!siiLW 
-~---~ '-~ .. --.-.-... ---.~ .... ---~-.--.\.\.. 
.EIIPTY 
BA SED TR EE- II AIlE 
.SAY (.) -
"AS" 
PAliD TREE 1I0DE 
.OUT(f.·a-= ~FAPD_LIW~_ADDR;.) 
/ ••• *** ••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••• / 
/* ARITPIIETIC ASSIG~ftE~T STA'fEft~~'f *1 
/ ................................... / 
ARITBftETIC ASSIGliftEIIT STATEftEIiT := 
.ID :-OUT(*) -
.SAY ( •• ) 
C .TEST (TRACE_FLAG = 1) 
.CATC"IF ~TFACF > 1 TPE. PUT FDIT C"TRACE: .ARIABLE •••••• ) 
.CAT (*." - ...... *,") (COL (70) .A.COL (77) .A.E (13.6) ;") 
.EftPTY ) 
.=" .OUTC*) 
.SET (TRE:l_STRI'G_ARITP_SWITCii = 3) 
COIISTRAlJED EIPRESSIOW 
.OUT C·;" .J)-
.SET(STATISTICS_SWITCP = 25) 
TAItE_STATISTICS 
/ ....................... / 
1* GEIERAL EXPRESSIOIS *1 
1***********************1 
COISTKAIIIED ElPRESSIOW := 
.SIIP_USE(SOFT*Ol.STR*Ol.RUft*Ol) 
.RESET CSOFT*Ol.STR*O 1 •• Uft*Ol) 
.TEST(TREE_STPI.G_ARITB_SWITCR 1) 
C SOFT TEEP ~ODE 
( PEFIt_FOi_UITI'_OPYBlTOR 
.RFSET(SOFT*02,WUft*01) 
.OUT(STF*Ol." = ~GET_.ALUE_ARITBC •• SOpT*Ol •• ).) 
ARITR_EXPPESSIOI 
.OUT (" ;.) 
.RESET CSOFT*Ol.STR*Ol) 
.SET (TREE_STRIIG_1RITP_SWITCP=2) 
PUT .ALUP 01 DUnny .ODE 
, .npn ) - - -
.OUTCSTl!*Ol." = ") 
( STRIIIG FXPRESSIOII 
( PEFIt-FOF ARITR OPFRATOR 
AIIITP._EXPRFSSIOW -
, .EIIPTt ) 





.TPSTCTREE_STPIIIG_ARITH_SWITCP = 2) 















--.-.--..... ~~ -~--~--~~~~-~~~ ~.7.'" :-:'.'::::"""C'2'.":;:;,;=:::.::::::c:::~~::' 




, .EIIP'l'J ) 
.DO("WOR~AL_"ERGE_SRITCB = WOR"AL_"ERGE_SRITCP + 1;") 
SOFT_TRFF_.ODE . 
.DO("WORIIL_"ERGE_SRITCE = 'OEI!IL_"ERGE_SWITCP - 1;") 
• 00TI"iGET_YILOE_STPIIGI".SOFT.01.")") 
.RESET (SOFT.Ol) . 
.DO(".OR!lIL_I!ERGE_SWITCR 'ORI!AL !lERSE_SWITCR - 1;") 
AR ITP_FYPR ESSIOR ) 
lRITF_FXPRFSSIOI 
aWCO'STPAlIFD FXPRFSSlO. := 
.SIIR USF(SOFT.Ol.'01!.01.STR.01) .RFSETISOFT.01 •• UII.01.STR.01) 
.Do("iOR!lIL_I!ERGE_SWlTCP = 'ORII1L_I!ERGE_SWITCH + 1;") 
SOFT TRFE .ODE . 
( PEEI':_FOR_lRITP_OPFR1TOR 
.0UT(.UI!.01." = ~GET_YILUE_1RITI! (-.SOFT.Ol."''') 
lRITP_FIPRESSlOB .OUT(";~ 
.PFSFT (SOFT.O 1. STR.O 1"WUII.02) 
.EIIPT! 
.SFTITR1!'F_STPI'G_A~!TP_SRlTCR=1) ) 
.DO("WOP"AL_"EPGE_SWITCP. = IORI!AL_"ERGE_SWITCF - 1;") 
STRI.S FIPPESSIOI 
( PFFI'::FOP_APITE_OPFRATOP 
.DO(·.OPllL_"ERGE_SWITCR = ROR"AL_"ERGE_SWITCP + 1;") 
.OUT pUII.Ol." =") 
.DO("WORIIAL_"FRGF_SW'ITCF = 'ORI!AL IIEIIGF SWITCH -1;·) 
ARITR_FIPRESSIOB .OUT(·;") 
.DOI"'OP~AL_"ERGF_SWITCP = JOR"AL_"EPGF_SWITCR - 1;·) 
.R ESET (SOFT.O 1. STR.O 1. IUII.02) 
.EI!PT! .RFSET (SOl'T.01.STII.02) 
.SETITIIFE STRIWG ARITP SWITCR=2) 
.»O("RORlliL_"E1!GE_SWITCP. = ROR"AL_"ERGF_SWITCP. + 1;·) 
'.OUT(STR.01.· =.) • 
.DOI·.ORIIIL_"ERGE_SWITCI! = 'ORIIAL_"ERGF_SWITCP - 1;.) .0UTI.;") 
. • DO("RORIIL_"ERGE_SWITCE = IORIIAL_"ERGF_SWITCP - 1;.) ) 
APITR_FXPRESSlO. .RFSETISOFT.01.STII.01.RUI!.02) 
.SET (TEEE_STRIRG_APITI!_SWITCF=3) 
• DO("ROR"AL_"EPGE_SWITCR 10RIIAL_IIERGE_SWITCI! + 1;·) 
.0UT(.UII.01." =") 
.DO (·IORlliL_"ERGE_SWITCP 1I0RIIAL_II1!'RGE_SVITCP - 1;·) .OUT f" ;.) 
.DO(·RORIIL_"ERGE_SVITCR 'ORII1L_IIERGE_SRITCH - 1;·) 
lIOOLEA. EXPEESSIO •. := 
BOOLEAH_TERII 
/* ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• / 
/* BOOLEIR EXPRESS lOR ./ 
/* ••••••••••••••••••••• / 
!C .. ," .0UTt.) BOOLFA'_TFRII 
BOOLEA. TERII := 
BOOLF,llJ_PRII!AR! 
!( "& ... OUT(.) BOOLE1J_P~III1R! 
BOOLFA._PRIIIAR! := 
.SWIE_USE(SOFT·02 •• 011.02.STR·02, 
Rg. 1.4-2 (cont) 
.... 1 d .. _ ..... _. --~~.-------~~~.~,,,,,,,~ .... "-<~~""'::',~.£.-~~.~~_._, ____ .JL __ ~~. _~~,~~_~ __ _ 
• PESBT (SOFT.Ol •• UI!*Ol.STR.Ol) 
.. C" .OOTC·) 
BOOLFA. FXPFESSIO. 
..).. • OUT C.) 
"," .OUT(*) BOOLEAW_EXPFESSIO • 
OftCONSTRAIBFD fXPRFSSIO. ( ( "=" .SAY (W") 









.OUT (") .... STR.Ol •• ) ") 
, .FI!PTT 




.0UT(STR.Ol.' ... = .... UII.01) 
, .0OT( •• ·iCOIIPARE_STRIHG_OR_ARITR(".STP.01) 
,1.TESTITRFF_STPIftG_APITP_SWITCR=2) 
.OUT (" .... STIi .02 •• ) .. ) 
.EI!PT! 
.0UT( ... aGFT_'ILOE_STPIBG(·.SOFT.Ol.·)·) ) ) 







.OOT ("aGET_'ALUE_ARITR(".SOFT.Ol.") ") 
IRUP PilL1TIO • 
( ~TFST(TRFF_STRIBG_ARITP._SWITCP = 1) 
.OUT (-~GET_YALUE_STRI'G C" .SOFT*Ol.·)· .f) 
.SFT ITRl'F _S'I'PlJG_IPITR_SWITCP = 3) 
COISTIIAIRED EXPRESSIO • 
.TEST(TREE_STRI.G_ARITP._SWITCP = 2) 
.OUT (STR.Ol.t) 




.TFSTCTREE_STRI.G_IRITH_SRITCH = 1) 





.DO( .. ORIIIL-"ERGE_SliITCP. 'ORI!IL_"ERGE_SWITCP - 1;.) 
.RESFT (SOFT.Ol) 
( ( .. ,.. ''''OT") • OUT (",.) 
, .EIIPT! ) 
TRFl' RELITIO • 
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~ 
~ 
.DOC·,10RII1L_IIERGE_SlIITCI! = 1I0IlIIAL_IIERGl'_SlIITCI' + 1;·) 
CONSTRAIIIED EXPRESSIOIl 
.DOC·,10RII1L:lIl'RGF._SlIITCP 1I0RIIAL_IIERGE_SWI'I'CF - 1;·) 
lRITP IlFLATIOIl := 
. C .<" , .<=. , .>=. , ">- , .~<. , .~>. 
.SlY C.) 
.~<=. .SA~ C·>·) 
.~>=" .SA~·C·<·) 
TIlEI' FELATIOll := 
-.SIIR~USY.ISOFT.Ol) 
C ·IDEIITIClL" C "TO· , .EIIPTY , 
.OUT '·aCOIIPAlIl'_IDElITICAL", .SEAlICR_PROCEDUR~ c·aCOIIPIDE·, 
·SUB SET- C ·01'" I .FIIPT'I , 
.0UTI·acOIlPARE_SUBSET·, .SEAPCI!_PROCEDURE,·aCOIISET·) 
.SEABCP_PROCYDUIll'c·aCOIIPIDE·) 
·ELEIIEN'I'· C ·011'· , .EIIPT'I ) 
.0UTC·acOIlPARE_ELEIIENT·, .SEARCB_PROCEDUFl!c"aCOIIElIT·, 
.SE1RCP PROCFDUREc"aCOIIPIDE", 
.OUT 1"(" .5011''1',.01.·." .5011''1'.02.·,", -
!lARD_TREE_1I0DI! := 
'/ ••••••• ** ••••••••••• / 
/. TFEE EXPPESSIOllS ./ 
/ •••••••••• * •••••• *.*/ 
( (COIIBIlI·ATIOll SUBSCRIPT 
.OUT ("Cl\LL illAllD_SUBSCRIPT_COIIBI~:"i 
, PERIIUTATIOll SUBSCRIPT 
.OUT("C1LL iI!AI'D_SUBSCPIPT_PI!RIIUT;·' 
.51''1' (STATISTICS_SliITCP = 36, 
T1IIT ST1TISTICS 
.TREF .SEAPCI'_ALL .IE_.Eli(1.2."TU~) 
(.TABLE_TEST(1.1."$rt, .EIITEE (1.1.·'1'", 
, .EIIPT'I , 
( .TABLE_Tl'ST 11.1. -'1''', 
.OUT ("IF •••• " = 0 TEEII " •••• = aNEW_1I0Dl';·' 
.OUT (ft~I!ARD_LI\!P:_ADDR = ADDE (ft,. ,") ;., 
( .TABLP_TEST(2,1,"P·) 
, .SET(EOSSIBLP_EOOT_1I0DE_FLAG = 1) 
.EIIPT'I , 
.TABLF_TFST (1,1. "B")· 
.TABLE_TEST (3.1."1.") .l'RE (II) 
.OUT ("aUARD_LIIIK_ADDB = • ••• ·a;"' 
.OUT ("11' mPAFD.J.IIIK = 0 TUEll mPAPD_LIIiK aNF"_1I0DE;ft») 
.SET(STATISTICS_SliITCP = 28) 
TAKE STA.TISTICS 
.SFT(ADDITTOIIAL_QUALIFIER_LEGAL_PLAG = 1) 
.SET(SPT_SOFT_LINK_FLAG = 0) 
.SET (LABEL_SUBSCRIPT_SlIJTCP. = 2) 
5( I!AFD_QU1LIPIEE_EY_SUBSCEIPT .SFT(POSSIBLE_P.OOT_FOD~_PLAG 0) 
, I'lRD_QUALIFIPR_BY_L1BEL .SET(POSSIBLP._POOT_1I0DF_FLAG = 0) ) 
SOPT_TRFE_1I0DP := 
.SlIIF·_USP (5011''1'.01) .RESET (SOFT*Ol) 
( COlIl!IlIATIOll SUBSCRIPT 
.OUT("CALL aSOFT_SUBSCRIPT_COIIBIN(rt.SOFT*01. H);") 
Fig. 1.4-2 (cont) 





, PERftUTATIOW SUBSCEIPT 
.OUT(·CALL iSOFT_SUBSCEIFT_FYRIIUT( •• SOFT.Ol •• );.) 
.SIT(ST1TISTICS_SlIITCP = 29) 
TAI(E STATISTICS 
.SFTCST1TISTICS_SlIITCB = Q_, 
TAKE STATISTICS 




SOFT QUALIFIER E'I LABEL 
.RFSI'T (5011''1'.02) - -
("!FLEftElIT" .SEAFCP_"LL .IF_WFli(l,2 •• BU·, 
.SET (ELEI!F.lI1'_PLlI; = 1, 
( .TABLE TEST (1.1. "B") 
, .EIIPTY- .ftESS1GE(1) ) 
.TREE .SEARCI!~ALL .IF_"1!11(1.2.-TU") .SET(ELEIIFIIT_FLAG 
.TABLEYl'ST (1,1.·$") .FIITEP (1.1.-'1'") 
.EIIPTY ) 
.TAELE_TFST (1.1. "B", 
( • TABLE_TFST (3.1. "A·) 
.TPST(FLEftFWT_YLAG 0) .ERR{Q) 
, .FIIET'! ) 
I .FIIPTY ) 
.SFT{ST1TISTICS_SliITCF = 29} 
TAI(E STATISTICS 
( .TABLE_TEST P,1."T") 
.OUT (SOFT*01." = ".*.";", 
( .TFST(SFT_SOPT_LIWI(_FLAG = 1) 
.OUT ("mSOFT_LIIIK"_ADDF = ADDE ( •• * .") ;") 
, .EI!PTY ) 
.OUT (SOFT*01." = ".* ."!;") 
( .TFST(SFT_SOFT_LIIIK"_FLAG = 1) 
.0UT("aSOFT_LIW!(_ADDF = • ..... m;.) 
, .EI!PTY ) ) 
.Sl'T (Fl'AL_DUI!II f_SWIT CP = 1) 
( .TEST (SET_SOFT_LIlIK_FLAG = 1) 
!( .SFT(SET_SOPT_LIWK_PL1G = 1) 
• BFSET (SOFT.O 1) 
SOFT QUALIFIER BY SUBSCRIPT 
.FESET(SOPT.Ol) -
SOFT_OUALTFIER_B'I_LABEL , 
$ ( .RESET (SOFT.O 1) 
SOFT QUALIPIFF BY SUBSCRIPT 
.PFSET(SOFT.01) -
SOFT_QUALIPIEP_BY_LABFL ) ) 
.RFSET (SOPT*C2) 




.SET (LABEL_SUBSCRIPT_SWITCI! = 2) 
( ·LAST" 
.SPT(STATISTICS_SliITCI! = 311) 
TAI(E STATISTICS 
.OUT,"CALL apAED_LAST:") .SEARCB_PROCFDUPE(.aPAEAST") 
"IIFT.T" 





_ .... __ J 
~:~~~~~:~~~::~::::~=:::~, __ ~ __ ~-=~-'"---"'-c-'-"'-.--. 
TAI(E S'I'ATIS'I'ICS 
.OUT,-CALL ~PARD_IEIT;") .SE1RCF_PROCFDURE("iBAREIT") 
FlRD ~IRST QUALIPIPR 






.SF~' rSTU'ISTICS_SIIITCP = 36) 
TAIn' STJ. TISTICS 
.SEARCF_PROCFDURF("iP.A~FSS·) 
") " 
.FFS1'T (NCr:*O 1,SOPT*0 1) 
EAED FIEST QUALIFIJ.1i := 
-.SNIF:USElLAB*01) 
.RFSET (LAB *0 1) 
"FIRST" 
.0UT("iSUBSCRIPT = 1;") 
.OUT(WCALL iFARD_SUB_ACCESS;") 
.SEA~Cl'_PROCEDURE("iPAFESS") 
.SET(LABFk_SUBSCRIPT_SIIITCR = 2) 
.SET(STATISTICS_SIIITCB = 32) 
TUE STATI STICS 
"FIBST!:!:I 
.1lFSPT (L!B*02) 
.OU'I' ("!ELEIIEIIT~ = ADDR(iSOIl (iFAED_LIlII() ) :") 
.omr ("DO IIPILE ($~L1'IIEII'I'S > 0) ;W) 
.OUT ("IF ") 
BOOLEAII EXPRESSIOI 
.OUT(W THEN GO TO ",LAB*Ol,";") 
.OUT (WSELFIIFIITi = ADDF(iBROTBFR (U'LFIIFllfl» ;W) 
.OUT ("FIID; wj 
.0U'I'("fFLEIIEIT! = ~IFII lODE;") 
.LAB (U,B*O 1) -
.OUT("iRARD_LIIII(_!DD~ = SELEIIEIITi;W) 
.SFT(STATISTICS SIIITCP. ,= 33) 
TAKE_STATISTICS-
SOFT QUALIFIER PY SUBSCPIPT := 
-.SIIIR USF(SOFT*Ol,~II*Ol) 
.RESET (SOF'i'*O l,IIUII*Ol) 
"(. 
( SOFT FIRST QUALIPIER 
, SOFT:ALL_QUALIPIER 
I "LAST" 
SET UP SOFT,SOIl 
.0uT(ano IIPJiE(~BEOTFEE(W,SOPT*Ol,·) ~= 0);") 
SOFT 1.1111( ~FOTRFP 
.0U'I'(SOFT*01," = iBROTFFR (",501''1'*01, ") ;") 
.OUT ("FIID ;") 
.l!ESFT(SOFT*02) 





I tPITF FXPRESSIOII ) 
.OUT (";") 
( .TFST(SFT_SOFT_LIIII(_FLAG=l) 
.OUT("CALL iSSUBLK(",SOFT*Ol,") ;") 
Fig. 1.4-2 (cont) 
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.SE1FCF_PFOCFVUFE(WiSSUBW) ) ) 








.SET (STUIST,ICS_SIIJTCP 110) 
TAU STATISTICS 
"PIRST:" ' 
.SET(STATISTICS_SIIITCP = 110) 
TUF STATISTICS 
.RFSFT fSOl'T*02,LAB*02) 
.OU~' ("!ELEIIEIITi = ADDR ( .. SOl! (",SOFT*01,"" ;") 
I .TFST ISET_SOFT_LIU'_FLAG = 1) 
.0UT("iSOPT_LIIIK_ADDP = 1FLF~FIITi;") 
I .El!pTY ) 
.OUTI"DO WPILF IfELEhFIIT$ > 0);") 
.OUT ("IF ") 
( .TEST(SFT_SOFT_LIIK_FLAG = 1) 
.SFTISFT SOFT 1.1111( FLAG 0) 
BOOLFAII EXPFESSIOW-
.SETfSET_SOFT_LIIII(_FLAG = 1) 
I BOOLFAN FXPFFSSIOll ) 
.OO~(" TrElI GO TO w,LAB*Ol,";") 
.OUT:lfiFLEI'IEIITm = ADDR (iBROTRER ($FLEI'IEIIT$) ;W) 
I ,'tFS"fSET_SOFT_LIJII(_FUG = 1) 
" .OUT (""SOFT_LIIIK_ADDF = $ELE!lFIITi;") 
I: :EI!PTY ) 
.OUT,("l'lID; ") 
.LAB (LAB *0 1) 
, ,-oU'T (SOF'I'*01," = $1:L];I'IEIT$;W) 
.R~SFT (SOFT*Ol) 
SOFT'ALL OUALIFIER := 
-.SIITP USF(SOFT*02) 
"ALL:· 
.SET (STATISTICS SIIITCP = 112) 
'TAU ST1TISTICS-
SFT UP SOFT 5011 
( :TEST~S=GR_III_GRIII_pR_IF_OTER_SWITCF=~) 
.0UT("iTFIIP ADDP = ~PAR~ LIlIK lDDF;") 
.0UT(Wf.FLEIIEIITa = ADDR("~SOPT*V1,") ;") 
.OUT(SOFT*02," = iIEII_1I0DE;") 
.OUT("il>F!RD_LIIIK_ADDP = AD DR (aSOIl(W,SOFT*02,W)) ;") 
.0UT("itLABEL_REPLACE_FLAG = "'1''';") 
.OUT("DO IIPILE(fELEP.EIIT$ > 0);") 
.OUT ("IP ") 
BOoLEAII EIpPFSSIOII 
.OUTI" TP1'II DO;") 
.OUT(WiPAFD_LIlIl( = iIlFII_IODF;") 







-.-.. --'.'-.---~.-- .... -".---------~--- --,- _ . .-.
-..dI 
I~' 
~=~~.""",_w<-_ ..... ____ , __ 
~ 
.SEARCP_PROCEDURE("iilCOPY") .SEARCP._PROCEDURE("iilPRUWE") 
.0UT("iilHARD_LIHK_ADDR = ADDR(iilBROTHERfmHAP.D_LIBK));") 
.OUT ("FBD;") 
.OUT ("SELEIIEIITiil = ADDR (mBRO'l'I!ER ($ELEIIEII'I'S)) ;") 
.OUT ("Po liD ;"' 
.OUT(-aSOPT_LIII_1DDP = ADDR(W,SOPT*02,");") 
.OUT("~PARD_LIlIl_1DDR = ~TEI!P_ADDR;") 
.SPT(RFAL_D~I!I!T_SWITCH=2) 
.'I'EST(AS_GR_II_GRI'_PR_IP_O'l'I!R_SWITCI!=5) .RFSFT(SOF'l'*02) 
.OUT ("SELEIIEIITiil = ADDR (W,SOPT.01,") ; ") 
.OU'I'("DO WPILE(SELEIIEIT$ > 0);") 
.OUT ("II' ") 
BOOL£AII EXPPESSIOB 
.OUT (" TEPli DO;") 
.0UT(waSOPT_LIWI_ADDR : SELPIIFWTiil;") 
.OUT("CALL iilPRUWE;") .SEARCP_PROCEDUPE("~PRUIIE") 
.OUT ("FWD;") 
.00'1' ("ELSE !ELEI!EIrTiil = .lDDR (iilBROTPEP (!ELPIIEIIT!)) ;W) 
.OUT (IIEBD ;") 






.S]>T (LABl'L SUBSCRIFT SWITCH = 1) 
.OU'I' (WiilLABEL_S'I'RIIIG ;;- ") 
(.TD .OUT'·!'· ••• • •• ;·) 
.SET(STATISTICS_SWITCP. = 30) 
I IIIDIRECT_CH1R_STFIIIG .OUT(-;-) 
.Sl''I'(STA'I'TSTICS_SWITCP = 31) ) 
.OUT("CALL iilPAPD_L1BEL;ft) .SpARCB_PROCPDURl' (-iilPAPBFL") 




("." , .TBS'I'(PERIOD_ALRFADT_POUIrD_FLAG 
.SpT (PPI<IOD_ALPEADy_pOU.D_PLAG = 0) ) 
.0UT(-iilLABpL_S'I'PlliG = ") 
(.I.D .OUT(····, ... "·· .. ) 
.SE'I'(ST1'l'IS'I'ICS_SWI'I'CI! = 37) 
.RpSF'I' (501'1'.02) 
.TEST(SET_SOl'T_LIBI_PLAG = 1) 
IIrDIFECT CI!!F STPIIIG 
.SiT (STI TISTICS SWI'I'CP = 38) 
.SET (S1!'r_SOET_LIIIK_1"I.AG = 1) 
INDIRECT CPAP STRIWG 
.SFT(STATISTICS_SWI1'CP = 38) 
.OUT (ft ;") 
TllE_STATISTICS 
( .TPS1' (5pT_SOI'T_LIIIIr:_l'LAG=1) 
.OUT("CALL wSLAPLK(",SOpT.01,") ;") 
.SE1RCP PROCl'DURE (-i!.SLAELIr:-) 
.PIIPTY -
.OUT("CALL iilSL1B(",SOpT*01,") ;") 
.SF.1RCP_PFOCEDURE("aSLA8") ) 
.RPSPT (SOpT*01,STR.01) 
Fig. 1.4-2 (cont) 
1) 
L· .......... -.. -, ,~."" - ,-, . '. , •• * .~-~---~.~-.. -~~-~-.-~--~ .. --.. - ... - .... - ...• - .. - .. ~-. 
/* •••••••••• * •••••••••• / 
/* STRIIrG pXFRESSIOIIS ./ 
/***.****.**** ••• *.** •• / 
STPIIIG PIPR1'SSIOW := 
.STRIIIG .OUT (.) 
,"L1BFL" L1B1'L_STFIBG 
LABEL STRI~G := 
:SIiIR_USE(SOpT*01) .1<pSI"1' (SOl'T.01) 
.l'IIPTT 
.SET(Sl'T_SOpT_LIIiK_I'LAG = 0) 
.DO(".OR~AL_lIpPGE_SWITCE = liO~I!AL_IIl'RGE_SWITCP + 1;") 
"(" SOpT_TREE_WODl' ")" 
.DO(""OR!AL_!E~GE_SWITCH = "ORB1L_BERGE_SWITCP - 1;-) 
.OUT ("itGPT _LI81'L (" ,S01'T*O 1, W) ") 




.SET (SFT_SOpT_LIU_I'LAG = 0) 
( "LABpL" LABEL_S1'PIIIG 
, "(" 
"LABPL" LABl'L STRTlIG .)" 
.EIIFTT -
.DOf"1I0RIIAL IIEPGE SWITCP = 1I0RftAL IIERGE SWITCP + 1;") 
SOl'T_TPEY_HODE ")" --
.DO("IrOPIIAL_I!ERGE_SWITCF = 1i0PIIAL_IIPPGl'_SWITCF - 1;") 
.OUT ("~GET_TALUE_STRIWG ,"', SOP1'.01,") "») ) 
ARITP EIPEESSIOII := 
APUP '!'FPII 
$ ( ( ii+" , ,,_" 
A111TII TFBI! :.= 
ARITP_PACTOR 
t ( ( "." , "/" 
APITH pACTOR := 
ARUII PRIIIARY 
/*.****.*.**** •••• *** •• ***/ 
/* ARJTPlIl'TJC EXPRFSSIOII */ 
/ ......................... / 
.OUT (*) ARITP _TERII 
.OUT(*) IRITII_l'ACTOR 
(".*ii .OUT(.' APITP_pACTOR .EIIPTY ) 
ARITH PRIIIAFY := 
:SIIIR_USE (SOPT.O 1, IIUII*O 1) .Rl'SPT (SOP1'.01,WUI!.01) 
"IIrPlIiITY" .OUT("1.1'+71") 
"IIUIIBEP" 
.DO("1I0FIIAL_l!l'RGE_SWITCII = WORBAL_BERGE_SWITCP + 1;W) 
"(ft SOPT_TPl'P_WODP ")" 
.OUT (IIUII*O 1," = 0;") 
.OUT(SOpT*01," = iSOIl(",SOPT*01,·);") 
.OUT("DO WPILE (",SOPT*01," > 0);") 





.. -, .-.- .. '::":;":-:-":::::,::,:--
.01lT (lfIlIl*O 1 .... = ... 1I1l1I.01." • 1 ;") 
.01lT (SOFT.01." = iiiBBO~EER ( ... S01"T*O 1.") ; It) 
.01lT ("nD;") 
.DO("1I0B!AL_~1"RGP_SWITCP W9RIIAL_~PRGP_SWITCP - 1;") 
.OOT (WOII*O 1) 





~1I1l1! :OIlT (.) 
.ID .OU~· (*) 
.TFST(1'IFST_FPIIIARY_POUWD_l"LAG = 1) 
.SFT (l"TRST_PFlI!A'RY]OOWD_PLlG = 0) 
( •• " , --") .0I1T(·) 
APITP _PFIIIAPY 
.El!PTY 
.DO("JOP~AL_IIFFGE_SW1TCP = WOFP.AL_r.ERGF_SWTTCP • 1;") 
SO I'T_T.FEE_WODl' 
.DO("1I0R~AL_IIEEGE_SWITCP = 1I0F.IIIL_IIERGE SW1TCP - 1;") 
.OUT("iiiGFT_YALU1"_IRITH(·.SOPT.01.·)·) 
/** ••••••••••••••• / 
/. IIISCFLLAIIFOtlS ./ 
/ •••• * •• * •• * •• * •• */ 
aASl"r TFEE IIAIll" := 
. :'1'1\1"1'- .SI'IRCP_ALL .11'_11'1 (1.2.·BU") 
( .TABLE_TEST (1.1.·"·) .EITER (l.l."B") 
, .I'I!PTY ) 
.T!ELE_Tr.1'1' (1.1. ·a·) .FRR (1) .F~PTY 
COr.B1IIATIOJ StlBSCFIPT .:= 
, "!COIl111Jl.TIOll" 
.(" 
.0UT(·aSIlBSCR1FT = .) 
ARITP PXPRI'SSIOll 
.)" -
.01lT (" ;") 
CO~YI'RT_STR~IG_T1'_ARITP := 
.SlITF._IlSE(STF.Ol) 
.llFSFT CSTI'.O 1) 
.TEST(TRP.E_STRIIIG_ARITH_SWTTCH = 3) 
.DO(.1I0F~AL_lIl"PGE_SW1TCP = 1I0RIIAL_IIEPGE_SWITCP • 1 .. ) 
;OtlT("1l" •• STP.Ol.· = •••• THEil .... STR*Ol." = "0" .) 
.DO("JORIIIL_lIl"RGl"_SWTTC~ 1I0BBAL_IIERGE_SWITCH - 1 .. ) 
.EIIPTY 
PPE~ POR !BITP OPFBATOR := 
-.FI'E~(·."-, .. _ .. , .... , ./ .. , 
.SET(TFEE· ST1"1IIG !PTTP SWITCH 
.SYT(FIRST_PFTP.ARY_I'OlliD_I'LAG 
PERIIIlTATIOIi StlBSCIlIPT := 
"$PEFI!UTITIOJ" 
"'" . 
• 01lT ("~StlBSCEnT = .. ) .. 




-"---~-"".~--.-~----'""~-~-___ ~' __ .~_.d.~ __ ~_.~._.~~~~_. 
ARITP_l'XFRPSSIOJ 
")" 
.OUT (" :") 
FUT VALUP 011 DUII~l JODI' := 
- .SRIF USE(SOFT*01.STR*01.IIUII*01) 
.PFSFT (STF*O 1.IIU~*Ol) 
.FIIPT! 
.0UTCSOFT*Ol." = iiillEW JODE;") 
.OUT("C!LL iiiFFSFPYEf") 
( .TEST(TFPF_ST1"IIIG_AIl1TP._SW1TCf=2) 
.OUT (STR.O 1) 
, .Fr.PTJ 
.OUT (lfl)II.O 1) ) 
.OUT (" .0150'; (". SOFT.O 1 ... " ; ") 
.OtJT("~SOIl(".SOFT*01.") = -~SOIl(".SOFT*01.");") 
.0UT(".S01"T_LIII~_ADDIl = ADDR(n.S01"T*01.") ;") 
.SFT (l"FAL_DUr.IIY_Sli1TCP = 2) 
f .TFST (TP IC!:' _!'LAG = 1) 
.OUT("IY aTRACE > 1 T1'EII CALL aJODF_TFACF(".SOFT.Ol.") ;-) 
, .FIIPT! ) 
51:'111 COLOIr := 
O -.B~PTY ~ .DO (-aSTI!T = ii'STI!T • 1:") ~Y~ n;~ .FIlR("n •• SCAlIBY(";")) 
Q yO ~ SFT_LABEL_R1:'PLlCF_FLlG := l2 ytA .EftPTY 
-0 7.... .OUT ("iiiLABFL FEPLACE FLAG = ") ~ '(:" ( (.TFST(LABFL_SUBSCJlIPT_SWITCP. 1) 
~ y() , .TFST(FFAL_DUllftY_SWITCP.=2) ) 
~_ ~ .OUT(""I'·';-) 
~ 't'"" , .EI!PTY ~~ .0IlT(""T··;") do. SET_UP_S01"T_SOII := ... .F!!PTY 
. .OUT (501"'1'.01.- = iiiSOIi (-.SOFT*Ol.") ;") 
.buT ("IF" .SOFT.01." < 0 TPEII ".501''1'*01.'' 
S01'T_LIII~_SOIl 
SOFT LI5~ BPOTPEIl := 
-.T1:'ST(SFT_S01'T_LIII~_1"LAG = 1) 
0;") 
.0UT("aS01"T_LIII~_&DDP = ADDR(aBBOTPER(aS01'T_LIII~» ;") 
,.F.!!PTl ; 
SOFT LIR~ SOli := 
·-.T1:'ST(S1:'T_SOFT_LIII~_1"LAG = 1) 
.OIlT("aS01"T_LI'~_ADDR = ADDB(aSO.(.S01'T_LIII~»;-) 
, .EI!PTY 
TA~F_STiTISTICS := 
.TEST(TA~E~STATISTICS_I'LAG = 1) 
.OUT ("~COUIIT (") 
.DO("CALL aOUT(STATISTICS_SWITCIl) ;") 
.OUT (") = aCOUIIT C-) 
.DO("CALL aOUT(S~ATISTICS_SWTTCF) :-) 
.OUT (") • 1;-) 
.E!!PTY 
TRACE OUTPUT := 
:TFSTCTRACF_ALFFAD~_OUTPIlT_FLAG 1) 





.DO ("CALL aOUT (aST!!T) ;") 
.OUT (") ") ) 
.OUT (" /*") 
.DO ("CALL ii'OUT (aSTIIT) ;") 
.OUT (" • /; ") 
") 




cation, and briefly discusses the reasons for those which do not 
represent addition-s to the capabilities of the language. 
Additions 
Option list 






DO FOR ALL SUBNODES statement 
DEFINE statement 
ADVANCE statement 
Fixed, floating point distinction 
Expan~ed incremental DO statement 
Keyword pointe~s useable outside their loops 
ALL: in PRUNE statement 
String literal output 
Deletions 
Indirect subroutine call -
As our problem-solving techniques evolved and the patterns 
fl· of use of the language become clearer, it became evident 
that this capability is not required. 
String expression as CALL argument -
Allowing the user to call a subroutine using a character 















problems which were not forseen. While the problems can 
be solved, at considerable expense in translator sophisti-
cation, if the language is restricted to internal procedures, 
our expansion to include external procedures renders the 
solution invalid. 
ALL label keyword -
This provides no additional functional capability and was 
deleted. Its inclusion in the functional specification 
was somewhat vestigial, since the language feature with 
which its beneficial use was associated had already been 
deleted from the language design for logical reasons. 
Modifications 
Negated boolean expression must be parenthesized -
This is necessary to avoid syntactically ambiguous 
expressions. 
Equality relations may be string or arithmetic, as deter-
mined at execution time, and need not be differentiated 
by the programmer. 
It proved to be implementation-feasible to provide 
this more powerful capability, which eliminates the 
need for separate, programmer-specified relations 
for the two data types. 





This was done to increase syntactic consistency 
and has no effect on the functional capabilities 










2.0 DETAILED DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR THE PLANS MODULE LIBRARY 
2.1 
This section extends the functional design specification for the 
PLANS Module Library Volume III of the Phase I Final Report. The 
extensions include details on how each module is to be implemented 
and thus constit~te a detailed design specification. To provide a 
stand a~one capability in Section 2, the four digit subsections 
previously published as functional specifications are repeated in 
this report followed by the additional subsections containing details 
of the implementation design. For reference, Table 2-1 indicates 
those subsections of this document that appeared as functional 
specifications in Volume III of the Phase I Final Report. 
Section 2.1 provides a brief summary of the PLANS Module Library 
Contents and characterizes the types of functions that the modules 
perform. Section 2.2 discusses a general operations model which is 
a descriptive framework for defining scheduling and resource a110-
cation problems. The use of the operations model conventions pro-
vides the greatest direct applicability of the Library Modules. 
Since the input and output of all library modules are compatible 
with the operations model, a cursory familiarity with it is necessary 
in order to understand the functional and detailed design of the 
individual modules. Section 2.3 discusses the format of presentation 
of the design details contained in the subsequent subsections. 
Description of the Module Library Contents 
The purpose of PLANS Module Library is to provide precoded logic 








TABLE 2-1 RELATIONSHIPS OF DETAILED DESIGN 
SPECIFICATIONS TO PREVIOUSLY 




2.4.3 INTERVAL UNION 
2.4.4 INTERVAL INTERSECT 
2.4.5 FIND MAX 
2.4.6 FIND MIN 
2.4.7 CHECK_FOR_PROCESS_ 
DEFINITION 
2.4.8 GENERATE JOB SET 
2.4.9 EXTE RNAL_TEMP_RELAT IONS 
SECTIONS OF VOL. III OF 
PHASE I FINAL REPORT 
eONTAINING FUNCTIONAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 
2.4.1.1 - 2.4.1.6 
2.4.2.1 - 2.4.2.6 
2.4.3.1 - 2.4.3.6 
2.4.4.L - 2.4.4.6 
2.4.5.1 - 2.4.5.5 
2.4.6.1 2.4.6.5 
2.4.7.1 - 2.4.7.5 
2.4.8.1 2.4.8.6 
2.4.9.1 - 2.4.9.5 
2.4.10 INTERNAL_TEl1P_RELATIONS 2.4.10.1 ~ 2.4.10.5 
2.4.11 ELEMENTARY_TEMP_RELATION 2.4.11.1 - 2.4.11.5 
2.4.12 NEXTSET 2.4.12.1 - 2.4.12.6 
2.4.13 RESOURCE PROFILE 2.4.13.1 - 2.4.13.4 
·2.4.14 POOLED DESCRIPTOR 2.4.14.1 - 2.4.14.5 
- . -
COMPATIBILITY 
i 2.4.15 DESCRIPTOR PROFILE 
2.4.16 UPDATE RESOURCE 






2.4.21 PROJECT DECOMPOSER 
2.4.22 REDUNDANT_PREDECESSOR_ 
CHECKER 




Ii Rev C !~ 
2.4.15.1 - 2.4.15.5 
2.4.16.1 - 2.4.16.6 
2.4.17.1 - 2.4.17.7 
2.4.18.1 - 2.4.18.6 
2.4.19.1 - 2.4.19.6 
2.4.20.1 - 2.4.20.7 
2.4.21.1 - 2.4.21.8 
2.4.22.1 - 2.4.22.8 
2.4.23.1 - 2.4.23.9 
SECTIONS OF THIS REPOR~ 
CONTAINING DETAILED 
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
2.4.1.7 - 2.4.1.10 
2.4.2.7 - 2.4.2.10 
2.4.3.7 - 2.4.3.10 
2.4.4.7 - 2.4.4.10 
2.4.5.6 - 2.4.5.9 
2.4 6.6 2.4.6.9 
2.4.7.6 - 2.4.7.9 
2.4.8.7 - 2.4.8.11 
2.4.9.6 - 2.4.9.9 
2.4.10,6 - 2.4.10.9 
2.4.11.6 ~ 2.4.11.9 
2.4.12.7 - 2.4.12.9 
2.4.13.5 2.4.13.9 
2.4.14.6 2.4.14.9 
2.4.15.6 - 2.4.15.9 
2.4.16.7 - 2.4.16.9 
2.4.17.8 - 2.4.17.10 
2.4.18.7 - 2.4.18.9 
2.4.21.9 - 2.4.21.12 
2.4.22.9 - 2.4.22.12 


















TABLE 2-1 (CONTINUED) 
SECTION OF VOL. III OF 
PHASE I FINAL REPORT 
CONTAINING FUNCTIONAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 
2.4.24.1 - 2.4.24.7 
2.4.25.1 - 2.4.25.8 
SECTIONS OF THIS REPORT 
CONTAINING DETAILED 
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
2.4.24.8 - 2.4.24.11 
2.4.26 CONDENSED_NETWORK_MERGER 2.4.26.1 - 2.4.26.8 
2.4.25.9 - 2.4.25.12 
2.4.26.9 - 2.4.26.12 
2.4.27.8 - 2.4.27.11 
2.4.28.8 - 2.4.28.12 
2.4.29.9 - 2.4.29.12 
2.4.30.7 - 2.4.30.10 
2.4.27 NETWORK ASSEMBLER 2.4.27.1 - 2.4.27.7 
2.4.28 CRITICAL_PATH_PROCESSOR 2.4.28.1 - 2.4.28.7 
2.4.29 NETWORK_EDITOR 2.4.29.1 - 2.4.29.8 
2.4.30 CHECK-PESCRIPTOR_ 2.4.30.1 - 2.4.30.6 
COMPATIBILITY 
2.4.31 ORDER BY PREDECESSORS 2.4.31.1 - 2.4.31.8 
2.4.31.9 - 2.4.32.12 
2.4.32 RESOURCE ALLOCATOR 2.4.32.1 - 2.4.32.8 
2.4.33 RESOURCE LEVELER 2.4.33.1 - 2.4.33.9 
2.4.34 HEURISTIC_SCHEDULING_ 2.4.34.1 - 2.4.34.7 
2.4.34.8 - 2.4.34.12 
PROCESSOR 
2.4.35 GUB LP 2.4.35.1 - 2.4.35.9 
2.4.36 MIXED INTEGER_PROGRAM 2.4.36.1 - 2.4.36.9 
2.4.37 PRIMAL SIMPLEX 2.4.37.1 - 2.4.37.9 
2.4.38 DUAL SIMPLEX 2.4.38.1 - 2.4.38.9 
2.4.39 INTEGER PROGRAM, 2.4.39.1 - 2.4.39.8 







and resource allocation software. A detailed description of how the 
functions performed by various modules were identified can be found 
in the Appendix of the Phase I Final Report previously published. 





PERFORMANCE OR CONSTRAINT STATUS 
DATA UPDATING 
ALGORITHMS 
In the Phase I Stud~ 39 modules were functionally specified. 
Those specified do not exhaust the possibilities for logic that 
could be preprogrammed. However, since Phase I waS completed, four 
typical scheduling programs taken from NASA applications have been 
implemented and 86% of the code used was from the specified Module 
Library. This provides some degree of confidence that the functions 
provided by the modules are common to scheduling problems. 
Table 2.1-1 provides a concise description of the function per-
formed by each of the specified modules. Functional and detailed 
descriptions constitute the subsections of Section 2.4 in this docu-
ment. Some examples of the use of modules can be found in Volume II 




2.2 Description of the Operations Model and the Standard Data Structures 
2-4 
The Operations Model is a sj,ngle set of descriptive conventions 







CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE 







Checks for inpu~ data consistency. 
Identifies and elimil.lates both redun-
dant predecessors and cycles specified 
in the specification of precedence 
net,.;rorks. 
Identifies and eliminates redundant 
specifications of predecessors in 
$JOBSET. 
Creates individual jobs for each 
occurrence of a process specified 
explicitly or via an operations se-
quence in $OBJECTIVES. Merges in-
formation contained in $OBJECTIVES, 
$OPSEQUENCE, and $PROCESS into a 
tree called $JOBSET. 
Creates, from a set of jobs with pre-
decessors, an equivalent set of jobs 
with successors. 
Produces a list of jobs where all jobs 
appear in the list only after all 
their predecessors have appeared. 
Condenses, merges and computes cri-
ti.cal path data for a master network. 
Assembles a master network from sub-
networks with interfacing events. The 
relations between the subnetworks may 
be more general than those describable 
by nesting operations sequences. 
Calculates early and late start and 
finish times as well as total and free 
float in a network of jobs. 
Merges two condensed networks into a 
single composite condensed network, 
and computes the critical path data 
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Eliminates activities (jobs) from 
a netw'ork leaving only events linked 
by critical delays as branches. 
Identifies all subprojects within a 
project description; i.e., finds sub-
networks that contain app predecessors 
and successors of its member activi-
ties. 
Enumerates all compatible subsets of 
an input set using externally supplied 
compatibility criteria. 
,Generates all sets of integers with a 
given number of elements that sum to 
a given total. 
Generates sets of jobs as a 
function of resource commonality 
group. 
Calculates the duration of any stand-
ard (simple or multiple) interval. 
Calculates an interval that is the 
smallest cover of a given standard 
(simple or multiple) interval. 
Checks satisfaction of a single bi-
nary temporal relation given specific 
assignments for the two jdbs named in 
the temporal relation. 
Writes a single assignment for a re-
source and adds the assignment node 
in chronological order in $RESOURCE. 
Calculates a standard interval that is 
the union of two standard intervals, 
i.e., all points in the output standard 
interval are in one or both of the in-
put standard intervals. 
Calculates a standard interval that is 
the intersection of two standard inter-
vals, i.e., all points in the output 
standard interval are in both the in-















TABLE 2.1- 1 (CONTD.) 
MODULE 
NAME 
---.. --------- ~··-----------T~ I 
I 
DESCRIPTION 
PERFORMANCE EXTERNAL_TEMP_RELAT~ONS. Identifies tempora~ constraint viola-
tions that would occur if two sets OR CONSTRAINT 
STATUS 
RESOURCE_PROFILE 
of job assignments were merged. 
Identifies temporal constraint viola-
tions that exist within a set of job 
assignments. Useful in finding con-
straint violations after multiple 
assignments have been made with temp-
oral constraints relaxed. 
Determines the profile of a resource 
pool over a given time interval for 
both 'normal' and 'contingency' levels. 
Determines the profile of the assigned 
portion of a pool and gives the jobs 
to which the resources are assigned. 
POOLED_DESCRIPTOR_COMPATIBILITY Determines if a single assignment of a 
job using pooled resources with expli-
cit descriptors is (will be) compatible 
with existing descriptors for resources 
required by that job. 
CHECK_DESCRIPTOR_COMPATIBILITY Determines if a single assiglunent of a 
job using item-specific resources with 
explicit descriptors is (will be) com-
patible with existing descriptors for 
resources required by that job. Iden-
tifies scheduled jobs that change the 
incompatible descriptors. 
Determines the descriptors for an item-
specific resource that are valid after 
a set of jobs involving those resources 
have been scheduled. Uses the assign-
ment information in $RESOURCE to deter-






















Finds the maximum value in a numeric 
set and all the elements that have 
that maximum value. 
Finds the minimum value in a numeric 
set and all the elements that have 
that minimum value. 
Performs both time-progressive re-
source allocations/job scheduling and 
resource leveling. 
Allocates resources to jobs to satisfy 
all resource constraints and heuristic-
ally produce a minimum duration schedule. 
Reallocates resources to smooth the 
usage of resources while maintaining 
schedule constraints. 
Determines a set of specific resource 
items to meet the requirements of a job 
and permit the earliest possible exe-
cution of that job. Determines future 
times the job requirements can be met 
with any combination of appropriate re-
source types. 
Solves the linear form of the binary 
decision making problem. 
Solves linear programs that contain 
both continuous and integer-valued 
decision variables. 
Records the scheduling of a schedule 
unit (job) by writing assignments in 
$RESOURCE for all resources used in 
the schedule unit. 
Deletes assignments from $RESOURCE 
for all resources associated with a 
specified job to be deleted. 
1 
--- -~-""-~---- ----r 
problems can be defined. Adherence to the operations model con-
vent ions necessitates a logical partitioning of the information 
associated with this class of problems according to the categories 
below. 
PROCESSES: Information describing any activity that ultimately 
must be assigned to an interval on the time line and which 
mayor may not require the availability of resources for 
that interval. Examples: 'Train Crew', 'Transport Payload'. 
RESOURCES: Information describing any elements in the system 
that are required for one or more processes to occur. 
Examples: Crewpersons, Payloads, Trucks. 
OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES: Information on the relationships between 
processes or between the resources associated with different 
processes. Examples 'Load_Truck' precedes 'Move_Truck'. 
Truck used in 'Load Truck' is same Truck as that used in 
'Move Truck' . 
A schematic representation of how process, and resource, and re-
1ational descriptors can be assembled to constitute various problem J 
models is shown in Figure 2.2-1. 




description of each element shovm in the Figure. 
Based on this simple partitioning of information, blue prints 
for tree structures that contain this information have been devised. 
These "standard data structures" if used to describe the problem 
t. being solved, permit direct use of the library modules. See Figures 
2-9 
i\' 
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Figure 2.2-1 Problem Description Using the Operations Model 
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2.2-2 through 2.2-9. The modules, where appropriate, assume that 
they will get information in tree formats compatible to the stan-
dard data structures. It should be clearly understood that the 
standard data structures need not be used to code in PLANS, and 
that no module requires all the information shown in any of the 
standard data structures. However, the information required as 
input to the library modules is assumed to be arranged with the 
same relationships that are in the standard data structures. Thus 
a module requiring an interval could be called with $INTERNAL or 





The trees $RESOURCE, $PROCESS, and $OPSEQ contain input information 
about the sytem to be sc~eduled. $OBJECTIVES contains information 
on the particular problem to be solved, i.e. how many processes must 
be completed to constitute a solution, or other information con-
straining the solution. $JOBSET is a list of single occurrences of 
processes; each job in $JOBSET must be assigned time and resources 
before the problem is solved. $SCHEDULE is a standard format for 
storing a solution to a scheduling problem. Generally the problem 


























































































































Fig. 2.2-3 $PROCESS Standard Data Structure 












Fig. 2.2-4 $OPSEQ Standard Data Structure 
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(J1 Fiq. 2.2-5 $OGJECTIVES Standard Data Structure 
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Fig. 2.2-7 $SCHEDULE Standard Data Structure 
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STANDARD INTERVAL FOR}lS 
1) c=)(ANY LABEL) 
This is a null interval, equivalent to 
time 
(value) (value) 
This is an ordinary (single) interval. It can be of zero 
duration if 





This is a multiple interval. In addition to the usual con-
straint X.START ..:. X.END, it is also required here that for 
all I < NUMBER(X), X(I).END ~ X(I+l).START. 










L.l . L 
__ L 
cause them to be generated from $OBJECTlVE, $OPSEQ, $PROCESS, and 
$RESOURCE by calling library modules or writing his own PLANS code. 
2.3 Format for Detailed Design Specifications 
Because PLANS is a high-level language, single statements written 
in PLANS typically perfonn the logic contained in a single block of 
a functional flow chart. In fact, a design goal of PLANS was to 
virtually eliminate the need for a detailed design step in the soft-
ware implementation; i.e. to make executable code easy enough to 
write that functional designers could use the language themselves. 
Since thirty-four of the modules functionally specified in Phase I 
are most appropriately implemented in PLANS, the detailed design 
specification for these modules would typically require little more 
detail than provided in the functional specification. Yet the in-
tent of this document is to provide greater specificity than offered 
in previous documentation. To achieve this end, the appropriate for-
mat for unambiguous design of the modules seemed to be PLANS code 
itself. Therefore, a coding of the modules is included in this docu-
mente The implementation documentation that will succeed this report 
may show substantial modifications to the code presented here. Since 
the 1.ntent of this code is to provide a detailed design specification 
including all capabilities described in the functional speciEications, 
it is not optimized for computational efficiency. 
I 
Five of the library modules are appropriate for FORTRAN coding 
j 
J 
rather than PLANS coding due to their highly algebraic nature. Two 
. 





mented and checked out as a feasibility check in Phase I. The 
documentation of these implemented codes has been provided to NASA 
under separate documentation. The Phase II effort does not include 
the prototype implementation of the three remaining mathematical 
programming modules (PRIMAL_SIMPLEX, DUAL_SIMPLEX, GUB_LP); there-
fore sections 2.4.35, 2.4.37, 2.4.38 in this document are identical 
to those in the functional specifications. 
Only minor deviations from the functional specifications were 
deemed desirable in generating the detailed design for the remaining 
34 modules. In all cases, these modifications extend the capabilities 
specified previously or add greater consistency between modules •. All 
functional modifications are noted in a subsection entitled "Modi-







2.4 Library Module Specifications 
The following sections present detailed functional and design 
specifications for the PLANS module library. Each section presents 
a different module. The numbering system us.ed in the Phase I Final 





















2.4.1.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module calculates and returns the duration of any 
standard interval, as identified in the section" on Standard Data 
Structures. If the interval is null, the returned duration is 
zero. The duration of a multiple interval is defined here as the 
sum of the dura ti-'ns of its constituent simple intervals. 
2.4.1.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.1.3 Module Input 
$INTERVAL is any standard interval. See Fig. 2.4.1-1 for the 
minimum required data structure in generic form. The minimum 
required data structure from other Standard Data Structures is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.4.1-2. 
2.4.1.4 Mbdule Output 
DURATION VALUE is an arithmetic variable. 
2.4.1.5 Functional Block Diagram 
2.4.1.6 Typical Applications 
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(value) 
STANDARD INTERVAL FORHS 
$INTERVAL 
1) <::)(ANY LABEL) 











This is an ordinary (single) interval. It can be of zero 
duration if 






This is a multiple interval. In addition to the usual con-
straint X.START ~ X.END, it is also required here that for 
all 1< NUMBER(X), X(I).END ~ X(I+l).START 















Note: Minimum (relevant) portion of required input standard Data 
Structures is shown. In all trees, any additional structure 
will be preserved. 










Minimum Required Input Structures from Standard Data Str.uctures 




















(value) (value) (value) 













$JOBSET $JOBSET $JOBSET. 
(SUBNET ID) (SUBNET ID) (SUBNET ID) . 
(JOB 10) (JOB ID) 
RESOURCE 






















2.4.1.7 DETAILED DESIGN 
The label on the first subnode of $INTERVAL is checked to see if 
it is equal to 'START'. If so, a single interval structure is assumed, 
otherwise, a mu1tip1e-.interva1 structure is assumed. 
2.4.1.8 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DEFINITIONS 
DURATION VALUE - used to return value of the total duration 
$ INTERVAL - the input data tree that contains the intervals 
to be sununed 
2.4.1.9 MODIFICATIONS TO ~~NCTIONAL SPECS AND/OR STANDARD DATA STRUCTURES 
ASSUMED 
None 
2.4.1.10 COMMENTED CODE 
DURATIONI PROCEDURE (SINTERVAL, DURATION_VALUE) OPTIONSCEXTERNAL). 
1********00000000*00*00***0*0*0000000000000000 •• 000000*o*o*ooo.oo •• *o~~ 
1* ~I 
1* THIS ~ODULE CALCULATES THF TOTAL DURATION OF ALL THE TIME 01 
1* INTERVALS SPFCIFIEn IN THF INPUT TREE, SINTERVAL. TH~ SU~ OF 01 
1* ALL THE INTERVA~ DURATION~ IS RETURNEn IN 'DURATION_VALUE'. .; 
1* 01 
1 0 **000000**00******* •••• *00* ••• 0 ••• 0 ••••••••• 000 ••••• 00.0 ••• *.00 •• * •• 1 
DECLARE SSUB_INTERVAL LOCAL • 
DURATION~VALUE = 0.0 • 
IF LABEL(SINTERVAL(FIRST)) = 'START' 
THEN DURATION_VALUE = SINTERVAL.END - SINTERVAL.START , 
ELSE 00 FOR ALL ~UBNODE~ OF ~INTERVAL USING SSUB:JNTFRVAL , 
DURATION~VALUE • DURATION_VALUE + SSUB_INTERVAL.END 




1,;(1 I _ 
" . . 1·~~>~'j 
~",- ..... ,.... 
2.4.1-6 
Rev C .:/J' 
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2.4.2.1 Puipose and Scope 
This module generates a simple (or null) interval, which is 
the smallest covering of a given (potentially multiple) interval. 
If the input interval is null or simple, the envelope interval 
is identical to the input interval. If the input interval is 
multiple, the envelope interval ranges from the start of its 
first constituent interval to the end of the last. 
2.4.2.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.2.3 Module Input 
$INTERVAL is any standard interval. See information under 
this section for module DURATION for minimum required data 
structure. 
2.4.2.4 Module Output 
$ENVELOPE is a simple (or null) interval. 






















2.4.2.6 Typical Applications 

















2.4.2.7 DETAILED DESIGN 
The label ,on the first subnode of $INTERVAL(l) is checked to see 
if it is equal to 'START'. If so, multiple intervals are assumed, other-
wise, a single interval is assum1ed. 
2.4.2.8 JNTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DIFINITIONS 
$ENVELOPE - the output tree used to return the start and end 
values of the envelope 
$INTERVAL - the input tree that contains the interva1(s) 
2.4.2.9 MODIFICATIONS TO FUNCTIONAL SPECS AND/OR STANDARD DATA STRUCTURES 
ASSUMED 
None 
2.4.2.10 COMMENTED CODE 
ENVELOPE' PROCEOURE (SINTERVAL. SENVELOPE) OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)' 
, .....................•......•...................................••.. ~~ 
. /. ./ 
/. THIS MODULE OETERMINES TH~ START AND END VALUES OF AN "ENVELO~F" .~ 
/. THAT COVERS THE INTERVALS CONTAINED IN THE !NPUT TREE. SINTFRVAL •• i 
,. THESE VALUES ARE RETURNED IN THE OuTPUT TREE. SENVELOpE. ~( 
,. ./ 
, ............................•........•.......•..................••..• / 
IF LA8EL(SINTERVAL(FIRST) (FIRST» ~= 'START' 
THEN SENVELOPE = SINTERVAL , 
END' 
ELSE DO' SENVELOPE. ~INT~pVAL(FIRST)' 
SENVELOPE.END = SINTERVALCLAST).END • 
END , 


































2.4.3 INTERVAL UNION 
2.4.3.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given two standard intervals, this module constructs a 
standard interval that represents their union, in ·the sense of 




2.4.3.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.3.3 Module Input 
·1 
$INTERVAL_A and $INTERVAL_B are standard intervals. 
2.4.3.4 Module Output 
$UNION is'a standard interval. 
2.4.3-1 
Rev.'3 
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$ INTERVAL _B 
Next subinterval 








End of current 
subinterval of 
$UNION equals 
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; 1 2.4.3.6 Typical Applications 
















2.4.3.7 DETAILED DESIGN 
The inputs to this module can be of two different types, single or 
multiple standard interval tree structures. Since there are two inputs. 
there are four possible combinati~ns of input struc~ures. To avoid having 
to test for each one of these cases, INTERVAL UNION transforms both inputs 
into mUltiple interval structures. Once this is done the structures can 
be interpreted by the same block of code without regard to their original 
form. Of course, before control is returned to the calling program both 
input structures, $INTERVAL-A and $INTERVAL_B, are transformed back to 
their original form. This approach necessitates only one general block 
of code for all cases and makes it appear that the input structures have 
not been changed. 
In order to facilitate the scanning of both input intervals simu1-
taneously, a dummy interval with a start time of INFINITY is placed at the 
end of each input tree. Since the intervals are select~d on the basis of 
earliest start times, this insures that all intervals will be considered. 
As new intervals are created in $UNION, they are inserted before the first 
interval already in $UNION. Before returning, the module rever$es the order 
of these intervals so that they will appear in chronological order. 
2.4.3.8 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DEFINITIONS 
I A used as a pointer into $INTERVAL_A 
1 B used as a pointer into $INTERVAL_B 












an input standard interval 
the interval currently under consideration 
the total number of intervals in $INTERVAL_A 
plus one 
the total number of intervals 'in $INTERVAL_B 
plus one . 
, used as a temporary storage area 
the output standard interval containing the union 
of the intervals in $INTERVAL~ and $INTERVAL_B 









2.4.3.10 COMMENTED CODE 
INTERVAL_UNION. PROCEDURE (SINTERVAL:A' SINTERVAL_B, SUNION) 
OPTIONS CEXTER~ALi I 
/******************************** •• ** •• ************************.**0***1 
/* INPUT TO THIS MODULE CONsisTS OF. TWO STANDARD-INTERVAL TREE .i 
/* STRUCTURES, SINTERVAL...A AND SINTERVAL_B. THE'MODIlLE BUILDS A ~t 
/* SET OF INTERVALS REPRESENTING THE UNION OF THE INPUT INTERVALS */ 
. ~ 
/* AND RETURNS IT IN SUNION. */ 
/******************** •• ******.*** •• ***************~*******************1 
DECLARE I_AS_SWITCH, . 
SPOINTER_A,SPOINTER_B,SNEXT,SNEXT_INTERVAL.SUNION:LAST LO~AL.' 
/* INITIALIZE VARIABLES AND TREE STRUCTURES. 
PRUNE SUNION , 
IF LABELCSINTERVAL' ACFIRST;) • 'START' 
-. .,..-THEN DEFINE SPOINTER_A AS SINTERVAL_A I 
ELSE DEFINE SPOINTER_A AS SINTERVAL_ACFIRST) , 
IF LABELCSINTERVAL'SCFIRST;) • 'START' 
THEN DEFINE SPOINTER_B AS SINTERVAL_B I 
ELSE DEFINE SPOINTER_B AS SINTERVAL_8CFIRST) , 
DEFINE SUNION_LAST AS SUNIONCFIRST; , 
SUNION_LAST.END •• ~NFINIT~ I 
00 WHILE (SPOINTER"A NOT InENTICAL TO SNULL I ~. . SPOINTER_B NOT IOENTICAL TO SNULL) , 
/* OF THE REMAINING INTERVALS, THE ONE WITH THE EARLIEST· START 




IF SPOINTER_B IDENTICAL TO SNULL I CSPOINTER_A 
~ IDENTICAL TO SNULL &. SPOINTER':'A.START < SPOINTER..B.START; 
THEN DOl DEFINE SNEXT AS SPOINTER_AI I_AB_SWITCH = 1. FND. 
ELSE 00' DEFINE SNEXT AS SPOINTER_BI I_AB_SWITCH = 21 FNDI 
$NEXT •. INTERVAL.START :I SNEXT .START , 
SNEXT_INTERVAL.END • SNEXT.END I 
/* NOW THE INTERVALS IN SUNION CAN BE MODIFIED BASED ON THE START 
/* AND END lIMES OF THE INTERVAL UNDER CONSIDERATION. 
IF SNEXT_INTERVAL.START,> SU~ION:LAST.END 
THEN DO I ADVANCE SIJNJON:.!LAST , 
GRAFT SNEXT_INTERVAL AT SUNION_LAST , 
END I 
ELSE IF SNEXT_INTERVAL.ENO > sUNION_LAST.END 
THEN SUNION_LAST.END = SNEXT_INTERVAL.END , 
.. IF I_AB~SWITCH :I 1 
THEN ADVANCE $POINTER~A • 
EL.SE ADVANCE SPOINTER_B • ' 
END , 
PRUNE SUNION(FIRST; I 
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.4.4 INTERVAL INTERSECT 
2.4.4.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given two standard intervals, this module constructs a 
standard interval which represents their intersection. in the 




2.4.4.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.4.3 Module Input 
-t 
$INTERVAL_A and $INTERVALj3 are standard intervals. 
2.4.4.4 Module Output 
$INTERSECTION is a starldard interval. A point intersection will 
be detected by INTERVAL_INTERSECT thus the calling program must check 










Start of next subinter-
val of $INTERSECTION 
equals start of last 
found subinterval~end 




















2.4.4.6 ~cal Applications. 
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2.4.4.7 DETAILED DESIGN 
The input. to this module can ba of· two differen~ typ~s, single 
or multiple standard interval tree structures. Since there are two 
inputs, there are four pos8ible combinations of input structures. To 
avoid having to test for each one of these cases, INTERVAL_INTERSECTION 
transforms both inputs into multiple interval structures. Once this is 
done the structures can be 1nterpreted by the same block of code with-
Out regard to their original form. Of cour.e, before control 1s returned 
to the calling program both input structure., $INTERVAL_A and $INTERVAJ,_B, 
are transformed back to their original form. This approach nace.aitatea 
only one general block of code for all cases and makes it appear that the 
input structures have not been changed. 
In order to facilitate the scanning of both input intervals sillultan-
eously, a dummy interval with a start time of INPINITY is placed at the 
end of each input tree. Since the intervals are aelected on the basis of 
earliest start times,this in,ures that all intervals will be considered. 
As new intervals are created in $INTERSECTION, they are inserted bef~re the 
first interval already in $INTERSECTI0N. Before returning, the module 






2.4.4.8 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DEFINITIO~S 
I A used as a pointer into $INTERVAL_~ 








the output standard interval containing the 
intersection of the intervals in SINTERV,fI,L-A 
and $lNTERVAl,_B 
an input standard interval 
an input standard interval 
the interval currently under consideration 
the total number of intervals in $INTERVAL.p 
plus one 
the total number of intervals in $INTERVAL._B 
plus one 
used a8 a temporary storage area 


















2.4.4-10 COMMENTED CODE 
INTERVAL-INTERSECT, 
/ ••••••••••••••••• * •• ****.*.* •••••••••••• ** •••••• * •• * ••• *.**~ ••• * •• **./ 
/. .i 
/. INPUT TO THIS MODULE CONSISTS OF TWO STANDARD-INTERVAL TREE .i 
/. STRUCTURES, $lNTERVAL..A AND SINTERVAL:B. THE MODULE BUILDS A */ 
/. SF.T OF INTERVALS R~PRESENTING THE INTERSECTION OF THE INPUT .i 
/. INTERVALS AND RETURNS IT IN SINTERSECTION. .i 
/. .i 
/** •••• ** ••••• * •••••••••• *.* •• ********** •• **.***********.*.****** ••• *./ 
PROCEDURE (SINTERVAL_A. $INTE~VAL~~' SINTERSECTION) OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)' 
DECLARE I_A.I_B.NU"'~ER_A.NIIMBER.::::B.STEMP,SNEXT_INTERVAL LOCAL I 
/. INITIALIZE VARIABLES AND TREE ~TRUCTURES. *' 
PRUNE SINTERSECTION I 
IF SINTERVAL_A(FIRST) IDE~TICAL TO SN~LL , 
SINTFRVAL_BCFIRST) IDENTICAl. TO ,N,ULL THEN RETURN' 
IF LABEL(SINTERVAL A(FIRST,) .'~TART· 
THEN DOl GRAFT SINTERVAL_A AT STEMPI 
GRAFT STEMP AT SINTERVAL:ACFIRST). 
ENOl 
IF LABEL(SINTERVAL~~(FIRST;j .'START' 
THEN DOl GRAFT SINTERVAL_R AT STEMPI 
GRAFT STEMP AT SINTERVAL:B(FIRST)I 
ENOl 
SINTERVAL_A(NEXT).START • INFINITY' 
SINTERVAL_B (NEXT) .START •. T,NFINITY , 
NUMBER_A. NUMBER(SINTERVAL_A) • I.a. 1 I 
" II'" NUMBER_B. NUMBER "INTERVAL_B) , I~B II 1 I 
STEMP,END • -INFINITY I 
DO WHILE (I_A < NUMRER..A i I~A < NUMBER_A) , 
/. OF THE REMAINING INTERVAL~. THE ONE WITH THE EARLIEST ~TART ~t 
/. TIME IS C~NSIOERED NEXT.' *1 
IF SINTERVAL_A(I:A),START < SINTERVAL_B(I_B),START 0'-, THEN DO I SNEXT_INTFPVAL .'SINTERVAL_ACI_A) I I_A. I_A+l • 
END I 
ELSE DO' SNEXT_INTFRVAL = $INTERVAL_B(I_B) , I_B· I:R~l I 
END • 
/* NOW THE INTERVALS IN SINTFRSECTION CAN BE MODIFIED BASED ON TH~ ~( 
/. START AND END TIMES OF THF INTFRVAL UNDER CONSIDERATION. ./ 
IF SNEXT_INTFRVAL.START > STEMP.END 
THEN GRAFT SN~XT_INTfRVAL AT STEMP I 
ELSE IF SNEXT' I~TERVAL.ENn < STEMP.END 
THEN iRAFT INSERT $NEXT_INTERVAL 
BEFORE $INTERSECTION(FIRST) 
ELSE DO , 
INSERT SNEXT~INTERVAL BEFORE SINTERSECTION(Fi~STi. 
SINTERSFCTtON(FIRST).END • STEMP.END , 
GRAFT SNEXT~INTERVAL AT STEMP I 
END , 
END I 
/. PUT THE INTERVALS OF SINTFRSECTION IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, 























DO I-I TO NUMBiR(STEMP) , 
GRAFT INSERT STEMP(FIRSr) BEFORE SINTERSECTION(FIRST; , 
END , 
PRUNE SINTERVAL_A(LAST)~SINTERVAL_B(LAST) , 
IF NUMBER_A • 2 
THEN DO' GRAFT SINTERVAL •. i (FIRST) AT STEMPI 
, ", GRAFT STEMP AT S y'NTERVAL;;':A I 
END' 
IF NUM8ER_8 • 2 
THEN DO, GRAFT SINTERVAL_~~FIRST)~AT STEMP' 
GRAFT STE~P AT $TNTERVAL_BI 
END' 
PRUNE STEMP , 
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2.4.5 FIND MAX 
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2.4.5 FIND MAY' 
2.4.5.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given a set of numerical values (i.e., a node of a tree for 
which each of the next lower level subnodes is terminal and has 
a numerical value), find the maximum of the values and 
find the indices (i.e., the ordinal positions in the original 
set) of each of the subnodes .for which the value equals the 
maximum. 
2.4.5.2 Modules Cailed 
.None 
2.4.5.3 Module Input 
$5ET is a tree of the form shown in the sketch. Minimum 
required data structure is a tree with at least one supnode at 




(value) (value) (value) 
Each value is numeric. 
2.4.5.4 Module Output 
VALUE_MAXIMUM is an arithmetic variable whose value is the 
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where the indices are the ordinal positions in $SET of all nodes 
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2.4.5.6 DETAILED DESIGN 
This module iteratively searches through the numeric values of the 
subnodes of $SET. As the subnod~s are scanned, the current maximum is 
maintained by comparing each value with it. $INDICES and the VALUE 
MAXIMUM are updated every time a larger value is encountered. If $SET 
is empty, -INFINITY is returned as the maximum value. 
2.4.5.7 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DEFINITIONS 
I is a counter llsed to obtain subnodes indices 
$INDIC~S used to record the indices of the subnodes whose 




is the set of numeric values 
is one of the subuodes of $SET 
used to return the maximum value to the calling 
program 
2.4.5.8 MODIFICATIONS TO FUNCTIONAL SPECS AND/OR STANDARD DATA STRUCTURES 
In addition to returning the appropriate subscripts in $INDICES, this 
tree is also used to return the node labels. Of course, node references by 
subscript are more efficient than references by label. Therefore, the user 
is not encouraged to use these labels to reference the subnodes of $SET since 
the corresponding indices are also available. 
The variable name VALUE MAXIMUM was substituted for MAXIMUM in'order 




2.4.5.9 COMMENTED CODE 
FIND_MAXI PROCEDURE ($SEr. SINDICES, VALUE_MAXIMUM) 
OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)' 
I*******.*.** •• *.·* •••• *****o* •• ** •• *~~***.***************************1 
1* .i 
1* THIS PROCEDURE FINOS THE LARGEST VALUE IN THE NUMERIC SET INPUT .i 
1* IN $SET AND RETURNS IT IN -VALUE:MAXIMUM-. 'IT ALSO OUTPUTS A .i 
1* TREE, $INDICES, CONTAINING lHE LABELS AND SUBSCRIPTS THAT COR~ .1 
1* RESPOND TO THE SURNODES OF $SET WHOSE VALUES EQUAL THE MAXIMUM~ .i 
1* If $SET IS NULL' -INFINITv IS RETURNED AS THE -VALUE_MAXIMUM-. ~! 
I· *1 I*******************.***.**********.*~**.*.* •• *.* ••• **·.·.**.*********1 
DECLARE I,SVALUE LOCAL' T = 0 , 
VALUE_MAXIMUM • -INFINITY • 
00 FOR ALL SURNoDES OF $SET USING $VALUE , 
I = 1+1 , 
If SVALUE > VALUE_MAXIM0M 
THEN DO' VALUE~AXJMUM = $VALUE , 
PRUNE $INOICES , 
ELSE' 
END , 
SINDICES •• LABEL(SVALUE) = I • 
END , 
. ,i IF SVALUE III VALUE_MAXIMUM 
THEN DO' SyNDICES(NEXT) ~ I , 
LABEL(~INDICES(LASTj) 
END , 
END. 1* FINO_MAX *i 
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2.4.6 
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rIND MI N 
2.4.6.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given a set'of numerical values (i.e., a node of a tree for 
which each of the next lower level subnodes is terminal and has 
a numerical value), find the minimum of the values and find the 
indices (i.e., the. ordinal positions in the original set) of each 
of the subnodes for which the value equals the minimum. 
2.4.6.2 Modules ·Called 
None 
2.4.6.3 Module Input 
$SET is a tree of the form shown on the sketch with at least 




(value) (value) (value) 
Each value is numeric. 
2.4.6.4 Module Output 
VALUE_MINIMUM is an arithmetic variable whose value is the 
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where the indices are the ordinal positions in $SET of all nodes 
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2.4.6.6 DETAILED DESIGN 
This module iteratively searches through the numeric values of the 
subnodes of $SET. As the subnodes are scanned, the current minimum is 
maintained by comparing each value with it. $INDICES and the VALUE_ 
MINIMUM are updated every time a smaller value i3 encountered. If $SET 
is empty, +INFINITY is returned as the minimum value. 
2.4.6.7 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND'TREE NAME DEFINITIONS 
I is a counter used to obtain subnodes indices 
$INDICES used to record the indices of the subnodes whose 
value equals the minimum 
$ SET is the set of numeric values 
$ VALUE is one of the subnodes of $SET 
VALUE MINIMUM used to return the minimu.m value to the calling 
program 
2.4.6.8 MODIFICATIONS TO FUNCTIONAL SPECS AND/OR STANDARD DATA STRUCTURES 
In addition to returning the appropriate subscripts in ~INDICES, this 
tree is also used to return the node labels. Of course, node references by 
subscript are more efficient than references by label. Therefore, the user 
is not encouraged to use these labels to reference the subnodes of $SET since 
the corresponding indices are also available. 
The variable name VALUE MINIMUM was substituted for MINIMUM in order 





















2.4.6.9 COMMENTED CODE 
FIND_MINI PROCEDURE (SSET' SINDICES. VALUE_MINIMUM) 
OPTIONSCEXTERNAL). 
I •• •••••• •••• •• •• •••• •• *·····* ..•... · .• ····.· .. ~······ .........•.••..• / I. .i 
I. THIS PROCEDURE FINDS THE SMALLF.ST VALUE IN THE NUMERIC SET INPUT .i 
I. IN 5SET AND RETURNS IT IN 'VALUE:MINIMUM' e IT ALSO OUTPUTS A ./ 
/. TREE, 5INDICES. CONTAININ~ THE LABELS AND SUBSCRIPTS THAT COR~ ~t 
I. RESPOND TO THE SUBNODES OF 5SET WHOSE VALUES EQUAL THE MINIMUM~ ~~ 
/. IF SSET IS NULL' ~~NFINITV IS RETURNED AS THE 'VALUE_MINIMUM'. ~t 
I· ./ 
1 •••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 •• 0 •••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• / 
DECLARE I,SVALUE LOCAL. I = 0 • 
VALUE_MINIMUM • INFINITY • 
DO FOR ALL SUBNoDES OF !SET USING SVALUE • 
I • 1+1 , 
IF SVALUE < VALUE_MINIMUM 
THEN DO' VALUE-MINTMUM. SVALUE , 
PRUNE !INnICES , 
SYNDICES.tLABEL(SVALUE) • i , 
END , 
ELSE IF SVALUF- z VALUE:MINIMUM 
END • 
THEN DO' SrNDICESCNEXT). I • 
LiBEL(SINDICES(LAST;) = LABEL(SVALUE) t 
END " 




2.4.6-5 ~Jl Rev C 
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CHECK FOR PROCESS DEFINITION 
2.4.7.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module checks that all processes or operations sequences 
specified in $OBJECTIVE are defined in $PROCESS'or $OPSEQ. These 
processes may be listed explicitly or contained in an operations 
sequence specified in $OBJECTIVES. If any processes are not .. 
included in $PROCESS, such information as process duration and 
required resources are not defined. Since this condition pre-
cludes' successful execution of the problem, the missing processes 
should be identified. This module performs that identification 
function. 
2.4.7.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.7.3 Module Input 
Input to this module consists of $OBJECTIVES, $OPSEQ and 
$PROCESS. The minimum required data structure from these Standard 
Data Structures is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.7-1. 
2.4.7.4 Module Output 
This module will output a tree structure, $MISSING, with 'the 
names of unfound processes and operations sequences. If this tree 
is null, no missing definitions have been identified. 
2.4.7-1 
















Note: Minimum (i.e. relevant) portion of required input Standard 
Data Structures is shown. In all trees, any additional 
structure will be preserved. 





Fig. 2.4.7 -1 
Minimum Required Input structures from standard Data Structures for 
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2.4.7.5 Functional Block Diagram 
No 
Pop the operations 
sequence from 




Add the operations 
sequence to the 
pushdown stack 
Select next element 
from top operations~ ____________ ~ 
Yes 
sequence on stack 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 





2.4.7.6 Typical Applications 
This module is useful for initial problem processing, ~vhich 
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2.4.7.7 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagram provides the flow chart for this module. 
The module selects each subnode und~r OPSEQ in the $OBJECTIVES tree. For 
each element an internal procedure, CHECK_PROC_RECURSIVE is called resursively. 
This procedure determines whether the current element is an operations se-
quence or a process. If the element is a process, $PROCESS is interrogated 
to verify the current element is included, if not, the current element 
label is added to $MISSING. If the element is determined to be an operations 
sequence, $OPSEQ is interrogated to verify the current element is included, 
if not the current element label is added to $MISSING. Otherwise each sub-
node is selected and the procedure CllECKYROC_RECURSIVE is repeatedly called 
until all processes have been checked. 
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2.4.7.3 Commented Code 
C~ECK_FOR_PROCESS_OEFINITION: PROCEDURE($08JECTIVES,$OPSEQ,SPROCE~~' 
SMISSING) OPTIONSCEXTFRNAL;' 
PRUNE SMISSINGI . 
DO I = 1 TO NUMBERC$ORJECTIVES.OPSEQ), 
CALL CHECK_PI~OC_RECURS I VF ($OBJECT I VES. OPSEQ (I) ) , 
CHECK_PROC_RECURSIVF: PROCEnURE($OPSEQ_OR~PROC) RECURSIVEI 
DECLARE J LOCAL; 
IF SOPSEQ_OR_PROC.TYPE = 'OPSFQI THEN DO, 
CHECK_OPSEQ: 
IF $OPSEQ •• LARELC~OPSEQ_nR:PRnC) 
IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN $MISSJNG.OPSEQ(NfXT) = LASELC$OPSEQ_OR_PROC), 
ELSE no J = 1 TO NUMBER ($OPSEQ. "LABEL C $OPSEQ_OR~:PROC) ; • 
r . - • • CALL CHfCK_PROC_RECURSIVEC$OPSEQ.#LARELCSOPSEQ_OR_PROC) 




ELSE IF $PROCESS.~LA8EL(~OPSEQ~OR~PROC) 
IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN $MISSING.PROCESSCNEXr) = LABEL (SOPSEQ_OR_PROC), 
RETURi\1 I 
END , I~ CHECK_P~OC_RFCURSIVE ~I 
END , 


































2.4.8.1 Purpose and Scope 
This b;'1dule will create a set of jobs by examining the con-
tents of the data trees, $OBJECTIVES, $OPSEQ, and $PROCESS. Each 
job will represent a single o~currence of a process. It will create 
an output data tree that contains unique nodes for each job iden-
tified. 
This module will build a data tree, $JOBSET, containing only 
the jobs that are identifiable from the input trees $OBJECTIVES, 
$OPSEQ, and $PROCESS. The jobs will be grouped under first-level 
subnodes, each of which represents the occurrence of an operations 
sequence. Because operations sequences may be nested, only those 
at the highest level of nesting will cause a first-level node of 
$JOBSET to be built. If, during the execution of a scheduling 
problem, implied jobs are scheduled, these jobs may be added to 
the trees created by this module; however, the GENERATE JOBSET 
module wi U not put implied jobs iuto the jobset since implied 
jobs cannot be identified from $OBJECTIVES, $OPSEQ, and $PROCESS. 
The output of this module will be ordered by a set of unique 
job identifiers, but the ordering of the identifiers will have 
no implication on the temporal order in which the jobs must be 
scheduled. 
Each job created by this module will have associated with it 
the most specific resource information contained in either 
$OBJECTIVES or $PROCESS. If resource alternatives are defined 

















process-resource combination. Where process altern::a.tives are 
indicated in $OBJECTIVES or $OPSEQ, all alternatives will also be 
assigned a unique job identifier. This module will ,,,rite the job 
identifiers for all alternatives under each job. For example, if 
Jobs 1, 2, and 3 are mutually substitutable, a unique node 
will appear in the output $JOBSET for each of the three jobs. 
The node ALTERNATIVE under Job 1 ,v-ould contain subnodes JOB 2 
and JOB 3, the node ALTERNATIVE for Job 2 ,v-ould contain sub-
nodes JOB 1 and JOB 3, etc. It is recognized that if no implied 
jobs are rescheduled the number of jobs in the final schedule 
will always be less than or equal to the number of jobs in 
$JOBSET. 
Temporal relations between elements of an operations sequence 
will be included in the output tree $JOBSET. The module will, 
hO"Y7eVer, repLace a generic process name that appears as a value 
under a TEt1PORAL RELATION node with an appropriate specific job 
identifier. If the element name that appears under a 
TEt~PORAL RELATION node with an appropriate specific job :Ldenti-
Her. If the element name that appears under a TEt1PORAL_RELATIONS 
node is itself an operations sequence, a separate subnode will be 
written for each job in that operations sequence. 
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2.4.8.3 Module Input 
The input to this module consists of the trees, $OBJECTIVES, 
$OPSEQ, and $PROCESS, defined previously, and the integer 
INITIAL 10. The minimum required data structure from these stand-
ard structures is shown in Fig. 2.4.8-1. INITIAL 10 is the first 
integer to be used in constructing unique job identifiers within 
the modu1~. 
2.4.8.4· Hodu1e Output 
This modul~ will r~turn an output tr~~ $JO~SET to the calling 
program. It will contain the RESOURCE information from $PROCESS with 
any specific ASSOCIATED_RESOURCE information from $OBJECTlVES replac-
ing the corresponding generic information in the RESOURCES. Since 
it is permissable to specify specific resources in both $PROCESS and 
$OBJECTlVES, this module will produce an error message when incon-







Note: Hinimum (Le., relevant) portion of required input Standard Data 
Structures is shown. Any additional structure will be preserved 
in all trees. ~----------------------------------------------------------~ 







(ELEMENT DURATION NAME) 
(VALUE) 
TYPE TYPE 
(VALUE) (VALUE) (NAME) 
INTERVAL 
(VALUE) (VALUE) 
Fig. 2.4.8-1 MinimlQn Required Input structures from standard Data structures for ModuZe 
GeneT'ation 
2.4.8-4 
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Fig. 2.4.8-2 GENERATE JOBSET StandaPd Data Stpuature 
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Select an OPSEQ from 
$OBJECTIVES. (A first level 
subnode of the node labeled 
OPSEQ) 
If selection is an operations 
r---------------~ sequence (as opposed to a process), 
recursively interrogate $OPSEQ 
until a process is loacted. 
Yes 
Assign a unique integer job 
identifier to the next process 
and label a first level sub-
node of the output tree, $J,OBSET, 
with the 1D 
Add such information as process 
name, problem name, resourc~s 
associated with the job (either 
generic or specific), and 
appropriate intervals to the 
output tree (as shown for $JOBSET). 
Yes No 
Add appropria~~;o $JOBSET::J' 
>---~ to define temporal relations between 







2.4.8.6 Typical Applications 
Since this module merges some of the information contained in 
$OBJECTIVES with all of the required information from $OPSEQ and 
$PROCESS, its usefulness is in eliminating numerous accesses of 
those structures that result from the information in one tree 
pointing to information in another. The creation of jobs is a 
logical first step in building a schedule. It will be recognized 
that if no alternatives or temporal relations appear in $JOBSET, 
then $JOBSET represents a generic schedule unit that may be given 
a specific time assignment. If, however, either resource alter-
natives, job alternatives, or temporal relations do appear in the 
problem specification, these alternatives and constraints are still 
represented in $JOBSET. Thus, the initial creation of $JOBSET 
permits the subsequent scheduling logic to deal with only 














2.4.8.7 DETAILED DESIGN 
GENERATE_JOBSET builds the $JOBSET standard data structure by 
iteratively interrogating the input data trees until the problem has 
been reduced to that of building a single 'JOB rD' substructure. At 
each level in tracing down to this relatively simple ,problem, a different 
tree structure is built. The tree structures at each level are used to 
make up the tree at the next higher level. By using this "building 
block" approach the relatively complex tree structure that exists at the 
highest level ($JOBSET) is generated by dealing with its much simplt!r 
component parts. 
The "building block" tree structures generated and maintained by the 
program are, in order of descending complexity. $JOBSET, $OPSEQ_SET, $JOBS, 
and $JOB. $JOBSET is, of course, the goal structure and will look exactly 
as it is shown in the Hodule Output section. $OPSEQ ... SET and $JOnS wUl, 
In their final form, look exactly like one of the 'SUBNET ID' substructures 
of $JOBSET. Although these two trees eventually assume the same position 
in $JOBSET, there is a basic difference in what they represent. $OPSEQ_.SET 
will contain all of the jobs contained in a given op-sequence, including 
those arising from any nested op-sequences. $JOBS, on the other hand, 
represents the occurrence of a single process. It may, however, contain 
several "job" subnodes representing a complete set of possible job alternatives, 
only one of which will need to be schedu1ed.$JOB is the most basic structure 
and is used to build all of the other trees previously mentioned. It looks 




$JOBSET, $OPSEQ_SET, and $JOBS are each built by a separate PLANS 
procedure. They are: GENERATE JOBSET (main procedure), SCAN_OPSEQ_TREE, 
and MERGE_JOB_INFO, respectively. The four other internal procedures 
operate at a lower level and provide special-purpose services to the three 
major procedures listed above. In several cases these small procedures 
were separated from the three nlajor ones in order to make the code more 
efficient. This was accomplished by using a technique made possible by 
PLANS conventioqs. In several uses it was necessary to frequently refer-
ence a subnode deep within a tree. This becomes very expensive since each 
node reference requires a long list of node qualifiers. To eliminate this 
expense, a separate procedure was written which includes the node reference 
as an input parameter. The dummy tree name used in the PROCEDURE statement 
is then effectively overlayed at the subnode which was passed in the para-
meter list of the CALL statement. This technique reduces the length of 
node references, increases access efficiency, and has the added advantage 
of prompting the PLANS programmer to write modular programs. 
In some instances, program efficiency was sacrificed for readibility. 
This is justified by the fact that the module will undoubtedly need to be 
modified, since this code is not intended to be the final version. 
The sketch below shows the calling hierarchy of GENERATE JOBSET and 
its .seven internal procedures. An arrow indicates a "calling" relationship 

















SCAN TEMPORAL RELATIONS 
ENUMERATE RESOURCE 
OPTIONS -












Select the next element J------. 
from $OBJECTIVES.OPSEQ On end t----------------~ 
Call SCAN OPSEQ TREE 
with this-operations 
sequence 
Graft $OPSEQ SET at 
next SUBNET node of 
$JOBSET and label it 
with the name of this 
op-sequence 
Call TEMPORAL RELATIONS PROCESSOR 
to replace generic process names 
with specific job identifiers 
Call MERGE JOB INFO 
with this process 
Graft $JOBS at the 

















Label the root node 
of $OPSEQ_SET with 
the name of this OPSEQ 
Select the next element 
of this OPSEQ 
Call SCAN_OPSEQ_TREE 




to replace generic process names 
with specific job identifiers 
Graft the tree returned by 
the last call of this 
procedure as the next 
subnode of $OPSEQ_SET 
- .~-~~-~~~.--.~ .. ---.-.-~I~-----I~ 
Return 
Call MERGE JOB INFO 
with this process 
Graft $JOBS at the 


















MERGE JOB INFO (builds $JOBS) 
Enter 
'i 'l 
Duplicate appropriate node 
in $PROCESS as $JOB 
. 
~17 
Assign a unique job identifier 
as the label on $JOB 
'i~ 
Create a PROCESS 
subnode in $JOB 
'i~ 
If needed, create a JOB TYPE 
-subnode in $JOB 
'i 17 
Create a JOB INTERVAL 
substructure -in $JOB 
~ ~ 
If needed, create a 
PROBLEM NAME subnode 
in $JOB-
~17 
If needed. create an OPSEQ 
subnode in $JOB 
'i17 
Override any generic resources 
below the REQUIRED_RESOURCES 
subnode with specific resource 






Create a $JOB ALTERNATIVES 
tree u~ing information 
from $OBJECTIVES or $OPSEQ 
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Select the next subnode 
of $JOB_ALTERNATIVES 
On End 
Insert $JOB as the 
next subnode of $JOBS 
No 
Call MERGE JOB INFO with 
this job alternative 
Call ENUMERATE RESOURCE OPTIONS 
to generate job nodes for all 
possible resource combinations 
Generate all of the 
JOB ALTERNATIVES subnodes for 






ENUMERA!E~RESaURCE_OPTI0NS (builds $COMBINATIONS) 
Enter 
Select a new resource alternative 
from the next set of options and 
add it too $COMBINATIONS 
Add this set of alternatives to 
the original REQUIRED_RESOURCES 
node of $JOB 
Assign a unique job I,D. 
number to this "new" $JOB 
Insert $JOB as the next 
sub node of $JOBS 
Call ENUMERATE._ 
RESOURCE_OPTIONS 
Prepare to buile : 
















--- --~- 7"' '''".~/~----'' l 
( Enter 
\7 
Select the next subnode 
of the input tree ($TREEi On Endt--I_~ ....... I v Return 
\7 
Call SCAN TEMPORAL RELATIONS 
to create-$TEMPORAL RELATIONS 
containing only unique job 
identifiers 
Combine $TEMPORAL RELATIONS 
with the temporal-relations 
info of descendent jobs of 
this subnode 
·.For all nodes representing an 
op-sequence, merge the descendent 
job nodes upwards, eliminating the 
opseq node 
SCAN TEMPORAL RELATIONS 
Enter 
Call generic-name-eliminator 
for each PREDECESSORS subnode 
of $TEMPORAL_RELATIONS 
Call generic-name-eliminator 
for each SUCCESSORS subnode of 
$TEMPORAL_RELATIONS 
Call generic_name_eliminator 















Determine the job 1.0. 
number of the next job 
in this op-sequence 
Generate a new temporal 
relation~ subnode with 




Replace the generic name 
with the job 1.0. number 




Select the next 'sub-
structure of $SOURCE On end Return 
Graft this substructure 
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used to store a set of resource options when 
generating all possible resource combinations 
a global pointer used to indicate which subnode 
of $OBJECTlVES. OPSEQ is currently being processed. 
used to indicate whether or not the current 
invocation of MERGE JOB INFO was recursive 
used to save the value of the job ID number of 
the first job node in $JOBS 
a pointer used to indicate which op-sequence in 
$OPSEQ is the source of the jobs currently being 
generated. 
the basic structure build by GENERATE_JOB_SUBSTRUCTURE 
the final product of a call to GENERATE_JOB_SUBSTRUCTURE, 
its subnodes formed by grafting on one or more $JOB 
trees. 
used to store the specific job identifiers for a 
complete set of job alternatives. 
a duplication of an ALTERNATIVES subnode of 
$OBJECTIVES or $OPSEQ 
used to sto~e the substructure of an op-sequence 
whose elements have been reduced to job nodes. 
used to indicate the name of the op-sequence which 
gave rise to t~e job node currently being generated. 
is.the element of $OPSEQ. (OBJECT_ELEMENT) that is 

























~.'"------ -'~'",,""'-~I' --__ 
equal to $OPSEQ_SET in the case of an opsequence 
equal to $NULL when processing a process. 
points at the subnodes of $ACTIVITY. 
points at the subnodes of $ SUB_ACTIVITY , i.e. , the 
$JOB information. 
a duplication of the RESOURCE_RELATIONS subnode 
of $OBJECTIVES or $OPSEQ. 
a pointer, pointing at the subnodes of $RESOURCE_ 
RELATIONS 
points at the second level down of $ACTIVITY, 
the job node. 
index pointers. 
points at a subnode of $TEMPORAL_NODE. 
duplicates the job node in $OPSEQ_SET if the 
generic name to be replaced is the name of an 
opsequence. 
temporary storage area 
temporary stor,age area 
temporary storage area 
used to indicate what kind of input error existed 
when the call to $JOBSET occurred (see section 
2.4.8.9) 
indicates the subnode of $OBJECTIVES. OPSEQ which 
is currently being processed. 




















tree structure built by GENERATE_OPSEQ_SET. 
is the RESOID'.CE ALTERNATIVES subnode of the job 
node which is cu~rently being built. 
is the subnode of $PROCESS corresponding to the 
process for which a job node is being built. 
is the·subnode of $TEMPORA~RELATIONS whose value 
is being replaced with a specific job identifier. 
is the tree from which $TEMPORAL_RELATIONS will be 
taken (either $OBJECTIVES or $OPSEQ) 
is the REQUIRED~RESOURCES subnode of the job node 
which is currently being built. 
a duplication of an ASSOCIATED_RESOURCES subnode 
of $OBJECTlVES 
used in various places as a temporary storage area. 
used to temporarily store a single subnode of 
is the subnode of $TEMPORAL_RELATIONS which is 
currently being processed. 
a duplication of a TEMPORAL_RELATIONS subnode of 
$OBJECTlVES OR $OPSEQ. 
used to store the name of a resource type 
is used as a storage area where resource alter-
natives from $COMBINATIONS can be added to the 
resources in $REQUIRED. 
the tree whose substructure will be grafted into 
$TARGET. 
the tree onto which additional first-level subnodes 























a pointer, pointing to the job in $JOBSET currently 
being processed. 
a pOinter, pointing at subnodes of RESOURCE RELATION 
substructure. 
pointer, describing the sub$tructure of $OPSEQ_NODE 









2.4.8.9 QOHMENTED CODE 
GtNERATE..JOBSETI 
I··***·***·**···*·*·····*··**···*··~··*.······.·*····· ... * ••••••• * •••• ~( 
I· ~I 
I. THIS ~ODULE CREATES INDIVYDUAL JOBS FOR EACH OCCURRENCE OF A ~t 
I. PROCESS SPECIFIED EXPLICITLY OP VIA AN OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE IN ~I 
I. SOBJECTIVES. IT MERGES INFORMATION CONTAINED IN $O~JECrIVEs, ., 
I. SOPSEQ, AND $PROCESS INTO A TREE CALLED $JOBSET~ THE INTe.GER .i 
I. VALUE OF 'INITIAL_ID' IS USED TO CONSTRUCT UNIQUE JOB IDENTIFr~ ~I 
I. ERS ON EACH 'JOB 10' SUB NODE OF SJOBSET. ON RETURN, SJOeSET ., 
I. WiLL CONTAIN THE ENTIRE SFT OF JORS (INCLUDING ALTERNATIVESi ~~ 
I. WHICH ARE TO BE SCHEDULED. THIS IS THE FINAL STEP BEFORE THE ., 
I. DECISION ALGORITHMS CAN MAKE EXPLICIT TIME AND RESOURCE ASSIGN~ ~I 
I. MENTS. IT SHOULD AE NOTEn THAT 'GENERATE_JOSSET' ALSO CHECKS *1 
I. FOR SEVERAL ERROR CONDITIONS THAT MAY BE PRESENT IN THE INPUT ., 
I. DATA TREES. AS A TEMPORApY WAPNING MECHANISM, THE MODULE RE- ., 
I. TURNS AN ERROR CODE TO THF CALLING PRnGRAM VIA THE OUTpUT VART~ .i 
I. ABLE 'KODE'. IN THE FUTU~E, COMPLETE ERROR MESSAGES WILL BE ~I 
I. WRITTEN OUT DESCRIRING THE PRORLEM AND ITS PROBABLE CAUSE. ~I 
I· ., I .. ***** .. * ..• * .... ·.****.** .•.. * ...... ·.~ ...... * ••••• ·.* .. *.· •..••..• 1 





SNILL, SOPS~EI.E, SJOBID. SR_R LOCAL' 
I. INITIALIZE VARIABLES. - ., 
KOnE = 0' LABEL ('JOSSEn = 'OPSEQ" I_RECURSIVE_CALL_Fl.AG. 0 , .. 
1* SELECT THE NEXT ELEMENT OF SOBJECTIVES.OPSEQ AND CHECK TO SEE ., 
I. IF IT IS AN OP-SEQUENCE OR A SINGLE PROCESS o ., 
I. THIS LOOP ITERATES ACRO~S THF. FIRST-LEVEL SUBNODES OF SOBJEC~ .i 
I· TIVES.OPSEQ. ON EACH SUCCESSIVE ITERATION IT GENERATES A ~t 
I· 'SUBNET 10' SUBNODE IN IJOBSFT WHICH BECOMES A FATHFR NODE Tn ~I 
I. ALL OF ITS DF.SCENOENT JnB NonES. ., 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF $OB~jECTIVES.OPSEQ USING SOBJECT _ELEMENT t 
IF SOBJECT_ELEMENT.TYPE s 'OPSEQ' 
THEN IF SOPSF.Q.tLABEL($OBJECT:ELEMENT) (1) IDENTICAL To 'Nui'i~ 
THEN DO' KoDE = 2 I RETURN' END' 
ELSE DO , 
1* CALL 'GENERATE_OPSEQ_SET' WITH THIS OP-SEQUENCE AND THEN GRAFT ~I 




•. (SOPSEQ_SET, SOPSF'Q) • 
GRAFT SnPSEQ_SET AT SJOBSET(NEXT) • 
LABEL($JOBSET(LAST») ~ LA9EL($OBJECTtELEMENTi , 
END ; 
ELSE IF SOBJECT_ELEMFNT.TYPE ~= oPROCESS' 
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THEN DO' KoOE = 3, RETURN' END f 













U'.,' IDENTICAL TO SN' l 
THEN DO' KODE - 1. RETURN' END' 
ELSE DO , 
CALL 'GENERATE:JOe:SUBSTRUCTURE' WITH THIS PROCESS 
AND THEN GRAFT SJORS AT THE NEXT 'SUBNET 10' NODE OF SJOBSET. 
END , 




GRAFT SJOBS AT SJOBSETCNEXT) , 
END , 
/. CALL 'TEMPORAL_RELATIONS_~ROCESSOR' TO REPLACE GENERIC PROCESS 
/. NAMES WITH SPECIFIC 'JOB IOENTIFIERS. 
CALL TEMPORAL_RELATIONS:PRnCESSOR(SJOBSET.SOBJECTIVES) , 
I • 0 , 
DO FOR ALL SUBNoDES OF SOBJECTIVES.OPSEQ USING SOBJECT_ELEMENT • 
I - 1+1 , 
IF SOBJECT~ELEMENT.SUBNFT:Io IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN LARELCSJOBSETCI;; = t + 0.1111 , 
ELSE LA8ELCSJOBSETCIi) -$OBJECT_ELEMENT.SUBNET_ID , 
IF SOBJECT~ELEMENT.RfSOURCE:RELATION(fIRST) NOT IOENTICAL TO 
SNULL 
THEN DOt 
00 fOR ALL SUBNODES OF SJOBSET(I) USING SJOBIDI 
, 
,~-
DO fOR ALL SUBNODE~ Of SOBJECT_ELEMENT.RESOURCE~RELATION 
USING SR..Rt 












GENERATE_OPSEQ_SETI PROCEDURF (SOPSEQ~NODE, SOPSEQ_SET) RECURSIV~ , I 
/. THIS PROCEDURE BUILDS THE SOPSEQ_SET TREE STRUCTURE WHICH CON~ */ 1 
/. TAINS ALL OF THE JOBS CONTAINEO IN A GIVEN OP-SEQUENCE INCLUDi~JG */ 1. 
/* THOSE ~RISING FROM ANY NE~TED OP-SEQUENCES. THE ONLY INPUT,. IJ!t 
/* SOPSEQ_NODE, IS THE FIRST_LEVEL SUBSTRUCTURE OF SOPSEQ CORRES- ~t j 
1* PONDING TO THE OPSEQ fOR WHICH SOPSEQ_SET IS TO BE BUILT. */ II 
DECLARE STEMP, $OP_ELEMENT, LO~AL' 
1* LABEL THE ROOT NODE OF SOPSEQ_SET WITH THE NAME OF THIS OPSEQ. */ 
LABEL (SOPSEQ_SET) = LABELC~OPSEQ_NODE) , 1 
1* SELECT THE NEXT ELEMENT OF THIS Op.SEQUENCE AND CHECK TO SEE IF ~t 
1* IT IS ANOTHER OP-SEQUENCE OR A SINGLE PROCESS. */ 
DO fOR ALL SUBNoDES OF SOPSEQ NODE USING SOP~ELEMENT , 
If SOP_ELEMENT.TYPE • 'PROCESS' -
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THEN IF SpROCESSuILAREL(SOP_ELEMENTJ !DENTICAL TO SNUL~ 
THEN DO S KaDE a 4; GO TO RETURN_ERROR~CODE I ENn, 
1* CALL 'GENERATE_JOB_SUBSTRUCTURFo wiTH THIS PROCESe ..i 
I- AND THEN GRAFT SJOBS AT THE NEXT 'SUB~'ET 10' NODE OF SOPSEQ:'SET • • i 






GRAFT !JOBS AT SOPSEG_SET(NEXT) I 
END ~ 
ELSE IF sOP_ELEMENT&TVPE ~= 90PSEQ' 
THEN DO' KnDE = 6 * GO TO RETURN_ERROR:CODE I ENn, 
ELSE iF $OPS~Q.tLABEL(SOP~ELEMENT) (FIRST) 




THEN DO e KOnE = 5 , 
GO TO RETURN_ERROR_CODE I 
END • 
ELSE DO , 
CALL 'GENERATE:OPSEQ_SET' WITH THIS OP-SEQUENCE AND THEN CALL 
'TEMPORAL_RELATIONS_PROCE~SOR' TO REPLACE THE GENERIC PROCESS 








PROCEDURE AS ~I I· 
I· 
GRAfT THE TREE RETURNED BV THE LAST CALL OF THIS 
THE NEXT SU8NOOE OF $OPSE~_SET. 
END I 
END GENERATE_OPSEG:SET , 
GENERATE_JOB_SUBSTRUCTURE~ 
GRAFT STEMP AT SOPSEQ_SET(NEXT) I 
END s 
I. THIS PROCEDURE BUILDS THE $JOB5 TREE STRUCTURE REPRESENTING THF 
I. OCCURR~NCE OF A SINGLE PRnCESS OR ONE OF ITS ALTERNATIVES. 
I. SOPSEQ_NAME IS AN INPU"r TREE WHOSE VALUE IS THE NAME OF THE OP-
I. SEQUENCE TO W~ICH THE CURRENT JOB BELONGS. SPROC_NODE rs THE 
I. fIRST-LEVEL SU~STRUCTURE OF SPROCESS CORRESPONDING TO THE 
I. PROCESS FOR WHICH 'JOBS I~ TO RE BUILT. 
PROCEDURE (SOPSEQ_NAME, $PROCI;·NOOE., $OpS_ELE) RECURSIVE , 
DECLARE $ALTERNATIVE~$COMBYNATIONS,$JOB_ALTERNATIVES, 
$JOB_ALTE~NATYVE_SET~$OPTION'$OPTIONS,$REQUIRED. 
$DUMMY19 $DUMMY2 LOCAL' 
I. DUPLICATE THE APPROPRIATE NODE IN $PROCESS AS SJOR AND ASSIGN A 

















SJOB • SPROC-NODE , 
SJOB.PROCESS a LABEL(SJOB) , " 
LAAEL(SJOB) a: INITIAL_ID' INiTIAL-r..ID:II INITIAL_IO • 1 , 
,. IF NEEDED. CREATE 'JOB_TYPF'. 'JOB INTERVAL', 'PROBLEM NAME', AND ./ 
,- 'OPSEQ' NODES 1N SJOB WITH APPROPRIATE SU8STRUCTURE AND VALUES; "i 
IF SJ08.PROCESS_TYPE NOT IDENTICAL TO SNULL" 








IF SJ08.DU~ATION IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN DO' KOOE. 7, GO TO RETURN_ERROR~CODE' END' 
START_TIME = INFINITY , 
IF SOBJECT_ELEMENT.SCHEDULF_TIME.START NOT IDENTICAL TO 5NULl 
THEN IF SOPSEQ_NAME IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN START_TIME = SOSJECT-EL"EMENT.SCHEDULE_TIME.START • 
ELSE DOl 
.... .-LABEL(SOUMMY1) • SOBJECT~ELEMENT.SCHEDULE_TIME.PROCESS-NAMF.I 
LABEL (SOUMMY2) = SJOB.PROCESS. ." 
IF LABEl(SDUMMY1)= LABFL(SDUMMY2) 
THEN StART_TIME = SORJECT_Ei.'EMENT.SCHEDUlE_TIME.START • 
END. 
ELSE I 
IF START_TIME ~. INFINITY 
THEN DO' SJOB.JOB_INTFRVAL.START = START_TIME • 
SJOB.JOB_INTFRVAL.END = START_TIME. SJOB.DURATION • 
END , 
IF SOBJECTIVES.PRORLEM-NAMF NOT IDENTICAL TO SNUlL 
THEN SJOB.PROBlEM_NAME • SOBJECTIVES.PROBLEM_NAME • 
IF SOPSEQ_NAME NOT IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN SJOB.OPSEQ = SOPSEQ_NAME • 
IF THERE ARE RESOURCE ALTFRNATIVES TO BE CONSIDERED, CALL 
'ENUMERATE_RESOURCE_OPTIONS' TO GE~ERATE JOB NODES FOR ALL 
POSSIBLE RESOURCE COMBINATIONS. OTHERWISE, INSERT SJOB AS THE 
NEXT SUBNOOE OF .SJOBS. 
IF SJOB~RESOURCE-ALTERNATIVE(FIRST) IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN IF I_RECURSIVE_CALL_FLAG III 0 
THEN GRAFT INSEpT SJOB BEFORE SJOBS(FIRST)' 
ELSE GRAFT SJOB AT ,JOBS(NEXT) , 
ELSE DO' K:II l' INITiAL~ID:II INITIAL_ID • 1 , 
GRAFT SJOB.RESOURCE AT $REQUIRED , 
GRAFT SJOB.RESOURCF_ALTERNATIVE AT SOPTIONS • 
N :II NU"BER(SOPTIONS) • 
CALL ENUMERATE-RESOURCE'OPTIONS , 
PRUNE SJOB,$REQUIRED,io~TIONS.SWORKSPACE.SCOMBINATIONS I 
END • 
IF THIS SJOB IS BEING BUILT AS A JOB ALTERNATIVE. RETURN. 
OTHERWISE. CREATE A SJOB_ALTERNATIVES TREE USING INFOPMATION 
FROM SOBJECTIVES OR SOPSEQ. 
. " ~ IF 1 RECURSIVE_CALL-FLAG ~. 0 THEN DO' 
- I_RECURSIVE_CALL'_FLAG = 0 , 
RETURN' 
END' 













THEN IF SOBJECT_ELE~~ENT .ALTERNATIVE <FIRST) NOT IDENTICAL TO sNuiT 
THEN SJOB_ALTERNATIV'ES II SOBJECT~ELEMENT.ALTERNATIVE , 
ELSE , 
ELSE IF SOPS~ELECI ALTFRNATIVECFIRST; NOT IDENTICAL TO sNui'L. 
THEN-SJOR_ALTERNATIVES • SOPS_ELE. ALTERNATIVE, 
IF SJOB:ALTERNATIVE~ NOT IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN DO' 
I- SELECT THE NEXT SURNODE OF SJOB_ALJERNATIVES. */ 
00 FOR ALL SUBNODES OF $JOB~ALTERNATIVES USING SALTERNATIVES 
I_RECURSIVE_CAL~_F~AG=l' 
IF SPROCESS.NCSaLTERNATIVE) IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN 00·' KnDE II 9. GO TO RETURN_ERROR:'CODE, EN;; I 




PRUNE SJOB_ALTERNAtIVES , 
I- SJOBS NOW CONTAINS A COMPLETE SET OF JOB ALTERNATIVES. GENERATE~! 
I- ALL 'JOB_ALTERNATIVES' SURNODES FOR EACH JOB NODE IN $JOBS. */ 
PRUNE SJOS_ALTERNATIVE_SET' ISAVE. LABEL(SJOBS(FIRST», 
DO KIIIS~VE TO INITI~L_ID-l , 
SJOB_ALTERNATIVE_SETCNEXT) • K , 
END , 
DO Kal TO INITIAL_IO-ISAVE , 
GRAFT SJOB_A~TERNATIVE_~ET(FIRSr; AT STEMP_NODE , 
SJOBS(K) .JOB_ALTERNATIVF. II S,JOB_ALTERNATIVE_SET • 
GRAFT STEMP-NODE AT SJOR_ALTF.RNATIVE_SETCNEXT) , 
END , 
END I 
• ENUMERATE_RESOURCE_OPTtONS, PRQCEOURE RECURSIVE • 
I- THIS PROCEDURE GENERATES A SJOR TREE STRUCTURE FOR EVERY POS- ~( 
I- SIBLE COMBINATION OF RESOURCE ALTERNATIVES. IT CALLS ITSELF RF- ~/ 
/- CURSIVELY' ONCE FOR EACH FIRST-LEVEL SU8NODE OF SOPTIONS. */ 
,- ~! 
,- SELECT A NEW RESOURCE ALTFRNATTVE FROM THE NEXT SET OF OPTIONS; */ 
,- ADO IT TO SCOMBINATIONS AND CHF.CK TO SEE IF SCOMBINATIONS NOW ~! 
I- CONTAINS ONE ALTERNATIVE FROM EACH SET OF OpTIONS. */ QECLARE SOPTION LOCAU _ 
DO FOR ALL SURNODES OF SOPTIONS~K) USING SOPTION I 
SCOMBINATIONSCK; II SOPTTON I 
IF K .. II N 
THEN DO. K a K+l I CALL ENUME~ATE_RESOURCE_OPTIONS • 
KIIK-l, ENOl 
I- ADD THIS SET OF ALTERNATIVES TO THE O~IGINAL */ 
I- 'REQUIRED_RESOURCES' NODE OF SJOB. .i 
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DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SCOMBINATIONS USING SSELECTION , 
DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF SSELECTION USING STYPE , 
IF SWORKSPACE.NLABELCSTYPE; IDENTICAL TO SNui'L. 
THEN SWORKSPACECNEXT) • STYPE , 
ELSE On FOR ALL SUBNODES OF STYP£ USING SNAME , 




GRAFT SWORKSPACF AT ~J08.RESOURCE ., 
/- ASSIGN A UNIQUF JOB ·10. NUMBER TO THIS "NEW" SJOB AND DUPL.ICATF _I 
/* IT AS THE NEXT SUBNODE OF SJOBS. _/ 
LARiLCSJOR) • INITIAL~ID , 
SJOBSCNEXT) • SJOB , 
INtTtAL:ID • INTTIAL:~D ~ 1 , 
END , 
END, 
END ENUMERATE_RESOlJRCE:'OPTIONS , 
END GENERATE_,JOB_SUBSTRUCTURE , 
TEMPORAL_RELATIONS::PROCESSORI PRor,EDURE CSACTIVITY, SREF) , .. _ .. 
/* THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS THE EXFCUTyVE LOGIC WHICH REPEATATIVELY ~( 
/* BUILDS AND SCANS !TEMPORAl_RELATIONS, ONCE FOR EACH FIRST-LEVEi' ~( 
/* SUBNODE OF THE INPUT PARA~ETER, SACTIVITY. SREF IDENTIFIES THF ~l 
/* REFERENCE TRFE FROM WHICH THE 'TEMPORAL~RELATIONS' SURNODE IS TO ~/ 
/* BE TAKEN WHEN CREATING STFMPO~AL_RELATtONS. */ 
DECLARE SJOB_NODE,$SIIA_ACTYVIT)';STEMP,STEMPORAL_REl.ATIONS LOCAL , 
DECLARE SRESOURCE_RELATIONS, $RES_REL, SPOINT LOCAL' 
K = 0 , 
/* SELECT THE NEXT StJRNODE OF THE INPUT TREE (SACTIVITY) AND BUILn oi 
/* A $TEMPORAL_RELATIONS TREf CONTAINING UNIQUE JOB IDENTIFIERS. *1 
DO FOR A~L SUANODES OF SACTIVITY U~ING SSUB_ACTIVITY , 
K = K+1 , 
STEMPORAL_RELATIONS=SREF.NLAAELCSACTIVITY) (K).TEMPORAL_RELAT'ON, 
/* THESE THREE sTATEMENTS CAj'L 'GF.NERIC_NAME_ELIMINATOR' FOR EaCH .i 
/* 'PREOECESSOR" 'SUCCESSOR., AND 'GENERAL' SUBNODE OF $TEMPORAL~ *1 
/* RELATIONS. ANy OTHER SUBNOOES OF THIS TREF. ARE IGNORFO. ~/ 
CALL GENERIC·NAME_ELIMINATOR(STEMPORAL_RELATIONS.PREDECES~ORi. 
CALL GENERIC~NAME_ELiMINATORCSTEMPORAL_RELATIONS.SUCCESSOP) • 
r . CALL GENERIC_NAME_ELtMINATORcsTEMPORAL_RELATIONS.GENERAL) , 
IF LABEL(SSUR_ACTIVITY) = " 
THEN DO FOR ALL SUBNnDES OF SSUB_ACTIVITY USING SJOB-NODE , 
IF STEMPORAL_RELATtONS(FIRST) ~ IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN SJOB~NODE.TEMPORAL_RELATION = STEMPORAL_RfLATIONS , 
END , 
/- COMBINE STEMPORAL' RELATIONS WITH THE TEMPORAL RELATIONS INFo OF */ 






i .. j;;. 
r / . 'I 
,) 
---- -1-
ELSE DO FOR ALL SUBNnDES OF SsUB_ACTIVITY USING $JOB-NODE , 













MERGE ALL OF THE DESCENDENT JOB NODES UPWARDS. ELIMINATING ALL 
OF THE FIRST-LEVEL SUBNODES OF SACTIVITY. 
IF SREF NOT IOENTICAL TO SOBJFCTIVES 
THEN DO , 
LA8EL(STEMPj • LABFLCSACTIVITY)I 
DO L=NUMBER(SACTIVtTY) TO 1 By -I I 
PRUNE SRESOURCE:RELATIONSI 
SRESOURCE_RELATyONS = SREFa#LABEL($ACTIVITY) CL).RESOURCE_RELATynN, 
IF SRESOURCE_RELATIONS(FIRST) NOT IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN DOl 
00 FOR ALL SUB NODES OF $REsnURCE_RELATIONS USING SRES:REL' 
00 FOR ALL SUBNOOES nF SACTIVITYCL) USING SPOINTs 




IF LABELCSACTIVITY(L;) ~= ,. 
THEN DOl . 
END' 
00 M=NUMBER($ACTIVITY(L;; TO 1 AY -1' 
GRAFT INSERT S~CTIViTY(~)(M) BEFORE STEMPCFIRST), 
ENOl 
ELSE DOl 
DO M=NUMAERCSACTIVITYCLii TO 1 BY -1 , 




GRAFT STEMp AT SACTIVITY , 
END , 
GENERATE_SUBNODESI PROCEDURE (SSOURCE. STARGET) , 
I- THIS PROCEDURE DUPLICATES THE SUBNODES OF $SOURCE AS SUBNODES nF 
I- STARGET BY tyNSERT'-ING EACH ONE (WITH ITS SUBSTRUCTURE) BEFORF. 





































DO MaNUMBER(SSOURCE; TO 1 RY -1 , 
INSERT SSOURCECM) BEFORE STARGETCFIRST)' 
END , 
END GENERATE_SUBNOOES , 
GENERIC_NAME_ElIMINATORI PROCEDURE' CSTEMPORAL:NODE) , 
/- THIS PROCEDURE IS RESPONSyBLE FOR ELIMINATING THE G£NERIC 0/ 
/- PROCESS OR OPSEQ NAMES THAT APPEAR BELOW STEMPORAL_NODE BY 0/ 
/- REPLACING THEM WITH SPECIFIC JOB IDENTIFIERS. STEMPORAL_NODE 0/ 
/- ~ILL ALWAYS RE ONE OF THE THREF STANDARD SUBNODES OF $TEMPORAL~ _/ 
/0 RELATIONS' 'PREOECESSOR'~ 'SUCCESSOR" OR 'GENERAL'. 0/ 
DECLARE SSUBNET. SOUMh SDIIM2, $SUB, L LOCAL' 





DO L = NUMBERCSTEMPORAL_NOnE) TO 1 AY -II 
DEFINE SRELATloN AS ~TEMP~RAL:NODECL)' 
IF lABELCSTEMPORAL~NODEj ~ '~ENERAL' 
THEN DEFINE SPROCESS~ID AS SRELATION(4) I 
ELSE DEFINE SPROCESS~ID AS SRELATION , 
SSUBNET = SACTIVITYCFIRSTI (LARELCSELEMENT) = SPROCESS~ID»' 
/- IS THE GENERIC NAME TO BE REPLACED THE NAME OF A PROCESS? _/ 
IF SSUBNET IDENTICAL Tn SNULL 
THEN DO , , 
DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF SACTIVITY USING SSUBs 
/- REPLACE THE GFNERIC NiME WITH THE JOB 10. NUMBER CORRESPONDING ~( 
/- TO THIS PROCFSS. */ 
LABELCSDUM1) • SPROCESS_IDS 
LABEL(SOUM2) • SSUBCFIRST).PROCESSI 
IF LAAELCSOUMl) = LABEL(SDUM2) 
THEN DO , 
END , 
$PROCESS~ID = LABfLCSSUBCFIRST», 
GO Tn NEXT:"NODE, 
END • 
KODE = 10' GO TO RETURN-ERROR_CODE , 
END , 
/* DETERMINE THE JOB yo. NUMpER OF EACH JOB IN THIS OP-SEQUENCE 0/ 
2.4.8-29 ~ 




U t' . . ~ .... 
.... -. __ .. __ ... _- ..... -'--1 
/- AND GENERATE NEW TEMPORAL RELATIONS SUBNODES WITH THE 







IF LABEL(STEMPO~AL-NnOE) ~. 'GENERAL' 
- f/ -THEN 00 FOR ALL SV8NODES OF SSUBNET USING SJOB~NOnE • 
STEM~ORAL~NODECNEXT) a LA8ELCSJOB_NODE) , r 
END • . 
ELSE 00 FOR ~LL ~UBNODES OF SSUBNET USING SJOB:NOnE • 
SPROeESS~JD • LABELCSJOB_NODEt , 
STEM~ORAL_NODECNEXT) = 1RELAT!ON • 
. END, 












2.4.8.11 COMMENTS ON FUTURE MODIFICATIONS 
In its present form GENERATE_JOB SET provides many useful services 
to the PLANS programmer. Below is a discussion of some needed changes 
and possible extensions of its sc.ope that will make it an even more 
powerful module. 
It would be desirable to compact the code of this module by com-
bining the main procedure (GENERATE_JOBSET) with the internal procedure 
called SCAN_OPSEQ_TREE. Since the logic of these two modules is 
functionally similar, it appears that this change could be accomplished 
without too much difficulty. The majer problem in combining the two 
procedures arises from the fact that one of them :i.s r.ecursive. 
Another needed change to this module is to include processing of 
the information found below the RESOURCES GENERATED and RESOURCES DELETED 
nodes of $PROCESS. All of the resource data for a given job should be 
available beneatil the RESOURCE node of $JOBSET. This allows for 
easier access of information by NEXTSET and several other modules. 
Also of major importance·is a problem with the "brute-force" method 
that has been used to resolve temporal relations with an op-sequence. 
Presently, if a job is encountered that has an op-sequence as its predecessor, 
GENERATE JOBSET simply lists all of the jobs contained in the op-sequence as 
its predecessors. Although this method is functionally sufficient. it is 
unsatisfactory sLnce it results in the generation of. many unneeded nodes. 
It may be necessary to call REDUNDANT_PREDECESSOR_ CHECKER, PREDECESSOR_ 
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Another much-needed change is to provide GENERATE_JOBSET with some 
additional logic to recognize a process or opseq name for which it has 
already built appropriate structures in $JOBSET. When such a reoccurring 
activity is encountered its JOB ID nodes can be built simply by duplicating 
the previously generated nodes and making some minor changes. This change 
would greatly increase the efficiency of the module, despite the fact 
that it will lengthen the code. 
Currently, GENERATE JOBSET creates $JOBSET so that its first-level 
substructure is identical to that of $OBJECTIVES.OPSEQ. That is, each 
SUBNET ID node corresponds directly to a first-level sub node of 
$OBJECTIVES.OPSEQ. All of the descendent job nodes will be located one 
level below the SUBNET ID node. This approach was used mainly because 
it greatly simplifies the logic of the TEMPORAL RELATIONS PROCESSOR pro-
cedure. A possible alternative approach is to create a new SUBNET ID 
node for each op-sequence encountered. This would require some extra logic 
to process nested opo-sequences, but it would insure that each job would 
appear in $JOBSET as a direct descendent of its "father" op-sequence. 
Again, the major drawback Qf this approach is the difficulty it creates in 
resolving temporal relations. However, it allows for a greater degree of 
problem decomposition by the project scheduling modules. This would facilitate 
a more efficient solution of the scheduling problem. 
Some possible changes of questionable desirability are listed below. 
At this point, it has been determined that more time and data are needed 







(1) allow the user to specify the number of JOB 1]) nodes to be 
generated 
(2) (contingent on #1) provide the restart capability needed in 
order to allow the user to input a partially built $JOBSET. 
(3) write out a warning message if a generic resource is en-
countered in $OBJECTIVES.ASSOCIATED_RESOURCES 
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2.4.9 EXTERNAL TEMP RELATIONS 
- -
2.4.9.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module will determine the temporal relations specified 
for the jobs under a single subnode of $JOBSET which will be 
violated by merging two partial schedules eacn of which consists 
of one or more schedule units (jobs). This single subnode and 
its supstructure will be passed through the argument list as 
$SUBNET. 
This module will identify violations of temporal re1atioriIT 
that result from the association of the two partial schedules. 
It is not necessary that either or both partial schedules be 
free of internal temporal constraint violations; if such violations 
are present however, they will not be detected by this module 
unless a violation results from the association of a job in the 
first partial schedule with one or more jobs in the second partial 
schedule. It is thus possible to call the module with partial 
schedules that are temporally infeasible. 
The module will build an output tree containing a first-level 
node for each identified violation of a temporal relation. If re-
dundant temporal relations are specified in $JOBSET then redundant 
nodes will appear in the output tree. (e.g., A<B, B>A is a re-
dundant specification). For each such node the identifiers of the 
conflicting jobs, the respective job intervals, and the violated 
temporal relation ~vill be recorded. 
2.4.9.2 Modules Called 











2.4.9.3 Module Input 
This module will be called with four arguments. ~here are three 
input arguments: $SUBNET, $SCHEDl, and $SCHED2. The structure of 
$SUBNET is identical to a single, first-level subnode of the structure 
output from the module GENERATE_JOBSET. 
The structure of the two partial schedules to be examined for 
temporal constraint consistency have the standard schedule unit (job) 
structure, and are equivalent to first-level subnodes of $SCHEDULE. 
The minimum data structures required from the standard structures 
$SUBNET, $SCHEDl, and $SCHED2 are shown in Fig. 2.4.9-1. Note that in 
the minimum structure the fifth and sixth subnodes of a relation in the 
TEMPORAL RELATION substructure are not mandatory in every case. 
2.4.9.4 Module Output 
This module will build and return an output tree with the structure 
shown on the following page. 
Each node of $TEMPORAL VIOLATION will correspond to a violation 
-' 
of a temporal relation in $SUBNET (input) that results only from the 
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Note: Minimum (i.e., relevant) portion of the required input standard data 


















Minimum Required Input Structures [rom Standard Data Structures for ModuZe: 
EXTERNAL TEMP RELATiONS 
2.4.9-4 
Rev C 









2.4.9.5 Functional Block Diagram 
Form a pair of job identiflers 
with one taken from $SCHEDl and 
one taken from $SCHED2. 
Select a permutation 
of the job pair. 
From $SUBN,,", create the subset 
whose elements are the 
TEMPORAL_RELATION of the first 
job in the permutation, which 






by this element (node) 
satlsfied by the start 
and end times given 
in $SCHEDI and 
$SCHED2 for the 




Construct a 1st-level 
subnode of $TEMPORAL 
VIOLATION -
No 
OR1GTNAL p A.G]}~1'S. 
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Have 
all pairs of jobs 
(one from $SCHEDl 










2.4.9.6 Detailed Design 
From each of the two partial schedules a single job is taken. One 
job is selected and examined to see if the other job is a predecessor, 
successor, or generally related te~porally to the first. If not the other 
job is selected and examined. ~~en a temporal relationship is identified, 
the module ELEMENTARY_TEMP_RELATION is called to determine the sat is-
faction of the relationship. If the relationship is not satisfied a node 
is built to identify the temporal violation. The other job is then 
selected or examined, or another job pair is identified and the procedure 
repeated until all job pairs have been checked. 
2.4.9.7 Internal Variable and Tree Names 
I, J, K - index pointers 
$JOB_l - job taken from one of the partial schedules 
$ JOB_2 job taken from the other partial schedule 
$RELATION - temporal relationship between the two jobs 
$RESULT - returns from ELEMENTARY_TEMP_RELATIONS as a flag 
,.' 
to indicate the existance of temporal relations 
between JOB 1 and JOB_2 
$ SUB_JOB - points to all subnodes of JOB 1 and JOB 2 
2.4.9.8 Hodific~:9 to-!unct1onal.?..E!.::Jfi,~atior.s anr:./or 5.ta,ndard Data 
Strl;1lli.,res A~~_ 
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2.4.9.9 COMMENTED CODE 
EMTERNAL-TEMP_RELATIONSI PROCEDURfCSSUBNET,SSCHED_l,SSCHEO_2, 
STEMPORAL~VIOLATION; OPTIONSCEXTERNAL'. 
Of CLARE SSUB_J~B LOCAL; 
DECLARE I.J,K,SJOB' 1.SJOB_2,SRELATION LOCALI 
/* FORM A PAIR OF-JOB IDENTIFIERS WITH ONE TAKEN FROM SSCHEDl AND 
/* ONE TAKEN FRO~ SSCHED2 
DO I = 1 TO NUMBER(SSCHED_l)I 
LABEL(SJOB:l) = LAAEl($SCHED_!(I);1 r 
S~OB_l.JOB_INTERVAL = $SCHED_1(I).JOB_INTERVALI 
00 J = 1 TO NUMAER(SSCHED_?)I ' 
LABEL (SJOB_2) = LABEL(SSCHFD~2(J»1 r . SJOB_2.JOS_INTERVAL = SSCHFD_2(J).JOB_INTERVALI 
/* SELECT A PERMUTATION OF THE JO~ PAIR 
/* FROM SJOSSET, CREATE THE SUBSET WHOSE ELEMENTS ARE THE 
/* TEMPORAL_RELATION OF THE FIRST JOB IN THE pERMUTATtON, WHICH 
/* ALSO INVOLVf. S THE SECOND JOB OF THE PERMUTATION 
PRUNE SRELATION. 
IF LABEL(SSCHEO:2(J;) ELEMFNT OF SSUBNET.*LABEL(SJOB_l). 
TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREDECESSOR 
THEN DOl 
SRELATION(FIRST) = LABELC'SCHEO_2(J»I 
LABELCSRELATION) • 'PREDECESSOR'I 
ENOl 
ELSE IF LABELCSStHEO_2(J» ELEMENT of SSURNET.*LABEL(SJOB:li~ 
TEMPORAL_RELATION.SUr.CESSOR 
THEN 001 
SRELATION(FIRST) s LABEL(SSCHEO:2(J»' 
LABEL ($RELATION) • "SUCCESsOR'1 
ENOl 
ELSE DO K • 1 TO NUMPER($SUBNET.*LABEL(SJOB_H. 
TEMPORAL_RELATION.GENERAL). 
IF LABEL(SSCHED_2(J;; = ·SSUBNET.*LABELCSJOB_l). 
TEMPORAL_RELATtON.GfNERAL(K) (4) 




/* IS THE SUBSET EMPTY? 
IF SRELATION IDENTYCAL TO ~NULL THEN GO TO NEXT_PERMI 
/* SELECT AN ELEMENT OF THE SUBSET . 
CALL ELEMENTARY_TEMP:RELATtONS(SJOB:l,SJOB:'2,SRELATION,SRESULTil 
/* IS THE BINARY RELATIONSHIP SPECIFIED BY THIS ELEMENT CNODE) 
/* SATISFIED BY THE START AND END TIMES GIVEN IN SSCHEDl AND 
/* SSCHED2 FOR THE JOBS IN THE PAIR? 
IF iRESULT.SATisFIEO = 'NO. 




DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF SJOB':'1 USING SSUB_JOBI ~, 



























ELSE STEMPORAL_VIOLATION.NLABELCSJOB_l) (NEXT) c SSUB:JnB, 
END' 
IF (LABEL (SRELATION) • 'PREDECESSOR' , LABEL(SRELATION) • 
'SUCCFSSOR') 
THEN STEMPORAL_VIOLATION._LABEL(SJOB_l).CONSTRAINT_VIOLAT~6 
.-LABELC'RElATION) (NEXT) = LABEL (SJOB_2), 
ELSE STEM?ORAL VIOLATION._LABELCSJOB_l).CONSTRAINT_VIOi'ATFO 
.GENERALCNEXr; c SRELATION. 
END' 
ELSE. 
/* SELEcT THE OTHER PERMUTATTON .i 
NEXT_PERM' 
PRUNE SRELATION, 
IF LABELCSSCHED:ICIi) ElEM~NT OF SSUBNET._LABEL(SJOB_2). 
TEMPORAl_RELAT!ON.PREDECESSOR 
THEN 00' 
SRELATION(FIRST) c lABELCSSCHEO_ICI»I 
LABEL(SRELATION) • 'pREDECESSOR" 
END' 
ELSE IF LABELCSSCHED_l(~» ELEMENT OF SSUBNET.-LABEL(SJ08~2i~ 
TEMPORAL_VIOLATION. SUCCESSOR -
THEN DO' 
SRELATION(FIRST) • LABEL(SSCHED~l(I»' 
lABELCSRELATION) • 'SUCCESsOR" 
END' 
ELSE DO I( • 1 TO NUMRERCSSUBNET.-LABELCSJOB_2t. 'I. 
TEMPORAL_RELATION.GENERAL;, 
IF LABEL(SSCHED_l(I); • SSUBNET.-LABELCSJOB_2). 
TEMPORAL_RELATioN.GENERALCI() (4) 




IF $RELATION IDENTICAL TO ~NULL THE~ GO TO NEXT_PAIR, " 
CALL ELEMENTARY_TE~P_RELATJONS($JOB~2,SJOB_l.SRELATION,SRESULT)I 
IF SRESULT.SATISFIEO .'NO' 
THEN DO' 
DO FOR ALL SUANODES nF SJOB~2 USING SSUB_JOB' 
IF $SUB_JOB SUBSET OF STEMPORAL_VIOLATION._LABEL(SJOB_2) 
THEN' 
ELSE STEMPORAL_VIOLATION._LABELCSJOB_2) (NEXT) :: SSUB:JOB, 
ENOl 
IF (LABELCSRELATION) :: 'PREDECESSOR' , lABElCSRELATION; • 
,SUCCFSSOR') 
THEN STEMPORAL_VIOLATYON._LABELCSJOB_2).CONSTRAINT_VIoi'ATF0 
.-LABEL(SREi.'ATION) (NEXT) :: LABELCSJOB_l) * 
ELSE STEMPORAL_VIOLATION. "LABEL (SJOB_2) .CONSTRAINT _VIOj' ATE" 
.GENERAL(NEXT) • SRELATION' 
END' 
ELSE' 
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2.4.10.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module will determine the temporal relations specified 
for jobs under a single subnode of $JOBSET (i.e. $SUBNET) that 
are violated within a single partial schedule that has two or more jobs. 
Unlike EXTERNAL_T~MP_RELATIONS, this module will identify 
all violations of temporal relations that exist within a single 
tree containing several schedule units. The module will build an 
output tree containing a first-level node for each identified vio-
1ation of a temporal relation. Identifiers of the conflicting jobs, 
the identifiers of the violated temporal relations and the interval 
of the violation will be recorded for each such node. 
2.4.10.2 Modules Called 
2.4.10.3 Module Input 
This module will be called with three arguments. There are two 
input arguments: $SUBNET and $SCHED. The structure of $SUBNET is 
identical to a single, first-level subnode of the structure output 
from the module GENERATE JOBSET. The structure of $SCHED is that 
of the standard schedule unit (job), and is equivalent to a fit-st-
level subnode of $SCHEDULE. 
The minimum data structures required from the standard struc-
tures $SUBNET and $SCHED1 are shown in Fig. 2.4.10.1. Note that 
in the minimum structure the fifth and sixth subnodes of a relation 
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Note: ~1inimum (Le., relevant) portion of the required input standard data 
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2.4.10.4 Module Output 
This module will build and return an output tree with the 
structure shown below: 
OUTPUT DATA STRUCTURE 
STEMPORAL_VIOLATION 
(VALUE) 
(VALUE) (VALUE) (VALUE) (VALUE) (VALUE) 
("START" I "END") ("START" I "EttD") (VALU~) 
Each node of $TEMPORAL_VIOLATION will correspond to a violation of 





















Create a set of all job 
identifiers in $SCHED which 
have non-null TEMPOR~L 
RELATION nodes. -
Select a job from the 
set. 
Select next TEMPORAL 
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2.4.10.6 Detailed Design 
The funct:f.onal block diagram provides the flow chart for this module. 
The module selects each job in turn from an j.nput schedule unit. Each 
temporal relationship of the job, whethe.r predecessor, successor. or 
general, is utilized in a call to the module ELEMENrARY_TEMP_RELATION 
to determine the satisfaction of the relationship. If the relationship is 
not satisfied, a node is built to identify the temporal violation. The 
next temporal relation. or the next job is the selected and the procedure 
repeated. 
2.4.10.7 Internal. Variable and Tree Names 
$JOB_l job taken from the partial schedule 
$JOB_2 job related temporally to $JOB_l 
$RELATION - temporal relationship between the two jobs 
2.4.10.8 Modifications to Fu~£tional Specifications and/or Standard Data 
Strl"ctUl!es ~8umed 
Only a single,subnode of $JOBSET is examined with each call to this 
module, so this subnode is identified as $SUBNET through the parameter list. 
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2.4.10.9 Commented Code 
INTERNAL_TEMP_RELATIONSI PROCEDURE(SSUBNET,SSCHED, 
STEMPORAL_VIOLATION) OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)f 
/* CREATE A SET OF ALL JOB IOENTIFIER~ IN SSCHED WHICH HAVE NON- ~I 
/* NULL TEMPORAL_RELATION NODES *1 
DO I = 1 TO NUMBER (SSCHEO), 
LABEL(SJOB1) = LABEL(SSCHEO(I)I 
SdOB1.JOB_INTERVAL = SSCHEO(I).JOB~INTERVAL' 
/* SELECT A JOB FROM THE SET *1 
/* SELECT NEXT TEMPORAL_RELATION FOR THIS JOR ~I 
00 J = 1 Tn NUM8ER($SUBNET.#LABFL($JOBl).TEMPORAL_RELATJON. 
PREDECESSOR)' 
PRUNE SRELATION, 
LA8EL(SJOB2) = SSURNET.#LA8ELCSJOBl).TEMPORAL_RELATJON. 
PREOECESSOReJ;' 
$JOR2.JOB_INTERVAL = SSr.HEO.NLA8ELCSJOB2).JOB_INTERVAL' 
$RELATIONCFIRST) = LABEL CSJO~2)' 
LABELeSRELATJON) = 'PREnECEs~OR" 
CALL ELEMENTARY~TEMP_REl·ATIO~S(SJOB1,$JOR2,SRELATION.SRESULT;' 
IF SRESULT.SATISFIED = 'NO' 
THEN DOl 
STEMPORAL'VIOLATlnNCNEXT) = SJOBli y- -. STEMPORAL_VIOLATInN(LAST).CONSTRAINT_VIOLATED.PREOECE~~OR 
CNEXT) = LABF.L(SJOB?)' 
END, 
ENOl 
DO J = 1 TO NUMRER(SSUBNET.#LABEL(SJOBl).TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
SUCCESSOR). 
PRUNE SRELATION, 
LABEL(SJOB2) = SSUBNET.#LABEL(SJOBl).TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
SUCCESSOR(J), 
$JOR2.JO~_lNTERVAL = SSCHEO.#LAREL(SJOB2).JOB_INTERVALf 
SRELATION(FIRSTi = LABE(CSJOR2), 
LA8ELeSRELATION) = 'SUCCESSOR" 
CALL ELEMENTARy'TEMP~RELATIONSeSJOB1'$JOR2,SRELATION,SRESULTl' 





STEMPORAL VIOLATION(NEXT) = SJORI' y- . 
sTEMPORAL_VIOLATIONCLAST).cONSTRAINT_VIOLATED.SUCCESSOR 




DO J • 1 TO NUMRER(SSUBNET._LABEL(SJOB1).TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
GENERAL)' 
PRUNE SRELATION, 
LABEL (SJOB2) • SSUBNET._LABEL(SJOB1).TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
GENERAL(J) (4), 
SJOB2.JOB INTERVAL • SS~HED._LABEL(SJOB2i.JOB_INTERVAL' 
SRELATION-. SSU~NET.-LAREL(SJOB1).TEMPORAL_RELATION.GENERAL(~)' 
CALL ELEMENTARY_TEMP_RElATIONS(SJOB1,SJOB2,SREL~TION,SRESULT)' 
IF SRESULT.SATISFIED • 'NO' 
THEN DO' 
STEMPORAL~VIOLATInN(NEXT) • SJOBl. 
STEMPORAL~VIOLATION(LAST).CONSTRAINT_VIOLATED.GENERAL (NEXT) • SRELATION. 
END' 
1* HAVE ALL TE~PORAL:RELATION FOR THIS JOB BEEN CONSIDERED? 
END. 
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2.4.11 ELEMENTARY_TEMP_RELATIONS 
2.4.11.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module is elementary in the sense that it determines 
satisfaction or nonsatisfaction of a singlf~ input relationship 
involving the start or end times of two jobs for which specific 
start and end times have been assigned. The principal use of this 
module is to service higher 1ev~1 logic that is checking multiple 
temporal relations between or within sets of jobs. 
2.4.11.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.11.3 Module Input 
There are three input arguments to this module. These are 
























The structure of $RELATION is the structure of one of the sub-
nodes of TEMPORAL_RELATION shown in the section on standard data 
structures. This module assumes that $JOBl is the same job for 
which the structure TEMPORAL~ELATION is written and that $JOB2 
is the other job that is referred to in the fourth subnode of the 
special structure of $RELATION. Note that in illustrating the 
minimum required data structure for this information that the fifth 
and sixth subnodes for the structure $RELATION are not mandatory to 










~: The minimum (i.e., relevant) portion of the required input standard 
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Minimum Required Input Structures from Standard Data Structures for Module: 
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2.4.11.4 Nodule Output 
This module returns a tree SRESULT with two first level subnodes 
as shown below: 
$RESULT 
(YESiNO) (VALUE) 
The value returned for the LEFT_MINUS_RIGHT node is simply the 
algebraic result of subtracting the quantity on the right of the 
binary oper,ator (2., <, =, .::." ;:..) of the input TEMPORAL_RELATION 
from the quantity on the left. If the module is called with a 
PREDECESSOR or SUCCESSOR, this module assumes the following equiv-
alent relations to compute the LEFT_MINUS_RIGHT value: 
GENERAL RELATION 




> I START} END 
\, 
END OF JOB2 ' START OF JOBI 
'- -v~ ,-~




START OF JOB2 > END OF JOB 1 
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2.4.11.5 Functional Block Diagram 
+ 
Compute LEFT SIDE 
minus RIGHT SIDE 
and build n(;"de 
Place 'YES' 






LEFT SIDE ~ END OF 
- JOB2 
RIGHT SIDE = START OF 
- JOBl 
LEFT SIDE • START OF 
- JOB2 
RIGHT SIDE • END OF 
- JOBI 
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2.4.11.6 Detailed Design 
The functional block.diagram provides the flow chart for this module. 
This module takes the two input jobs and constructs values called left 
side and right side dependent upon the relationship between the two jobs. 
Por the general temporal relationship; left side is the value of the 
first subnode, right side is the evaluation of subnodes three through six. 
If JOB.2 is a predecessor of JOB~l,left side is the end of JOB_2, right 
side is the end of JOB 1. If JOB 2 is a successor of JOB_l, left side 
is the start of JOB_2, right side is the end of JOB 1. The difference in 
value between left side and right side id determined and satisfaction ~f 
the temporal relation is checked. If the difference is positive (greater 
than zero) and the temporal relation is "SUCCESSOR" or the value of the 
second node of the general relation is II ~" or n>", the relation is satia-
fied. If the difference between left side and right side is negative and 
the temporal relation is "PREDECESSOR" or the second node is "," or II <". 
the relation is satisfied. If the difference is zero, the relation is 
satisfied by temporal relations "PREDECESSOR" and "SUCCESSOR" and by second 
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reference to the value in the general temporal relation 
to the left of the logical relation. i.e. the first 
subnode. 
reference to the evaluation of the general temporal 
relation to the right of the logical relation, i.e., 
nodes three through six. 
the difference between LEFT SIDE and RIGHT SIDE 
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2.4.11,9 Commented Code 
.. ECEMENTARY_TEMP_RELATIONS: PROCEDURE($JOBl,$JOB2,$RELATION, 
$RESULT) OPTrONS(EXTERNAL)a 
DECLARE LEFi_SIDE'RIGHT_SIDE'LEFT~RIGHT LOCAL' 
'"-\ 
l 
/* IS !RELATION A PREOECESSO~? ~/ 
IF LABEL($RELATION) a 'PREDECFSSORt 
THEN DO} 
LEFT_SIDE : $JOA2.JOB_INTERVAL.ENDI 
RIGHT_SIDE = $JOA1.JOB_YNTERVAL.START, 
ENOl 
1* IS $RELATION A SUCCESSOR? ~/ 
ELSE IF LABEL($RELATION) = -SUCr-ESSOR' 
THEN DO; 
LEFT_SIDE = $JOB2.JOR_1NTFRVAL.START~ 
RIGHT_SIDE = 'J081.JnB_INTERVAL.ENDI 
ENOl 
ELSE OO~ 
LEFT_SInE = $JOBleJOA_INTFRVAL.#($RELATIONCl)t, 
IF $RELATrON(S) = '-t 
THEN RIGHT~SIDE = $JOA?JOB_INTERVAL.N($RELATION(3>; 
$RELATION(6); 
ELSE RIGHT:SIDE = $JOA2.JOB_INTERVAL.#($RELATION(3); • 
$RELATrON(6)' 
END, 
1* COMPUTE LF.Fr~SIDE MINUS RJGHT:SIDE ~/ 
l~FT_RIGHT = LEFT_SIDE ~ RIGHT_SIDFI 
$RESULTfiLEFT~MINUS_RIGHT = LEFT:qIGHT* 
IF LEFT_RIGHT> 0 
THEN IF (LABEL($RElATION) = 'PRFDECESSORS I $RELATION(2} = .~. , 
$RELATION(2) :: ,<=e I $pELATION(2) :: .::t) 
THEN DO' 




$RESULT.SATISFIED = 'YESt, 
RETURN; 
ENDt 
ELSE IF LEFT_RIGHT < 0 
2.4.11-8 
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THEN IF (LABEL($RELATION) = 'SUccESSOR' I $RELATION(2) = ')' I 
$RELATION(2) = ,,=t f $RELATION(2) :: '=') 
THEN DO; 






















ELSE IF (SREL~TION(2) • ,<, , SRELAiION(2) Z '>') 
THEN DOt 
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2.4.12 NEXTSET 
2.4.12.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module accepts an abstract description of item specific 
resource requirements associated with ,j specific job and, by re-
ferring to information about the assignments already scheduled 
for the resources, determi~es the earliest possible time (within 
a deSignated interval) at which the resource requirements can be 
fulfilled. It generates all information required to actually place 
the job on the schedule but does not cause resource assignments 
to be written. The module also determines the time intervals 
during which the resource requirements are met using the same 
permutation of resources and time intervals for which any permuta-
tion of available resources meets the requirements. 





2.4.12.3 Module Input 
$ABSTRACT is a ,tree structure that describes the job in terms 
of its general characteristics, resource requirements, and, if 
applicable, in terms of any user-designated specific resource 
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Except for the job, process, and resource intervals, the in-
formation is exactly as used elsewhere for abstract process and 
job description. Specifically, the information is in the form 
generated by the module GENERATE_JOBSET. 
Since the absolute start and end times of the jobs, processes, 
and resource allocatio,ns are an o~tput of this (and other) modules, 
rather than an input, the intervals in this structure are rela-
tive. The resource interval represents the start and end times 
(relative to the start of the process) of a single resource al-
location. These relative times may be positive, zero, or (very 
rarely) negative. 
The absolute start and end times of interest are specified in 
the argument list as subnodes of $REQUESTED_INrERVAL to limit the 
scope of assignments considered, and $RESOURCE is referenced to 
allow access to the resource assignments. 
If for a given resource unit, the resource unit name is 
specified (i.e., LABEL($ABSTRACT.RESOURCE(J)(K» is not 
null, then it is assumed that the named resource unit is to be 
used. Regardless of the specification or nonspecification of the 
resource unit, the requirements (descriptors, quantity, etc.) 






















The minimum (i.e., relevant) portion of the required input standard 
data structures is shown. In all trees, any additional structure 





















2.4.12.4 Module Output 
The output of NEXTSET consists of two output trees, $CONCRETE 
and $AVAlLABLE_WINDOWS. $CONCERETE, as shown on the following page, 
describes a specific execution of a job, with all times and resource 
allocations fully specified in absolute terms at the earliest aVail-
able opportunity within the specified window. $AVAlLABLE_WINDOWS, 
also shown below, defines all of the available time intervals, 
within the specified window, for the set of resources correspond-
ing to the set representing the earliest available time. It also 
defines the available time intervals if any permutation ofac-
ceptable resources is considered. 
$AVAILABLE~INDOWS 
ANY RESOURCE SET 
¢ 
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type. ~/-.es done ----.------------------~ L----.,.---001.... ? 
Consider next permutation l 
of available resource .~ 






Consider next element of 
current permutation. This 
,...- element constitutes the 
association of a specific I _~ 
requirement. done 
resource unit with a ~Al;/ll " .. 
--------------~ ? 
Calculate intervals of 
job start times for 
which association sat-






of resulti.ng f..c--.--.-------l 
i~\\tervals. 





Construct concrete schedule 
unit based on start time 
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2.4.12.6 ]Y.pica1 Applications 
This module can be applied to both time progressive and time 
transcendent scheduling procedures. The module identifies the 
earliest time within a given interval at which the resource re-
quirements of a single job are fulfilled by some permutation of 
item-specific resource elements. The time intervals within the 
given interval for which the resource requirements are met with 
the selected permutation of resources are identified permitting 
scheduling based on criteria other than earliest start time. 
Time intervals for which any permutation of resources meet the 
requirements allow the same flexibility of scheduling criteria; 
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2.4.12.7 DETAILED DESIGN 
The logical path for the module NEXTSET illustrated in the Functional 
Block Diagram is developed in greater detail in the flowchart presented 
in the sketch below. The module starts by determining that 
the standard data structure, $RESOURCE, contains at least as many resource 
elements of each type as is required by the input structure, $ABSTRACT. 
Given that enough resources are named, the module develops a usage profile 
for each resource element of all the resource types requested by $ABSTRACT 
over the period of interest. From the usage profile the availability pro-
file is readily developed for the same time period; 
Since permutations of available resource units over the set of 
requirements will be formed, the required resource units specified by 
name must be included in each permutation. To accomplish this, a tree is 
formed containing only the labels of the names of available resource units. 
From this tree are pruned the names of the specified resource units and the 
remaining tree structure is utilized for the formation of the permutations. 
The intervals of the start times for the specified resource units is deter-
mined and the intersection of these intervals is maintained for combination 
with acceptable permutations. 
For each resource type all permutations of available, unspecified 
resources are taken over the set of required resources. Then each element 
of each permutation is checked for ,a match of descriptors between required 
" 
and available. If an element of the permutation does not provide this 
, 
match, no further elements are checked and the next permutation is tested. 
When all elements of a permutation match descriptors, the interval of start 










forms an interval of start times for one permutation of one resource type. 
When all permutations for a given resource type have been formed, and at 
least one interval of start times has been identified, the union of inter-
vals of the various permutations provides the interval of feasible start 
times for the current resource type. If no feasible'intervals are deter-
mined, an error messa$c is printed, and control is returned to the callin(t 
program. 
After the intervals of feasible start times for all resource types 
have been determined, the intersection of these intervals is the desired 
interval of times at which the process may be started using some set of 
resources. The resource set yielding the earliest start time is then 
identified and the interval over which the process may be started using 
this resource set is determined. The output data structures are then 
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NEXTS ET FLOWCHART 
Ente-c 
Select next required 
resource from $ABSTRACT 
Consider each assignment 
of each resource name 
of each required resource 
type found in $RESOURCE 
Inse-ct assignment into 
$TEMP_STATE.IN-USE 
reate $TEMP STATE.AVAILABLE 
by subtracting IN_USE portion 
from int~rval of interest 
Set ,~rror flag 
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NEXTSET FLOWCHART (cont) 
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Form next subnode of 
$TEMP_RESOURCE by grafting 
on $TEMP _STATE 
Form $UNSPECIFIED RESOURCE 
with labels of all available 
resource names 
Consider each required 
resource type and name 
Place the index' of this 
resource element in 
$ REQU lRED_IND ICES 
Yes . Calculate intervals of 
start times of specified 
resources 
Find intersection of start 
time intervals 
Prune the specified 




NEX!SET FLOWCHAR! (cont) 
Form the next permutation 
of available resources taken 
the number required at a time 
Calculate intervals of 
start-times 
Find intersection of 
start-time intervals 
Include specified resources i 
nterval for this permutation 
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NEXTSET FLOWCHART (concl) 
Find the union of intervals 
for this resource type 
Find the intersection 
of intervals for all 
resource t es 
Insert this interval as 
$AVAILABLE_WINDOWS.ANY 
RESOURCE SET 
Deterll~ine resource set 
with earliest start time 
1nd intersection of interval 
for this resource set with 
intervals for all sets and 
insert as $AVAILABLE 
NDOWS.SAME RESOURCE SET 
Construct $CONCRETE 


















the length of time a given resource element is 
available 
eurliest ~tart time meeting all resource constraints 
earliest time following BEGIN_TIME for which the 
resources to be used are no longer available 
tree subnode indicator of one of the required 
unspecified re$~urce names 
single subnode of $WINDOW_SET, an interval denoting 
one interval of start times for a resource element 
required more than once during .a process 
the length of time a given resource element is 
required 
a standard interval sturucture denoting the time 
periods a given resource element is in use 
A standard interval structure denoting the time 
periods a given resource element is available 
a standard interval structure denoting feasible 
start times for a single resource element 
a tree structure containinR descriptors and intervals 
of the resource set having earliest start time, used 
to construct $CONCRETE 
a standard interval structure used to determine 
feasibility of a resource element required more 








$ INTERSECT ION_FINAL - the (multiple) interval of feasible start times 
with any resource set 
$INTERSECTION_INITIAL - the interval of feasible start times for one 
resource set 
$INTERSECTION_SPECIFIED - the interval of feasible start times for the 
specified resource names only 
$ NAME a single node tree whose value is the label of 
one resource element 
$REQ_INT a standard interval structure denoting the time 
periods a given resource element is required 
$REQUlRED_INDICES a tree whose subnode values are the position 
indicators (in $ABSTRACT) of the required, 
unspecified resources 
$ SAME_SET the (multiple) interval of all feasible start times 
using the resource set that provides the earliest 
possible start time 
$ SPECIFIED_PROFILE a standard interval denoting feasible start times 
of all the specified resources 
$TEMP_ASSIGN a tree structure providing the intervals of start 
times and resource names for each feasible permu-
tation group. 
$TEMP~NT a standard interval structure used in determining 
multiple interval requirements 
'$TEMP_RESOURCE tree structure containing usage and availability 






~ L _ .L __ _ 
$TEMP _STATE tree providing usage and availability descriptions 
of a single required resource 
$TYPE a single node tree whose value is the label of 
a resource type 
$UNSPECIFIED_RESOURCE - a tree whose values are the names 
of the item specific resources of a single type; 
and which are not specifically required 
a standard interval set defining feasible start 
times for a resource element which is required 
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2.4.12.9 Commented Code 
NIXTSET. PROCEDURE(SABSTRACT,$REQUF.STED_INTERVAL,SRESOURCE,SCONCRETE, 
SAVAILABLE_WINDOWS) OPTIONS (EXTERNAL; I 
.. < 
D~~~~ A ~E ~ ~~~~ :~~ i~N~~~~~:;; ~~r'<I ~~~:~: C T ION L OC AL • 
DECLARE STEMP-ASSIGN, SINTER_ASSIGN. STEMP_RESOURCE. STEMP:STArF,; 
SUNION. SINTERSECTION_INTTIAL. SINTERSECTION_SPECIFIED. 
SINTERSECTIONFFINAL LOCAL' 
- • ~ p .... D!CLARE y,J,K,L.KK.LL.START. NUMBER~PERMUTATION~AVAILARLE_DURATTON, 
.. - -,. SPECIFIED_OURATtoN.REQUTRED:;:1)URATION,INDEX,I;>ELTA,WINOOW LOCAL' 
D!CLARE VAL_MIN.BEGIN·TIME.ENO_TIMF.,FINISH LOCAL' 
DECLARE STYPE,SUNSpECIFIEb_RE~OURCF.SREQUIRED:INOICES.SNAME LOCALa 
oECLARE SSPECIFIEDLpROFILE,SINTERSECTION_SPECIFIED,SPERMUTATJON LOr.ALI 







START • SREQUESTED_INTERVAL.STARTI 
FINISH :a SREQUESTEO':"INTERVA,'"ENDI 
IF FINISH < START 
THEN DOl 
WRITE 'REQlJESTf-D INTERVAL OF SHORTER DURATION THEN JOB INTFRVAL 
• SCHEDULING IMPOSSIBLE" 
~ETURN' 
ENOl 
SINTERSE~TION_INtTIA~.START = START' 
SINTERSECTION_INITIAL.ENO = FINISH. 
SINTERSECTION_FINAL.START :, START' 
SINTERSECTtON_FINAL,FND • FrNISHI 
SINTERSECTION_SPECIFIED.STA~T ~ START' 
S INTERSECTION_SPECIFIED.END :I F 1"'1 SH. 
PRUNE STEMP_ASSIGN' 
PRUNE STEMP_RESOURCE. 
/. SELECT NEXT REQUIRED RESOURCE FROM 5ABSTRACT ./ 
DO 1 = 1 TO NUMBFRC$ABSTRACT.RESOURCE ). 
/* IS NUMBER OF AVAILARLE RESoURCES >- NUMBER OF REQUIRED RESOURCE~? ./ 





/. HAVE ALL REQUIRED RESOURCF TYPFS AEEN CHECKED? ./ 
END' 
END' 
/. CONSIDER EACH ASSI~NMENT OF EACH RESOURCE NAME OF eACH REQUIREn •. / 
/. RESOURCE TYPE FOUND IN SRFSOURCE ./ 
DO 1=1 To NUMBER(SABSTRACT.RESOURCE), 
LABELCSTYPE} = LABEl(<<A8STRACT.RESOURCE (I»)' 




DO J • 1 TO NUMBER(SRF.SOURCE.~LABEL($TYPE»' 
LABEL(SNAME) • LABEL(~RESOURCE.~LABEL(STYPE) (Jt)1 
LABEL(STEMP_RESOURCECI) (J;; = LABEL(SNAME)I 
00 K = 1 TO NUM8ER($RESOURCE.~LABEL(STYPE) (J).ASSIGNMENT)I 
1* IS THE ASSIGNMENT WITHIN THE iNTERVAL OF INTEREST? -I 
IF (START >= SRESOURCE.~LABEL($TYPE) (J'.ASSIGNMFNTCK;. 
INTERVAL.END I ~INISH <= SRESOURCE~~LABEL(STtPE) (~). 
ASSIGNMENT(K).INTERVAL.START) THEN GO TO EN" LOOP-K' 
~ - ---ELSE STEMP_STATF.IN~USE(NEXT) = SRESOURCE.~LABEL(STypE) 
CJ).ASSIGNMENTCK;. 
ENO_LOOP..K"' END' 
1* INSERT ~SSIGNMENT iNTO STFMP_STATE.IN_USE ~~ 
IF ~TEMprSTATE.IN_USEc1j.IN'rERVAL~START < STARl' 
~ iTEMP:STATE.IN_USE(I) ~ IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN STEMP"'STAiE.h,_USEP) .INTERVAL.START = START I 
IF STEMP_STATE.IN_USEfLAST,.INTERVAL.END > FINISH 
, $TEMP"'STATE.IN_USE(LAST' ~ IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN ~TEMP"'STATE.IN_USE(LAST).INTERVAL.END = FINISH' 
I- CREATE $TEMP_STATE.AVAILA~LE RY SUBTRACTING IN_USE PORTION FROM ~i 
. -
I- INTERVAL OF INTEREST _/ 
STEMprSTATE.AVAILABLEfl'.INTERVAL.START = STARTa 
STEMP:STATE.AVAILABLEfl,.DESCRIPTOR (I,.INITIAL • 
STEMP:STATE.IN_USE(l).DESCRIPTOR (1).INITIAL' 
DO K = 1 TO NUMSER(STEMP_STATE.IN_USF). 
STEMP~STATE.AVAILABLEC~;.INTERVAL.END = 
STEMP_STATE.IN_USE(K).INTERVAL.STARTI , , 
STEMP STATE.AVAILA~LE(K+l)QINTERVAL.START = 
( STEMP_STATE.IN_USE(K).INTERVAL.END' 
STEMP:STATE.AVAILARLE(K+l).nESCRIPTOR (l).INITIAL z 
STEMP_STATE.IN_USE(K;.DESCRIPTOR (1).FINAL' 
ENOl 
IF STEMP:STATE.IN_USE(LAST;.INTERVAL.END = FINISH 
~ STEMP·STATE.IN_USE(LAST) ~ IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
'THEN ~RUNE-$TEMP_STATe.AVAILABLE(LAST)' 
ELSE STEMP·STATE~AVAILARLE(LAST).INTERVAL.END = FINISH. 
IF STEMpl"STATE.IN_USE(l).INTERVAL.START = START 
~ iTEMP~STATE.IN_USE(l) ~ IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN PRUNE STEMP_STATE.AVAILABLE(l'fJ 
I- FORM NEXT SURN9DE OF STEMp_RESnURCE BY GRAFTING ON ~TEMP_STATF ~i 
GRAFT STEMP~STATE AT STF~P~RESOURCEo#LABEL(STYPE).#LABEL(~NAMEi, 
ENOl 
I- HAS EACH ASSIGNMENT (NAME~ TYPF) BEEN CONSIDERED? *1 
END' . 
CONSIOER-NEXT_RESOURCE:TYPEI 
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1* fORM SUNSPECIFIED_RESOURCE WITH LABELS OF AVAILABLE RESOURCE NAMES-i 




1* CONSIDER EACH REQUIRED RESOURCE TypE AND NAME 
DO J = 1 TO NUMBER(SA~STRACimRESOURCE (1»3 
1* IS THIS RESOURCE ELEMENT ~PECIFIED TO BE USED? . 
If LABELCSABSTRACT.RE~OURCF (1) (J» ~ " . 
THEN DOC 
1* PLACE THE INDEX OF THIS RFQUIRED RESOURCE ELEMENT IN 
1* SREQUIRED_IND!CES 
SREQUIRED_INDICFSCNEXT) = J' 
GO TO ENO_SEPARATE_SPEClfIED, 
END' 
1* CALCULATE INTERVALS OF STiRT TIMES OF SPECIFIED RESOURCES 
ELSE DOC 
PRUNE SSPECIFIEn_PRQFILEi 
IF SABSTRACT.REC;(~\)RCf (I) (J) (1) oINTERVAL IDENTICAL Tn SNULL 
THEN CALL DUPATION($ASSTRACT.JOB_INTERVAL. 
SP£ClfIEOrDURATIONis 
ELSE 5PECIFI~D:OURArION ~ $A8STRACT.RESOURCE(I; 
(Jj (LAST).INTE~VAL.END - $ABSTRACT.RESOURCE(Ii (J) 
(1).INTERVAL0STARTJ . 
DO K = 1 TO NUM8ER($TEMP~RESOURCE~I) (J).AVAILABLE)C 
CALL DURATION($TEMP_R~SOURCE(I) (J).AVAILABLE(K). 
INTERVAL.AVAILA8LE DUPATION} • 
., -IF AVAILABLE'DURATION C SPECIFIED_DURATION 




*1 , ~ 
*1 
*1 
DELAY .I $A8STRACT CI RESOURCE (I) (J~ (1) .INTERVii', 
STA~T m $ARSTRACT.JOB~!NTERVAL.START' 
$SPfCIF'IED:"PROFILE O~EXT) ,START :I STEMP..RESOlIRCF. 
(I) (J),AVAILABLE(K).INTERVAL.START • DELAVJ 
$SPECIFIEO:PROfILE(LAST)aEND = $TEMP_RESOURCE 
(I) (J) .AVAILABLE(K) .INTERVAL,END " 
SPE~iFIED_DURATION - DELAY' 
If $SPECIFIED_PROFILE(LAST)QEND C START 
THEN PRUNE SSPECIFIED_PROFILE(LASTjc 
ELSF IF ~SPEcIFIED_PROFILE(LAST).START < STAPT 

































.#LABEL ,$ABSTRACT QRESOURCE (I) (J» I 
$SPECIFIED_RESOlJRCE <T) (NEXT) =: LABEL ($ABSTRACT .RESOtH~CE 
,I;(J)* 
ENnl 
HAVE ALL REQUIRED RESOURCF ELEMENTS BEEN CONSIDERED? *1 
ENO_SEPARATE_SPECIFIEn:ENO, 
FORM THE NEXT pERMUTATION OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES TAKEN THE ~l 
NUMBER REQUIREo AT A TIME *1 




GRAFT 'INTERSECT AT $INTERSECTION_INITIALI 
ENO' 
FIND_PERMUTATIONI 
00 FOR ALL PERMUTATIOMS OF $UNSPECIFIED~RESOURCE 
TAKEN NUMBERC$Rf.QUtREO~INOICES) AT A TIMEI 
$INTERSECTION~INITIAL ~ SRFQUESTED_INTERVALJ 
NUMBER_PERMUTATION = NUMBER_PERMUTATION + 1, 
DO THE DESCRIPTORS OF REQUIRED ANO AVAILABLE RESOURCES MATCH? *1 
ELEMENT_CHECK I 
DO J = 1 TO NUMBER(SREQUIREO_INDICESil 
INOEX = SREQUIREO:INOICES(J). 
LABELCSNAME) = LA8EL(SPER~IUTATION(J»' 
IF LABEL(SABSTRACT.RESOURCEt~) (INDEX~' ~= " 
THEN GO TO END_ELEMENT_CHECK. 
ELSE DO K = 1 Tn NUMRER($ABSTRACToRESOURCE (I) (INDEX;)' 
do L ~ 1 TO NUMBER($TEMP~RESOURCE(I).NLABEL($NAME;. 
AVAILABLE;' 
IF ( $ABSTRA~ToRESOURCE(I) (INDEX) (K).OESCRIPTOR(ii. 
INITIAL SUBSET of $TEMP~RESOURCe(I).~LABEL(~NAM~ 
).AVAILABLf(L)oOESCRIPTOR(l)oINITIAL I 
$TEt-1P_RESOURCE (I) II~H~AaEL ($NAME) eAVAILABLE (ll. 
DESCRI~TOR(l).INITIAL SUBSET OF $A8STRACT. 
RESOURCE(lj (INDEX) (K) Cl!DESCRIPTOR(l) .INITIAL 
THEN GO To END:ELEMENT_CHECK; 
ELSE' 
ENOl 
HAVE ALL ELEMENTS OF THIS PERMUTATION BEEN CHECKEDW *1 
END' 
GO Tn NE~T_PERMUTATlnN; 
END_ElEMENT_CHECKSF.NDJ 
CALCULATE INTERVALS OF START TIME . *1 
DETERMINE_INTERVALS' 
DO J s 1 To NUM8ER(SREQUIRED_INDICESi, 
PRUNE SAVAIL_PRnF]LEI 
INOEX S $REQUIRFD_INDICES(J). 
LA~EL($NAME) = LABElC$PERMUTATION(J», 











THEN DOl CAll OURATtONCSABSTRACT.JOB_INTERVAl. 
REQUIREDrOURATION) , 
" 'r' , GO TO START_K~LOOP' 
END' IF NUM8ER(SABSTPACT.RESOURCE <I) (INDEX» > 1 
THEN 00' DQ L = 1 +0 NUMBER($ABSTRACT.RESOURCE (1) (IND~X»' 
SREQ_INT(L) ~ $ABSTRACT.RESQURCE (1) (INDEX) cLi ~ 
INTERVALe 
ENfH 00 L = 1 TO NUMBER (STEMP_RESOURCE(I) (J;.IN_USE)' 
SASSIGN_h.1TCl; :: $TEMP':'RESOURCE(I) (J) .IN_USECl). 
INTERVAL. 
END' DO L = 1 TO NUM8ER(STEMP_RESOURCE(I) (J).AVAIlAALEl. 
SAVAIL_INTel) = $TEMP~RESOURCE(I) (J),AVAILABLE(L)~ 
INTERVAL; 
ENO' DO l = 1 TO NUMBERCSREQ_INT)' 
DO K = L TO NUMSER(SAVAIL_INT)I 
OELTA: $AVAILryNT(K)aSTART - $REQ_INT(L).sfARi. 
DO i'l· 1 TO NUMBER UiREQ_INT) , 
" l .. If'" • $TEMP_INT(LL).START = SREQ.INT(lL).START • 
nEL T A • .' . 
IF ($T~MP_INT(LL).START < START I STEMP~!NT 
(L~.) .. STA~T > END) THEN GO TO "IEXT_TRt~L'_ 
STEMP_IN!(LL).END = $REQ_INT(LL).ENO .OFLTA' 
IF ~TEMP_INT(LL).END > END 
THEN r,O TO NEXT_TRIALI 
ENDI ~.' ., . '" CALL INTERVAL_INTERSECT($TEMP_INT,SASSIGN tNT 
,$INTERSECT) I -
IF SINTERSECT IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN 00, 
no KK = 1 TO NUMAER($AVAIL_INT). 
DO LL = 1 TO NUMRER(STEMP_INT). 
WINDOW: SAVAIL_INT(KK).ENO -
$TEMP_INT(LL).END4 
IF WINDOW >= 0 
THEN $WINDOW_SET(NEXT) ~ WINDOWI 
END; 
FN03 " CALL FIND~MIN($WINDOW_SET,$INOICES. 
VAl~MIN) I 
$AVAIL_PROFlj'E(NEXT) .START :I $TEMP:INTO). 
START; $AVAIL_PROflj'E (LAST) "END = VAL_MIN .' 
$TfMP:INT(l)sSTART; 







ELSE CALL DURATION(S&BSTpACT.RESQURCE (I) (INDEX) (i). 
INTERVAL'~EQUIRED_DURATION)' 
1* DELETE INTERVALS WHICH ARE TOO SHORT ~I 
START:K:LOOPI .• . 




IF AVAILABLE~i~'DURATION < REQlIIRED_DURATION 
THEN GO T~ END-INTERVAL' 
ELSE DO, 
DELAY s $ASC:TRACT .. RESOlJRCE(I) (INDEX) (1). 
INTERVAL. START - $ABSTRACT. JOB~ INTERV Ai'. 
SjART' -
SAVAIL~PROFILE (NEXT) .START = STEMP_RESOURCF. 
(I).#LAAFL(SNAME).AVAILABLE(K).INTERVAL. 
START ... OELAY' SAVAIL~PROFILE(LAST).END = STEMP_RESOURCE(ii 
.~LABEL('NAME).AVAILARLE(K).lNTERVAL.ENO -
REQUIREO-DURATION - DELAY' 
IF SAVAIL_PROFILEI,LAST).END < START 
THE~ PRUNE $AVAtL~PROFILE(LAST)' 
ELSF IF SAVAIL_PROFILE(LAST).START < START 









. CALL INTERVAj,_INTJ:RSECT ($INTERSECTION_INITIAL, 
SAVAIL_PRnFILE~SINTERSECT)' 
GRAFT.$INTER~ECj AT SINTERSECTION_INXTIAL, 
STEMP_ASSIGNtI) (NUMBER_PERMUTATION) .RESOURCE..NAMEfJ) = 
LAREL(SPERMUTATION(J», 
END' 




GRAFT .iINTERSECT AT $INTERSFCTION_INITIALI 
LABEL($TEMP_ASSIGN(I); = LABEL($ABSTRACT.RESOURCF(I)l, 
$TEMP~ASSIGN(I) (NUMBER_PERMUTATION).INTERVAL = 
- .... $INTERSECTION~!NITIAL; 
HAVE ALL PERMUTATIONS OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES OF THIS TYPE BFEN 
CONSIDERED? 
NEXT_PERMUTATION:ENO; 
HAS AT LEAST ONE INTERVAL 8FEN IDENTIFIED? 














GR~FT SINTERSECr AT $UNION(I)¥ 
~ GO TO NEXT_RESOURCE_TVPE' 
ENOl 
ELSj:, 
DO NP = 1 TO NUMBEp($TEMP_ASSIGN(I;;J. 
IF STEMP_ASSIGN(I)JN~).lNTERVAL IDENTICAL TO $NUlL 
THEN GO TO NEXT~TEMP_ASSIGN' ' 
ELSE DO, . 
1* FIND THE UN~ON OF INTERVAi's FOR nus RESOURCE TYPE 
SDUMMY_INTERvAl = STEMP_ASSIGNe!) (NP>.INTERVAL, 
CALL rNTERVAL_UNIOM(SUNTON(I}'$DUMMY~INTERVAL' 
SINT_UNION). 
GRAFT SINT:UNION AT SUNtON(I)1 
END' 
NEXT_TFMP_ASSIGN: FND; 
1* HAVE ALL RESOURCES OF THI~ TYPF BEEN CONSIDERED? 
1* HAVE ALL RESOURCE TYPES BFEN CONSIOERED? 
NEXT_RESOURCE_T~PEIEND' , 
1* FtNO THE INTEpSECTYON OF TNTERVAlS FOR ALL RESOURCE TYPES 
DO I = 1 TO NUM~ER($UNION)' 
CALL INTERVAL~INTERSECT(~INTERSECTION_FINAl9~UNION(I), 
SINTERSECT) ; 
GRAFT SINTERSECT AT SINTFRSEC+ION~FINAL' 
ENOl 
1* INSERT THIS INTERVAL AS SAVAI~AaLE~WINoOWSoANV_RESOURCE_SET 
SA"AILABLE_WINnOWS.ANY_RESOURCE~SET ::: $INTERSECTrON_FINAL' 
1* DETERMINE RESOURCE SET WITH EARLIEST START TIME 
FIND_RESpURCE_TYPEI ~ 
BEGIN_TIME = sINTERSECTInN_FINAl(l).START' 
END_TIME = $INTER~ECTION~;FINAL_ (1) "ENOl 
ASSIGN:'TVPEI 
no 1= 1 To NUMBER(STFMP_ASSIGN), 
ASSIGN_PERMUTATION~NU~8ERI • 
00 J = 1 TO NUMBERt$TEMP_AssIGN(I); 
ASSIGN_INTERVALI 








1* FIND INTERSECTION of INTEpVALS FOR THIS RESOURCE SET WITH ~! 
1* INTERVALS FOR ~LL SETS ANn INSERT AS $AVAILA8LE_WINDOWS.SAME:sFT */ 
, IF BEGIN_TIM,... >= ~TEMP-ASSIGN (l) (J) ~ INTERVAL (10 .~TA~T 
~ ~EGIN_TrME <= STEMP_ASSIGN(I) (J)QINTERVAL (K).ENn 





ENO~TIME = $TEMP_ASSIGN(I) (J).INTERVAl (~). 
~NoJ 
SINTER_A~SIGN(I)QRESOURCE = 
~TEMp_ASSJGN(I) (J) !RESOURCE_NAMEI .. .. . 
LABFL ($HJTER~ASSIGN (I) ;:: LABEL ($TEMP~M;~ IGt..I (IiH . 
'~ 
I j 




..... _ ... _.] -~--------l 
$INfER_ASSIGN(lj~INTERVAL c 
~TEMPff,ASSIGNCI) (J) .INTERVAL (1), 










STEMP_ASSIGN(I) (J) oRESOURCE,~NAME' 
LABEL(SINTER_ASSIGN(I» = 
LABEL(STEMP_ASSIGNCI». 
'INTEp r A~SIGNCI).INTERVAL = $TF.~P:ASSIGNCI) (J).INTERVAL (1); 




$SAME_SET = SINTEPSECTIO~_FINAL' 
DO I = 1 TO NlJMBEP(STEMP',' ASSI(';N)' 
CALL INTfRVAL:'INTERSECT C SSAME::"SET 8 $INTER_ASSIGN C I) • INTERVii', 
$INTERSECT> • 
~ GRAFT $INTERSECT AT $~A~E_5ET, 
ENOl $AVAILA8LE_WINDOW~.SAME_RESOU~CE:SET = $SAME_SET. 
r 
1* CONSTRUCT $cnNCRETF. *1 
GRAFT SABSTRACT AT SCONCpETE' 
DO I ~ 1 TO NUMBER($INTE~_ASSJGN), 
OO'J = 1 TO NUM8ER(SRFQUIRED_INDICES)$ 
INDEX • SREQUIRED_TNDICE5CJi, 
LABEL($CONCRETE.RESOURCE(I) (INDEX)) = $INTER_ASSIGN(I). 
RESOURCE(J) , 
END' 
00 FOR ALL SURNOOES OF $CO,..fCRE1E"RESOURCE (I) USING SCONhNAME' 
DO FOR ALL SUANODE~ OF $CON~~AME USING SSUB_NA~E; 
.. ... --:-.. . $SlJB!NAME.INTERVAL.STA~T ~ SSUB_NAME.INTERVAL.START • 
$TNTFR~ASSIGN(T).INtERVAL.START' 









SCONCRETE.JOB_INTERVAL.START • SCONCREJE.JOB_INTERVAL.START • 
SS.~E_SET(~IRST).$TARi, 
SCONCRETE.JOB_INTERVAL.END u S€ONCRETE.JOB_INTERVAL.END + 
SSAME_SET (F I RST) • START' . 
SCONCRETE.UNAVAIL_TIME = SAVAILAALE~WINDOWS.SAME_RESOURCF._SET(l'~ENn. 
LABEL(SCONCRETE)= '$CONCRETE', . 
LABEL(SAVAILARLE~WINDOWS) • '!AVAILAALE_WINOOWSf, 
END_NEXTSET. END' 
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2 .4.13 RE SOURCE PROFILE 
2.4.13.1 Purpose and Scope 
In project scheduling the resources are assigned from a pool . 
and, upon completion of the job, are returned to the pool of avai1-
able resources. Thus, the quantity of a given resource, available 
in the pool for a given time interval, is required to determine 
the advisability of scheduling a given job at a given time. Fur-
ther, if sufficient resources 'are not available at the desired 
time, a contingency level of resources may be considered. This 
module determines the profile of available resources over a given 
time interval for both a "normar l and "contingency" level of re-
source. If contingency 1eve1~ are not to be considered, they are 
set equal to the normal level. Certain functional characteristics 
of project scheduling also create the need to determine the usage 
of a pool assigned over a given interval (such as in attempts to 
level resource usage). Therefore, this module also determines 
the profile of the assigned portion of the pool and defines the 
association 'of jobs that make up the usage profile. 
2.4.13.2 Modules Called 
None. 
2.4.13.3 Module Input 
The input to this module will consist of that portion of the 
$RESOURCE tree for the pooled resource type and name whose profile 
is to be generated. This is the substructure of a second-level 
subnode of $RESOURCE and is referred to as $RESOURCE_NAME. Further 
input will consist of the time interval for which the profiJe is 
to be generated, $REQUIRED_INTERVAL. 
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2.4.13.5 Functional Block Diagram 
No 
Locate the earliest assignment involving 
the input start time. Compute portion 
of that assignment included in requested 
interval. Call it "current interval." 
Form an assignment set consisting of all 
non-null intersections of assignments 
with the current interval. 
Build a subnode of IN USE for each 
interval formed by consecutive start 
and/or end times. Add corresponding 
jobs and quantities for the assign-
ment set. 
Yes 
Take complement of next 
assignment inte>rval wit.h 
respect to current interval. 
Yes 
Add Deltas to 
INITIAL PROFI LE 
and Store as Total 
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as current interval. 
Define current interval 










2.4.13.6 xy'pical Applications 
I This module would be used to determine avai.lability of ce-sources for project scheduling, or as a potential output to a 
! 
: 
user or scheduling heuristic that was attempting to allocate re-
i 
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2.4.13.7 DETAILED DESIgl'l 
This module first c.hecks the standard data structure, $RESOURCE, 
to determine any assignments of the requested resource element during 
the time period of interest. If there are none,_ a message is written 
and control is returned to the calling program. The earliest assign-
ment about the input start time is located and defined as the "current 
interval." The start of the current interval will never be earlier 
than the input start time. 
All other assignment interva.ls are compared with the current 
interval, and non-null intersections are placed in $ASSIGN SET. The 
start and end times of the intersections are also placed in $TEMP_SET. 
The timefl in $TEMP_SET c!.l:e then ordered and nonoequal pairs are used 
to construct the subnodee of $PROFILE.IN_USE. Job usage and quantities 
are then added to the IN_USE subnode. 
If any resources are generated or deleted during the aSSignment 
under conSideration, as noted by a change in quantity from initial 
to final, the deltas are added to the INITIAL_PROFILE subnode for both 
normal and contingency usage. 
The complement of the next assignment with respect to the current 
interval is developed. If this complement is.not null, it is defined 
as a new "current interval." If this new current :i.nterval is within 
the time period of interest the process is repeated~ ptherwise, the 
available tree structure is developed by au~tracting the in use portion 
from the initial profile. 
2.4.13-6 
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The functional block diagram can be used as a module flowchart. 
2.4.13.8 Internal Variable and Tree Na~me Def~nitions 
DELTA The number of a given resource elemen~ 






The total number of a resource element in 
use during a given IN_USE interval. 
A data structure having the form of the 
ASSIGNMENT node in $RESOURCE but with the 
interval set equal to the intersection 
with "current interval". 
A pointer to each subnode of the ASSIGN-
MENT node in $RESOURCE. 
A single node tree used as a flag to spec-
ify whether or not to construct the initial 
profile. 
Output interval from internal procedure 
INTERVA4-COMPLEMENT. 
$CURRENT_INTERVAL - Output interval from procedure INTERVAL_ 
INTERSECTION. 
$TEMP_RESOURCE A temporary data structure equivalent to 
$RESOURCE but for only the single resource 
element being considered. 
A set of start and end times of non-null 
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2.4.13.9 Commented Code 
R~SOURCE-PROFIlEI PROCEDURE(SRESOURCE~AME.SREQUIRED_INTERVAL' 
SPROFILE) OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)' 
O!ClARE SBUILD_PROFILE LOCAL' 
O_ClARE MM.SASSIGNMENT.SELEMENT LOCAL' 
OICLARE I.J.K.L.KK.LL.DELTA,QUAN:USE,SASSIGN_SET.SCOMPLEMENT LOCAL. 
O!CLARE SCURRENT~INTER~AL,SINTERS~CT.STEMP_RESOURCE.STEMP_SET LOCAi~' 
LlBEL(SPROfllE) c LABEL(SRESOURCE!NAME,' 
SBUILO_PRoFILE c 'VES" 
1* IS REQUESTED INTERVAL CONSISTENT ~ITH DATA IN SRESOURCE1 
IF SREQUIRED_INTERVAl.END < SPESOURCE_NAME.INITIAL_TIME 
THEN 001 
WRITE 'INTERVAL REQUESTED PRYOR TO RESOURCE AVAILABILITY' I 
RE'fURN$ 
END, 
ELSE IF SREQUIRED_INTERVAL.END < SRESOURCE_NAME.ASSIGN~ENT(FIRST). 
INTERVAL:START 
THEN DOl 
WRITE 'INTERVAL REQUFSTED PRIOR TO FIRST ASSIGNMENT" 






IF SREQUIRED_INTFRVAL. START > SRESOURCEjJAME. ASSIGNMENT (LAST) • INTE~VAi' 
.END 
THEN D0' 
WRITE 'INTERVAL REQUESTF.D IS LATER THAN LAST ASSIGNMENT" 
RETURN' 
END, 
" .. ELSE STEMP_RESOURCE • SRESoURCE_NAME' 
1* LOCATE TH~ E~RLIEst ASSIGNMENT INVOLVING THE INPUT START TIME~_ ~~ 
I. COMPUTE PORTION OF THAT ASSIGNMFNT INCLUDED IN REQUESTED INTERVAL.~t 
1* CALL IT 'CURRENT INTERVAL'. *1 
DO I • 1 TO NUMBERCSTEMP_RESOURCE.ASSIGNMENT), 
IF STEMP_RE.SOURCE. ASSIGNMENT (I) .INTERVAL.END > SREQUIRED_INTERVAL. ~TA~T 
THEN IF STEMP_R~SOURCE.ASSIGNMENT(ti.INTERVAL.ENO <-
SREQUIRED INTERVAL.END 
THEN IF STEMP_RESOURCE.~SSIGNMENT(I).INTERVAL.START <= 
$REQU1RED:INTERVAL.START 
THEN DO' " . 
SCURRENT_INTERVAL.START • SREQUIRED_INTERVAL.START, 
SCURRENT_INTERVAL.END = STEMP:RESOURCE.ASSIGNMENT(I;~ 
INTERVAL.EN"I 
GO TO pOINT_B' 
END," 
ELSE DOl " . " .. 
SCURRENT_INTERVAL • STFMP_p.E~OURCE.ASSIGNMENT(I).INTERVALt 
GO TO POINT_B' 
END, 








SCURRENT_INTERVAL.START = STEMP_RESOURCE.ASSIGNMENTCIi~ 
INTERVAL,START. 
SCURRENT_~NTERVAL~E~D ~ SREQUIRED~INTERVAL,END' 





1 • I - H 
/. FORM AN ASSIGNMENT SET CONSISTING OF ALL NON-NULL INTERSECTION~ ~t 




00 J • 1 TO NUMBERCSTEMP_RESOURCE.ASSIGNMENT), 
C.LL INTERVAL_INTERSECTCSTEMPLRESOURCE.ASSIGNMENTCJ"INTERVAL' 
SCURRENT~INTERVAL.SINTERSEdT)f 
IF SINTERSECT IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN GO TO END_LOOP_J' 
ELSE DO K = 1 TO NUMBER(SINTERSFCTj, . 
IF SINTERSECT (Kj .START 11: SINTERSECT (K) .END THEN GO TO ENDr.it(~I·oop. 
SASSIGN_SETCNEXT; ~ STEMP~RE~OURCE~ASSIGNMENT(J)' - -
SASSIGN_SEr(LAS~;.INTERVAL = SIN!ERSECT(Ki' _ # 
IF SASSIGN_SETCLAST,.INTERVAL.ENO < $TEMP~RESOURCE.ASSIGNMENTCJ). 
INTERVAL.END 
THEN SASSIGN·SET(LASf).DESCRIPTOR(LASTi~FINAL.QUANTITY = 
STEMPjiESOURCE. ASS IGNMENT (J). DESCRIPTOR (LAST) • INI Tt AL. 
QUANTITY' 
STEMP_SETCNEXT) = $INTERSECT(K).START; 
STEMP_SET(NEXT' = SI~TERSECTC~,.ENO' 
STEMP_SET(NEXT> :I: ShlTERSFCT(K' .ENO' 
END_K_LOOPI ENOl 
ENO_LOOP_J: END, 
I. BUILf1 A SUBNODE OF IN_USE 'FOR F.ACH INTERV~L FORMEO BY CONSECUTTVE4.i 
1* START ANDIOR END TIMES. ion CORRESPONDING JOBS AND QUANTITI~S ,t 
1* FOR THE ASSIGNMENT SET. *1 
ORDER STEMP_SET RV ~sELEMENT' 
DO J = 2 TO NUMBFp(STEMP_SET), 
If STEMP_SET(J-l) = ST.~MP_SET(J) 
THEN GO TO ENO_lOOP~J2' 
ELSE D01 
SPROFILE.IN'_USE(NEXT) .START = $TEMP_SET(J-l)' 
$PROFILE. IN_USE (LAST) .END = $TEMP_SET (J) , 
00 K = 1 TO NUMB~R (SASS IGN_SET) , , . ' 
IF SPROFILE.IN_USE(LAsT).START >~ SASSIGN_SET(K'eINTERVAl.~TAQT 
THEN IF SPROFILE.I~_USE(LAST).ENO <= SASSIGN_SET(K). 
INTERVAL.END THEN Doa 
SPROFILEeINr'USE(LAST) .USAGE(NEXT> .JOB = $AS,SIGN~SET 
(IO.JOB_ID. 














I- ARE ANY RESOURtES GENERA TEn OR OELETED IN ASSIGNMENTS CONSIDEREO? .i 
IF SBUILD_PROFILE • 'VFS' THEN 
00 FOR ALL SUBNODES OF STEMP_RESOURCE.ASSIGNMENT USING SASSIGNMENTI 
SIUIL~_PROFILE • 'NO., 
DELTA. 01 
DO L • 1 TO NUMBER(SASSIGNMENT .DESCRIPTOR)' 
IF $ASSIGNMENT .DESCRIPTnR(L;.FINAL.QUANTITV 
IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN GO TO FND_LOOP-LI 
ELSE DELTA • DELTA + $A~SIGNMENT .DESCRIPTOR(Lt.FINAL. 
QUANTITv ~ SASSIGNMENT .nESCRIPTOR(Li.INITIAL.QUANTITV' 
END_LOOP~;L I END, 
IF DELTA = 0 THEN GO TO END_LnOP_K' 
I- ADD DELTAS TO INITIAL_PROrILE AND STORE AS TOTAL. *1 
DO L = 1 TO NUMRER(STEMP_RFSOURCE.INITIAL_PROFILE.NORMAU I 
IF STEMP_RESQURCE.INITIAL_pROFILE.NORMAL(L).START >. SASSIGNMENT. 
INTERVAL~END 
THEN STEMP" RESOURCE. INIrt AL"'PROFILE .NORMAL (L) .QUANTITY I: DELTA • 
- . - ~ -STEMP_RESOURCF,.INITIAL_PROFILE.NORMAL(L).QUANTITV, 

















00 L = 1 TO NUMBER(STEMP_RESOURCE.INITIAL_PROFILE.CONTINGENCV), 
IF STEMP_RESOURCE.INITIAL_PROFILE.CONTINGENCV(L).START >~ 
SASSIGNMENT.INTERVAL.END 
THEN STEMprRESOURCE.INJrIAL·PROFILE.CONTINGENCV(L).QUANTITY • 
- - ~ - . - -STEMP_RESOURCE.INITIAL PROFILE.CONTINGENCY(L).QUANTITY. DFLTAI 
























STEMP_RESOURCE. INI T I AL:"PROF !LE e CONT INGENCY (L+ U • STA~T • 
$ASSIGNMENT.INTEPVA~.END' 
STEMP _RESOURCE. INIT! AL_pROF.ILE. CONTINGENCY (L+ 1) .ENn ..• 
$TEMP_RESOUPCE.INITIAl_PROFILE.CONTINGENCY(L).ENn' 
STEMP_RESOURCE.INIT].AL:PROFILEfiCONTINGENCY(L+l). 















IF STEMP_RESOURCF.ASSIGNMENT(J) IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN GO TO BUILO~TREE' 
-., - .. p CalL INTERVAL_COMPLEMENT ($CURRENT_INTERVAL,$TEMP_RESOURCE.A SSIGNMENT(y, 
.INTERVAL~$COMPLEMENT)' 
1* IS COMPLEMENT NULL? 
IF SCOMPLEMENT IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN GO TO TAKE~COMPLEMENT. 
1* DEFINE COMPLEMENT AS 'CURRENT INTERVALt. 
SCURRENT_INTERVAL = SCOMPLEMENTI 
1* IS 'CURRENT INTERVAL' END TIME> REQUESTED END TIME? 
IF SCURRENT_INTERVAL.END <- $REQUIREO:"INTERVAL.END 
THEN GO TO POINT_BI 
1* DEFINE 'CURRENT INTERVALq END TIME • REQUESTED END TIMF. 
seURRENT_INTERVAL.END = $REQUtREO;YNTERVAL.ENDJ 
/* IS 'CURRENT INTERVAL' END TIME> START TIME? 
IF SCURRENT_INTERVAL.END > SRF,QUIRFO_INTERVAL.START 
THEN GO TO POINT_Be 
1* SUBTRACT THE IN_US':' PROFli~E FROM ToTAL$ 
1* BUILD AVAILAALE TREE STRU~TURE. 
BUILD_TREEI 
DO I<K = 1 TO NUMRER($PROFILE.YN:USF.'. 





IF $PROFILE.IN_USE(KIO .STApT >= $TEMP_RESOURCE.INITIAL:PROFILE. 
NORMAL (ll) • START . . 
THEN IF $FtROFllE. IN_USE (KK) .F.NO <= $TEMP':'RESOURCE.INITIAL[:PRnF'Ii:E' 
.NORr.1AL(LL).END 
THEN DOl 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLE.NORMALCKK) = SPROFILE.IN_USECKK}, 
pRUNE $PROFILEoAVaiLARLE.NORMAL(KK).USAGEJ 
QUAN:'USE = 0, 
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'DO MM -= 1 TO NUMB~R(SPROFI~E.IN_USE(KK'.USAGE)I 
~ ~ . QUAN_USE • QUAN_USE • 'PROFILE.IN_USE(KK).USAGE(MM). 
QUANTITYI 
END, 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLF.NORMALCKK).QUANTITY • STEMP:RESOURCF • 
.. INITIAL_PROFILF.NORMAL(LL).QUANTtTY - QUAN_USEI 
GO TO BUILD_CONTINGENCY' 
END, 
ELSF- GO TO ENO_LL_LOoPS 
EL~,EI 
END_U".,..LOOP I END I 
aUILn_CONTING~NCYI 
DO LL = I, TO NUMBER(STEMP_RESOURCE.INITIAL_PROFILE.CONTINGENCY'I 
IF SPROFILE.IN_USE(KK).START >-= STEMP_RESOURCE.INITIAL_PROFILE. 
CONTINGENCY(LL).START 
THEN IF SPROFILE. IN_USE (KK) .FND <- STEMP':'RESOURce. INtTI AL:,PRnFIi 'F 
.CONTINGENCY(LL).END 
THEN 00' 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLF.CONTINGENCY(KK) = SPROFILE.IN_USE(K~)I 
PRUNE SPROFILE.AVAILA9LE.CONTINGENCY(KK).USAGEI QUAN'USE = 0, 
00 MM. 1 TO NUMB~R(SPROFILE.IN_USE(KK).USAGE)I 




~ . . . -STEMP-RESOURCE.INtTIAL_PROFILE.CONTINGENCYCLL).QUANTITY 
_ WUAN'USE' 
~ GO TO END_KK_LOOP, 
ENOl 




IF SPROFILE.AVAILARLS.NORMALCFIRST;.START > SREQUIRED_INTERVAL.START 
THEN DO. ' 
INSERT SRESOURCE~NAME.INITIAL~PROFIiE.NORMAL(FIRST' REF ORE 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLF.NORMAL(FIRST,. 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLF..NORMAL(FIRST).START = SREQUIRED_INTERVAL.STARTI 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLE.NORMAL(FIRST;.END = SPROFILE.AVAILABLE.NORMAi' 
(2).STARTa 
END' 
IF SPROFILE.AVAILABLE.CONTINGFNCY(FIRST).START > SREQUIREO_INTERVii' 
.START 
THEN'DO. 
INSERT SRESOURCE~NAME.INITIAL':'PROFI(E.CONTINGENCY(FIRST) AE~nRE 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLF.CONTINGENCY(FIRST" 









IF SPROFILE.AVAILARLE.NORMALCi:ASTi.END < SREQUIRED_INTERVAL.END 
THEN DOl 
STEMP = SP~OFILE.AVAILARLE.NORMALCLAST).ENDI 
SPROFILE.AVAILARLE.NORMAL(NEXT) z SRESOURCE_NAME.INITIAL_PROFIL~. 
NORMAL,LAST'I . 
$PROFILE.AVAILABLE.NORMAL(LAST).START = STEMPI 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLE.NORMAL(LAST).END- SREQUIRED_INTERVAL.ENOI 
ENOl . 
IF SPROFILE.AVAILARLE.CONTINGENCYCLAST;.END < SREQUIRED_INTERVAL.END 
THEN 001 . 
STEMP = SPROFILE.AVAILARLE.CONTINGENCYCLAST).ENDJ 
SPROFILE.AVAILARLE.CONTtNGENCYCNEXT) • SRESOURCEwNAMF.. 
INITIAL:PROFILE.CnNTINGENCY(LAST'. 
SPROFILE.AVAILABLE.CONTYNGENCYCLAST).START • STEMP' 
$PROFILE.AVAILA8LE.CONTINGENCYCLAST).EN~ = SREQUIREO_INTERVAL~ENn. 
ENOl 
RETURNI 












2.4. 14 POOLED DESC R I PTOR 












































2.4.14 POOLED DESCRIPTOR COMPATIBILITY 
2.4.14.1 Purpose and Scope 
1 ' This module identifies occurrences of resource description 
incompatibilities that arise when a single job is to be added to 
a schedule at a time equal to or later than a set of jobs that 
have already, been assigned (i.e., resources assignments have been 
made in $RESOURCE tree). It applies to jobs that require resources 
from pools or from partitions of pools distinguished from other 
partitions by a separate set of explicit descriptors. For exam-
pIe, if an activity is described as requiring 13 laborors taken 
from location A and the laborors are not described (in $RESOURCE) 
as individuals, but rather as a collection of originally undis-
tinguishable resources, then the laborors that are in location A 
represent a partition of the pool distinguished from other parti-
tions only by the descriptor 'LOCATION' with value A. Since dif-
ferent jobs may not only change the value of 'LOCATION' but may 
also add new descriptors such as 'SKILL' the partitions of the 
original pool may proliferate as the schedule is developed. An 




It is important to emphasize that this module applies to 
pooled resources where different subsets of the pools may acquire 
distinguishing descriptors. The module applies directly to time 
progressive scheduling strategies. 
A time transcendent strategy to schedule jobs whose required 
resources are described as pools with varying explicit descriptors 
must necessarily be a very complex "algorithm. An algorithm that 
places such a job on a timeline between two scheduled jobs would 
have to resolve any descriptor conflicts that occurred after the 
assignment time of the new job; it is likely that this conflict 
resolution would be done by working progressively from the assign-
ment time of the inserted job to the last assignment time in the 
schedule .. Thus, the conflict resolution strategy is likely to be 
time progressive even within a time transcendent assignment strat-
egy. Therefore, through repetitive application, this module will 
have applicability to time transcendent algorithms. The problem 





















































This module assumes some conventions about the structure of 
the ASSIGNMENT node of any resource that is a pooled resource 
(i.e., for-which the node CLASS has a value 'POOLED'). A pooled 
resource that has explicit descriptors must contain a subnode of 
DESCRIPTOR for each partition of the pool. Those partitions that 
are being used in the assignment interval are distinguished from 
those not used in the interval oy the appearance of the 'INITIAL' 
and the 'FINAL' nodes. Thus, the availability of a particular 
partition of a pool is precluded during the assignment interval 
only if that partition has a subnode Clf the 'DESCRIPTOR' node 







The structure illustrates one assignment for the pooled re-
source named CREW1EN and indicates that bettveen 14 June and 28 
June five cretVrnen were assigned (indicated by the appearance of 
the INITIAL node) and 10 crewmen were not assigned. 
A slight generalization of the convention is required for pools 
that have overlapping assignments. The sketch illustrates the as-
sumed structure of a portion of the ASSIGNMENT substructure for a 
pool of CREWMEN that has been separated into two partitions by 
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Note in the illustration that the availability of the crewmen 
in the 10-man partition during. the overlap of the assig-nm'ent inter-
vals (15 June through 20 June) cannot be determined correctly by 
merely noting the absence of the 'INITIAL' node in-the first as-
signment. This is because that partition is used in the second 
assignment. Therefore, the convention adopted requires that all 
assignments whose intervals incluqe the availability time in ques-
tion be considered in determineing the pool condition at that 
time. Note also that the ASSIGNMENT conventions for pooled re-
sources permit the determination of descriptors by considering 
only the assignments whose intervals include the time in question; 
unlike the case for item-specific resources, there is no need to 
- \ 
work progressively through all the descriptor changes from a set 
of initial descriptors to correctly determine the descriptors of 
pooled resource. (See the discussions in volume II on pooled and 
item-specific resources and the implication the corresponding 
conventions have on scheduling and unscheduling using time pro-
gressive and time transcendent strategies). 
This module builds a tree that displays for each conflict the 
set of resource pool descriptors that exist because of jobs already 
scheduled and those requit'ed to be added to the schedule. No in-
fo.rmation on which previously assigned jobs caused the conflicts 
is included because the description of any pool is a result of the 
composite of all decisions on resource and job alternatives that 
have been made throughout development of the schedule. The most 




descriptors exist and what desc.riptors are required. This infor-
mation is provided by the output tree from this module. 
This module does not write or remove any assignments in 
$RESOURCE, i.e., $RESOURCE is returned unaltered. $RESOURCE is 
required by the module to assess the complete set of descriptors 
descri.bing the pooled resources. 
2.4.14.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.14.3 Module Input 
This module is called with two arguments: $RESOURCE and 
$SCHED_UNIT. $RESOURCE has the general structure given in para-
graph 2.4.14.1; $SCHED_UNIT has the general structure of a sched-
ule unit shown in the following illustration, and is equivalent of a 
second-level subnode of the stand data structure, $SCHEDULE. 
Note that in $SCHED_UNIT the node labeled JOB_INTERVAL. START 
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2.4.14.4 Module Output 
This module returns a structure called $POOLED_RtSOURCE_ 
(VALUE) 
CONFLICTS which contains information about conflicts that would 
result if $SCHED_UNIT were assigned at its specified time. The 
general structure of $POOLED~ESOURCE_CONFLICTS is illustrated. 
(VALUE) (VALUE) 
.I 












2.4.14.5 Functional Block Diagram 
Select one (pooled) 
Resource Required by 
Job-To-Be-Added 
~~----------------•• ~I 
Determine (for the assignment 
time of the Job-to-be-Added) 
the complete description of 
all partitions of that Resource 
that result from the already-
scheduled jobs. (To determine 
this, consider all assignments 
whose intervals include the 




Select a partition of the 
'DESCRIPTOR' of the Job-
to-be-Added which has a 





the value QUANTITY in 
requirement for the 
job-to-be-added less 
than oc equal to the 

























2.4.14.6 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagram provides a flow chart for this module. 
Since the module is developed for pooled resources with explicit de-
scriptors, a check is made initially to determine· that each resource 
required by the candidate job is, in fact, a pooled resource. If an 
item specific resource is required, a message is written identifying 
the resource and control is returned to the calling program. Each 
previously scheduled assignment of the resource which includes the 
assignment time of the candidate job is identified and placed in the 
tree, $ASSIGN. Each partition of the required resource is compared 
with the available resource to determine; first, whether a sufficient 
quantity is available, and second, whether the descriptors and values 
required are included in the available resources. If either comparison 
fails a resource conflict has been identified, and a node is constructed 
on the output tree, $POOLED_RESOURCE_CONFl,ICTS. The comparisons are 






















tree built from $AVAILABILITY whose 
intervals contain assignment time of 
candidate job 
identifier for each subnode of $ASSIGN 
identifier for each subnode of $RESOURCE. 
(TYPE. (NAME) .ASSIGNMENT 
flag set to indicate resource conflict 
identifier for each subnode of 
$AVAIL.DESCRIPTOR 
identifier for each subnode of $TYPE 
identifier for each subnode of 
$SUBNA~lli,DESCRIPTOR 
identifier for each subnode of $NA~lli 
temporary location for $SUBDESC.INITIAL. 
QUANTITY 
identifier for each subnode of $SCHED_ 
UNIT. RESOURCE 
J j 
2.4.14.8 Modifications to Functional Specifications and/or Standard 
Data Structures Assumed 
For pooled resources with explicit descriptors, each partition must 
be included in the assignment portion of $RE::, ';URCE. Partitions that 
have been assigned will be indicatf!d by INITIAL descriptors, as well as 
FINAL descriptors. Partitions tnat are available for assignment will 
have only FINAL descriptors. 
2.4.14-15 
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2.4.14.9 Commented Code 
POOLED_DESCRIPTOR_COMPATIBILITY I PROCEDURECSRESOURCE,SSCHED_UNIT, 
SPOOLED_RESOURCE_CONFLICTS; OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)' 
D!CLARE SASSIGN,$TYPE,SNAME,SivAILABILITY~SSUBNAME,SSUBDESC LOCAL, 
D!CLARE SCONFLICT_FLAG,SAVAIL,SOESCRIP,STEMP_QUAN LOCALI 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SSCHED~.UNIT.RESOURCE USING STYPE, 
00 FOR ALL SUBNODES OF STYPE USING SNA~E' 
IF SRESOURCE •• LABEL(STYPE).'LABELCSNAME).CLASS • 'SPECIFIC' 




DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF ~RESOURCE.'LABEL(STYPE).'LABEL(SNAMEi~ 
ASSIGNMENT USING SAVAILABILITY' 
IF (SSCHED~UNIT.JOB_INTFRVAL.END >= SAVAILABILITY.INTERVAl.siARi 
~ SSCHED_UNIT.JOB_INTERVAL.START <= SAVAILABILITY.INTERVii'.ENO 
) THEN $ASSIGN(NEXT) = SAVAILABILITY, 
ENOl • 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF $NAME USING SSUBNAMEI 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES nF SSUBNAME.DESCRIPTOR USING SSUBDESE, 
IF SSUBDESC.INITliL ID~NTICAL TO SNULL THEN' 
ELSE 00 FOR AL~ SUBNOOES OF SASSIGN USING SAVAIL, 




00 FOR Aj'L SUBNODFS OF SAVAIL.DESCRIPTOR USINA 
SDESCpIP' 
SCONFLICT_FLAG c 'YES" 
IS THE REQUIRED QUANTITY r,REATFR THAN QUANTtTY AVAILABLE IN THTS *1 
PARTITION? IF NOT CHECK OTHER OESCRIPTORS OTHERWI~E BUILO 
CONFLICT NODE AND FIND NEXT PARTITION 
f!t 
0/ 
IF SSUBDFSC.INITIAL.QUANTITY > SDESCRIP.FINAL~ QUANTYTY ~ SDEsCRIP.INITIAL IDENTICAL TO SNUL!' 
THEN' 
ELSE nO, 





GRAFT SSUBDESC.INITIAL.QUANTITY AT ~TEMPt~f QIIAN' 
IF SSUBDF.SC.INITIAL SUBSET OF SDESCRIP.FTNAi' 
~ SDESCRIP. INITIAL IDENTICAL TO SNuiT . 
THEN DO, 
SCONFLICT~FLAG = 'NO" 
GRAFT STEMP_QUAN AT SSUBDESC.INtTIAL.. QUANTITY, 
END' 
FLSE GRAFT STEMP QUAN AT SSUBDESC. 
INITIAL.QUANTITY' 
ENDI 


























/_ PICK NEXT PARTITION OF ASSIGNED RESOURCES FOR THIS ONE REQUIREn 
ENOl 
ENOl 
/_ PICK NEXT DESCRIPTORS FOR THIS REQUIRED RESOURCE 
ENOl 
ENOl 




































































2.4.15 DESCRIPTOR PROFILE 
2.4.15.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module is used to update the set of descriptors that 
apply to an item-specific resource, i.e., an individual, identifi-
able resource that ,",ould correspond to the first subnode level of 
the resource "type'~ in the $RESOURCE tree. The 'update of descrip-
tors will. consist of an assignment or set of assignments that de-
fine initial and final descriptors for each assignment. The 
original set of descriptors to be updated and their corresponding 
values \o,7ill be supplied by the calling program. This c9uld con-
sist of reference to tne resource descriptors in the $RESOURCE 
tree, a derived tree that has been maintaining the descriptors of 
that resource as a function of time, or a tree built by the call-
ing progrnm with specific (possibly artificial) descriptors. 
Any number of descriptive parameters may have been used in 
the resource assignments, but anyone parameter will be assumed 
to contain only mutually exclusive values. For example, 'if the 
descriptive parameter, LOCATION is specified, values of DENVER, 
DALLAS, or DETROIT are obviously mutually exclusive. If, however, 
the location were specified as DENVER and a process moved the re-
source to WAREHOUSE 3, this module would retain only the location 
VJAREHOUSE 3 whether or not Harehouse 3 was located in Denver. 
2.4.15.2 Nodules Called 
none. 
2.4.15-1 
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2.4.15.3 Module Input 
Input consists of the item-specific resource to be considered, 
the original values of the descriptors to be updated and the cor-
responding time, the assignments to be considered, and the final 
time that assignments are to be considered. The resource is identified 
by a pointer, $RESOURCE ~NAME, to a second level subnode of the 
$RESOURCE tree. The original descriptors and 'their values are 
defined under the INITIAL DESCRIPTOR node of $RESOURCE~NAME. 
The corresponding time is defined under the INITIAL_TIME node. The 
assignments to be considered have a format corresponding to the sub-
node levels of the ASSIGNMENT node in $RESOURCE~NAME as illustrated 
in the sketch. Any nodes, other than the time interval and descriptors 
(which are required), will be retained for added traceability. The 
final time will be defined by a single valued tree $MAX_TIME, which 






















2.4.15.4 Module Output 
The output consists of a "resource state" tree (shown) that 
















2.4.15.5 Functional Block Diagram 
No 
Add interval to 
last node of 
output tree. 
2.4.15-LI 
Build Resource State tree 
with initial time and 
corresponding descriptors. 
Locate next assignment 
to be considered. 
Build new node on output 
tree to reflect new 

















2.4.15.6 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagrrun may be used as the flowchart for 
this module. The module first checks to determine if a 'pooled' re-
source has inadvertently been transferred through.the parameter list. 
If this happens, an error message is written and control is returned 
to the calling program. Otherwise, a tree, $RESOURCE_STATE, is con-
structed with the initial descri~tors of the resource. The next 
assignment of the resource is selected, and the resource descriptors 
are compared with the last subnode of $RESOURCE_STATE. If any of 
the labels or the values change a new subnode of $RESOURCE_STATE is 
added with the new label and value. If the descriptors have not 
changed, the interval in $RESOURCE_STATE is extended to include the 
current interval. When all assignments have been considered, or the 
maximum input time has been reached, control is returned to the call-
ing program. 






Identifier for each subnode of ASSIGNMENT 
Temporary tree made up of descriptors identified 
in $ASSIGNMENT which are not in $RESOURCE_STATE 
Pointer at the descriptor subnode of the last 
subnode of $RESOURCE_STATE 
Identifier for each subnode of $DDMMY when new 
descriptors are recognized. 
Identifier for each subnode of $DDMMY when values 
of descriptors have changed 
Identifier for each subnode of initial descrip-




$SUBNAME Identifier for each subnode of INITIAL_ 
DESCRIPTOR node 
2.4.15.8 Modifications to Functional Specification and/or Standard 
Data Structures Assumed 
Since only a single resource element (second'level subnode of 
$RESOURCE) is considered, this elemen,t is passed through the param-




2.4.15.9 Commented Code 











1* BUILD RESOURCE STATE TREE WITH INITIAL TIME AND CORRESPONDING ~~ 
1* O~SCRIPTORS */ 
DO fOR ALL SUBNODES OF SRESOURCE_NAME.INITIAL_DESCRIPTOR USING 
SSUBNAME' 
SRESOURCE_STATE(FI~ST).nESCRIPTOR(NEXT) = SSUBNAMEI 
ENOl 
SRESOURCE_STATECFIRST;.DESCRIpTOR,QUANTITY=lJ 
SRESOURCE_STATE(FIRST;.INTERVAL.START = SRESOURCE_NAME.INITIAL_TIMFI 
SRESOURCE_STATECFIRST;.INTERVAL.END = $RESOURCE_STATE(FIRST).INTER\;AL~ 
START' 
1* LOCATE NEXT ASSIGNMENT TO BE CONSIOERED *' 
IF SASSIGNMENT(FIRST) IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
TH~N 00' . 
PRUNE SASSIGNMENT' 
SRES(lURCE_STATE(FIRST) .. rNTERVAL.END = SMAX_TIME' 
RETURN' 
ENOl 
DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF SASSIGNMENT USING $ASSIGNI 
PRUNE SOUMMY I 
1* HAS MAXIMUM ALLOWEO TIME ~EEN REACHED? */ 
IF SASSIGN.INTERVAL.START >= SMAX_TIME 
THEN DOl 




ELSESRESOURCE_STATE(LAST).INTERVAL.END = SASSIGN,INTERVAL.ENOI 
1* HAVE ALL OF THESE DESCRIPTIVE PARAMETERS BEEN INCLUDED IN ~t 
1* PREVIOUS INTERVAL? */ 
IF SASSIGN.OESCRIPTOR(FIRST).INITIAL ~SUBSET OF· 
SRESOURCE STATE(LASTi.DESCRIPTOR 
1* BUILD NEW NODE ON OUTPUT TREE TO REFLEtT NEW VALUES */ 
THEN ~Ol 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES of SASSIGN.OESCRIPTOR(FIRST).INITIAL 
USING SPARAMETER, 
IF $PARAMfTER ~ELEMENT OF SRESOURCE_STATE(LAST),DESCRlpTnp 
THEN SOUMMY(NEXT) = SPARAMETERI 
END' 








I , . 
l 
j 
IDEN~ICALTO SNU~L THENI . 
I ELSE WRITE 'THE_VALUE~OF_THIS_DESCRIPTOR_CHANGES;AT'THF~' 






I- DO ANY OF THE VALUES CHANGE FOR THESE PARAMETERS? !I 
IF (SASSIGN.DESCRIPTORCFIRST;.FYNAL IDENTyCAL TO SNULL I $A~~IGN. 
DESCRIPTORCFIRST).FINAL SUBSET OF SASSIGN.OESCRIPTORCFIRST) 
.INITIAL) 
I- ADO INTERVAL TO LAST NODE OF OUTPUT TREE *1 
. .-THEN IF SASSIGN.INTERVAL.~NO >1: SMAX_TIME 
THEN 001 




ELSE IF SASSIGN.INTERVAL.END >. SMAX~TtME 
THEN 00' 
00 FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF SAS~IGN.OESCRIPTORCFIRST).FjNAL 
USING SPARAMETER. 
IF SPARAMETER ~E~EMENT OF SRESOURCE_STATECLAST).OESCRipT~R 
THEN SOUMMY(NEXT; • SPARAMETERI 
END' SRESOURCE~STATFCLASn.JQB_ID • SASSIGN.JOB_IDI 
DEFINE SLAST AS SRE~OURCE_STATE(LisT).OeSCRIPTOR' 
SRESOURCE_STAT'(NEXT).DESCRIPTOR • SLAS" 
SRESOURCE_STAT£(LAS'Tj .INTERVAL.START • SASSYGN.INTERVAi'. 
END' 
SRESOURCE_STATe: CLAST). INTERVAL.END • SASSIGN. INTERVAL'. 
'END' 
DO FOR ALL SUeNODES OF SDUMMY USING SNEW_VALUE' 






I- BUILD NEW NODE ON OUTPUT T~EE TO REFLECT NEW DESCRIPTORS *1 
2.4.15-8 
Rev C 
00 FOR iLL SUBNOOES OF $ASSIGN.DESCRIPTORCFIRST).FINAL 
. USING SPARAMETER, 
IF SPARAMETER ~ELEMENT OF SRESOURCE_STATE(LAST).DESCRTPTnR 
THEN SDUMMY(NEXT; D SPARAMETER' . 
ENOl 
SRESOURCE_STATF,(LASTi.JOB_ID. SASSIGN,JOB_ID. 
DEFINE SLAST AS SRESOURCE_STATECLASn.OESCRIPTOR, 
SRESOURCE_STATF.(NEXT).OESCRIPTOR. SLAS'I 







I' i j 
I ; 
,.1 
00 FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SDUMMY USING SNEW_VALUE' 




1* HAVE ALL ASSIGNMENTS BEEN CONSIDERED? 
END; 
END. 1* DESCRIPTOR:PROFILF *1 
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2.4.16 UPDATE RESOURCE 
2.4.16.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module will update information in th~ data tre~ $RESOURCE 
for each resource assigned to a specific JOB_TO in the structure 
$SCHEOULE. It provides a standard method of reflecting in 
$RESOURCE, the results of a scheduling decision. It creates a 
data structure $tlEXTUNIT that contains element(s) to be added to 
the chronologically ordered assignments of a specific $RESOURCE. 
(TYPE). (NAt1E) by calling the module WRITE ASSIGNt~ENT. 
2.4.16.2 Hodu1es Called 
WRITE ASSIGNMENT 
2.4.16.3 Module Input 
Inputs consist of the standard data structures $SCHEDULE and 
$RESOURCE, that are shown in standard form on the following pages. 
The minimum relevant portions of the required input structures 
are shown on subsequent pages. 
2.4.16.4 Module Output 
During execution' the module creates the data structure 
$NEXTUNIT. (See the following illustrations) After execution, 
the $RESOURCE tree will reflect the changes in assignments that 
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Note: Minimum (i.e .• relevant) portion of required input Standard Data Structures 
is shown. In all trees. any additional structure will be preserved. 
$SCHEDULE 
(JOB ID) 
QPROBLEM_ NAME OPSEQ (Value) (Value) 
-----






Minimum Required Input Structures from Standard Data Structures 
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J .. 
INTERNALLY CREATED DATA STRUCTURE (NOT OUTPUT) 
$NEXTUNIT 
(JOB 1D) 














2.4.16.5 Functional Block Diagram 
Consider next job 
Consider next resource type ~--------~ 
Consider next resource name ~--~ 
Write Initial Time 
descriptor if new resource 
Create $NEXTUNIT for 
current resource/job 











The module would be used during or af.ter the construction of 
a schedule to record the changes to the resource assignments re-' 









2.4.16.7 DETAILED DESIGN 
The functional block diagram provides the flow chart for this 
module. The module loops on job, resource type, and resource name as 
specified by the input data structure $SCHEDULE. For each specified 
resource element the data structure $NEXTUNIT is constructed. If this 
resource element is not contained within $RESOURCE, the normal initial 
profile is constructed in $RESOURCE; For each specified resource 
element, the module WRITE_ASSIGNMENT is called to add the element to 
the chronologically ordered assignments of $RESOURCE. 
2.4.16.8 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAMES 







Summation of quantities of partitions of a pooled resource. 
A single node tree containing only the label of resource 
type provided in input $SCHEDULE,. 
A single node tree containing only the resource name 
provided by the input $SCHEDULE. 
$NEXTUNIT A data structure derived from $RESOURCE, but containing 
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2.4.16.9 COMMENTED CODE 
U'OATE_RESOURCEa PROCEDURE(SS~HEDULE'$RESOURCE) OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)' 
OICLARE I.J,K.L,M'QUAN.SNAME"TVPE LOCAL. 
DECLARE SNEXTUNIT LOCAL. 
'* CONSIDER NEXT JOB. 
DO I • 1 TO NUMBER(SSCHEOULE,. 
'* CONSIDER NEXT RESOURCE TYpE. 
DO J = 1 TO NUMBER(SSCHEDULE(I).RESOURCES). 
'* CONSIDER NEXT RESOURCE NAME. 
DO K • 1 TO NUMBER(S~CHEDULECI).RESOURCESCJ»' 
STYPE = LABEL(SSCHEDULECIi.RESOURCES(Ji)' 
SNAME = LABEL(SSCHEDULE(I).RESOURCESeJ) (K»' 
'* WRITE 'INITIAL TIME' DESCRIPTOR IF NEW RESOURCE. 
IF SRESOURCE._(STYPEi._eSNAME; IDENTICAL TO SNULL 




SRESOURCE.-(STVPE) •• (SNAME;.INITIAL_TIME = SSCHEDULFCIi. 
RESOURCESCJ; (K; (1).INTERVAL.ENDI 
00 L • 1 TO NUMBER(SSCHEOULE(I;.RESOURCES(J) (K». 
SRESOURCE." (STYPE).if. (~NAME). INITIAL_PROFILF .NORMAL d') 
II SSCHEOULF,(t) .RESOURC£S(J) (10 (l) .INTERVAL' 
QUAN • 0' 
DO M = 1 TO NUMRERC$SCHEDULE(I}.RESOURCES(J) (K) (j'). 
OESCRIPTnRS). 
QUAN = QUAN + SSCHEoULE(I).RESOURCES(J) (K) (L). 
DESCRIPTnRS(M).FINAL.QUANTITYC 
END, 
SRESOURCE •• (STVPE).fI (SNAME). INITIAL_PROFILE.NORMAL d') 
.QUANTITY = QUANI 
END, 
END' 
1* CREATE SNEXTUNIT FnR CURRFNT RFSOURCEjJOB. 
LAREL (~NEXTUNIT.RESnURCE5(Jj; = STYPEI 
LABEL (~NEXTUNIT.RESnURCE~(J) (K» • SNAME' 
no L II 1 TO NUMBE~($SCHEDULE(!).RESOURCES(J) (Ki'l 
$NEXTUNIT.~ESOURCF~(J; (K) (L) = SSCHEOULECI).RESOURCES 
. (J)(K)(Li, 
SNEXTUNIT.RESOURCFS(J; (K) eL).JOB_ID = LABEL(SSCHEOULE (I)j, . 
IF $S~HEOuLE(I;.PROBLEM~NAME ~IDENTtCAL TO SNULL THFN 
SNEXTUNIT.RESOURCES(J) (K) (L).PROALEM_NAME = 
SSCHEDULE(I).PRORLFM_NAME, 
IF SSCHEDULE(I).OPSEQ ~IDENTICAL TO SNULL THEN 
tNEXTUNIT.RESOURCES(J) (K) (L).OPSEQ = 
SSCHEOuLE(I).OPSEQ, ' 
$NEXTUNIT.RESOURCFS(J) (K) (L).PROCESS = 
$sGHEauLE(li.p~OCES~' 
$ASSIGNMENT_UNIT ~ ~NEXTUNIT.RESOURCES(J) (K) (L;' 
*/ 
/* CALL WRITE_ASSIGNMENT~ ~I 
CALL WRITE~ASSIGNMENT('ASSIGN~ENT_UNIT'SRESOURCE.-($T~iE) • 
• (SNAME).ASSIGNMENT)I 
END_LOOP_L: END' 


















.. END_LOOP_KI ENDI 
HAVE ~LL RESOURCE TypES OF THIS JOB BEEN CONSIDERED? *1 
END_LOOP_JI END, 
HA~E ~LL JOBS AEEN cONSIDrRED? 
END_LOOP_II END' 
RETURN' 
END' 1* UPDATE_RESOURCE *1 
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2.4.17 WRITE ASSIGNMENT 
This module will add an element to the chronologically 
ordered assignments of the $ASSIGN tree for a specified resource 
name and type. Basis for the order is the resource interval start 
time. If start times are equal, the assignment with an earlier 
end time is listed first. If start and end times are equal, no 
distinction is made in the order. 
The specific data written for sn assignment can vary with the 
calling module. That is, dummy assignments may be·made as a 
means of constraining resources in which case processes, prob-
1em names, etc may be meaningless. However, selected resources 
for a given problem may contain many parameters and descriptors 
that define the usage and provide traceability for later re-
trieval. 
2.4.17.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.17.3 Module Input 
Inputs to this module consist of $ASSIGNMENT_UNlT, the as-
signment node of $NEXTUNIT for which the assignment is to be 
written, and identificaiton of the $RESOURCE subnode \.,rhere the 
assignment is made. In the standard case, the entire substruc-
ture of one of the third-level subnodes of $NEXTUNIT.RESOURCE 
becomes the substructure for one element of the standard data 
structure subnode $RESOURCE.(TYPE).(NAME).ASSIGNMENT that cor-
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MINIMUM REQUIRED INPUT STRUCTURES FROM STANDARD DATA STRUCTURES 
FOR MODULE: WRITE ASSIGNMENT 
Note: Minimum (i.e., relevant) portion of required input 
standard Data Structures is shown. In all trees, any 
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2.4.17.4 Module Output 
This module will modify $ASSIGN to include an additional 
assignment element for the specified resource and corresponding 
time interval. 
2.4.17.5 Functional Block Diagram 
Search for first assignment 
with an equal start time and 
later end time or later start 
time. 
Insert $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT in 
Assignment tree 
Return 
2.4.17.6 Typical Applications 
This module is used to create a new assignment interval for 
a specific resource that has been selected for a given process. 
The selected interval may be a tentative selection used during 
the solution of a given problem or the "final" assignments de-
cided upon. Nevertheless, an assignment for a specific resource 
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2.4.17.7 Imv1ementation Considerations 
An example f1mv diagram of this module is shown in the sketch. 
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2.4.17.8 WRITE_ASSIGNMENT FLOWCHART 
Enter 
Set I equal to the number 
of subnodes of $ASSIGN 
Insert $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT 
















2.4.17.9 DETAILED DESIGN 
As this module was ()riginal.ly conceived, proper placement of the 
current $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT was determined by comparing it with the in-
tervals in $ASSIGN in a chronological mann'er. However 1 it is expected 
that the usual placement will be as the last interval, so the ordering 
of comparisons was reversed. This is illustrated in the flowchart 
sketched below. ~ 
Since placing the interval as the first one in $ASSIGN is also 
expected to occur frequently,a check for this condition is made first. 
Then comparisons of the interval of $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT with each interval 
of $ASSIGN are made starting with the last and incrementing towards the 
first. If the start time of $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT is greater than that of 
the Ith interval of $ASSIGN, or if the start times are equal and the 
end time of $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT is greater than that of the Ith interval; 
$ASSIGNMENT_UNIT is inserted after the Ith interval.If the start times 
are equal and the end time of $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT is less than that of 








2.4.17.10 COMMENTED CODE 
WRITE-ASSIGNMENTI PROCEDURECSASSIGNMENT_UNIT,SASSIGN) 
OPTIONSCEXTERNAL" 
I = O. 
1* I~ START TIME OF SASSIGNMF.NT_UNIT LESS THAN THAT OF 
1* FIRST INTERVAL IN ~ASSIGN? 
IF SASSIGNMENT_UNIT.INTERVAL.START < SASSIGN"Cl) .INTERVAL.START 
THEN GO TO INSERT_A' 
1* SET I = NUMBER OF SUBNODES OF !ASSrGN 
DO I = NUMBERCSASSIGN) TO 1 BY -I. 
1* IS START TIME OF $ASSIGNMFNT_UNIT LESS THAN 
1* THE I'TH INTF.RVAL START TJME? 
IF $ASS!GNMENT_UNIT.INTERVAL.SlART < SASSIGN(I).INTERVAL.START 
THEN GO TO END_LOOP' 
1* ARE START TIMES EQUAL? 
IF $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT.INTERV~L.START ~= iASSIGN(I).INTERVAL.START 
THEN GO TO INSERT_A' 
1* IS END TIME OF SASSIGNMENT_UNIT LATER THAN 
1* THE t'TH INTERVAL F.ND TIME? 
IF $ASSIGNMENT_UNIT.INTERVAL.ENn >= SASSIGNCll.INTERVAL.ENO 
THEN GO TO INSERT_A; 
ELSE GO TO END_LOOP • 
1* I = I - 1 
END_LOOP: END. 
I- INSERT SASSIGNMENT~UNIT AFTER THE I'TH SURNODE OF SASSIGN 
INSERT_A: INSF"RT SASSIGNME"'T:UNIT BEFOPE SASSIGN(J+l) "~'I 
RETURN' • 
1* INSERT SASSIGNMENT_UNIT B~FORE THE I'TH SUBNODE OF SASSIGN 





























































2.4.18.1 Purpose and Scop~ 
This module deletes assignments from the $RESOURCE tree for 
a given resource or collection of resources. The deletion may be 
for a single assignment or a collection based on particular proc-
esses and/or jobs depending on the contents of the tree 
$UNSCHEDULE. 
I 
2.4.18.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.18.3 Module Input 
Inputs to this module by the calling argument will be 
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MINIMUM REQUIRED INPUT STRUCTURES FROM STANDARD DATA STRUCTURES 
FOR MODULE: UNSCHEDULE 
Note: Minimum (i.e., relevant) portion of required input 
Standard Data Structures is shown. In all trees, any 






















































2.4.18.4 Module Output 
Upon completion of this module, the assignment portion of 
$RESOURCE will be altered based on the contents of $UNSCHEDULE. 
2.4.18.5 Functional Block Diagram 
Consider next job 
Consider next resource type 
Consider next resource name 
Locate assignments to be 
deleted based on intervals 
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2.4.18.6 Typical ~licadons 
This module will be used to negat.e assignments that: may haIJa 
be~n tried in the problem solution sequence or to update $RESOURCE 
if previous problem solutions were to be alter,ed. 





2.4.18.6 Typical Applications 
This module will be used to negate assignments that @ay have 
been tried in the problem solution sequence or to upd~te $RESOURCE 
if previous problem solutions. were to be altered. 
2.4.18.7 Detailed'Design 
The functional block diagram for this module is sufficiently 
detailed for use as a program flowchart. The module loops on job, 
resource type, and resource name as specified by the input tree 
$UNSCHEDULE. For each specified resource element, the assignment 
is located in the $RESOURCE tree and is pruned. If the resource to 
be unscheduled is not found in $RESOURCE a message to this effect 
and the resource description and interval are output. 








Identifier for each subnode of ASSIGNMENT 
node 
Identifier for each subnode of $NAME 
Identifier for each subnode of $TYPE 
Identifier for each subnode of RESOURCE 
node 
Identifier for each subnode of $UNSCHEDULE, 
this is the job to be unscheduled 
1 
.1 
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2.4.18.9 COMMENTED CODE 
• UNSCHEDULE: PROCEDURECSUNSCHEDULE,$RESOURCE) OPTIONSCEXTERNAL'I 
DICLARE SUNSCHEO:JOB,STYPE,SNAME,SnESCRIP;SlSSIGN LOCALI 
1* CONSIDER NEXT JOB, . 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SUNSCHEDULE USING SUNSCHED_JOBI 
1* CONSIDER NEXT RESOURCE TY~E. 
DO FOR ALL SUANODES OF SUN5CHEO~JOR.RESOURC£ USING STYPEI 
1* CONSIDER NEXT RESOURCE NAME. 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF ~TYPE USING SNAMEI 
1* LOCATE ASSIGNMFNTS TO BE ~ELETEO BASED 
1* ON INTERVALS ANDDESCRIPTTONS IN $UNSCHEDULE. 
DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES nF SNAME USING ·SOESCRIPI 
00 FOR ALL SUBNOOFS OF SRESOURCE •• (LABELCSTYPE), • 
• CLAAEL(SNAME;).ASSIGNMENT USING SASSIGN' 
1* PRUNE ASSIGNMENT ELEMENTS. 





THEN IF SOESCRrP.OESCRIPTOR IDENTICAL TO SASSIGN. 
DESCRIPTOR THEN PRUNE SASSIGNI 
EN'" 
ENOl 
1* HAVE ALL RESOURCE NAMES OF THIS TypE BEEN CONSIDERED? 
ENOl 
1* HAVE ALL RESOURCE TYPES OF THIS JOB BEEN CONSIDERED? 
ENOl 
1* HAVE ALL JOBS BEEN CONSIDF.RED? 
ENOl 
RETURNI 

























































2.4.19.1 Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of this module is to enumerate all compatible 
subsets of a given set when properties determining compatibility 
have the following frequently occurring structure. 
1) Each element of the set has a common set of quantitative 
properties. 
2) Each subset of the set has the same set of properties defined 
by certain composition rules on the corresponding properties 
of its elements. 
3) For a subset to be compatible, each of its properties is con-
strained to be either less than or greater than some limiting 
value. 
4) The composition rules are such that the constraint on any 
properties of any subset can only be tightened by adding 
another element to that subset. 
,For such sets and rules then, the compatibility set generator 
enumerates all of the ordered compatible subsets where the order 
is that of the input set. The enumeration is done in the ,lel[ico-
graphic order based upon the original input ordering. By making 
use of the fact that under the above property of composition rules 
any subset of a compatible subset must in turn be compatible, a 
recursive enumeration scheme can be devised that is far more 
efficient than examination of all ordered subsets or even the 








The algorithm should be able to handle sets of cardinality up 
to 100 Hith compatibility rules generating up to 10.000 compatible 
subsets of average cardinality 3. Execution time should be held 
to a minimum. 
2.4.19.2 Algorithm Description 
Hhen it is knmm that any subset of a compatible subset is in 
turn compatible, the entire collection of ordered compatible 
subsets can be efficiently enumerated recursively. Let~denote 
a sequential set of indices denoting the respective elements of 
some set "Those compatible subsets are to be generated. Let C n 
denote an arbitrary ordered compatibility subset of~ of cardin-
ality k. Let E denote the set of elements from 'it: ~vhich can be 
n 
augmented to C to form a new ordered compatibility set C of 
n p 
cardinality k+l. Symbolically 
E = { i, f.: c = C U {e}} 
n p n 
is a compatible subset and e is greater than any element in C n 
Next, let P. be the set of elements from~, which taken after ~, 
'" 
constitute an ordered compatible subset; that is 
p = {p' { .• p f is a compatible subset and p > Q,} 
Consider anv element e in E. Hhat elements " frornct are eligi-
- n 
ble for addition to the ordered set C = C U Ie} of cardinality p n 




















Clearly, :, must be both greater than e and compatible with it; 
that is v, is an element of P . Further, since any subset of a 
e 
compatible subset must be compatible C U U.} must be an ordered 
n 
compatible subset for any ;~ greater than e. Thus, to determine 
all the ordered,compatible subsets of cardinality k+2 that have 
the ordered compatible subset C of cardinality k+l as a sUDset, p 
it is only necessary to examine order subsets of the fOLm 
C U {Q.} where Q. is an element of the ordered set p 
B 
ne 
The notation S] denotes the ordered subset 'of the ordered set S 
s 
consisting of those elements that are strictly greater than s. 
By building an enumeration tree in which each node corresponds 
to an order-ed compatible subset all such,subsets can be constructed. 
The decendants of each node are precisely those derived from it by 
the addition of one element. Each set of nodes in the tree repre-
senting ordered compatible subsets of the same cardinality con-
stitutes a level. Thus, the tree can be built recursively level 
by level. 
The efficiency 01 this recursive enumeration over the straight-
forward process of examining all 2L subsets (L is the cardinality 
of;l) can be considered if the constraints are reasonably tight. 
In the extreme case of no compatible subsets, the recursive enum-
" eration would terminate after the examination of only L subsets 






2.4.19.3 Module Input 
1) Set~of sequential indices denoting set elements; 
2) Procedure for determining whether or not a giveq subset is 
compatible. 
2.4.19.4 Module Output 
1) Number M of ordered compatible subsets; 
2) Complete and nonredundant lexicographic list of ordered 
compatible subsets, {Cm}M m=l ; 
3) Cardinality K of largest compatible subset; 
4) Complete set of starting indices for classes of compatible 
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NOTES ON FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS 
1) Initial node definition: 
a) The first node in the tree corresponds to the null subset 
(trivial node) . 
b) Its descendants correspond to the compatible singleton 
subsets of ;;e. 
2) Branching rule: 
Let the compatible subset corresponding to the current node 
be C , and the subset corresponding to its antecendent be C p n 
Suppose {et is augmented to Cn to form Cp ; that is 
C = C U {e}. p n 





as previously defined. For each ~ element of B such that ne 
C = C U {e} is compatible, create a new descendant node for 
m p 
the current node. 
3) Current-node selection rule: 
Once branching is completed at a node, the next node selected 
is that corresponding to the next compatible subset of the 
same cardinality (the next node at the same level in the tree) . 
If no such node exists, that node corresponding to the first 
compatibility set of one greater cardinal·ity is selected; i.e., 
















2.4.19.6 Typical Applications 
Givan a set of payloads, determine all subsets whose elements 
can fly together on a single flight. Representative con-
straints would be 
1) Cargo composite weight can not exceed Shuttle capability; 
2) Cargo composite launch window must be at least 2 days wide; 
3) Cargo composite volume cannot exceed that of Shuttle cargo bay. 
2.4~19.7 Implementation Recommendations 
Not all of the enumeration tree or the corresponding compati-
ble subsets need be maintained in high-speed memory. 
2.4.19.8 References 
Walker, R. J., "An Enumerative Technique for a Class of Combina-
torial Problems," Chapter 7 in R. Bellman and M. Hall, Jr. (editors), 
Combinato1~al Analysis~ Proceedings of.Symposium on Applied Mathe-
matics, Volume 10, Page 91--94, American Mathematical Society, 





















2.4.19.9 Detailed Design 
This module builds an enumeration tree of compatible subsets of 
the original input set of elements subject to criteria input by the user. 
The allowable criteria are: 1) sum of descriptor values must be less 
than or equal to a maximum; 2) descriptor values must be less than or 
equal to a maximum; 3) descriptor values must be greater than or equal 
to a minimum; and 4) descriptor values must be equal to a value. The 
module steps through the input $SET testing each element against the 
criteria and if acceptable, then building compatible subsets of these 
elements. Then subsets are generated of greater cardinality and tested 
for compatibility. The output contains the indices of the elements of 
$SET which are elements of compatible subsets. The indices are 
output as labels of the nodes of $COMPATIBLE_SUBSET_TREE. 
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output, containing the compatible 
subsets 
tracks, index of $SET_ELEMENT within 
$SET 
input, describE!s the set of elements 
with descriptors which are to be 
examined for compatibility 
points at subnodes of $SET 
if equal to 0, elements are not compatible; 
if equal to 1, they are compatible 
contains a set of indices from INDEX OF 
SET ELEMENT 
if equal to 0, the sum has exceeded upper 
limit 
equivalent to $COMPATIBLE_SUBJECT_TREE 
the index of $CHILD 
points at subnodes of $FAMILY_HEAD 
equal to the index of $CHILD plus 1 
INDEX_OF_POSSIBLE_GRANDCHILD - temporary counter 
INDEX FIRST 
FJ),G 
the index of the $CHILD of $FAMILY_HEAD 
the index of the possible grandchild of 
$FAMILY __ HEAD 



































contains the indices of $CHILD as potential 
contains indices of $FAMILY~EAD 
defines the index of the node the current 
one came from 
value of $FAMILY_HEAD_INDEX subnode 
input describing the criteria on which 
$SET are to be evaluated 
points to subnodes of $COMPATIBILITY_ 
CRITERIA 
contains the indices of possible family 
heads 
equal to the value given by $FAMILY_HEAD 
sub INDEX OF POSSIBLE GRANDCHILD 
- - -
variable used to sum up the descriptor 
values 
points at subnodes of $INDICES_OF_SUBSET_ 
ELEMENTS 
points as subnodes of $COMPATIBILITY_ 
CRITERIA equals the upper limit of the sum 
on descriptor values allowed to be compatible 
equal to the value of $INDEX_OF_SUBSET_ 
ELEMENT, used as an index of $SET 
a pointer, containing the value of the 
lower bound set for compatibility by 
the user 
a pointer, containing the value of the upper 
bound set for compatibility by the user 
r ; 
! 
$EQUALITY_CONSTRAINT a pointer, containing the value of the 
equality constraint for compatibility as 
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2.4.19.11 COMMENTED CODE 
COMPATIBILITy_SET_GENERATORI PROCEDURE 
I- .j 
I- PURPOSE I _I 
I- GIVEN A SET OF ELEMENTS WITH DESCRIPTORS. ENUMERATE ALL 0; 
I. COMPATIBLE SUBSETS OF THE ORIGINAL SF.T. A SUBSET IS OETERMINEDoi 
I- TO 8E COMPATIBLE IF ITS ELEMENTS MEET THE FOLLOWING CRITERli: ~~ 
I- IJ!I 
I- • SUM OF DESCRIPTOR VALUES LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO A MAXIMU~ ~( 
I- EG. SUM OF ELEMENT WEIGHTS <. 200 
INPUT: 
• DESCRIPTOR VALUES LESS lHAN OR EQUAL TO A MAXIMUM 
EG. ELEMENT.LENGTH < 10 
• DESCRIPTOR VALUES GREATFR THAN OR EQUAL TO A MINIMUM 
FG. ELEMENT. POWER '< 2 
• DESCRIPTOR VALUES FQUAL TO A VALUE 
EG. ELEMENT.PREVIOUS:USAGE ~ 1 
SSET 
-





















WEIGHT e 50 
LENGTH - Ii> 
.. EXPE~IMENT:&8 
WEIGHT e' 1'" 



























































UPPERj' I M IT~ONj'ESCR I prOR_SUM 
DESCRIPTOR - VALUE 
DESCRIPTOR - VALUE 
ETC. 
DESCRlpTOR:VALUE_UPPER_LIMIT 
DESCRIPTOR - VALUE 
ETC. 
• DESCRIpTORtVALUE-lOWER_LIMIT 
DESCRIPTOR - VALUE 
ETC. 
DESCRIpTOR~VALUE_EQUALITY 
DESCRIPTOR - VALUE 
ETC. 
























DESCRIPTOp O~ EACH TYPE INCLUDED IN 
SCOMPATIBILITY_CRITERIA WILL NOT Sf CONSIDERED 
ELIGIBLE ~OR A COMPATIBLE SUBSET. ELEMENTS MAY 
HAVE OTHER DESCRIPTORS BUT WILL ON~Y RE TESTED 
THOSE INCLUDED IN SCOMPATIBILITY CRITERIA. 
I. OUTPUTI 
I. SCOMPATI8LE_SUBSET_TREE . 












































THE INDICES OF THE ELEMF.NTS OF SSET WHICH ARE ELEMENTS 
OF CO~PATI~LE SUBSFTS ARE OUTPUT AS LABELS OF THE NOOE~ 
OF SCOMPATIRLE_SU8~ET_TREE. EACH BRANCH CONTAINS THE 
"INDICES OF A COMPATIBLE SUBSET. 















THE TOP MOST BRANCH pEPRESENTS THE SUBSET 
( $5ET, SCOMPATIBILITY_CRITERIA. SCOMPATIBLE_SUBSET_TREF.) 
OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)l 












































































GENERATE FIRST LEVFL SUBNODES OF ••• -I 
SCOMPATIBLE_SUBSET:TREE AS INDICES OF COMPATIBLE .0* *1 
-... 
SUBSETS OF CARDINALITY 1 •• * .1 
..* .1 
PRUNE SCOMPATIBLE~SUBSET'~REE , 
,,: --INOEX_OF_SET-ELEMENT • 0 • 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SSET USING SSET_ELEMENT , 
INDEX:OF~SET_ELEMENT • INDEX_OF_SET_ELEMENT • 1 • 
CALL CHECK:ELEMENT_COMPATI~ILITY(SSET_ELEMENT' 
SCOMPATIBILITY_CRITERIA, 
COMPA'n8LE_ELEMENT _FL.AG; • 
IF COMPATIBLE~ELEMENT~'LAG s 1 
THEN DOl SINDICES_OF_SUBSET~ELe:MENTS(FIRST>. 
INDEX ,·OF ... SET _ELEMENT' 





IF COMPATIBLf:_SUBSET:'FLAG a: 1. 
THEN LA8EL(SCOMPAT~BLE_SUBSET_TREE(NEXT» 
s INDEX_OF_SET_ELEMENT • 
ENOl /** •• GENERATION OF FIRST LEVEL SUBNODES * •• / 
-I /* 
/* GENERATE SECOND LEVEL NODES OF $COMPATIBLE_SUBSET_TREE AS 
/**. COMPATIBLE SUBSETS OF CARDINALITY 2 (DOUBLETS) 
/* OOUBLET_PREVIOUSLY_CHECKED~FLAG a: 01 • 
DEFINe: SFAMILy_HEAD ASSCOMPATIBLE_SUBSET_TREE , 
INDEX~OF_CHILO • 0 , 
DO FOR ALL SUR~onES OF SFAMI~Y:'HEAD USING SCHILD , 
INDEX_OF~6HILO a: INQEX_OF~CHILD • 1 I 
INDEX_fIRST_POSSIBLE_~RANOCHILD = INDEX_Of .•. CHIL:D • 1 , 
DO INDEX._OF _POSSIBLE~:GRANOCHILD = 
INDEXrFIRST _POSSIRLE_GPANDCHIl.D TO NUMBER (sFAMIL Y -HEAD) , 







IF COMPATIBLE_DOUBLET~FLAG a: 1 
THEN 001 LARELCSCHILOCNEXT;) = 
LABEL CSFAMIL Y _HEAD <INDEX_OF_POSS IBLE_GRANDCthi '0) i • 
IF NUMBEpCSCHILD) = 1 
THEN SUNFXAMINEDPFAMILY_HEADS(NEXT) (FIRST). 
0I' -













I· I·· I·· I· 
END. 
ENOl 1**. GENERATE SECnND LEVEL NODES ***1 
GENERATE ALL NODES BELOW THE SECOND LEVEL BY SUCCESSIVELY 
EXAMINING FAMILY HEADS,GENERATING NEW ONES AS NECESSARY 












IF SUNEXAMINFD_FAMILY_HEADSCFIRST; IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
,THEN RETURN. , 




GIVEN THE INDICES OF THE FAMILY HEAD. GENERATES GRANDCHILDRFN ~t 
BY LOOKING FOR POSSIBLF DESCENDANTS OF EACH CHyLD ~t 
FIRST, TRACE THROUGH SCOMPATJBLE~SUBSET~TREE TO FIND THE 
FAMILY HEAD INDICATED RY SFAMILY-HEAD_tNOEX 
'f '\ ", PRUNE SINDICES_OFl!:POSSiBL.E_NEW_SUeSET , 
nEFINE SFAMILY_HEAD AS SCOMPATIBLE_SUBSET:TREE , 
DO I = 1 TO NUMBER(SFA~I~Y:HEiD_INDEX)' 
MEMBER_INDEX ~ SF~MILY~HEAD_INDEX(I) • 
DEFINE SFAMILY_HEAO AS 
SFAMILY_HF.AD(MF.MBER_INDEX) , 
SINDICES':"OF_POSSIBLE_~IEW_SUBSET(J) = LABELCSFAMILY_HEAD;, 




I.. SEARCH FOR DESCENDANTS QF EACH CHILD 
I· 
1* / •• * 
I· 
INDEX:OF_CH!LD • O' ' 
DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF SFAMILY~HEAD USING SCHILD. 
SINDICES~OF_POSSIBLE_NEW_~UBSET(NEXT) = LABEL(SCHILD) , 
INDEX_OF_CHILO = INDEX_OF~CHILD + 1 • 
INOEX_FIRST_POSSIBLE_r,RANDCHILO = INnEX_OF_CHILD + 1 , 
DO INOEX_OF_POSSIBLE_GRANOCHILD = 
INDEX:_FIRS'r:POSSIB~:E:GRANDCHILD TO NUMBER ($FAMIL Y_HEADi , 
INDEX_FIRST = LABEL(SCHJLD), , 
INDEX SECOND = 
LABEL(SFAMILY_HEAD(INDEX·OF_POSSIBLE_GRANDCHILD», 
CALL CHF.CK:DOUBLET~COMP~TIiILITYC INDEX_FIRSTfINOEX_SECnND; 
DOURLET PREVIOUSLY CHECKED FLAG. COMPATI8LE~DOUBLET=FLAG )' 
IF DOURLFT PASSES TEST, CHECK THE WHOLE SUBSET 



























THEN 00, SrNOICES_OF:POSSIB~E_NEW_5UBSET(NEXT) 
.LAREL($FAMILY~HEAD(INDEX_OF_POSSI8LE_GRANDCHILO)). 
CA~L CHECKfOESCRIPTOR_VALUE:SUMS 
( sSEi. SI~DICES_OF~POSSI8LE_NEW_SU8SET. 
SCO~PATIBILITY_CRITERTA' 
COMPATIBLE_SUSSET_FLAG) , 
,.* IF POSSIBLE GRANDCHILD HAS PASSED ALL TESTS. ADD HIM TO THE T~~E ., 
IF COMPATI~LE_SUBSET-FLAG • 1 





I~ NUMRER($CHILD) = 1 
THEN DOl $UNEXA~HNED_FAMILY_HEADS(NEXTi • 
SUNEXAMINED_FAMILY_HEADS(FIRST) , 
$UNEXAMINEO_FAMILY_HEADSCLAS+, 
(NEXT) -INDEX_Of_CHILO , 













IF DOUBLET HAS PREVIOUS,'y BEFN CHECKED, JUST LOOK UP THE 
RESULTS' OTHERWISE. TREAT DOUBLET AS UNCHECKED SUBSET OF 
CARDINALITY 2 
IF DOUBLET_PREVIOUSLY_CHfCKED:FlAG = 0 
THEN D0' 
PRUNE S!~DICES_OF_~UBSET:ELEMENTS , 
!i!NOICES_OF _SUBSET ... ELFMENTS (FIRST):I: INDEX_FIRSH 







COMPATIBLE_DOUBLFT:FLAG = 0; 
DO FOR ALI SUBNODE~ OF $COMPATIBLE_SlJBSET_TREF 
USING SCURRENT_EI,.EMENT; 
IF LABEL (SCURRENT ~ELE"'ENT) > INDEX_FIRST 
THEN RE'TURN. 
'" IF LAREL($CURRENT_ELEMENT) = INDE~_FIRST 



















IF LAAEL ($CURRENT_SECONO_ELEMENT) =INDEX~SFCO~IO 











CHECKS THE DESCRIPTOR VAj'UES OF AN ELEMENT AGAINST UPPER LIMTT,~~ 
LOWER LIMIT, AND EQUALITy CONSTRAINTS *1 
*1 (SSET:ELEMENT,SCOMPATIBIi'ITY~CRITERIA' COMPATIBLE_ELEMENT_FLAA) • 
COMPATIBLE ELEMENT_FLAG = l' 
**** CHECK DESCRIPTOpS CONSTRAINED TO BE EQUAL ft*** 
DO FOR ALL SUA NODES OF 
SCOMPATIBIlITY_CRITERIA.DESCRIPTOR_VALUE_EQUALITY 
U~ING SEQUALITY_CONSTRAINT , 
*1 
IF SSET_ElEMENT._LABEL(SEQUALITY_CONSTRAINT) IDENTICAL TO SNULi: 
, $SET_ElEMENT._LABEL($EQUALITy_CONSTRAINT)~= 
SEQUALITY_CONSTRAyNT 
.; THEN DO. COMPATIRLE_ELF.MENT!FLAG = 0 , 
RETURN' 
END, 
END, /. *2 / •• ** CHECK DESCRIPTORS CONSTRAINED BY UPPER LIMITS *** *1 
/. 
/* 
DO FOR ALL SUB NODES OF 
SCOMPATIBILITY_CRrTERIA.DESCRIPTOR~YALUE_UPPER~LIMIT 
U~ING $uppER_LIMIT' 
IF SSET_ELEMENT ._LABEL.(SUPPFR_~IMIT) IDENTICAL TO $NULi' 
, SSET ELEMENT._LABEl($UPPER LIMIT) ) SUPPER_LIMIT 






**** CHECK DESCRIPTORS CONSTRAINED BY LOWER LIMITS DO FOR ALL SUB NODES OF 
$COMPATIBIlITY_CRITERIA.DESCRIPTOR·YALUE_LOWER·LIMIT 
USING SLOWER:lIMIT, - -
IF SSET_ElEMENT.-LA8EL(SlOWER_~IMIT) IDENTICAL To 
, SSET_ELEMENT._LABEl(SLOWER_LIMIT) < SLOWER_LIMIT 














DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF 
"". ... . !CnMPATIBIL I T'nkCRITERI A. UPPER_L IMI T_ON_DESCRIPTOR_SUM 
USING SSUM_UPPER_LIMIT , 
IF !SET_ELEMENT~.LABEL(!SUM_UPPER_LIMIT) 
IDENTICAL TO 5NULL 






1* CHECKS UPPFR LIMIT CONSTRAINTS ON DESCRIPTOR VALUE SUMS ~I 
1* *1 ( 5SET. SINDICES_OF_SUBSFT:ELEMENTS.~eOMPATIBILITY_CRITERIA. 
~OMPATIRLE_SUBSET-fLAG ) , 
COMPATIBLE_SUBSET~FLAG • 1 , 
DO FOR ALL SUANOOES OF 
$COMPATIBILITY~CRITERIA.UPPER_LIMIT_ON_OESCRIPTOR· suM 
USING SSUM_UPPER~LIMIT , -
DESCRIPTOR_SUM. 0, 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SINDICE~~F_SUBSET_ELEMENTS 
USING ~INDEX_OF~SUBSET_ELEMENT' 
INDEK • SINOEX_OF_SUBSET_EL~MENT , 
DESCRIPTOR_SUM = DFSCRIPTO~~SUM . 
+ iSET(INDEK)._LAREL(SSUM_UPPER_LIMIT) , 
END' .. 
IF DESCRIPTOR_SUM ) S~UM_UPPER~LIMIT 
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2.4.20 FEASIBLE PARTITION GENERATOR 
2.4.20.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given a partition of the positive integer N containing precisely 
H feasible parts taken from the set j( = {I, 2, ... K} each element k 
of which has a specified maximum numer of repetitions r k , generate 
the next such feasible partition in decreasing lexicographic order. 
On the initial call to the module the highest lexicographically 
ranking partition is generated. On the subsequent call after the 
lowest lexicographically ranking feasible partition is' generated, 
a flag is returned indicating that the set of feasible partitions 
has been exhausted. 
The intended use of the module is to establish sets of feasi-
ble cardinalities for the partitioning subsets of the "Set Par-
titioning" problem. Since for scheduling it is desirable to 
have all parts of the partition approximately equal those of 
highest lexicographic rank are considered first. 
For large N and small K, there are considerably fe~"er feasi-
ble partitions than unrestricted ones. For example, suppose N=25 , 
M=IO, and K=4. Suppose the repetition limits are 120, 40, 10, 3 
I 
1 
for the parls 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Then there are more 





only 17 feasible partitions. Clearly, then, some procedure is 
necessary to eliminate the infeasible partitions if partition 
analysis is to expedite the solution of the set partitioning prob-
L'i ~ : , ~~.-- -_.- 2.4.20-1 ! 
-- .___ ...J 
r J I 
.J: 
-- ~- ----." 
---l -~-.~ 
2.4.20.2 Algorithm Description 
The generation of the next lower lexicographic-ranking par-
tition of the positive integer N containing precisely M feasible 
parts taken from the first k positive integers, each Hith its 
respective repetition limit r k , is best done recursively. Three 
key ideas are involved. First, the highest lexicographically 
ranking unrestricted partition of. any positive integer involving M 
parts can be found using the "division algorithm" on the ring 
of integers. Thus, there exists a unique integer q called the 
quotient, and r called the remainder such that 
[1] N = Mq + rand 0 ~. r < q. 
[2] 
The highest lexicographically ranking unrestricted M-part parti-
tion of N is then 
q, ..•. ,q , q+ 1 , .... ,q+ 1 
-.-'-~ 
H-r parts r parts 
Note that this partition has at most one break part. A part of a 
partition is called a break part when it is strictly larger than 
its preceding part. Partitions are arranged in increasing order 
of their parts. 
The second basic concept is that the next lOHer ranking un-
restricted M part partition N can alHays be obtained from its 
predecessor by the folloHing four-step procedure: 
1) Select the least significant break part (£), excluding the 



















2) If part t has the value 1, no more partitions exist; there-
fore exit the procedure. (Note that only the first part can 
become a break part while it is one. When the first part is 
the least significant break part and it has the value unity, 
the set of M-part partitions of N have been exhausted.) 
3) Decrement part 2 by one. 
4) Replace the final M-l paits of the preceding partition by the 
highest lexicograpt,ically ranking M-Q. part partition of N 
less the first £ parts. 
The final fundamental idea is that upper bounds must be placed 
on the respective partition parts to eliminate infeasible parti-
tions. 
A reasonably tight bound on each part can be derived from the 
set of available parts and their respective repetition limits. 
Define the M-term sequence s. inductively as 
J 
s 
m K K 
for M-~ r k ", m ' 1-1 - ~ r k 
k=l k=Hl 
th Clearly s is an upper bound on the m part of any feasible parti-
m. 
tion. Although the respecti~e parts of a partition could fall 
below these upper'bounds and the partition still be infeasible 
because a given part is repeated too many times, this situation 
is unlikely in practical set partitioning problems because r k de-
creases exponentially with k so that only r K is binding. 






r J f 
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l 
unrestricted M part partitions of N to a procedure for generating 
feasible partitions in terms of the above upper bounds is direct. 
Only the following three steps need be added to the pr.ocedure 
outlined earlier. 
5) If none of the final £+1 parts exceeds its upper bound then 
exit the procedure with d€!sired feasible partition. 
6) If there is a break part more significant than .Q" ,reset !l, 
to the index of the next most significant part and return to 
step 2. 
7) No more feasible partitions exist; therefore, exit the pro-
cedure. 
2.4.20.3 Module Input 
1) Positive integer, N, to be partitioned 
2) Number, M, of parts (not necessarily distinct) required in 
each partition 
3) Largest part, K, permissible 
'""' 
4) Set {rkh~l of maxi~um number of repetitions for. each per-
miss i l>le 
5) Flag indicating that current call is the initial one and that 
the first feasible partition must be generated 
2.4.20.4 Module Output 
1) Next partition, {qm} m~l; in decr'flasing lexicographic order. 
The parts of a given partition are orde~~ed in the monotonic 
nondecreasing order of their indices. 





2.4.20.5 Functional Block Diagram 






Choose largest break 
part index, t (a part 
is a break part if it 
is strictly greater 
than its predecessQr 
part. 1 is always a 
break part) 
Decrement .Hh 




M-.R, term partition of . 
portion of N remaining 
after first ~ parts 
are deducted. Use 
this subpartition as 








of N having 









Li: . . ,&.. 
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index than Q. 
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Yes 
I Reset 2 to 
l. 
___ n_e_x_t_S.,...m_a_l_l_e_r __ -l break part index 
~ 
1 b d 
th .. tle upper oun on m part~t~on part 
[3] of the Algorithm Description) 
highest lexicographically ranking partition 







2.4.20.6 Typical Application 
Suppose N payloads are to be ±lown in M flights and that the 
compatible payload sets are given. Let the cardinality of the 
largest compatible payload set be K. Let r k be the number of 
compatible payload sets of cardinality k. Then the FEASIBLE_ 
PARTITION_GENERATOR module will generate one at a time and in 
decreasing lexicographic order all of the feasible ordered se-
quences of payload cardinalities. The most desirable ordered 
sequences or partititions from a scheduling point of view are 
those whose elements are approximately equal. This i.s true be-
cause statistically speaking each compatible payload set will be 
equally readily scheduled, that is some sets will not be made 
easy at the expense of making others difficult to schedule. The 
partitions resulting in the most nearl:, equal payload cardinalities 
are those of the highest lexicographic rank. Hence, the module 
begins with these so that a schedulable combination of compatible 
payload sets will be found as early as possible in the enumera-
tion process. 
2.4.20.7 References 
Lehmer, Derrick H., "The Machine Tools of Combinatorics," Chapter 
1, Edwin Beckenback (ed), Applied Combinatorial Mathematics, John 
Wiley and Sons, New York, 1964. 
Riordan, john, An Introduction to Combinatorial Analysis, John 










2.4.20.8 DETAILED DESIGN 
This module partitions a positive integer into a specified number 
of parts which can take on the values of 1, 2, 3 ••. LARGEST_PART, 
obeying constraints on the maximum number of repeti.tion1l! allowable for 
each value. 
If a partition is input to the module, the next feasible partition 
of lower rank is returned. If no partition is input to the module and 
the INITIAL_PASS_FLAG is set, the feasible partition of highest rank 
is returned. If a partition is input and no feasib le lower rank pari tion 
exists, the NO_LOWER_RANK_PARTITION_FLAG is set. Thus, the entire set 










2.4.20.9 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DEFINITIONS 
LARGEST PART input, largest value any part may take; 
defaults to INTEGER~FOR_PARTITIONING minus 
NUMBER OF PPATS plus 1 
INTEGER_FOR_PARTITIONING - input, positive integer to be partitioned 
NUMBER OF PARTS input, number of parts into which the integer 
is to be partitioned 
$MAXIMUM_REPETITIONS $MAXlMUM_REPETITIONS(I) = the maximum number 
of times a part of value I may appear in a 
feasible partition. If $MAXIMUM_REPETITIONS 
does not have a value input for e~~h I from 1 
to LARGEST_PART, $MAXlMUM_REPETITIONS (I) is 
NO_LOWER_RANK_PARTITIONS_ - output, equal to 1 if no feasible partition 
FLAG of lower rank than the input partition exists 
INIT IAL_PASS_F LAG liequal to 1 then the highest rank feasible 
INDEX OF PART 
$ INTEGER_PARTITION 
partition will be generated 
if equal to 0, the next highest rank feasible 
partition counting down from input $INTEGER_ 
PARTITION will be generated 
an index which varies from 1 to NUMBER OF PARTS 
an output, $INTEGER~PARTITION(I) equal to the 
Ith part of the next lower rank feasible 
partition ordered from lowest valued part 
to highest. If there is no lower rank partition, 










NUMBER OF REMAINING 
- - -
PARTS 







an output, $LARGEST_FEASIBLE_PART(I) is an 
upper bound on the value of $INTEGER_PARTITION 
(I). It is computed on the initial pass of 
FEASIBLE_PARTITION_GENERATOR based on LARGEST_ 
PART and $MAXIMUM_REPETITIONS and used for all 
subsequent passes. It is only output so that 
it will not be destroyed when leaving the 
module and require recomputing on each subse-
quest pass 
contains the index of $INTEGER_PARTITION 
which is the next break part. 
equal to the starting pOint from which the 
module counts backward in $INTEGER_PARTITION 
to find the next break part 
equal to 1 plus the magnitude of the partition 
contained in $INTEGE~PARTITION 
points at subnodes of $INTEGER_PARTITION 
equal to the value in $MAGNITUDE_OF_PART 
the difference between INTEGER_FOR_PARTITIONING 
and the portion already partitioned 
the difference between NUMBER OF pARTS and 
INDEX OF BREAK PART 
- - -
equivalent to $LOCA~PARTITION, equal to the 
number of elements to be partitioned per part 
equal to the difference between the number 
of parts and the maximum number of repetitions 


















an index, decremented from LARGEST PART to I 
ratio of number to be partitioned to the number 
of parts 
equal to the number to ~e partitioned 
equal to the number of parts 
the remainder as a result of calculating 
INTEGER_QUOTIENT 
equal to the value of INTEGER_QUOTIENT plus I 
r l "'.--.~ .. --
2.4.20.10 COMMENTED CODE 
/-
/. PURPOSEI f!t. f!! 
f!{ 
-I 
/- PARTITION A PoSITIVE INTFGER INTO A SPECIFIED NUMBER OF PARTS 
/- WHICH CAN TAKE ON THE VALUES 1.2,3 •••• LARGEST_PART, OBEYING 
/- CONSTRAINTS ON THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF REPETITIONS ALLOWAB~E FO~ 























IF A PARTITION IS INPUT TO THF MODULE, THE NEXT FEASIBLE *1 
PARTITION OF LOWF.R RANK WILL RE RETURNEO • .i 
IF NO PARTITION IS. INPUT TO THE MODUj'E AND THE INITIAL_PASS_FfAG*1 
IS SET. THE F~ASIBLE PARTITION OF HIGHEST RANK IS RETURNED. *1 
IF A PARTITION IS INPUT ~NO NO FEASIBLE LOWER RANK PARTITION .i 
EXISTS. THE NO-LOWER-RANK_PARTITION_FLAG IS SET. f!{ 
THUS, THE ENTIRE ~ET OF FEASIRLE pARTITIONS CAN BE SUCCESSIVEi'Y *1 
ENUMERATED. ~~ 
NOTE: RANK IS DETERMINED BV THE MAGNITUDE OF THE LOWEST VALUEn 
PART n~ THE PARTITrON. TIES BROKEN RY THE MAGNITUDE OF 
THE SECOND LOWEST VALUEn PART ETC. 
THE PARTITIONS OF THE 
FROM HIGH TO LOW ARF: 






INTO 3 PARTS RANKED 
OF REPtTITIONS) 
f!1 


























INTEGER_FOR PARTITIONING. POSITIVE INTEGER TO BE PARTITIONED ~! 
NUMBER_OF_PARTS - NUMRER OF PARTS INTO WHICH THE INTEGER IS Tn _I 
BE PARTITIONED ~I 
LARGEST PART - LARGEST VALUE ANY PART MAY TAKE f!! 
- DEFAULTS TO INTEGER-'OR~PARTITIONING - *1 
(NUMBER_OF_PARTS - 1) *1 
SMAXIMUM_REPETITIONS - $MAXIMUM~REPITITIONS(I) = THE MAXIMUM ~( 
NUMBER OF TIMES A PART OF VALUE I M~~ *1 
APPEAR IN A FEASIBLE PARTITION. .i 
IF $MAXIMUM:REPETITIONS DoEs NOT HAVF A~! 
VALUE INPUT FOR EACH I FROM 1 TO *1 
LARGFST:pART, $MAXIMUM_REPETITIONS(Ii f!1 
IS SFT TO NUMBER_OF_PARTS. *1 
INITIAL_PASS_FLAa - .1 HIGHFST RANK FEASIBLE P~RTITION WILL BE.i 
GENERATED ~{ 
=0 NEXT HIGHEST RANK FEASIBLE PARTITION ~I 
COUNTING DOWN FROM INPUT *1 
$INTFGERLpARTITInN WILL BE GENERATEO *1 
$INTEGER_PARTITION - $I~TEGER_PARTITION(I) IS THE I TH PART _I OF A P~RTITION FROM WHICH THE NEXT LOWFST.i 
RANK FfASIBLE PARTITION WILL SE GENERATED*/ 
IF INITIAL~PASS_FLAG = o. .j 
2.4.20-12 
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---~.-- --- ~-- ----- -------, 
THE PARTS of SINTEGER_PARTITION MUST RF 
ORDERED FROM LOW TO HrGH, LOWEST VALUE 
PART. SINTEGER':"PARTITIONCl,. 






































~t SINTEGER_PARTtTION - SINTEGER~PARTITION(I) - I TH PART OF TH~ *1 
NEXT LOWER RANK FEASIBLE PARTITION OROERFD ~! 
FROM LOWFST VALUED PART TO HIGHEST. */ 
IF THERE IS NO LOWER RANK PARTITION' A *1 
NULL TREE IS RETURNED. .i 
NO_LOWER_RANK:PARTITIONS~FLAG -1 NO FEASI8LE PARTITION OF LOWER.I 
RANK THAN THE INPUT PARTITION ./ 
EXISTS ., 
SLARGEST_FEASIBLE~PART - ~LARGFST'FEASIBLE~PART(I) IS AN UPPER ., 
~OUND ON-THE VALUE OF .; 
~INTEGER~PARTITION(I). 
1T IS COMPUTED ON THE INITIAL PASS OF 
f.EASIAL~:PARTITION~GENERATOR BASED ON 
lARGEST~PART AND SMAXIMUM_REPETITIONS 
ANn USED FOR ALL SUBSEQUENT PASSES. IT 
TS ONLY OuTPUT SO THAT IT WILL NOT BE 
nfSTROYED WHEN LEAVING THE MODULE ANO 
REQUIRE RECOMPUTING ON EACH SU8SEQUENT 
PASS. 
(INTEGER_FOR_PARTITtONING'NUMBER_Oe~PARTS ,LARGEST_PART, , 
SMAXIMUM_REPETtTIONS,INITYAL_PASS_FLAG,SINTEGER_PARTITION. 
NO_LOWER_RANK_PARTITIONS_FLA6, SLARGEST _.FEASIBLE_~ART , 
OPTIONSCEXTERNAL" 
DECLARE INDEX_OF' RREA~_PART, I, NUMBER_OF_PARTS_MINUS_1, 
INDEX_STARTER, $NUMBF.R_OF_REPETITIONS, INDEX_OF-PARr; 





· . ,~ 
FILL IN DEFAULTS ON LARGEST_PART AND SMAXIMUM_REPETITIONS *1 
· ~ 
*1 
IF LARGEST_PART < 1 
THEN LARGEST_PART z~INTF.GER_FOR~PARTITIONING - (NUM8ER_OF_PARTS~1', 
DO I = 1 TO LARGEST_PART , 
IF SMAXIMUM_REPETITIONS(I) = •• 
THEN SMAXIMUM:REPFTITIONSCI' = NUMBER:OF_PARTS , 
ENOl 
NUt.1BER_0f'_PARTS:MINUS_1 z ~!UMBER~OF~PARTS - 1 , 
NO-lOWER_RANK_PARTtTIONS_FI.AG = 0 , 
If THIS IS NOT THE INITIAL PA~S, BEGIN ORDINARY SEQUENCE, 
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If" INITIAL_PASS~.FLAG • 0" _ 
THEN CALL NEXT_BREAK_PART~STARTING~FROM(NUMBER_OF_PARTS_MINUS~l) • 
ELSE DO, 
CALL fE~SIBLE_PART:UPPER:80UNO I 
IF NO_LOWER_RANKtpART!TIONs_FLAG • 1 
THEN RETURN' . 
CALL HIGHEST-RAN~_PARTITION ( INTEGER_FOR_PARTITIONINA' 
NUMRER_OF_PARTS. 
SINTEGER_PARTITION) I 






NO_LOWER_RANK~PARTITIONS_FLAG • 1. 
RETURN' 




IF SINTEGER_PARTITION(INOEX_O"~RREAK-PART) = 1 
THEN D0' 
/-
PRUNE SINTEGER-PARTITION , 
NO_LOWER_RANK_PARTTTIONS_FLAG • 1 , 
RETURN' 
END' 
CALL PARTITION_AT_KNOWN_8RFAK_PART I 
C"ECK_PART:UPPER~89UNDSI 
00 I • INDEX_OF_BREAK_PART • 1 TO NUMBER_OF_PARTS, 
IF SINTEGER_PARTITION(I; > SLARGEST_FEASIBLE_PARTe!) 
THEN DOl 
END' 
. INDEX_STARTER I: INOEX_OF~8REAK_PART- 1 I 
CALL NEXT_BREAK[PART:STAiTI~G_FROM(INDEX_sTARTER), 
GO TO TRY_ANOTHFR:PAPTITION , 
END' 
I -/- ~I 
CMECK_REPETITION_LIMITS: 
DO I = 1 TO LARGEST PART , 
SNUMBER_OF_REPETITIONS(Y) = 0 , 
END' 
DO FOR ALL sURNODES OF SINTEGEp·PARTITION USING $MAGNITUOE-OF:PARTI 
.. . -II' INDEX ·OF_REPETITION I: SMAGNITIJDE OF_PART, 
. - : ".-SNUMBER_OF_REPETITIONS(INDEX_OF_REPETITION) I: 














CALL NEXT BREAK~PART~STARTING FROM 
- -' - (NUM9ER_OF_PARTS_MINUS'1) • 





NEXT_BREAK_PART_STARTING_FROM" PROCEDURE (lNDEX_ST'IRTER)' 
1* FINDS TH~ NEXT BREAK PART. STARTING AT INDEX_STARTER AND */ 




INDEX_OF~BREAt<-PART • 1 , 
DO I a INDEX STARTER TO 2 RY ~l , 
IF SINTEGER~PARTITION(T) > $INTEGER~PARTITION(I-l) 









DECLARE IPORTION:'ALREAOyr:PARTt T IONED. NUMBER_OF _REMA INING-PART~' 
IREMAINOER_TO_BEEpARTTTIONED.SPARTITION_AFTER~BREAK:'PART 
LOCAL , 
SINTEGER:PARTITION(INDEX_OF_BREAK PART) • SINTEGER:'P~RTITION UNOEX_OF~BREAK_PART> .. 1 , 
IPORTI'ON_ALREADY_PARTITIONF.O • 0 , 
DO 1 :: 1 TO !NOEX_OF_BREAK~.\PART , 
IPORTtON_ALREADY_PARTITIONED = IPORTION_ALREADY_PARTITIONED 
+ SINTEGER_PARTIT!ON(I), 
ENOl 
IREMAINDER_TO:'BE_PARTITIONEO = INTEGER_FOR_PARTITIONING 
. " - IPORTION_ALREADY _PARTITIONED' 





CALL HIGHEST_PANK_PARTITION « IREMAINOER_TO~BE~PARTITIONED. 
~IUMBER_OF _REMAINTNG_PARTS, 
SPAPTITION_AFTER..BREAK_PART) , 
00 I = 1 TO NUM8ER':"OF_REMAiNING_PARrS , 
$INTEGER_PARTIT!ON (INDEXt::)OF ... BREAK~PART • I) 

















DECLARE INOEX_UpPER, INOEX_LOWER. IPART_VALUE LOCAL • 
INDEX_UPPER z NUMBER_OF_PA~TS • INQEX_LO~ER • NUMBER_OF_PA~TS _~MAXIMUM_REPETITIONS(LARGEST_PART).j. 
DO IPART_VALUE = LARGEST~PART TO 1 BY -1 , 
IF INDEX_LOWER < 1 THEN INDEX_LOWER. 1 ; 
DO I ~ INDEX~LOWER TO INnEX_UPPER ; 
SLARGEST_FEASIRLE_PART(I) = IPART_VALUE • 
END' 
IF INPEX_LOWER • 1 THEN RETURN , 
INDEXTUPPER • INDEX_LOWER - 1 , . 
INDEX_LOWER. INOEX_LOWEp - $~AXIMUM_REPETITIONS(IPART_VALUE ~l) , 
IF IPART_VALUE • 1 
THEN IF INDEX_LOWER > 1 





/* FEASIBLE_PART_UPPER':eOUND */ 
HIGHEST:RANK_PARTITION: PROCEDUR~ (LOCAL_INTEGER.LOCAL_NUMRER_OF_PARTS,$LOCAL_PARTITION) , 
DECLARE LOCAL' 






INTEGER_REMAINDER z LOCAL_INTEGER 
_ i~OCAL:'NUMBER_OF _PARTS * INTEGER_QUOTIFNT' 
DO 1=1 TO LOCAL:NUMBER_OF_PARTS- INTEGER_REMAINDER' 
SLOCAL_PARTITION(I) = INTEGER!QUOTIENT , 
ENOl 
IF INTEGER_RE~AINDER > 0 
THEN DOl .. INTEGER:QUOTIENT_pi.:us_J = INTEGER_QUOTIENT + 1 , 
DO 1 • LOCAL_NUMBE~_OF:5PARrS .. INTEGER_REMAINDER + 1 
TO LOCAL:"'NUMB~R_OF_PARTS • 
SLOCAL_PARTITION«I) = INTEGER_QUOTtENT_PLUS_l • 
END. 
ENOl 
END' 1* HIGHEST_RANK~PARTITIPN *1 
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2.4.21 PROJECT DECOMPOSER 
2.4.21.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module will identify all subprojects contained within a 
specified project. Frequently these subprojects, which are some-
times apparent to the scheduler, are difficult to recognize in the 
complete network. Identification of the subprojects can signif-
icantly reduce the computational effort required to schedule the 
entire"project by enabling some of the scheduling analysis to be 
done separately for each subproject. For this reason the follow-
ing analytical procedure is proposed for their detection. 
2.4.21.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.21.3 Module Input 












2.4.21.4 Module Output' 
Tree defining the unique subproject decomposition $JOBSET 
Subproject identifier (user supplied label) 
Member activity or event identifer 







2.4.21.5 Functional Description 
In order to construct an algorithm for identifying "subprojects" 
this term must be precisely defined. A subproject is a subnetwork 
containing all the predecessors and successors of its member ac-
tivities. (These, of course, do not include the events START and 
FINISH.) Recall that a netl.;7ork for scheduling purp"ses is a set 






predecessor and successor relationships represented by branches. 
Clearly, then, each activity, i, in a network belongs to a unique 
subproject Q. that can be generated inductively as follows: 
1. 
1) Initialize sets n a,nd ;f. to the singleton {i} 
2) 112 +- u 'P . u sf. \oJher":! 'P . 
J J J 
andA8. are the predecessor and 
J 
js~ 
successor sets of activity j, respectively 
3) ;;e +7I!-7l!n Wu {A,;}] 
4) If;;t = t go to 5; othenoJiselt +-11. Uf.and go to 2 
5) The subproj ect Q. is simply the set of activities, 1l., along 
1. 
with the events START and FINISH together with their respec-
tive predecessor relations. 
Every project can then be decomposed into a unique set of sub-
projects. To do so, pick an arbitrary activity or event in the 
proj ect other than start or fi"tish, and generate t11e unique sub-
project of which it is a member by the procedure outlined above. 
If this subproj ect does not exhaust the netvlOrk, select any other 
activity or event other than start of finish not contained in 
the subprobject and generate its subproject. If this process is 
continued, the set of subnet\oJorks will eventually exhaust the 
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Place all activities and 
~--~ events except start and 
finish into the unclassified 
$JOBSET 
Place first job of 
unclassIfied $JOBSET 
~ into augmenting set 
and subproject $JOBSET 
Load implied $JOBSET 
with predecessors and 
successors of elements 
in augmenting set 
Replace augmenting set ldth 
those elements of implied 
$JOBSET except start and 
finish which are not already 
in current subproject $JOBSET 
No 
Place current completed 
subproject in subproject 
output tree 
[-Delete elements subproject from job list in current unclassified 
Add augmenting set 
to current subproject 
$JOBSET 
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2.4.21.7 Typical Applications 
In order to effectively manage large projects, it is neces-
sary to identify any independent subprojects they may contain. 
"Independent" here means that the activities in one subproject 
have no predecessors or puccessors in any other subproject. Such 
subprojects can then be analyzed separately as far as precedence 
calcuations are concerned. They are tied together only by a 
common start and finish date and any resource requirements they 
may share. Being smaller and more. logically concise, their cri-
tical path analysis proceeds quickly. Hence, the critical path 
calculations for the complete projects can be performed much more 
quickly by analyzing each of its subprojects independently. 
Although the scheduler can frequently decompose small projects 
into subprojects by simply categorizing the activities by function, 
this analysis for large projects is at best tedious and at worst 
unsuccessful. This module provides a simple and efficient auto-
mated procedure for decomposing large precedence networks. 
2.4.21.8 References 
Burman, P. J.: P'l'ecedence l1eworks for Project Planning and Con-










"2.4.21.9 Detailed Design 
Since this module will identify subprojects of a specified project, 
it is essential that the project to be decomposed ii the first (or only) 
suhnode of the input tree, $JOBSET. All activities and events (jobs) 
of the project must be subnodes of this first subnode of $JOBSET. The 
module Btarts by placing all activities and events of the project except 
START and FINISH into an unclassified set. As each job is grouped into a 
subproject, is is removed from the unclassified set, completion of the 
decomposition is signaled when the unclassified set is emptied. The 
first job is selected from the unclassified set and placed in the current 
subproject. Predecessors and successor of this job are identified and 
added to the current subproject. This process is repeated until no new 
predecessors, or successors are found and u subproject is completed. 
Then the next remaining unclassified job is selected and the process re-
peated, until the unclassified set is emptied. The functional block 
diagram serves as the f1mv chart for this module. 
2.4.21.lC Interval Variable and Tree Name Definitions 
$ADD Identifier for each subnode of $AUG}!ENT when funding 
$ AUG HE NT 
$ CURRENT 
$ CURRENT _ NAHE 
2.4.21-6 
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predecessors and successors 
Tree containing jobs for which predecessors and successors 
are identified 
Tree containing jobs identified as belonging to the current 
subproject 
Single level tree containing only the names of jobs in 









$ IMPLIED Single level tree containing names of predecessors and 
successors of jobs in $AUGMENT 
$JOB Identifier for each subnode of $AUGMENT when augmenting 
current subproject 








Identifier of each subnode of $IMPLIED 
Tree to which identified subprojects are appended 
Identifier for each subnode of predecessors 
Identifier for each subnode of $CURRENT_NAME 
Identifier for each subnode of successors 
Tree consisting of jobs not associated with any 
subproject 
2.4.21.11 Modifications to Functional Specification and/or Standard 
Data Structures Assumed 
The project to be decomposed must be the first (or only) subnode of 
the input tree $JOBSET. If more than one project is included in $JOBSET, 
repeated cal.Is to this module must be made to decompose each project. 
With each call, only the first project under $JOBSET will be decomposed. 
Since this module expects both predecessors and successors to be named, 
the module PREDECESSOR SET INVERTER should be called prior to the first 














1* PROJECT_DECOMPOSER IDFNTIFIES THE INDEPENDENT SUBPROJECTS ~I 
I. THAT ARE CONTAINEO WITHIN A LARGE PROJECT. BY INDEPENDENT. *1 
I. WE MEAN THAT NO ~CTIVITY IN nNE SUBPROJECT HAS PREDECESSORS ~! 
1* OR SUCCESSORS IN ANY OTHFR SURPROJECT. ~~ 
1* *1 
1* ALL ACTIVITIES AND,EVF.NTS OF THE PROJECT TO BE DECOMPOSED ~I 
1* MUST BE SUBNOOES OF THE FIRST SUBNODE OF THE INPUT SJOBSET. ~~ 
I. THE OUTPUT SUBPROJECTS ApE RETURNED AS THE FIRST 'N' SUBNOOES *1 
I. of SJOBSET. WHERE 'N' IS THE NUMBER OF SUBPROJECTS IDENTIFIEn~ ~~ 
1* ANY OTHER PROJECTS WILL FOLLOW THESE N SUBNODES. IF ANY OF *1 
I. THE OTHER PPOJECTS ARE Tn BE DECOMPOSED. IT MUST BE MOVED TO ~! 
1* THE POSITION of THE FIRST SUBNODE AND THIS MODULE CALLED AGAi~. ~! 
I· *1 
DfCLARE SCURRENT.SIMPLIED'~AUAMENT,$UNCLASSIFIEO~SCURRENT_NAME LOCAL, 
DECLARE SJOB,SJOR_ID,'PREO,SSlICC9$JOR:NAME,SADD.SREMOVE,SOUTPUT, 
SNETWORK.SDECOMPOSEO_NETWORK,STEMP_PREO.STEMP_SUCC LOCAL' 
I. THE MODULE STARTS BY PLACING ALL ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS IN ~~ 
1* A SET TO BE EXAMINED, Aj'L ACTIVITIES OR EvENTS WILL HAVE BEEN ~I 
1* PLACEO IN SUBNETwoRKS ANn CONTROL WILL BE ~ETURN~D TO THE *1 
I. CALLING PROGRAM WHEN THIs sET HAS BEEN EMPTIED, *1 
DO FOR ALL SUBNOOiS OF SNETWORK USiNG $JOB_ID' 
IF (LABELCSJOB_ID) coSTART" LABELCSJOB_ID) ='FINISH')THENI 
ELSE SUNCLASSIFIEDCNEXT) C SJOS:ID; 
END' 
POINT _A I 
IF iUNCLASSIFIEn IDENTICAL To $NULL THEN DO' 
IF SNETWORK.sTART IDENTICAL To SNULL THEN. 
ELSE GRAFT INSFRT 'NETWORK,START BEFORE SOUTPUTCFIRST), 
IF SNETWORK.FINISH IDENTICAL Tn $NULL THEN' 
ELSE GRAFT INSERT ~NETWORK.FINYSH BEfORE SOUTPUTCNEXT)I 
LABELCSOUTPUT)=LARELCSNET~ORKj, 
PRUNE SNETWORK, 




ELSE PRUNE SCURRENTC 
I. START A CURRENT SUAPROJECT SET AND AN AUGMENTING SET WITH 
1* THE FIRST OF THE SET TO ~E EXAMINED. 
~CURRENTCNEXT) a SUNCLASSIFIEDCFIRST), 
SAUGMENTCNE~T) c SUNCLASSI~IED(FIRST" 
SCURRENT_NAME(NEXT) • LA8EL($UN~LASSIFIEDCFIRST»' 
POINT _8 I 
1* FINO ALL UNIQUE PREDECESSOPS AND SUCCESSORS OF ACTIVITIES 
1* AND EVENTS IN THE AUGMENTING SET, 
DO FOR ALL SUR NODES OF $AUAMf.NT USING $JOe, 






IF SPRED ELEMENT OF SIMPLIEO THENI 
ELSE SIMPLIEO(NEXT) • SPRFO' 
ENiH 
00 FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF ,JOB.TEMPoRAL_RELATION.SUCCESSOR USING 
SSUCCI 
IF SSUCC ELEMENT OF §IMPLIED TH~NI 
ELSE SIMPLIED(NEXT) • $§UeCI 
ENO' 
END' 
I· REPLACE THE AUGMENTINr, SET WITH THE PREDECESSORS AND 
I· SUCCESSORS JUST FOUNO WHICH ARE NEITHER START NOR FINISH. 
I. NOR WITHIN THE CURRENT SUBPROJECT SET. 
PRUNE SAUGMENTI 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SIMPLIEO USING SJOB_NAME' 
IF (SJOB_NAME .'START" SJOB:NAME •• FINISH')THEN' 
ELSE IF SJOB_NAME ELEMENT OF SCURRENT_NAME THEN' 
ENOl 
ELSE $AUGMENT(NEXT) • SUNCLASSIFIED.#(SJOB_NAME)I 
PRUNE SIMPLIEOI 
I· IF THE AUGMENTING SET IS NOT EMPTY, ADO IT TO THE CURRENT *1 
1* SUBPROJECT SET AND RETURN TO FIND MORE PREDECESSORS AND ~t 
I. SUCCESSORS. *1 
IF SAUGMENT ~ IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN DOl 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SAUGMENT USING SADD' 
SCURRENT(NEXT) = SADn. 
SCURRENT_NAME(NEXT' • LABEL(SADD)I 
END' 
GO TO POINT_EU 
END' 
I· IF THE AUGMENTING SET IS EMPTY, A SUBPROJECT HAS BEEN *1 
1* IDENTIFIED ANO IT IS THEN PLACED IN THE OUTPUT TREE. ALL ~t 
1* ACTIVITIES ANn EVENTS OF THIs SUBPROJECT ARE REMOVED FROM THE *1 
1* SET TO BE EX~MINEO, AND THE PROCESS REPEATED UNTIL THE SET To .i 
1* BE EXAMINED HAS BEEN EMPTIED. *1 
ELSE GRAFT SCURRENT AT ,OUTPUT(NEXT'I 
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2.4.22.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given a technologically ordered set of activities and 
respective predecessor sets, this module eliminates any 
redundant predecessors. A predecessor is saId to be redun-
dant if it.is not an immediate predecessor; that is, there 
is at 1e~st one intervening activity between the predecessor 
and its successor. As an example, suppose activity A is a 
predecessor of activity B, and B is a predecessor of activity 
C. Then A is a redundant predecessor of C, while A and B 
are immediate predecessors of Band C, respectively. 
Expressing a project in terms of a collection of nonre-
dundant predecessor.s serves two useful purpose: (1) it 
expedites considerably critical path calculations; (2) its 
facilities comprehension of the precedence relations by 
representing the project in terms of the most logically con-
cise precedence network possible. 
2.4.22.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.22.3 Module Inpu~ 









2.4.22.4 Module OutPl!t. 
Network definition $,J()BSET technologically ordered" exclud-
ing redundant predecessors. 
2.4.22.5 Functional Description 
The most efficient redundant predessor elimination algorithm 
is a two-phase recursive procedure based on a technologically 
ordered job set. 
The first, or forward phase, recursively augments the predecessor 
sets to introduce maximum redundancy beginning with the predecessor 
set of the first element in the technologically ordered job set. 
The second, or reverse phase, recursively decrements the maximally 
redundant predecessor sets to secure minimum redundancy beginning 
with the predecessor set of the last element in the technologically 
ordered job set. The major difficulty with this or any other 
algorithm designed to eliminate redundant predecessors is the 
excessive storage requirements. For a job set containing n ac-
tivities up to n2 /2 memory cells can be required to store the 
intermediate maximally redundant predecessors. 
i 
. 2.4.22-2 









Pick next unexamined 
element, i, in technologically 
ordered job set proceeding 
backward 
Pick next unconsidered 
element, j, in predecessor 
set of i 
Remove those elements from 
predecessor set of i that 
are in predecessor set of j 
Pick next unexamined 
element, i, in technologically 
ordered job set proceeding 
forward 
Pick next unconsidered 
element, j, in predecessor 
set of i 
Augment predecessor 
set of i by predecessor 
set of j 
ORIGINAl.; PAGE IS 
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2.4.22.7 Typical Qrpli~~tion 
The module can be applied wherever the most logically concise 
precedence network representation of a project is desired. This 
includes critical path calculation, automated heuristic schedul-
ing, and manual precedenc~ relation analysis. 
2.4.22.8 References 
Huth, John F. and Gerald L. Thompson: inuustY'ial. S(]heduUng~ 











2,4.22.9 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagram provides the flowchart for this 
module. The module takes each job element, i, of a given subnet in 
turn, and examines each predecessor, j, of the element. It augments 
the predecessor set of i with the.predecessor set of j. When all job 
elements have been examined, the maximally redundant predecessor set 
has been formed. Next each job element, i, of the subnet is examined, 
but in reverse order. Each predecessor, j, of the element i is exam-
ined. If a predecessor of j is found as a predecessor of i, it is 
pruned from the predecessor set of i. 
2.4.22.10 Internal Variable and Tree Name Definitions 
$PRECESSOR Pointer first subnode of PRECESSOR node 
$SET Temporary tree storage for predecessor names 
of job element under consideration 
2.4.22.11 Modifications to Functional Sepcifications and/or Standard 
Data Structures Assumed 
Since only a single subnode of $JOBSET is examined with each call 














RrDUNDANT _PREDECESSOR_CHECKER'i PROCEDURE ($SU8NET) 
OPTIONSCEXTERNAL). 
DECLARE SSET, ,SAVE, SPREDECESSOR LOCAL; 
1* FOREWORD PASS Tn CREATE MAXIMA~~Y REDUNDANT PREDECESSOR SET 
1* PICK NEXT UNEXAMINED ELEMFNT. I. IN TECHNOLOGICALLY ORDERED 
1* JOB SET PROCEDIN6 FORWARD 
00 I • 1 TO NUMBER(SSURNET) , 
1* PICK NEXT UNCONSIOERED ELFMENT. J. IN PREDECESSOR SET OF I 
DO J= 1 TO NUMBER(SSURNET(I).TE~PORAL_RELATION.PREOECESSOR) • 
1* AUGMENT pREDECESSOR SET OF I BY PREDECESSOR SET OF J 




~ELEMENT OF ~SUBNETfI).TfMPORAL_RELATION.PREDECESSOR 






I. BACKWARD PASS To CRFATE MINIMALLY R~DUNDANT PREDECESSOR SET 
/* PICK NEXT UNEXAMINED ELEMFNT. I. IN TECHNOLOGICALLY ORDERED 
I. JOB SET pROCEDING RACKWARO 
DO I = NUMBER(SSUBNET; TO 1 Bv -I • 
PRUNE SSETI ' 
1* PICK NEXT UNCONSIDERED ~LEMENT. J. IN PREDECESSOR SET OF I 
DO J = 1 TO NUM8ERc,SUBNETCI).TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREDECESSOR) • 
/. REMOVE THOSE ELEMENTS FROM PREOECESSOR SET of I THAT ARE IN 
1* PREDECESSOR SET OF J 
DO K = 1 TO NUMRERCSSUBNET.~(SSUBNET(I).TEMPORAL_RELATION 
.PREDECESSOR(Ji).TEMPORAL_RELAT~ON.PREDECESSOR) • 
IF SSURNET.NCSSURNEfC!).TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREDECESSORCJii 
eTEMPORAL_RFLATION.PREDECESSORCK) ELEMENT OF SSUBNETCIi 
.TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREDECESSOR ~ SSUBNET.N(SSURNET(I) 
.TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREDECEssOR(J».TEMPORAL_RELATION 
.PREOECe:SSOR(K) ~ ELEMENT OF $SET 










IF SSUANET(1).TEMPORAL_RELAT!ON.PREDECESSOR ~ IDENTICAL TO ~NULi: 
2.4.22-6 
















DEFINE SPREDECESSOR AS ~SUBNET(I).rE~PORAL_RELATION. 
PReD~CESSOR(FtRST)' 
END , 
DO WHILE (S~REDECE~SOR ~ IDENTICAL TO SNULL.' 
IF SPREDECESSOR ELEMENT OF ISET 
THEN PRUNE SPR,EDECESSORI 
ELSE AOVANCE $PREDECESSOR' 
r;ND' 
END' 























2.4.23.1 ~ose and Scope 
This module will calculate the critical path data for a proj-
ect network. The variables computed are: (1) early-start, late-
start, early-finish, and late-finish of each activity; (2) early 
occurrence and late oc-currence of each event; and (3) total slack 
and free slaek of each activity and event. 
A projecL that is defined by a collection of activities and 
events, their precedenee constn1ints, and their durat.ions mllst 
ml'ct several other requ i.rcments to bl:' amendable to critical path 
analysis: 
1) It must consist of a j'[nU,· ctlllection of well-defined activ-
iLies and events (With no unspecified alternatives) which. 
when camplet ed, mark the end of the proj ec t. 
2) The activities may be started and stopped independently of 
eaeh other with in a given sequence. This requ irement pre-
eludes the analySiS of continllOus flow processes. 
3) The predecessor relationships among Lhe activities fH1d eventA 
must not contain cycles; that is there can be no predecessor 
chains impl.ying that a job precedes itself. Thus a project 
is nonrepetitive. It is essentjally a one-time effort such 
as a R&D task or a construction project. 
2.4.23.2 Modules Called 









2.4.23.3 Module Input 















Critical Path Output Data ($JOBSET) 
$JOBSET 
(SUBN:ET ID) 




(VALUE) (VALUE) (VALUE) (VALUE) (VALUE) (VALUE) 













2.4.23.5 Functional Description 
Critical path analysis is a powerful but simple technique 
for analyzing, planning, scheduling, and controlling complex proj-
ects. In essence, the method provides a means of determining (1) 
which activities are "critical" in their effe.ct upon total proj-
ect duration, and (2) how to-schedule all ~ctivities to meet mile-
stone dates. 
Critical path analysis is based on the simple concept of pre-
decessor/successor relationships between the activities and events 
defining the project network. A brief introduction to these fun-
damental scheduling concepts is presented below. 
Let ~ = {i,j ,k, •.• } be a set of activities and events that 
must be completed to finish a project. Let the symbol "«" denote 
the basic iw~ediate predecessor relation. Thus the notation i«j 
is interpretated to mean that activity i must be completed before 
activity j can start. If s, denotes the start of activity j and 
J 
f, denotes the finish of activity i, then the relationship i«j 
~ 
is equivalent to the standard inequality s,>f .• The set p. = J- ~ ~ 
{j:j«i} is said to be the immediate predecessor set of activity 
or event i. Similarly the set,~, = {j:i«j}, denotes the im-
~ 
mediate successor set of the activity or event i. 
A directed graph (network) is a useful topological representa-
tion of a project, and can provide valuable insight into many 
scheduling problems. A summary of predecessor/successor relation-
ships in terms of their network representation is given in 
Table 2.4.23-1. More general temporal relationships can be easily 


















TabZe 2.4.23-1 Basic Precedence ReZationship 
Network Representation Mathematical Representation 
i« j, s.> f., P. = {i},.df. ={j} J- 1.. ] ,1. 
i« k," j « k, sk~max { f i ) fj } 
,~ ={ k} =.tdj Pk = { i,j} 
k « i, k « j, si? fk , s j ~ fk 
Pi = Pj = { k} , ~k= {i,j} 
Suppose now that every activity in the project is started as 
soon as possible, that is, as soon as all of its predecessors 
are finished, It is then possible to calculate the early start 
of each activity as 
and the early finish of activity i is clearly 
fe 
= se + d iii 
where d. is the duration of the ith activity (d. = 0 for events). 
1. 1. 
Similarly, the late finish for activity i is given by 
f~ = min {s~} 
. EJ. J J i, 





For any activity, the quantity 
Si s~ - se = f£ - fe ~ iii 
is defined to be the total slack. The set of critical activities 
is then the subset of activities having minimum-total slack. 
Another useful variable is free slack, Sf. Free slack is 
defined as the amount by which an activity may be delayed with-
out affecting any other activity. It is computed as 
f _ {e fe} Si = m~n Sj - i 
j <:.,8, 
~ 
The logic for the coordination of these calculations into 



















2.4.23.6 Functional Block Diagram 
Order activity and event 
set according to the 
precedence relations 
(Call ORDER_BY_PREDECESSO~ 
Select next (proceeding forward) 
activity or event from the 
technologically ordered set 
Compute early start 
and early finish,of 


























activities or events 
uncomputed late 
start and finish 
in technologically 
ordered set 
Select next (proceeding backward) 
activity or event from the 
technologically ordered set. 
Compute late finish 
and late start of 
next activity or event. 
Compute total and free 
















2.4.23.7 T~ical A~plication 
This module is used to compute the basic critical-path data 
under the direction of executive procedures such as the CRITICAL_ 
PATH PROCESSOR. The results are useful in manual and automatic 
heuristic scheduling as well as in project control. 
2.4.23.8 Implementati~n Copsiderations 
This module plays a fundamental role in any project manage-
ment system. As a consequence, every effort should be made to 
ensure the computational efficiency of the algorithm. For example, 
it may well prove worthwhile to code the algorithm in assembly 
language to optimize execution efficiency. Further it may be ad-
vantageous to distinguish between activities and events by some 
other technique than merely noting the durations in the $JOBSET 
data structure. In general, the outline of the procedure presented 
here is U.tended only to specify the desired results of the module. 
Any modification to the suggested implementation that produces 
the same results more efficiently is to be preferred. Finally, 
it may be desirable to split the module into three submodules. 
The first would perform the forward pass calculations of early 
start and finish. The second would execute the backward pass 
computations of late start and finish. The third would carry out 
the slack calculations~ 
2.4.23.9 Refe~en£e 
Kelley, J. E., Jr.: Critical Path Scheduling: Mathematical Basis3 
Operations Research, Volume 9, 1961. 
Muth, John F. and Gera~d L. Thompson: Industrial Scheduli~g, 








2.4.23.10 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagrs.!'l provides the flowchart for this module. 
The individual activities and events (jobs) of the input subnetwork should 
be ordered according to precedence relations. This is accQmplished by 
calling the module ORDER BY PREDECESSORS. Each activity ·or event in the 
ordered subnetwork is considered in turn and its early start and early 
finish times are calculated. The early start time of a job is equal to 
the latest early finish time of its predecessors. When early start and 
finish times have been determined, the activities and events in the ordered 
subnetwork are considered in their reverse order. Late start and finish 
times are then determined. The late finish time of a job is equal to the 
earliest start time of its successors. Also determined for each job are 
free and total slack. Free slack is the difference between the early 
finish of a job and the earliest start time of its successors. Total slack 
is the difference between the late start time and the early start time of 
the job. 






maximum of a set of values, returned from 
module FIND MAX 
minimum of a set of values, returned from 
tree formed with values representing free slack 
for each successor of a job. Actual free slack 






$SUBNET The input subnet work after it has been techno-
logically ordered by a call to ORDE~BY_PREDE-
CESSORS 
$INDICES Output of modules FIND_MAX and FIND_MIN 
not used in this module 
$PRED Temporary single node tree, having only a label 
equal to the name of a predecessor of the job 
under consideration 
$SUCC Temporary single node tree, having only a label 
equal to the name of a successor of the job 
under consideration 
Temporary tree containing values of early fin-
ish times of the predecessors of the job under 
consideration 
$TEMP_SUCC Temporary tree containing values of late start 
times of the successors of the job under consi-
deration 
2.4.23.12 Modifications to Functional Specifications and/or Standard 
Data Structures 
Since only a single subnode of $JOBSET is considered with each 
call to this module, the subnode is identified as $UNORDERED_SUBNET 
through the parameter list. Additional first level subnodes of a job 
element (second level of $SUBNET, third level of $JOBSET) are added as 
shown in the module output structure. These subnodes are START (early 
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2.4.23.13 Commented Code 
CRITICAL-PATH_CALCULATOR. PROCEDURECSUNORDERED:"SUBNET,SORDERED_SURNET; 
. OPTIONSCEXTERNAL). 
DICLARE I.J,VAL_MAX,VAL_MIN,SPRED"SUCC LOCAL' 
DECLARE STEMP_PRED,STEMP_SUCC;SFREF.SDURArION,sINDICES,$SURNET LOCAL ,_ 
/. ORDER ACTIVITY AND EVENT ~ET ACCORDING TO PRECEDENCE RELATIONS ., 
CALL ORDER:BY_PREDECESSORSCSUNORDEREDwSUBNET,SSUBNET). . 
/. SELECT NEXT (PROCEEDING FnRWARn) ACTIVITY OR EVENT FROM THE 
/. TECHNOLOGICALLY ORDERED SET 
DO I • 1 TO NUMBERCSSUBNET). 
/. COMPUTE EARLY START AND EARLY FINISH OF CURRENT ACTIVITY OR EVENT ., 
PRUNE STEMP_PREDI 
00 J • 1 TO NUMBERCSSUBNETCJi.TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREDECESSORi, 
.SPRED. SSUBNETCI).TEMPnRAL~RELATION.PREDECESS~R(J)' 
STEMP_PRED(NEXT; • SSUBNET._CSPRED).FINISH.EARLY' 
END' 
VAL_MAX = 0.1 
IF STEMP_PRED IDENTICAL TO SNUL~ THEN' 
ELSE CALL FIND_MAX(STEMP_PRED,SINDICES,VAL_MAX)I 
/. IS CURRENT ACTIVITY OR EVFNT AN EVENT WHOSE EARLY OCCURRENCE 
/. TIME IS SPECIFIEO? 
IF SSUBNET(I;.START.E~RLY = tt 
THENI 
ELSE IF VAL_MAX < SSUBNET(y).START.EARLY 
THEN VAL_MAX • SSUBNETCI).START.EARLY, 
ELSE. 
SSUBNETCI).START.EARLY = VAL'MAX' 
SSUBNET(I).FINISH.EARLY • VAL:MAX • SSUBNETCI).DURATIONI 
/. ARE THERE ANY ACTIVITIES nR EVFNTS WITH UNCOMPUTED EARLY START 
/. AND FINISH OATES IN TECHNOLOGICALLY ORDERED SET? 
END' 
/. SELECT NEXT (PROCEEDING 
/. TEC~NOLOGICALLY ORDERED 
DO I =- NUMBER (SSUBNET; TO 1 
/. COMPUTE LATE 'INISH AND 
PRUNE STEMP'SUCC, 
BACKWARD) ACTIVITY OR EVENT FROM THE 
SF.'T 
B.y -1' 
LATE START OF CURRENT ACTIVITY OR EVENT 
00 J_= 1 TO NUMBERCSSUBNET(Ji.TEMPO~AL_RELATION.SUCCESSORi' 
SSUCC. SSUBNETCI).TEMPnRAL_RELATION.SUCCESSOR(J). . 
STEMP_SUCC(NEXT; • SSUBNET._(SS0CC).START.LATEI 





/. IS CURRENT ACTIVITY OR EVFNT AN EVENT WHOSE LATE OCCURRENCE TI~E ~t 
/* IS SPECIFIED? ., 
IF STEMP_SUCC IOENTICAL TO SNULL 
2.4.23-12 
Rev C 
THEN IF SSUBNETCI).FyNISH.LATE = tt 




IF C SSUBNET(I;.FyNISH.LATE = 't , VAL_MIN < SSUBNETCYi. 
r 
" ( 1 
1 
FINISH.LATE ) 
THEN SSUBNET(I;.FINlSH.LATE = VAL_MINI 
ELSE. 
ENOl 
SSUBNETCI).START.LATE = SSUBNET(I).FINISH.LATE - SSURNETC!). 
DURATION' 
00 J • 1 TO NUMBER(SSU8NET(I).TEMPORAL_RELATION.SUCCESSORia 
$SUCC. SSUBNETCI,.TEMPnRAL:RELATION.SUCCESSORCJ)I 
SFREE(J) • SSUBNET.N(SSUCCt.START.EARLY - ~SUBNET(I). 
FINISH.EftRLV, 
END. 
/* COMPUTE TOTAL AND FREE SLaCK FOR CURRENT ACTIVITY 
IF SSUCC • ,,'THEN SFREE(FJRSTj = 0, 
. . ~ . 
CALL FIND_MIN(SFREE.SINDICES,VAL_MIN). 
SSUBNET(I).SLACK.FREE = VAL_MTN' 
SSUBNET(I).SLACK.TOTAL = SSUBNET(Ii.START.LATE - SSUBNET(Ii.START. 
EARLY' 
/* ARE THERE ANY ACTIVITIES oR EVF.NTS WITH UNCOMPUTED LATE START 
1* AND FINISH DATES IN TECHNOLOGICALLY ORDERED SET? 
END' 
SORDERED_SUBNET = ,SURNET' 








































2.4.24 PREUECESSOR SET INVERTER 
- -
2.4.24.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given a set of activities and their respec,tive predecessor 
sets, this module will form the respective successor sets. This 
inversion process, is necessary for critical pa'th computation. The 
project scheduling system assumes throughout t;.hat stating precedence 
relations in terms of predecessor sets is more natural than ex-
pressing them as successor sets. For this reason the user is asked 
to define all subnetwork topology in terms of predl3c'::i.3sor sets in 
the input data structure $JOSSET. 





2.4.24.3 Module Input 
Network definition ($JOBSET)- The substructures of the tree 











2.4.24.4 Module Output 
Redundant network definition ($JOBSET) - The substructures of 
the tree beginning at the nodes labeled SUCCESSORS are complete 
















2.4.24.5 Functional Description 
The logic of the inversion process from predecessor sets is 
simple and direct. Each activity in the j0b set is considered 
in turn. Whenever a given activity is found in the predecessor 
set of another, the latter is included in the successor set of 
the former. When all of the predecessor sets of all of the jobs 
have been examined, the collection of successor sets is complete. 
















Pick next activity, j, 
in job set. 
predecessor 
set of j 
been 
Pick next activity, k, in 
predecessor set of j. 
Place j in successor 










2.4.24.7 Typical Application 
The module can be applied wherever successor sets rather than 
user input predecessor sets are required. This includes the mod-
ules CRITICAL PATH CALCULATOR. 
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2.4.24.8 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagralfi provides the flow chart for this 
module. The module loops on subnet - i.e., job name, and predecessors. 
For each predecessor job, the name of the current job is inserted as a 
successor. 
2.4.24.9 Internal Variable and Tree Names 
- Identifier for each subnode of $SUBNET 
- Identifier for each subnode of $JOBSET 
~ Identifier for each subnode of PREDECESSOR node 
2.4.24.10 Modifications to Functional Specifications, and/or Standard 





D!CLARE SSUBNET,$JOB_IO,$TEMP~PREO LOCAL' 
00 FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SJOaSEr USING SSUBNET' 
DO FOR ALL SURNODES OF SSURNET USING SJOB_ID' 
DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF $JOB~IO .. TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREOECESSOR 
USING STEMP_PREO' . 
IF LABEL (SJOB_IO; ... ELEMFNT OF SSUBNET." (STEMP_PRED). 
TEMPORAL_RELATION.SUCCFSSOR THEN 









































2.4.25 NETWORK CONDENSER 
2.4.25.1 Purpose and Scope 
Condensing a network is the process of eli~inating activities 
from the network leaving only events, as nodes, linked by delays, 
as branches. These delays are simply the maximum sum of activity 
durations along any path lead~ng directly from one event to an-
other. Condensation is useful in two contexts: (1) integrating 
subnetworks into master networks and (2) summarizing networks for 
management review. This module will perform such a condensation 
on a specified network. 
The condensed event node network can be defined precisely in 
terms of the original network from which it is derived. The con-
densed network contains, as nodes, precisely those nodes that 
were events in the original network. A pair of nodes is linked 
by a branch wherever there is possible path in the original net-
~l7ork between the respective events, which does not contain any 
other event. A critical delay, defined to be the longest path 
in the original network between the two events and passing through 















The availability of this critical delay figure between any 
two connected events fac ilitates the merging of subnetworks into 
a master network. This i.ntegration facility is essential for any 
prac,tical multilevel project analysis. The condensed version of 
any two networks having interfaces events can be merge~ together 
into a composite condensed networK as follows. For each pair of 
interface 'nodes, which are linkf:d in both condensed subnetworks, 
replace the critical delay on the resulting branch in the condensed 
composite network by the maximum of the respective values for the 
subnetworks. All other branches and critical dealys in either 
of the two condensed subnetworks are simply transcribed into the 
composite condensed network. 
The critical path data can then be readily calculated from 
the composite condensed network. Each of the branches is treated 
as an activity with a duration equal to its critical delay. The 
early and late occurrence dates and the free and total float of' 
each event can then be computed in the usual manner. Once critical 
path data for the events in the master condensed network have been 
calculated, they can be substituted back into the original sub-
networks to determine the corresponding data for the original 
• 
activities. 
Thus, the condensation and merging processes make it possible 
to logically segment a project into tractable subnetworks of suc-
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lllstter what its size, can be viewed as one comprehensible sum-
marized network. Without this capability network analysis would 
be of little value to project scheduling. 
The purpose of this module is then to convert a network, spec-
ified in terms of a jobset with its corresponding family of pre-' 
decessor sets and durations, into a condensed network defined by 
its event and pseudo-activity set with its corresponding collection 
of predecessor sets and durations. 







2.4.25.3 Module Input 













2.4.25.4 Module Output 







2.4.25.5 Functional Descri£tion 
The problem of finding the critical delay between any pair 
of events is simply that of finding the longest directed path be-
tween two nodes in a network not passing through any third node. 
£ecause the critical delays between all directly connected events 
are desired, the following approach suggests itself. Consider 
each event in turn. Step by step, examine all possible paths 
that terminate at the current event under analysis. All branches 
of any path must be investigated and for this reason a "pushdown" 
stack is useful in recalling wnich alternatives remain unexamined. 














an event or merges with some other path of greater length. Since 
the topology of the condensed networks are specified in terms of 
precedence sets rather than successor sets, it is convenient to 
proceed along the activity paths in reverse order to activity 
performance. 
The macrologic of the module requires a few further words of 
explanation. First, when an event is transferred f,tom the input 
tree $JOBSET to the output tree $CONDENSED_JOBSET, its predeces-
sors 'are omitted and its duration is maintained at zero. Second, 
when candidate early start and finish times are computed, the 
calculations are performed as though the activities and events 
proceeded backward in time. This point of view is adopted to 
avoid the costly process of inverting the predecessor sets to 
obtain successor sets. Finally, the details of inserting a 
pseudo-activity into the output tree $CONDENSED_JOBSET are des-
cribed. If pseudo-activity 1 represents a critical delay orig-
inating at event i and terminating at event j, then the pseudo-
activity should be listed as a predecessor of event j and event 
i should be listed as a predecessor of pseudo-activity £. The 
duration of the pseudo-activity is simply the critical delay be-
tween events i and j (that is, the early start of event i computed 
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2.4.25.6 ~tional Block Diagram 





"finish" r:irne of 
all activities and 
as current event 
for analysis. 
i, 
stack of activities ,,',,_ .. ' ------..., 
Place activity k 





of activity k by 
candidate value 
to event 1. 
Save current top 
element of stack. 
No Remove 
~---~~ top element 
Pick next predecessor 
activit.y, k. 
Compute candidate "early finish". 
time for activity k as "early 
start" of top element of stack 








Pick next element 
of discovered event 
record j 
Add activity ~ to $CONDENSED JOBSET 
with duration equal to "early finish" 
of event j 
Make j the predecessor of ~ 
Add ~ to predecessor net of 







2.4.25.7 Typical Application 
Network condensation has two basic applications. The first 
and ml)st important is to facilitate integration of subnetworks 
into master networks. Condensed subnetworks. with complex inter-
facing events can be merged into a simple composite condensed 
network equivalent to the complete composite network for critical 
path calculations concernin~ events. The condensed composite 
network is substantially smaller in terms of node and branch 
counts m~king critical path analysis feasible in high-speed mem-
ory. The complete composite network, on the other hand, is fre-
quently too large to permit analysis without the use of slower 
mass storage. Furthermore, the relati~e execution times of small 
and large networks are such that critical path data can be gen-
erated more rapidly by treating a condensed master network and 
using the resulting event early occurrence times to solve the 
complete subnetworks than by directly solving the complete master 
network. 
The second use of network condensation is in summarizing a 
complex network for top-level review. The webs of jobs connect-
ing milestone events are replaced by simple sets of pseudo-jobs--
one for each direct path between any two events. Thus, the crit-
icality of the respective events as well as their interdependence 
is made more transparent. 
2.4.25.8 References 
Burman, p. J., Preoedence Networks for Project Planning and Con-




2.4.25.9 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagram provides the flow chart for this 
module. The module first examines each job element to determine 
whether the element is an activity or an event. An event has a dur-
at ion of zero. Each event of the subnetwork is placed in the tree 
$CONDENSED_JOBSET, without transferring its predecessors. The early 
"finish" times of all activities and events are initialized to zero. 
The next event, i, is selected from $CONDENSED_JOBSET for analysis 
and its label is placed in the stack. Each predecessor of event i 
is used to call the recursive procedure, CHECK_DURA, in order to de-
velap the critical delay to this event. The duration of the prede-
cessor is added to the early "finish" of the event, aXl.d this value 
is compared with the early "finish" of the predecessor. If the cal-
culated early "finish" time is greater than that of the predecessor, 
it replaces that of the predecessor. If the predecessor is an event 
(duration equal to zero) it is added to the stack of discovered 
events, otherwise, it is added to the stack to be examined. If the 
current predecessor has predecessors, each in turn is used to call 
the recursive procedure. ,,zhen the stack to be examined is finally 
emptied, i.e. all jobs have been examined, the substructure of 
$CONDENSED_JOBSET is completed. 









of the correct predecessor 
in CHECK_DURA, to Simplify 
early finish of event under 
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Identifier for each subnode of $SUBNET 
Identifier for each subnode of $CONDENSED_ 
SUBNET 
Counter. used as the lapel for the identi-
fied delays 
Identifier for each subnode of $DISCOVERED_ 
EVENT 
Identifier for each subnode of the PREDECES-
SOR node 
Name of the ev'ents predecessor used in the 
recursive procedure CHECK_DURA 
Name of current event under examination 
List of jobs to be examined 
2.4.25.11 Modification to,_Functional Specifications and/or Standard 
Data Structures Assumed 
Since only one subnetwork is used to call this module, $SUBNET 
is the name used in the parameter list of the module. In order to 
maintain unique labels for the identified delays, the counter, L, is 





L ' . , -~1. 
) -- ---,\-- --- ---- ----------- ----------------~-~-II 
2.4.25.12 Commented Code 
NiTWORK_CONDENSER. PROCEDURE (L,SSUBNET,SCONDENSED_SU8NET) 
I OPTIONSCEXTERNAL) , 
DECLARE L'SJOB'SJOR_NAME,SSTAr.K,SSAVE~ELEMENT,SPRED LOCAL' 
DECLARE SDISCOVER£D_EVENT LOCALa -
1* TRANSFER EACH EVENT IN SJ~BSET TO SCONDENSED_JOeSET WITHOUT 
1* TRANSFERRING PREDECESSORS 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SSUBNEr USING SJOB' 
If SJOB.DURATION IDfNTICAL TO $NUL~ 







ELSE SJOB,DURATION -_SJoe.JoBfuINTERVAL.END - SJOR. 
JOB_INTERVAL.START, 
ELSE' 
IF SJOB.DURATION • 0 THEN 001 
LABELCSCONDENSED~SUBNET(NEXT;) = LABELCSJOB), 
SCONDENSED_SUBNETCLAST>.DURATION = SJOB.DURATION4 
END' 
ELSE' 
~~D:OR ALL SUBNODES OF SCONDENSED~SUBNET USING SJOB_NAME' 
1* INITIALIZE EARLY FINISH TIMES OF ALL JOBS TO ZERO 
00 FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SSURNET USING SJoe, 
SJOB.EARLY_FINISH = 0, 
END' 
PRUNE iDISCOVERED_EVENT' 
INSERT LABEL (SJOB_NAME) BEFORE SSTACK(FIRST)' 




1* PICK NEXT PREDECESSOR ACTIVITY, K *1 
DO FOR ALL SUBNoDES OF SSURNET.'I(SST,ACK(FIRST).TEMPORAL_RELATynN. 
PREDECESSOR USING SPRED' 
1* COMPUTE CANDIDATE 'EARLY FINISH' TIME FOR ACTIVITY, K 
CALL CHECK_DURA (SPREO), *1 
CHECK_DURAl PROCEOVREC$PR~D:NAM~) RE~URSIVEI ~ 
DECLARE DURA, EARLY~FINISH.$NEXT_EYENT,SPRED_NAME,STEMP_PRED LO~AL. 
DURA = SSUBNET.NCSPRED-NAMF).DURATIONI 
EARLY_FINISH = $SUBNET.NCS~TACK(fIRST».EARLY_fINISH • DURA, 
1* IS CANDIDATE 'EARLY FINISH' TIME GREATER THAN CURRENT 'EARLV 
1* ~INISH' TIME FOR ACTIVITy K? 
IF EARLV_fINISH > SSUBNET.NCSPRFD:NAME).EARLY_fINISH 
THEN DOl 
1* REPLACE CURRENT .E~RLY FINISH' TIME Of ACTIVITY K BY CANDIDATe: 
SSUBNET.N(SPRED_NAME;.EARLV_FINISH = EARLY_fINISH' 
1* IS K AN EVENT? -
2.4.25-12 
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1* ADO K TO DISCOVERED EVENT RECORD 
THEN IF SPRED_NAMF NOT ELEMENT OF SDISCOVERED_EVENT 
THEN DO, " SDISCOVERED~EVE!NT (NEXT) -= SPRED_NAME' 




INSERT SPRED_NAME BEFORE SSTACK(FIRST) , 






1* REMOVE TOP ELEMENT FROM STicK 
PRUNE sSTACK(FIRST) , 
IF SSTACK IDENTICal To SNUlL 
*1 




THEN DO FOR ALL" SUBNODEs OF SDISCOVERED_EVENT USYNr, 
SNEXT_EVFNT' 
1* ADD ACTIVITv L TO $CONDEN~En_JOBSET WITH DURATION EQUAL TO 
1* 'EARLY FINISH' OF EVENT J . 
LABEL(SCONDFNSED:SUBNETCNEXT» ~ L' 
SCONOENSED_SURNET(LAST).DURATION = SSUBNET. 
~CSNEXT:EVFNT;.EARLV_FINISH' 
,,!I 
1* MAKE J THE PREOECESSOR OF L .1 
SCONOENSED_SUBNETCLAST).TEMPORAL_RElATION.PREnECFssnR 
(NEXT; = SNEXTLEVENT' 
1* ADD l TO PREOECESSOR SET of I .i SCONDENSED_SUBNET.~(SSAVE_ELEMENT).TEMPORAL..RELATION. 
END' 
PREDEcESSORCNEXT) = L, 
L = L • U 
END, 
ELSE GO TO POINT:e, 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SSUBNET USING SJOB' 
PRUNE $JOB.EARLyPFINISH' 
IF SJOB.JOe:INTERVAL ~ ~DENTICAL TO SNULl 
THEN PRUNE $JOB.DURATIONI 
END' 
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! 2.4.26 CONDENSED NETWORK MERGER 
2.4.26.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module will merge two condensed subnetworks into a com-
posite condensed network. This process is essential in merging 
subnetworks into a self-contained master network. 
2.4.26.2 Modules Called 
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2.4.26.3 ~odule Input 
Critical path data for condensed subnetwork and condensed 




2.4.26.4 Module Output 






Critical path input data for merged network cuntained under 















2.4.26.5 Functional Description 
The object of this module although specialized is critical 
to effective critical path analysis by subnetworks. By applying 
this module in conjunction \vith the NETWORK_CONDENSER module, 
the CRITICAL PATH PROCESSOR is able to assemble a self-contained 
condensed network. By applying the CRITICAL PATH CALCULATOR to 
the resulting network the critical-path data on the interfacing 
events is obtained. These data are then substituted back into 
the original subnetworks to obtain the critical path figures for 
their respective activities. 
What is required of the merging routine in the context of 
the CRITICAL PATH PROCESSOR is the capability of combining two 
critical path input data structures for two condensed networks 
to yield a resultant structure representing the composite con-
densed network. The rules for performing the merger follow di-
rectly from the definition of a condensed network. Recall that 
a condensed network consists of all of the events of the original 
network connected by activities representing critical delays. 
Two events are connected by such an activity when there is at 
least one path between them in the original net~vot'k that contains 
no third event. The durations along all paths directly connecting 
the two activities. The rules for merging two condensed networks 
are as follo"l-1s: 
1) Merge events. Let E. denote the set of events in condensed 
1. 
network Ni . Then if Nj and Nk are the condensed networks to 
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2) Herge Pseudo-Activities. Let e and e be two interface 
m n 
events common to both Nj and Nk , then the delay between 
these events in the merged network is calculated as 
e ) = max I d. (e , 
n I J m 
\ 
d . (e , e ) is the ]. m n 
en)' dk(em, en) \ 
delay calculated in N .. 
]. 
The remaining pseudo-activities defining the delay between 
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2.4.26.6 Functional Block Diagram 
No 
Add event identifier 






Augment predecessor set 
of event in augmented 
network with those of 
same event in augmenting 
network 





















activity represent " 
a critical delay " 







Yes Add activity identifier 
and predecessor set to 
activity/event tree of 
network being augmented 
In activity/event tree 
of network being augmented 
set the duration of the 
activity to the maximum 
of the values found in 






2.4.26.7 Typical Applications 
The sole app'lication of this module is in the recursive con-
struction of a master network from a specified master subnetwork 
and all of its interfacing subnetworks as directed by the exec-
utive procedure CRITICAL~ATH~ROCESSOR and supported by the pro-
cedure NETWORK CONDENSER. 
2.4.26.8 Reference 
Burman, P. J., Precedence Networks for PY'oject Planning and 
Control, McGraw Hill, London, 1972. 
IBM, Project Management System IV, Network Processor Program 
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CONDENSED~ETWORK_MERGER 
2.4.26.9 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagram may be used as a flow chart for this 
module. Since one condensed network is to be merged with another, it is 
desirable that the resulting network have the same name as one of the initial 
two. In this case B will be merged into A, and returned as A. In order to 
preserve the initial A for operations, it will be duplicated as C and C will 
be used to build the merged network. Each job of network B :f:s examined. If 
the job is an event and is not included in network A, the event is added to 
network C, otherwise the predecessor set of A is augmented by the predecessor 
set of B and placed in C. If the job is an activity and is a critical delay 
between events of A, the greater duration of the activity is included in C. 
If the activity is not a critical delay in A, the activity is added to C. 
When all jobs of B have been examined, network A is replaced by network C, 
the merged network. 
2.4.26.10 Internal Variable and Tree Name Definitiot!s 
tree whose single level substructure contains the labels of the 
jobs in network A. 
tree whose single level substructure contains the labels of the 
jobs in network B. 
$PRED temporary storage for a predecessor name, for ease in referencing. 
$S~CC temporary storage for a successor name, for ease in referencing. 
2.4.26.11 Modifications to Functional Specifications and/or Standard Data 
Structures Assumed 
The subnetworks A and B of $JOBSET are identified as $SUBNET-A and 














D!CLARE NUMBER_DELAY LOCAL, 
DECLARE SSUBNET~O LOCALe 
DICL.ARE SNAME_A;SNAME' R,SPREo;SSUCC,SsuBNET:"'C LOCAL' 
DECLARE I'J.$INTER~ECT,SUNION;SB LOCAL' 
SSUBNET_C a SSUBNET-A* 
DO I a 1 TO NUMBERCSSUBNET_A)S .. 
SNAME_A C I > = LABEL (SSUBNET-:: A C I , ) • 
END' 
DO I = 1 TO NUMBF.RCSSURNET B)l 
SNAME_BCI) = LABELC$SUBijET~RCIii; 
ENOl 
DO I a 1 TO NUMBER(SNAME_B,. 
IF ~SUBNET_8(I).DURATION IOENTICAL TO $NULL 






ELSE SSUBNET_BCI>.DURAtroN = SSUBNET_B(I).JOB_INTERVAL~ENij 
- $SUBNET_B(I).JOB_~NTERVAL.START' 
ELSE3 
IF $SUBNET_8(I).oURATION = 0 
THEN DOl 
PRUNE SRI 
SR(FIRST) • SNAMf._B(I) , ~ 
CALL SETtNTERSECTl'ON($B,$NAME~A\I~INTERSECT)S 
IF SINTERSECT IDENTICAL TO SNULL 




TEMPORAL_RECArION.PR~oECeSSOR' ~UNION" C 




ELSE 00 FOR ALL SU8NODES OF $SUBNET_B(I).TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
PREDECESSOR USING SPREne 
DO J a 1 TO NUM8ER(SSURNET~B)6 
IF SNAME-B(!; ELEMENT OF $SUBNET_B(J).TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
PREDECESSOR 
THEN SSUCC = LABEL($SURNEThB(Jj); 
END' . fit ... 11" ~ ,__ • 
IF (SPRED ELEMENT OF' $SUBNET_A'I#($NAME_B(I» .TEMPORAL_RELATION . 









THEN IF SSUBNET_BfI).DURATION > SSUBNET_A.NCSNAM£-BCI;l. 
DURATIoN THEN sSUBNET_CCNEXT) • SSUBNET_BCI;I 
ELSE SSUBNET_C(NEXT; • SSUBNET'A.NCSNAME_B(I);I 
ELSE SSUBNET_CCNE~'T; • SSUBNET_BCfj, 
NUMBER_DELAY • l' 
C.LL NETWORK_CONDENSERCNUMBER~DELAY.SSUBNET_C.SSUBNET_D)I 
G~A'T SSUBNET_D AT SSUBNET_AI-
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NETWORK_ASSEMBLER 
2.4.27.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given a master subnetwork and its pre~cribed interfacing 
events, this module will assemble this subnetwork and all of 
its interfacing subnetworks into a master network. This 
assembly capability facilitates the heuristic scheduling of 
any combination of subnetworks that may share common resources. 
The list of interfacing events need only be constructed to 
draw together all of'the desired subnetworks. 




2.4.27.3 Module Input 
































2.4.27.4 Module Output 
1) Heuristic processor input data under master subnetwork node 
of $JOBSET 
2) Component Subnetworks of Haster Network ($SUBNET_SET) 
A. Component subnet identifier 
(COMPONENT) 





The assembly of the master subnetwork and all of its inter-
facing subnetworks into a master net'.ork is straightforward. A 
"pushdown" stack of interfacing subnetworks to be examined is 
initialized to contain the master subnetwork.. The top element 
of the stack is analyzed for interfacing subnetworks by succes-
sively examining each of its events for their presence in other 
unexamined subnetworks. Any such interfacing subnet\l7orks found 
are added to the top of the stack. When all events in a subnet-
work have been investigated it is added to the master network 
and removed from the unexamined stack. When the unexamined stack 










2.4.27.6 Functional Block Diagram 
Remove current 
top subnetwork from 
the unexamined 
stack and save it. 
ENTER 
Place master subnetwork 
in stack to be analyzed 
for interfaces. 
Empty list of subnetworks 
previously examined for 
interfaces. 
Select top element from 
~~---1 stack of subnetworks to 
be examined for interfaces 










events remain in 
saved top 
subnetwork 
>----1~1 rent subnetwork to 
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event in saved top 
subnetwork belong 
to an unexamined 
subnetwork 
Add those unexamined 
interfacing subnetworks 
of the current event to 
the stack of subnetworks 
to be examined. 















2.4.27.7 Typical Applications 
This module may be applied whenever it is necessary to as-
semble several subnetworks into a master network. This situation 
arises frequently in heuristic scheduling where several subnet-
works must be scheduled simultaneously because their activities 
share common resources. Also small s'Jbnetworks may be assembled 
for display or subsequent critical path analysis. However, large 
subnetworks because of computer resource limitations will require 
condensation before merging using the two modules NETWORK CONDENSER 




2.4.27.8 Detailed Design 
The functional block diagram for this module may be used as a flow chart. 
The first subnetwork to be examined is the one identified as. the master 
subnetwork, i.e. the subnetwork with controlling interfacing events. The 
name of the subnetwork to be analyzed is placed in the examined stack and 
is saved for future reference. Each job of the subnetw-oTk being analyzed is 
examined, and if the job. is an event, it is checked fot interfaces. The 
stack remaining to be examined is augmented by the interfaces of this event. 
Each job of the current network is examined. Events not included in the 
assembled network are added to network C. If the event is included, then the 
predecessor set of the event in the assembled network is augmented by the 
predecessor set in the current network and the result placed in network C. 
If the job is an activity and is included in the assembled network, the great 
duration of the activity is included as the acti,rity is placed in network 
C. If the activity is not in the assembled network, it is added to C. When 
all jobs of the current subnetwork have been examined, the assembled network 
is replaced by C and the process repeated for the next subnetwork. 








list of jobs which have been examined. 
list of job names in the assembled network. 
list of job names in the subnetwork being examined. 
temporary storage for a predecessor. name, for ease 
in referencing. 
name of the subnetwork being examined. 
temporary structure for the network being assembled. 
temporary storage for a successor name, for case 
in referencing. 
2.4.27-6 
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$ TEMP 2 
$UNION 
The completed output network prior to 
grafting it at the master subnetwork 
node of $JOBSET 
Temporary storage for the name of the 
subnetwork being examined 
Identifier for each subnode of $INTERFACE 
- List of jobs which have been examined 
Output set returned from p~ocedure SET 
INTERSECTION 
- List of job names in the assembled network 
List of job names in the subnetwork being 
examined 
Temporary storage for the predecessor 
name, for ease in referencing 
Name of the subnetl-lork being examined 
Temporary structure for the network being 
assembled 
Temporary storage for a successor name, 
for ease in referencing 
Temporary storage for $EVENT 
Temporary storage for the current activity 
or event being examined 
Identifier for each subnode of $TEMP 
Temporary storage for the name of the 
subnetwork being examined 
List of jobs yet to be examined 
Output set returned from procedure SET_UNION 
2.4.27.10 Modification to Functional Specifications and/or Standard 















DeCLARE SUNEXAMINED-5TACK,SEXAMINEO:STACK;STEMP_NAME,SSAVE:NAME LO~AL. 
DICLARE STEMP, STEMP_NETS, STFMP2 LOCAL' 
D!CLARE SNAME_A, SNAME§B, SDU~MY, SEVENT, SASSEMaLED_NETWORK, 
SSUBNET_C. SINTERSECT. 'SUCC, SPRED. I LOCAL' 
IP SINTERFACE IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN IF SMASTER:SUBNET_ID iDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN DO. 
DO I • NUMBER(SJOeSET) To 2 BY -1' 
, 00 J • NUMBER (SJORSET (i j) TO 1 BY -11 
GRAFT SJOB~ETCI) (j) AT' SJOBSET(FIRST) (NEXTH 
ENOl 





DO I • NUMBER(SJOeSEr) TO 1 BY -1' 
IF LABEl1SJOBSETCI» ~s S~ASTER_SU8NET_ID 
THEN DO' 
DO J • NUMBER('JOBSET(I» TO 1 BY -1' 










/- PLACE MASTER SUBNETWORK I~ STA~K TO B~ ANALYZED FOR INTERFACES *J 
SUNEXAMINED_STACK(FIRST) •. SMASTER:!SUBNET_ID' 




/- SELECT TOP ELEMENT FROM STACK ~F syBNETWORKS TO BE EXAMINED *J 
SEXAMINED_STACK (NEXT) • SUNEXAMtNED;::STACt< (FIRST), 
/- S~VE CURRENT TOP SUBNETWO~K FROM THE UNEXAMINED STACK *J 
SSAVE_NAME -0 SUNEXAMINEO_STAC~(FIRST" 
PRUNE SUNEXAMINED_STACK (FI~ST) , 
POINT _81 " 0 
DO I • 1 TO NUMBER(SJOBSET.N(SSAVE NAME»' 
. .. . -IF SJOBSET.N(SSAVE NAME) (Il.DURATION IDENTICAL TO SNULL 












ELSE SJOBSET,'(SSAVE~NAMEi .. (I;.OUPATION • SJOBSET.j 
(SSAVE_NAME) (I'.JO,!INTERVAL.END - SJOBSET.j 
CSSAVE_NAME) (I).J08~JNTERVAL.START' 
ELSE' 
IF SJOBSET.'(SSAVE_NAME) (Ii.DURATION • 0 
THEN 001 
DO FOR ALL SU8NODES OF SINTERFACE USING SEVENTI 
PRUNE STEMPI 
IF SSAViw!NAME ELEMENT OF SEVENT 
THEN STEMP • SEVENT, 
ELSE'. .._ 
LABEL(SOUMMY) = SSAVE~NAME' 
PRUNE STEMP(FIRSTI(SELEMENT ~ LAB£L(SDUMMY»t' 
IF STEMPCFIRST) IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN' 
ELSE 001 
DO FOR ALL SUBNnDES OF STEMP USING STEMP_NETS' 
IF STEMP,n;'NETS ... ELEMENT OF SEXAMINEO_STACK 
THEN IF STEMP~NETS ... ELEMENT OF SUNEXAMINED_STACK 
1* ADD THOSE UNEXAMINED INTERFACING SUBNETWORKS OF THE CURRENT· 01 
1* EVENT TO THE STACK OF SURNETWORKS TO BE EXAMINED 01 










1* AUGMENT MASTER SUBNETWORK WITH CURRENT SUBNETWORK. AOD TO LIST 01 
1* OF PREVIOUSLY EXAMINED SUBNETWORKS ~~ 
START_AUGMENTATIONr 
IF ~ASSEMBLED_NETWORK .. IDENTlf::AL TO SNULL 
THEN DOl 
DO I = NUMBER(SASSEMBLEn NETWORK; TO 1 BY -l~ 
INSERT SASSEM9lE5:NETWORK(I) BEFORE SSUBNET_CCFIRSTi. 
END' 
ENOl 
DO I = 1 TO NUMBER (SASSEMBi'ED_NETWORK' , 
SNAME_ACI! = LABEl(SASSEMBLEO:NETWORKCI», 
ENOl 
DO 1= 1 TO NUMBER ($JOBSET • j (SSAVE:NAME) ) , 
SNAME_BCI) = LABELCSJOBSET.j(SSAVE_NAME) (I'" 
ENOl 
DO I ~ NUMBERCSNAME~B' TO i 8Y -1' 

















- . - <-- --- -
... -~ 
STEMP_NAME (FIRST) z!NAME_B (i) ; 
CALL SET INTERSECT ION ($TEMP .... NAME; $NAME_A ~ SINTERSECT i , 
IF SINTERSECT IDENTICAL TO $NULL 






SUNION) , . -
GRAFT SUNION AT $SU8NET_C.#($NAME_B(I»~ 
TEMPORAL[RElATION~PR~DECESSORI 
END; 
SPRED • SJOBSET.N(SSAVF:NAME) (I).TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
PREDECESSOR. 
DO J • 1 TO NUMBERCSJORSETe#($SAVE_NAME»); 
IF SNAME_BCI) ELEMENT OF 
SJOBSET.jCSSAV~_NAM~i (Ji.TEMPORAL_RELATI0N.PREOECE~~OR 
THEN SSUCC • LABEL($JOBSET.j($SAVE_N~ME; (J»' 
END' 
IF (SPREO SUBSET OF $ASSEMBLED_NErWORK. 'Il( $NAME::'S (l) ; • 
TEMPORAL_RELATrON.PREDECESSOR & $NAME_B<I) FLEMENT nF 
SASSEMSLED_NETWORt<.U($SUCC).TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
PREDECESSOR) 
.. THEN IF SJOBSET.N($SAVE_NAME) (I)$oURATION > 
SASSEMBlEO_NETWORK.#(SNAME_A{I»$oURATION 
THEN GRAFT ~JnBSET.#($SAVE_NAME) (I) AT $SUBNET_~ 
(NEXT) • 
ELSE GRAFT $ASSEMBLEO.,..NETWORK. __ (SNAME_B CI) AT 
SSUBNET_C (NEXT) , 
ELSE GRAFT SJORSETG~($SAVE_NAME) (I) AT SSUBNET_C(NEXT;. 
END; 
PRUNE SASSEMBLED_NETWORt<; 
GRAFT SSUBNET _C AT $ASSEMBL:ED_NETWQRK ~ 
IF SUNEXAMINED_STACK ~ IDENTICAL TO $NULl 
THEN GO TO POINT_AI 
ELSE DO' 
GRAFT $~SSEMALEO-NETWORK AT $JOBSEr.#($MASTER_SUANET-IO). 
GRAFT SEXAMINED_STACK AT $SUBNET_SET; 
00 I = NUMBER($JOBSFT) TO 2 BY wi, 
STEMP2 e LABEL(SJOBSET(I))3 
, .. 
IF STEMP2 ELEMENT OF $SUBNET~SET 
THEN PRUNE SJOBSETCli; 
IF SJOBSET(I) (FIRST) IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN PRUNE SJOBSETtI) , 
ENOl 
00 Ie NUMBER(SJ08SET.It#J$~1ASTt:~,...SyBNET_ID» TO ! BY ... lJ 
IF SJOBSET.#($MASTER_SU~~Ei_IO) (I)~TEMPORAL_RELATION. 
2.4.27-10 
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r ........ --1 
THEN pRUNE SJOBSET._($MASTER_SUBNET_ID) (I). 
TEMPORAL_RELATION' 
























































2.4.28 CRITICAL PATH~ROCESSOR 
2.4.28.1 Purpose and Scope 
Given a master subnetwork and its prescribed interfacing 
events, this module will 
1) Integrate the master subnetwork and all of its interfacing 
subnetNorks into a condensed master network. 
2) Compute the early- and late-occurrence dates of all the in-
terface events. 
3) Compute all critical-path data for the activities in the 
master subnetwork and all of its interfacing subnetworks. 
The objective of the module is to facilitate critical path 
calculations on networks too large to permit direct computations 
because of computer· resource limitations in high-speed.memory 
and execution time. 
2.4.28.2 Modules Called 
NETWORK CONDENSER 
CONDENSED NETWORK MERGER 
. - -




















2.4.28.3 ~~du~e Inpu~ 
1) Interface Event Definitions ($INTERFACE) 
$INTERFACE 
(IDENTIFIER OF CONTAINING SUBNET) 
¢ 
( I DENT! F I ER OF 
CONT~INING SUBNET) 
This data structure is illustrated in t'.lg. 2.4.28-1 for the 
subnetwork complex of Fig. 2.4.28-2 
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Fig. 2.4.28-1 IZZustration of Interfacing-Event Data Structure 
for SampZe Subnetwork CompZex of Fig. 2.4.28-2 
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2.4.28.4 Module Output 
1) Identifiers of subnetworks that are components of total net-
work (all subnetworks in $JOBSET may not be connected to total 
network) . $SUBNET SET 
(SUBNET ID) (SUBNET ID) (SUBNET ID) 






















2.4.28.5 Functional Description 
This module has three basic objectives. The first objective, 
assembling the subnetworks into a 'condensed' self-contained master 
network, is the most involved and facilitates ready accomplishment 
of the remaining two. Basically, it involves determining all of 
the subnetworks to which the specified master subnet\oJork is con-
nected by interface events. These subnet\oJorks are condensed and 
then merged into a condensed master network. These steps can 
best be accomplished in the recursive fashi.on. (See para 2.4.28.6.) 
The mast.er condensed network is init ialized as the condensed 
master subnetwork. Next a 'pushdown' stack of interfacing sub-
networks is created and initialized as the master subnetwork. 
Then, the top subnetwork of the stack is condensed and examined 
for interfacing subnet.works. All unanalyzed subnetworks found 
are added to the stack, Hhen the interface examination of a 
given subnetwork is completed, it is merged into the current con-
densed master network. The merging process will be carried out 
by the module CONDnJSED !-jETWORK ~1ERGER. l.Jhen the 'pushdown' 
stack of unexamined interfacing subnetworks is finally emptied, 
a self-contained master condensed network has been assembled and 
is ready for critical-path analysis. 
The second objective of the module, calculation of the e,rly 
and late occurrence dates of ,all the interfacing events, is ac-
complished by applying the module CRITICAL_PATH_CALCULATOR to the 
condensed master net\.;rork. To do so qne need only construct the 
single tree SJOBSET, incllJdin~ thE- SUcc('SE'c'r seL substructure, 








required by the module CRITICAL_PATH_CALCULATOR. This input tree 
contains the network topology and duration information necessary 
for critical path analysis and can most conveniently be accumulated 
as the condensed master network is built. The SUccessor sets 
can be built from the predecessor sets by the module PREDECESSOR_ 
SET INVERTER after the remainder of the tree is accumulated. 
The third object of the module, computation of the critical 
path data for the activities in the various subnetworks, is also 
achieved by a simple call to the CRITICAL_PATH_CALCULATOR. This 
is possible provided $JOLSET contains the early- and late-occurrence 
date of each interface event. The input data structure $JOBSET 
must, of course, be filled with the network topology and the ac-
tivity durations for the particular subnetwork in question. In 
particular the successor sets as well as the predecessor sets 
must be present in the tree. Hence a call to the PREDECESSOR 
SET ItN ERTE R module is r equ ir ed. 
2.4.28-7 
r 
2.4.28.6 Functional Block Diagram 
Initialize condensed 
master network 





-L Place condensed master subnetwork in 
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fo-c inte-cfaces and 
Empty stack of 
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examined fo-c inte-cfaces 
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2.4.28.7 Typical Application 
The primary application of the module is to permit critical 
path analyses of networks too large for the computer to handle as 
a single piece; it also permits network analysis using hierarchical 
levels of detail. Critical path data are obtained [or high-level 
milestone events reflecting, without approximation, the effects 
of low-level activities. The savings in high-speed memory re-
qUirements and execution time can be considerable. Furthermore, 
data input tends to be ~ore accurate when the networks involved 
are of comprehensible size. In general, critical path analyses 
based on subnetworks consistent with the normal hierarchical de-
compusition of the project is the most effective approach to the 
scheduling and control of large projects. 
2.4.28.8 Refer.ences: 
Burman, P. J.: h'l:iJccdr.,jcc:e NetUJorKS for PrC:Jjeat FZanning and 
C(introl~ HcGraw Hill, London, 1972. 
IBN: Proj ec t Nanagement System IV, Iletwork [lY'oc:essoY' ProgrOJ'!1 









2.4.28.9 Detailed Desig~ 
The functional block diagram may be used a8' the flowchart for this 
module. The module first selects the master $ubn~twork and condenses it 
by a call to module NETWORK CONDENSER. The name of the subnetwork is 
added to the stack of examined subnetworks. Each element of the current 
subnetwork is examined, and if events (i.e. duration equals zero) have 
interfaces with subnetworks not in the examined stack, the interfaces are 
added to the unexamined stack. When all elements have been examined, the 
condensed master network is augmented with the current subnetwork. This 
process is repeated until all subnetworks h&ve been examined. A critical 
path analysis is run on the condensed master network, by a call to module 
CRITICAL PATH CALCULATOR. Each subnetwork which was examined for inter-
faces is subjected to critical path analysis using event early and late 
occurrence times computed from the condensed master network. 
2.4.28.10 Internal Variable and Tree Name Definitions 
$CONDENSED_MASTER 
$CONDENSED _SUB 
$ EXAMINED _STACK 
a tree structure representing a master net-
work containing interface events and critical 
delays. 
a tree structure containing one of the input 
subnetworks in condensed form. 
s temporary tree ~lhose first level 8ubnode values 
are the labels of the subnetworks which have 







$DUMMY Temporary storage at first subnode for sub-
networks, uSed for call to procedure PREDE-
Counter used in calls to procedure, NETWORK_ 
CONDENSER, so that the identified delays be-
tween events are numbered consecutively 
The condensed master subnetwork following, 
critical path analysis 
~y of the subnetworks following critical 
path analysis 
$TEMP A temporary tree whose single subnode i.s the 
label of the condensed master subnetwork 
A temporary tree whose single subnode is the 
label of the subnetwork element being exam-
ined 
$UNEXAMINED_STACK - A temporary tree whose first level subnodes 
are the labels of the subnetworks yet to be 
examined for interfaces 
2.4.28.11 Modifications to Functional Specifications and/or Standard 
Data Structures Assumed 
Since only one set of job elements forming a subnetwork are exam-
ined with each call to this module, the subnetwork is transmitted 
through the parameter list as $SUBNET_SET. The first level subnodes 
of $JOBSET will be only subnetwork identifier,;;, i..f,' .• ,t-fASTER_SUm'ffiT_ID 
will not be a sunbnode of $JOBSET. Instead, a single node tree, 
$MASTER_SUBNET_ID, will be used to identify the master subnetwork. 
2.4.28-l2 
Rev C 
r 1 I ) 
2.4.28.12 Commented Code 
C~ITICAL_PATH_PRotESSORI PROCEDURE($JOSSET,$INTERFACE. 
SMASTr.R:SUBNET_ID,SSUBNET_SET) OPTIONS (EXTERNAL" 
D!CLA~E NUMBEQ_DELAV LOCAL. 
DECLARE I'J,SORDERED_MASTER,$ORDERED_STAC~'$TEMP LOCAL. ~_ . 
DICLARE SUNEXAMIN6D_STACK.$EXAMtNED_STACK~$CONDENSED_MASTER,STEMPINAMF. 
SDUMMy,$CONOENSED_SUe LnCAL, -
1* PLACE LABEL OF MASTER SUBNETWORK IN STACK TO BE EXAMINED 
SUNEXiMINED STACKfFIRST' = SMisTER~SUBNET_ID' 
PRUNE SEXAMINED_STACK' -
PRUNE SCONDENSEDPMASTER(FIRSTi; 
NUMBER_DELAV = l' 
1* MAKE TOP ELEMENT OF STACK TO BE EXAMINED 'CURRENT' 
1* CONDENSE CURPENT SUBNETWO~K 
POINT_AI 
C~LL NETWORK CONDENSER(NUMRER_DELAY9$JOeSET.N($UNEXAMINED_STAC~ 
(FIRST);'$CONnENSED_SUB'~ 
GRAfT SCONDENSED_SUB AT SDUMMV(FIRST" 
CALL PREOECESSOR_SET_INVERTER(SnUMMY)' 
GRAfT SDUMMV(FIPSTi AT SCONDENSEO:SVe, 
LABEL (SCONOENSED_SUB) = $UNEXAMINED~STAeK(FIRST); 
1* ADD CURRENT SUA NETWORK TO STACK OF EXAMINED 
SEXAM INED_STACK (NEXT) = $U~'EXAMI NED[STACK (F IRST> , 
PRUNE SUNEXAMINED_STACK(FIRST) , 
POINT..BI 
1* DO ANY UNEXAMINED ELEMENTS REMAIN ~N CURRENT SUBNETWORK? 
DO I = 1 TO NUMBER(SCONOENSED_SUB), 
IF SCONDENSEO:SUB(I).JOB_INTERVAL IDENTICAL TO $NULL 









$CONDENSEO~SUB(I)QSTART.EARLY ~ $CONDENSED_SUR(I) 0 
JOB_JNTERVAi·. STAPf J 
$CONDENSEO_SUB(I).STARTaLATE = $CONDENSEO_SUB(I)e 
JOB_JNTERVAL.STARTS 
$CONDENSEO_SUB(X).FINISH.EARLY = $CONDENSED_SUB(I). 
Joe:'J NTERVAi: 8 END. 
$CONDENSEO_SUB(I).FINISH.LATE - $CONDENSED_SUR(I). 
JOa:JNTERVALoENO* 
IF $CONDENSEO:SUB(X).OURATION IDENTICAL TO ~NULL 
THEN $CONDENSEo_5uB (J) fI DURAT ION I!: $CONDENSEO_ .. SUB (l) • 
JOB':"INTERVAi~. END ., $CONOENSEO_SUB ( r) • JOB_INTERVii·. 
sTArH' 
END, 
1* IS THIS ELEMENT AN EVENT? 
IF $CONDENSED~SUB(Ij~DURATrON = 0 













L. I g . H . II .... J/ 
l 
.1 j 
~ ~-~ '--~=--r--'l 
I 
I_ DOES THIS EVENT HAVE INTERFACES WITH SU8NETWORKS NOT IN ~I 
/- EXAMINED STACK? ~I 
$TEMP_NAME = LABEL($r.ONDENSED~SUB(I»J 
DO J = 1 TO NUM8ER($TNTERFACEo#($TEMP_NAME». 
IF $INTERFACE.#($TEMp_NAMf) (Jj ... ELEMENT, OF $EXAMINED_STACK 
THEN IF $INTERFACF.#CSTEMPNAME) (J) ~ ELEMENT OF 
$UNEXAMINED_STACK -
/_ ADD THE UNEXAMINED INTERFACES TO THE IINEXAMINEO STACK ~I 








/_ AUGMENT THE CONDENSED .MASTER NFTWORK WITH CONDENSED CURRENT 
CALL CONDENSEf')_NETWORK_MER~ER ($r-0NDENSED~)~ASTER' $CONDENSED_SUR; • 
LABEL($CONDENSED MASTtR) = $MASTER SU8NET_IO; 
PRUNE $CONDENSFD~SUR1 -
,_ IS STACK OF UNFXAMTNED SU~NETWnRKS EMPTY? 
IF $UNEXAMINED_STACK ~ IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN GO TO POINT~A~ 
ELSE DO' 
I_ RUN CRITICAL PATH ANALYSI~ ON CONDENSED MASTER NETWORK 
$TEMP = LABEL($CONDENSED~MASTER); 
GRAFT $CONDENSED_MASjER AT $DUMMY(FIRST). 
CALL PREDECESSOR~uSET' INVERTER ($DUMMY) I 
GRAFT ~DUMMY(FIRST) AT $CONDENSED_MASTER' 
LABEL($CONDEN~ED_MASTER) ::: $TEMP. 
CALL CRyTICAL_PATH_CALCULATOR($CONDENSED_MASTER, 
$ORDERED_MASTER) , 
GRAFT $ORDEREO_MASTEp AT $CO~OENSED_MASTER' 
DO I = 1 TO NUMRER·($FXAfl.lIft.'ED_STACK)' 
DO J = 1 TO NUMBEp($JORSf.Te#($EXAMINED_STACK(I»)' 




$JORSET.#($FXAMHIED"STACK(I» (J) .START = 
." _ c-:. -'CONDENSF"_MASTFRo#LABEL($JOBSET.N($EXAMINEDi~TArK 
( I ) ) (J i ) • 5 TAR T • -' 
$JOBSET.#($FXAMINED~STACK(I» (J).FINISH = $CONDENS~D~~~~TER.#LABEL($JOBSET.N(SEXAMINF-D~~TArK 
(I,) (J» .FIN1SH$ 
~JORSETo#($FXAMINED STACK(I» (J).SLACK = ~ - " > -$CONDENSFn_MASTER~#LABEL($JOBSET.#($EXAMINED~~TAr.K 
(Ii)(J;;oSlACK' . 
END, 
/* PE~FORM CRITICAL PATH ANALYSIS ON TOP ELEMENT OF STACK THAT HAS 
1* BEEN EXAMINfD FOR INTERFicFSo USE EVENT EARLY AND LATE 



























GRAFT SJOBSET.~CSEXA~INED:STACK(I') AT SDUMMYCFIRST,I 
CAL[ PREDECESSOR_SETEINVERTERCSDUMMY'. 






SORDEREO_STACK AT SJOBSET.~($EXAMINEO_STACK(I»I 
SEXAMINEO_STACK 'AT SSUBt.IET _SET, 
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2.4.29 NETWORK EDITOR 
2.4.29.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module edits manually or automatically generated project 
scheduling precedence relations for logical inconsistencies. 
Four types of errors may occur in precedence data: 
1) The predecessor relationships may contain cycles; for example, 
job A is a ~redecessor of job B, B is a predecessor of C, 
and C is a predecessor of A. 
2) The list of predecessors for a job may include more than 
immediate predecessors; for example job A is a predecessor 
of B, B is a predecessor of C, and A as well as B are listed 
as predecessors of C. 
3) • Some precedence relations may be overlooked. 
4) Some predence relations may be listed that are spurious. 
Errors of types (1) and (2) are inconsistencies in the data that 
can be detected by automated examination of the predecessor sets. 
Errors of 'types (3) and (4), however, appear to be legitimate 
data and, hence, cannot be discovered by computer procedures. 
Instead, manual checking (perhaps by a committee) is necessary 
to ensure that the predecessor relations are correctly reported. 
Errors of type (1) are fatal to the critical path analysis. 
Errors of type (2), however, are not fatal ~nd merely lengthen 
the'execution of the critical path algorithm. For this reason 
the NETWORK_EDITOR has been divided into two separate editing 
procedures. The first, called ORDER_BY_PREDECESSORS, is manda-







arranged in a technological ordering (any job in the list precedes 
all of its successors). This ordering is a useful byproduct of 
the cycle-checking routine. The second procedure, called the 
REDUNDANTj'REDECESSOR __ CHECKER, is optional. Its use is, how-
ever, reconunended because, in a"ddi tion to expedi ting the critical 
path processing, it generates the most logically concise prece-
dence network possible. 
2.4.29.2 Hodules Called 
ORDER BY PREDECESSORS 
REDUNDANT_PREDECESSOR_CHECKER 
2.4.29.3 Hodule Input 
1) Network definition $JOBSET - unedited version 
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2.4.29.4 Module Output 
1) Network definition $JOBSET edited version 
2) Cycle-containing subset of activities or events $CYCLE_SET 
¢ 
(JOB 10) (JOB 10) (JOB 10) 
2.4.29.5 Functional Description 
The module NETWORK EDITOR serves primarily as a coordinator 
of the two editing modules,ORDER_BY-PREDECESSORS and REDUNDANT_ 
PREDECESSOR CHECKER. This module is intended to prevent the 
user from attempting to use REDUNDANT PREDECESSOR CHECKER 
without first having called ORDER_BY~REDECESSORS to place the 
second level subnodes of $JOBSET in a technological ordering. 
The user may opt not to eliminate redundant predecessors by 
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2.4.29.7 Typical Application 
Removal of logical inconsistencies from a precedence network 
is necessary in two contexts. 
1) Fac.ilitating an automated critical path analysis. 
2) Preparing a consistent and concise precedence network for 
manual analysis to 
a) Eliminate errors of types (3) and (4) as discussed in 
,2.4.29.1. 
b) Improve the basic project organization. 
2.4.29.8 Reference 
Levy, F. K., Thompson, G. L., and Wiest , J. D.: "The ABC's of 
the Critical Path Method." HtJ.l'Va'f'd Business Rev·Lew. Vol 41, 












2.4.29.9 DETAILED DESIGN 
This module simply consists of a call to ORDER BY PREDECESSORS and 
an optional call to REDUNDANT_PREDECESSOR_CHECKER. Since the functional 
de,finition of the parameters used. to call ORDER_BY_~REDECESSORS have been 
changed, those changes'have also been incorporated into this module. After 
:~al1ing this module, the user should always check $JOBLIST ,FIRST to see if 
it is identical to $NULL. If not, the user can assume $JOBLIST contains 
a set of jobs containing a cycle and REDUNDANT_PREDECESSOR_CHECKER was 
not called (regardless of the option specified in the CALL statement). 
If $JOBLIST is empty, the user can assume $ORDERED_LIST contains the 
complete set of jobs and REDUNDANT_PREDECESSOR_CHECKER was called (assum-
ing that option was specified). 
2.4.29.10 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DEFINITIONS 
I_ELIMINATE_REDUNDANCY_FLAG - Used to indicate whether or not REDUNDANT 
PREDECESSOR_CHECKER is to be called 
$JOBLIST 
$ORDER..LIST 
- Is the set of jobs to be edited 
- Is the edited set of jobs output by the module 
2.4.29.11 MODIFICATIONS TO FUNC~IONAL SPECS AND/OR STANDARD DATA 
STRUCTURES ASSUME!! 
In order to make this module compatible with the restart capability 
provided in ORDER_BY_PREDECESSORS, its parameters have be~n redefined. 
$JOBLIST has been substituted for $JOESET. This is because all of the 
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nodes of $JOBSET should not be present. This tree is still used to input 
the unedited list of jobs. However, as the jobs are ordered, they are 
transferred to $ORDERED_LIST. If a cycle is detected, the set of jobs 
containing the cYL~.e is returned in $JOBLIST, thus eliminating the need 
for $CYCLE_SET. $ORDERED_LIST is the output tree of this module, but 
also can be used to input an already-ordered list of jobs. For better 
readability, the name of the option flag, SIMPLIFY, has been changed to 
I_ELIMINATE _ REDUNDANCYJLAG. 




1* THIS MODULE CHECKS FOR LOGICAL INCONSISTENCIES IN A SET OF *1 
1* PREDECESSOR RELATIONS. ON OUTPUT. SORDERED_LIST WILL rONTAJN *1 
1* THE JOBS (INPUT IN SJ08LI~T) IN PRECEDENCE ORDER. $ORDERED~ ~t 
1* LIST MAY ALSO BE USED TO yNPUT A PREVIOUSLY ORDERED LIST. IF A *1 
1* CYCLE IS DETECTEO. THE MOnULE IMMEDIATELY RETURNS, LEAVING THF. *1 
1* SET OF JOBS CONTAINING THF. CYCLE IN $JOBLIST. THE INPUT VARI~ *1 
1* ABLE 9I_ELIMINATE~REDUNDAMCY_FLAG~ INDICATES WHETHER OR NOT *; 
1* REDUNDANT PREDECESSOR REL~TION~HLPS ARE TO BE ELIMINATED. *1 
1* *1 I*******************************~*************************************1 
PROCEDURE (SJOBLIST, I~ELIMINATE_REDUNDANCY_FLAG, $OROERED~LIST) 
OPTIONS<EXTERNAL)' 
CALL OROER_BY~PREDECESSORS($JOBLIST,$ORDERED_LIST) , 
IF $JOBLISTCFIRST) NOT IDENTICAL TO SNULL THEN RETURN 
IF I_ELIMTNATE_REDUNDANCY_FLAG ~= 0 
THEN CALL REDUNDANT_PREnECESSOR~CHECKER($ORDEREO_LIST) , 























































2.4.30 CHECK DESCRIPTOR COMPATIBILITY 
2,.4.30.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module identifies incompatibilities between resource 
descriptors that arise \o1hen a single job is to be inserted on a 
time1ine that contains jobs that have already been assigned. It 
applies to jobs that change the descriptors of one or more spe-
cific resources or that require'resources with particular values 
of explicit resource descriptors. For example, a certain activity 
might require a camera with unexposed film. ThE: same activity 
could leave the film in an exposed status; i.e., change the value 
of the film status from 'unexposed' to 'exposed.' If an attempt 
is made to schedule this activity ahead of another activity, 
which has already been assigned to the time1ine and which' requires 
unexposed film, a resource descriptor conflict would result. 
This module will identify such conflicts when given an existing 
schedule and a job to be inserted in that schedule at a specified 
time. 
It is important to understand that this module is applicable 
to models with resources that have multiple explicit descriptors, 
but it is not suitable for use with resources that are described 
as pools. Pooled resources with multiple descriptors are extremely 
comple.x to model due to a proliferation of partitions of the 
pool. A discussion of modeling and solution strategies for 
pooled, explicit-descriptor resources is found in Volume II. The 
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I for This 
Type of 
Modeling 
This module looks forward and backward in the input schedule 
from the assignment time for the job to be inserted. It searches 
backward to identify the jobs in the input schedule that place 
resources in improper statuses for use by the job to be inserted. 
The jobs in the schedule that create improper values of descriptors 
are identified and mayor may not be those that immediately pre-
cede the job to be inserted. 
Similarly, this module looks forward in time to identify the 
jobs in the schedule that no longer \\Till have resources with 
correct descriptor values if the job to be inserted is placed in 
the schedules at the input assignment time. The module neither 
makes assignments nor cancels assignments, but merely builds a 
tree struct::ure, \vhich contains information that is useful for 
identifying the cause of conflicts. 
This module assumes that the absence of a final descriptor 
means that the job does not change values of the resource that 
were input to the job. If the required resource descriptors for 














descriptors at the assignment time, the incompatibilities that 
are identified for times after the assignment time are those 
that result assuming compatibility between the scheduled resource 
descriptors and the required descriptors for the job to be in-









2.4.30.2 Modules Called 
DESCRIPTOR PROFILE 
Z.4i30.3 Module Input 
1\ 







This module is called with three input arguments. They are $CON_CHECK, 
$RESOURCE, and $SCHED_UNIT. $RESOURCE has the general structure 
given in Section 2.2 and must contain initial descriptors at 'a 
reference time and all assignment and descriptor changes that 
are to be considered after that time. This information is re-
quired by this module so th.at it can call OESCRIPTORj'ROFILE. 
$CON_CHECK is a string variable flag, used to indicate if cont~.n-
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2.4.30.4 Module Output 
This module returns a structure called $DESCRIPTORj:ONFLICTS, 
which contains information about the conflicts that would result 
if $SCHED_UNIT were assigned at its specified tim~. The general 







Each first-level subnode represents a resource status conflict 
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Note that in $SCHED UNIT, the JOB INTERVAL.START must 
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2.4.30.5 Functional Block Diagram 
For each required resource 
of the job to be inserted. 
determine resource descriptor 
values at the assignment time 
for the job to be inserted. 
Call DESCRIPTOR PROFILE 
repeatedly to perform this 
function. 
Find 1agt previous 
job tha t changed 
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OF PooR QUALITy , 
Update resource 
descriptors to 
start time of 
subsequent job. 
Select an output resource 
[rom job to be inserted. 
Find next later scheduled 
job tha t changes the 
descriptors of that 
resource (Call this job. J B) 
Select next job thaf. starts 
equal to or after assignment 
time for job to be inserted. 
r.he descriptors 
produced by job to be 
inserted compatible 
with those required 











2.4.30.6 Typical Application 
The most commOn use of this module is to service an assignment 
procedure that makes assignments in a time-transcendent manner; 
i.e., in a sequence that is not ordered on time,. ~uch an assign-
ment sequence might be: Assigh job 1 at 9:00 AM, assign job 2 
at 9:30 AM, assign job 3 at 9:18 AM. If each of these jobs has 
required resources with particular descriptors, then the insertion 
of job 3 between jobs 1 and 2 can cause an otherwise compatible 
schedule to become incompatible. Incompatibilities such as these 
are identified by this module. 
An example of the function of this module is instructive. 
Consider a resource-feasible schedule consisting of 4 jobs, Jl, 
J2, J3, and J4, and two resources, Rl and R2, each of which may 
have one of three descriptor values d~note by 81, 82 or 83. 















12 17 34 
82 S2 S3 8 3 
81 S2 81 8 2 
2.4.30-7 
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2.4.30.7 Detailed Design 
Each resource required by the input data structure, $ S CHED_UN IT , 
must be checked against the preceeding resource as~ignments in the 
standard data str.ucture, $RESOURCE, for correspondence of both inter-
vals and descriptors. Failu.re of either interval or descriptor corres-
pondence causes a node to be added to the output data structure, 
$DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICTS. If the resource is not specified by name then 
a resource name is associated with that resource. Contingent resource 
intervals are examined only wnen necessary and requested via the CON 
CHECK input. 
If resource descriptors are not specified in the input data 
structure, then any resource of the proper type and name i~ presumed 
B 
acceptable, and the first one found is selected. For required re-
sources which are not identified by name, the descriptors are examined 
first. Following successful correlation of descriptors, the intervals 
are examined. If this check is unsuccessful, contingency intervals 
. 
are examined, if requested. 
If the required resource name has been specified, the intervals 
are examined first, follO\ved, if successful by descriptor examination. 
This order is preferred as the descriptor examination is expected to 
require more machine time. 
When the job to be inserted has been compared with the preceding 
assignments it is compared with the suceeding assignments. The intervals 
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Internal procedures are utilized to perform the functions of 
descriptor comparison, interval comparison and building the output 
data structure. 










Iden~ifier for each subnode of ASSIGNMENT 
for the resource being examined 
Pointer for the ASSIGNMENT node in inter-
nal procedure INTERVAL_CHECK 
Flag in internal procedure, DESCRIP_CHECK, 
set to 'YES' if resource descriptors match, 
set to 'NO' if they do not match, corres-
ponds to DESCRIP OK 
Identifier for each subnode of $PROFILE in 
internal procedure, INTERV~CHECK 
Identifier for each subnode of last set of 
.. 
FINAL descriptors 
Flag denoting descriptor matching, corres-
ponds to CHECK_FLAG 
Identifier for each subnode of $NAME when 
checking descriptors with following jobs 
Identifier in internal procedure, BUILD_ 
CONFLICT, for descriptors of earlier job 
to be added to output data structure, 
$DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICTS 
As $DESCRIPTOR_l, for later job 
Identifier for each subnode of first set of 
INITIAL descriptors 
Temporary storage for substructure of last 

















Single node tree, whose value is the label l 
of $SCHED-UNIT, used in call to internal J $ DUMMY .. ) 
procedure BUILD_CONFLICT 











Single node tree, whose value is the label 
of $TYPE, used as is $DUMMY_l 
Single node tree, whose value is the label 
of $NAME, used as is $DUMMY_l 
Identifier in internal pr?cedure, BUILD_ 
CONFLICT, for name of later job with de-
scriptor conflicts to be added to output 
data structure 
- Name of resource returned from internal 
procedure DESCRIP-CHECK, whose descriptors 
match 
Numeric value of JOB-INTERVAL end time 
Flag in internal procedure, INTERVAL_CHECK, 
set to 'YES' if job intervals correspond, 
set to 'NO' if they do not. Same as 
$INTERVAL_OK 
Flag denoting interval agreement, corres-
ponds to $IFLAG 
Numeric value of JOB-INTERVAL start.time 
Single node tree whose value is that of 
the last identified JOB-ID in $RES-STATE 
Single node tree whose value is the start 
time of the schedule interval being examined 
Identifier for each subnode of $TYPE 
Identifier in internal procedure, DESCRIP_ 
CHECK, for each subnode of $RESOURCE_TYPE 
- Flag indicating the required resource name 
is not specified 



















Identifier in internal procedure, INTERVAL_ 
CHECK for normal or contingency subnodes of 
INITIAL_PROFILE of the resource being exam-
ined 
Identifier of the resource name substructure 
found in internal procedure, DE SCRIP_CHECK. 
Corresponds to the single $FOUND_N~m trans-
mitted back to main procedure. 
Descriptor state at specified time returned 
from internal procedure, DESCRIP_CHECK. Cor-
responds to output of library module, 
DESCRIPTOR_PROFILE. 
Identifier in internal procedure, BUILD_ 
CONFLICT, for resource type 
Identifier in internal procedure DESCRIP_ 
CHECK for resource name substructure being 
examined 
Identifier in internal procedure DESCRIP_ 
CHECK for resource type substructure being 
examined 
Identifier in internal procedure DE SCRIP_ 
'CHECK for output of library module, 
DESCRIPTOR_PROFILE 
Identifier in internal procedure DE SCRIP_ 
CHECK for initial time of job to be inserted 
Identifier of each subnode of $NAME when 
checking descriptors of preceding jobs 
Temporary storage for the resource name iden-
ified for the required resource with name not 
specified 
Tree whose subnode values are the labels of 









$TYPE Identifier for each subnode of $RESOURCE 
2.4.30.9 Modifications to Functional Specifications and/or Standard 



































THIS MODULE IDENTIFIE~ INcnMPATIBILIT~ES BETWEEN RESOURCE 
DESCRIPTORS ARISiNG WHEN A'SINGLE JOB IS To BE INS~RTFD ON A 
TIMELINE CONTAINING JORS ALREADY ASSIGNED w 
1ft INPUTi SSCH~D_UNIT - THE JOR TO BE INSERTED. ,THIS STRUC-
TURE HAS THF FORM OF ~ SINGLE NODE OF THE STAN-











SRESOURCE r.. lHE Si.6.N!JARD DATA STRUCTURE CONTA INING 
THE R~SOURCF- ASSIGNMENTs$ 
COM_CHECK - INDiCATES WHETHER CONTINGENT RESOURCES 
ARE TO BE USED. W!TH ITEM SPECIFIC RESOURCES, 
THIS MEANS THE USE OF CONTINGENCY INTERVALS. 
VALUES - 'YES' USE cONTINGENCY INTERVALS 
- 'Nn' no NoT USE CONTINGENCY INTERVALS 
1* OUTPUTI 
1* 
SDESCRIPTOR_CONFLICTS ... A TREE IOENTIFVING JOBS, IN 
CONFLICT AND THE REsoURCES CAUSING THE CONFLICT. 
1* 
D[CLARE STYPE.SNAME.SDESCRJP_OK,SRFS_NAME~SINTERVAL_OK.SDESCRIPTION' 
SNAME:MISSING,SSUBNAME, jSTART9 l.END.$KSTART, 
SASS IGN' TEMP TYPF.:, $TEMP).NAME t $RES_STPlTe: LOCAL; 
DECLARE SDUMMY,SJOi_IO LOCAL'-
1* EACH RESOURce MusT BE CHECKED AGAINST THE ASSIGNMENTS FOR 
1* CORRESPONDENCE OF ROTH INTERVALS AND DESC~!pTORS. FAILURE OF 
1* EITHER CAUSES A SUBNODE To BE CONSTRUCifD ON THE &'CONF"LICTt 
1* TREE. IF THE RESOURCE IS NOT IDENTIFIED BY NAME, THEN A NAME 
1* IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE RE~OURCf. CONTINGENT INTfRVALS ARE 
1* EXAMINED ONLY WHEN NECESSARY AND REQUESTEDQ ASSIGNMENTS ARE 
1* CHECKED PRIOR TO THE TIME THE JOB IS TO BE INSERTED. AND THEN 
1* FOR TIMES LATER THAN THE JOB IS TO BE INSERTED. 
PRUNE $DESCRIPTOR~CONFLICTS' 
ISTART = SSCHED,_UNIT.JOB_INTEpVAL.START' 
If;ND = $SCHED_Ul'ln.JOB~INTERV~L"ENI)' 
00 FOR ALL SUBNOOE5 OF $SCHED~UNIT8RESOURce USING STYPE, 
00 FOR ALL SUBNOOEs OF sTyie: US~NG sNAMEa 
IF LABEL(SNAME) = •• 
THEN 00 FOR ALL SUBNOOE~ OF $NAME USING $SUBNAME' 
SKSTART = S~UBNAME.INT£RVAL~START • ISTARTJ 
iNAME_MISSING = 'YES'. 
CALL OESCRIP:CHECK(SNAME~MISSING~$SUBNAME'$RESOURCE •• LABE~( 
STYPE)'$KSTART"DESCRIP~OK. 
$RES_NAME,SRES\'(:~STATF) , 




































IF !INTERVAL_OK = 'YESt 
THEN STEMP_NAME • LASEL(SRES_NAME), 
ELSE DO' 
IF SCON_CHECK = 'yES' 
THEN 001 
CAI'L INTERVAL_CMECK (SSUBNAME, SRESOURCE • 




- .. . SINTERVAL_OIO' 
IF SINTFRVAL_OK = 'YES' 
THEN STEMP_NAME = LABEL($RES:NAME;. 
FLSE no, 
SDUM~Yl=LABEL($SCHED_UNIT)' 
SDUMMY2 = LABEL(STYPE'. 
SOUMMY3 = LABEL(SNAME)' 
IF SRES:STATE(LAST).JOB_IO IDENTICAL 
TO SNULL THEN DO' 
GRAFT SRES_STATE(LAST) AT SDUMMY' 
SJ08:ID = SRES_STATE(LAST).JOB~IO' 
GRAFT SDUMMY AT $',ES_STATE(NEXn. 
END, 








ASSIGNMENT{FIRST) IDENTICAL TO SNULL 






SDUMMY2 :. LABELlSTVPE)I 
SOUMMY3 = LABEL($NAME), 
IF $RES:STATE(LAST).JOB_ID IDENTICAL 
TO $NULL THEN DOl 
GRAF! SRES_STATE(LAST) AT $OUM~YJ 
$JOB_IO = SRES_STATE (LAST) _,-,06010. 








r I If r-----
ELSE SJOB_IO • SRES_STATECLAST).JOR_In, 






ASSI6NMENTCFIRST) IDENtICAL TO SNULL 




ELSE DOl SDU~MY1.LABeLCSSCHED_UNIT" 
SOUMMY2 C LABELCSTYPE) , 
SDUMMY3 = LABELCSNAME)' 
IF SRES:STATECLAST).JOB_ID IDENTICAL 
TO SNULL THEN 001 
GRAFT SRES_STATECLAST) AT SDUM~Y. 
SJOB:ID a SRES_STATECLAST1.JOB:IOI 
GRAFT SDUMMY AT S ES_STATE(NEXT'. 
GR~FT SDUMMY AT SRES_STATECNEXTi, 
END' 





IF SRESOURCE. NLAREL C $TYPE; • "L~BEl( SNAME) • 
ASSIGNMENTCFIRST) IDENTICAL TO SNULL 




ELSE DO FOR ALL SUBNOOE~ OF SNAME U~ING SSUBNAME' 





































I' H ~....:.~;,:..It .. 
IF $DESCRIP_OK • 'YES' 
THEN' 
ELSE ~Ol SDUMMV1=LABEll(SSCHED_UNIT'. 
SDUMMV3 • LABEL(SNAME)' 
SOUMMV2 C LABEL(STVPE)' 
IF SRES:STATE(LAST).JOB_ID IDENTICAL 
TO SNUlL THEN DOl 
GRAFT $RES~STATE(LAST) AT SDUMMV, 
SJOB:YO • SRES_STATE(LAST).JOB~to~ 
GRAFT. SDUMMV AT SRES_STATF.(NEXr;, 
ENOl 






ASSIGNMENT(FIPST) IDENTICAL TO SNULL 




ELSE DOl ~ 
IF SCON~CHECK = 'YES' 
THEN 001 
CALL INTFRVAL:CHECK(SSUBNAME.SRESOURCE •• LABEL( 
STVPE).NLABEL(SNAME).INITIAL_PROFILE. 
CONTING~NCV,SRESOURCE •• lABEl(STVPE). 
NlABEL(SNAME).ASSIGNMENT.SYNTERVAl_OK) • 
• IF $INTEpVAL~O~ = 'VES' 
THEN odl 




IF SDES~RIPtOK = 'VES' 
THEN' 
FLSE 00' SOUMMV1=LABEll(SSCHEO_UNIT), 
SOUMMV2 = LABEL(STVPE" 
SOUMMV3 = LABEL(SNAME)I 
IF SRES:sTATE(LAST).JOB_IO IDENTICAL 
TO SNttLL THEN DO. 
GRAFT SRES_STATE(LAST) AT SDUMMV, 
$JOB:YO = $RES_STATE(LAST).JOBiI~' 
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END; 
ELSE SJOB_ID = SRES_STATE(LAST).JOR_Ina 






ASSIGN~ENT(FI~ST) IDENTICAL TO $NULL 





SOUMMV2 s LA8EL(STYPE); 
$DUMMV3 = LABEL(SNAME)' 
IF SRES:STATE(LAST).JOB_ID IDENTICA~ 
TO SNuLL THEN Do, 
GRAFT $RES_STATE(LAST) AT SDUM~V, 
SJOB_YO = $RES_STATE(LAST).JOBSJDa 
GRAFT SDUMMV AT $RES_STATE(NEXT) , 
END' 
ELSE SJOB_ID = SRES_STATE(LAST).JOR_In, 
CALL RUILO_CONFLICT($OUMMY1, 
SJOB_ID,SOUMMY2. 




AS~IGNMENT(FIRST) IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN PRUNE SOESr.RIPTOR_CONFLICTS(LAST)0RESOURCEoNLARF~ 












$OUMMV2 = LA8El($TYPEl' 
SOU~MY3 = LABEL($NAME)' 
IF SRES:STATE(LAST).JOB_iD IOENTICA~ 
TO $NULL THEN Do, 


























, .. -$JOB_ID ~ $RES_STATE(LAST).JOB~IDI 
GRAFi SDUMMY AT SRES_STATF.(NEXT) , 
END' 







ASSIGNMENT(FlpST) IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN PRUNE sriEs~Rr~TOR_CONFLICTS(LAST).RESOURCE •• LAR~L 
(STYPEi •• LA8EL($NAME).SCHED~DESCRIPTOR * 
END' 
END' 
THIS SECTION OF CODE nOES THE CHECKING of ASSIGNMENTS AT 
TIMES LATER THAN THE JOB T5 TO BE INSERTED. 
CHECK_FOLLOWING:JORSZ 
00 FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF ~NAME USING ,DESCRIPTION' 
IF SNAME_M1SSING = 'YE~' 
THEN' 
ELSE STEMP_NAME = LAREL(SNAME)I 
00 FOR ALL SURNODES nF $RESOURCE.#LABEL($TYPEt.N($TEMP:NiMEi 
.ASSIGNMENT USJ.NG $ASSIGN; -





IF (SOESCRIPTInNgoESCRtPTOR(LASTi.FINAL SUBSET OF 
'ASSIGN.~EseRtPTOR(FIRSTj.INITIAL , SA5S1GN. 




00 FOR ALL SUgNODES OF SDE5CRIPTION.OESCRIPTOR 
(LASTi.FiNAL USING SDESCI . 
STREE(NEXT; = LABEL(SOF,SC); 
END' 
00 FOR ALL SUSNODES OF $ASSIGN.OESCRIPTOR(FIRSi). 
INITIAL USTNG $OESR, 
JF LABEL($DESR) ~ELEMENT of $TREE THEN' 
ELSE ~F $ASSIGNcDESCRIPTOR(FIRST1.INITIAL 




SOUMMY2 C LABELCSTYPE). 
$DUMMV3 = LABEL(SNAME)' 




































IF SRESOURCE •• LA~EL(STYPE).~LABELCSNAME). 
.SSI6NMENT(FIpST; IDENTICAL TO SNUL~ 
I;' 
THEN PRUNE SOEs6RIPTOR_CONFLICTS(LAST).RESOUPCE.tLABF~ 





I~ SDESCRIPTOR_CONFLICTSCFIRST) IOfNTICAL TO ~NULL 







/* . THIS INTERNAL pROCEDURE IS OESIGNEO TO CHECK ONLY THE ~t 
/* RESOURCE DESCRIPTORS. THIS PROCEDURE CALLS THE MODULE *1 
/*' 'DESCRIPTOR~PROFILE' TO DETERMJNE THE RESOURCE ST.TE AT THE *1 
1* TIME THE JOB IS TO BE INSFRTEO. THE FINAL DESCRIPTORS OF THE *1 
1* RESOURCE ST.TE ARE COMPARED WITH THOSE REQUIRED BY THE JOB TO */ 
1* BE INSERTED. THE INPUT V~RIARLE 'NAME_MISSING' INFORMS THE ~t 
1* PROCEDURE TO RETURN A RESOURCE NAME IF MATCHING DESCRIPToRS ~! 
1* ARE FOUND. *1 
OiCLARE SRESOURCE_NAME.SRESOUPCE_TYPE.SSTART._TIME.CHECK_FLAG. 
SNAME_FOUNO,SSTATE,SNAMF_MISSING LOCAL' 
SeHECK_FLAG = 'NO'a 
I~ SNAME_MISSING • 'YES' 
THEN 00 FOR ALLSU~NODES OF SRES9URCE_TYPE U~ING SNAME_FOUNDa 
CALL DESCRIPTOR PROFILE(SNAME FOUND,SNAME .FOUND.ASSIGNMENT, SSiATE,~STiRT_TI~Ei' -





SCHECt<JLAG = "fES" 
SFOUNll§:.NAME I: SNAME:FOUNO, 
RETURN, 
ENOl 
CALL DESCRIPTOR:PROFILE (SRESOURCE_TVPE.NLABEL (SRESOURCE.NAME i, $RESOURCE_TVPE. "LABEL (SRESOURCE_NAME" .ASS IGNMENT; 
SSTATE,SSTART_TIMF'. 
IF SRESOURCE:NAME(FIRSTieOESCRIPTOR(FIRSTj.INITIAL SUBSET OF 
2.4.30-20 
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SSTATE(LAST).DESCRIPTOR 
THEN DO' 
SCHECK_FLAG = 'YES., 





INTERVAL CHECKI PROCEOURE($RE~OURCF~NAME,SPROFILE,SASSIGNMENT'SIFLiG)t 
1* THIS INTERNAL PROCEOUpE CHECKS THE INITIAL 'PROFILE Of THE ~t 
1* PROPER RESOURCE TYPE AND NAME TO INSURE THAT THE RESOURCE IS *1 
1* AT LEAST POTENTIA~~V AVAI[ABL~ AT THE TIMES REQUESTED, ~, 
OrCLARE SIFLAG'SPROFILF,SRESOURCE~NAME,SASSIGN LOCAL' 
S!FLAG I: 'YES" 
DO FOR ALL SUB NODES OF SPR~FILE USING ,CURRENT_PROFILE, 
IF SRESOURCE_NAME.tNTERVAC.START + ISTART >= SCURRENTtPROFIL~~ 
START & SRESOURCE_NAME,TNTERVAL.END +ISTART <= SCURRENT'pROFTLE. 
ENO 
THEN GO TO NEXT:~CHEO_INTERVAL' 
END' 




00 FOR ALL SURNOnES OF SaSSIGNMENT U~ING SASSIGN' 
IF $RESOURSE_NAME.INTEpVAL.START+ISTART<=SASSlf,N. 
INTERVAL.START 







1* END~INTERVAL~CHECK *1 
RUlLO_CONFLICT: PROCEDlJRE($PRF'CEDING_JOB,$FOLLOWING_JOB,SRES~TYPE; 
$RES:NAME'$DESCRIPTOR:l'~OESCPIPTOR_~'SDESCRIPTOR_CONFLICTS). 
1* THIS PROCEDURE CONSTRUCTS THE OUTPUT. 'SDESCRIPTOR_CONFLICTS' 
DECLARE SPRECEDING2JOB.SFOLLOWING;JOB,SPRECEDING_DESCRIPTOR, . 
SFOLLOWING_DESCRIPTOR LOCAI~' . 
SOESCRIPTOR_CONFLICTS(NEXT1.JnR:IO(FIRST)= SFOLLOWING_JOB, 
LABEL (SDESCRIPTOR_CONF~ICTS (LiST) .JOB:'ID (FIRST); s '" 
S9ESCRIPTOR_CONFL1CTS(LAST).JnB:IO(NEXT) = SPRECEDING_JOB, 
LABEL OiOESCRIPTOR_CONFL ICTS (LAST) • JOB:"ID (LAST;; = .,' 
SOESCRIPTOR:"CONFllcTSCLAST).RFSOURCE.NCSRES_TYPE).N(SRES_NAME). 
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2.4.31 
/ 
ORDER BY PREDECESSORS 
2.4.31.1 Purpose and 'Scope 
Given a set of activities and events and their respective 
predecessor sets, this module either places them in a technologi-
cal order if one exists or identifies a subset of the activities 
containing a cycle. A technological ordering of the events and 
activities means an ordering ,such that any activity or event is 
preceded by all of its predecessors or equivalently followed by 
all of its successors. A cycle, on the other hand, is a chain 
of predecessor-successor related activities or events implying 
that some event or activity is a predecessor of itself. Such an 
activity or event could never be scheduled because one of its 
predecessors, namely itself, could nev~r be completed beforehand. 
Hence, the presence of cycles in a precedence network precludes 
any scheduling or critical path analyses. 
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2.4.31.3 Module Input 
Network definition ($JOBLIST) - activities or events (first 











~ .... j 
2.4.31.4 Module Output 
1) Network definition ($JOBLIST) - activities or events (second-
level subnodes) are technologically ordered. 
2) Subset of jobs containing cycles (if any exist) ($CYCLE_SET) 
$CYCLE..:..SET 
(JOB ID) (JOB ID) 
2.4.31.5 Functional Description 
It can be shown that the activities and events of a project 
can be technologically ordered if, and only if, the precedence 
relations contain no cycles. It must be noted, however, that if 
cycles are absent, the technological ordering is by no means 
unique. The particular ordering produced by this module results 
from inductively "scheduling" in cycles all those activi.ties or 
events whose predecessors are "scheduled." Eventually a cycle 
arises where there are no activities or events with all of their 
predecessors "scheduled." If some activities or events remain 
unscheduled, they contain a cycle. A more precise description 











2.4.31.6 Functional Block Diagram 
Initialize currently 
scheduled set to 
singleton start. 
Transfer those elements 
from job set into 
currently scheduled set 
that have all of their 
predecessors in the 











Prin t remaining 
contents of job set 
along with message 
that this subset of 





























2.4.31.7 Typical Application 
The module is applied wherever a job set must be technolog-
ically ordered or wherever erroneous definition of the network 
may result in cycles that would invalidate further analysis. 
Examples of the former include the modules CRITICAL PATH CALCULATOR 
and REDUNDANT PREDECESSOR CHECKER. An example of the latter is 
the HEURISTIC SCHEDULING PRECESSOR. 
2.4.31'.8 Reference 
Muth, John F. and Gerald L. Thompson, Industrial, SaheduJ-ing, 
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2.4.31.9 DETAILED DESIG! 
During the implementation of this module, it was determined that a 
restart capability could be added with very little extra logic. Since 
this provides an important service to the user, it has been incorporated 
in the code presented here. 
The module repeatedly searches through the list of jobs until it 
finds one whose predecessors are already in the technologically ordered 
list. This job is then transferred to the ordered list. This iterative 
process continues until all of the jobs have been ordered or until a 
cycle is detected in the remaining set of jobs. 
The calling program should always check to make sure that $JOBLIST. 
FIRST is identical to $NULL before assuming that $ORDERED_LIST contains 
the complete set of jobs. If there are any jobs left in $JOBLIST after 
calling ORDER_BY_PREDECESSORS, the user can assume that they contain an 
input error. 
1) 
2.4.31.10 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DEFINITIONS 
. 
$JOB - Used to reference a subnode of $ORDERED_LIST 
$ JOBLIST - Is the set of unordered jobs input by the calling program 
$NAME_LIST - Used to record the names of jobs that have already been 
ordered 
$ ORDERED_LIST Is the set of jobs that are technilogically ordered 
































Record the names of all the jobs 
already contained in the ordered list. 
Return 
Find the first job in the job list whose 
predecessors have already been ordered. 
Transfer this job into the ordered 




A cycle has 


















2.4.31.11 MODIFICATIONS TO FUNCTIONAL SPECS A~D/OR STANDARD DATA STRUClURES 
The functional definitions of the input and output parameters of this 
module have been changed. This was done to provide the user the ability to 
restart the ordering process by inputting an already-ordered list of jobs. • 
The unordered jobs will then be added to this list. 
If the user is working with large precedence networks, it is possible 
that his original specification of the network will contain several cycles. 
O~DER BY PREDECESSORS will identify these cycles (one per call) and also 
return a partially ordered list of jobs. Once the cycle has been eliminated, 
the user \oJi11. need to call ORDER_BY_PREDECESSORS again. However, the jobs 
that were returned in the ordered ~ist may be predecessors of those returned 
in $CYCLE_S'.'-!:T. If this module were implemented as originally specified, 
the above fae t wou ld force the user t.o recomb ine the orde'];'ed and unordered 
jobs, before ~al1ing the module agai!1. This means that after detection and 
elimination of each cycle, ordering of the entire set of jobs would have 
to be reattempted. In order to avoid this cumbersome and wasteful process, 
a restart capability has been provided. 
$JOBLIST is still used to input the list of unordered jobs, but is 
not used to return the list of ordered jobs. The general philosophy of 
the module is that as the jobs are ordered, they are transferred from 
$JOBLIST to the output tree, $ORDERED_LlST. This means that if a cycle 
is detected, the set of jobs containiug the cycle will be returned in 
$JOBLIST J tl~:IS eliminating the nee.;1 for $CYCLE_SET. This approach pro-
vides the restart capability hy allowing the user to input an already-
ordered set of jobs (in $ORDERED_LIST) onto which the jobs in $JOBLIST 




































The functions of $JOBLIST apd $ORDERED_LIST are clearly separated. 
For purposes of both input and output, they will contain unordered and 
ordered lists of jobs, respectively. 
2.4.31.12 COMMENTED CODE 
ORDER_BY_PREDECESSORS: PROCEOU~E (SJ08LIST. SORDERED_LIST) 
OPTIONS(EXTERNAL'. 
I*·***~**********************~***********************************~***~~ 
1* ~~ 1* THIS MODULE TECHNOLOGICALLY ORDERS THE SET OF JOBS INPUT IN *1 
1* SJORLIST ANO RETURNS THEM IN $ORDFRED~-ILIST. SORD~RED_LIST CAN ~~ 
:» BE USED TO INPUT AN ALREAhY-OROERED SfT OF JOBS ONTO WHICH THE ~t 
1* JOBS CONTAINED IN $JOBLIST ARE TO 8E ADDED. IF A CYCLt IS DE~ *1 
1* TECTED IN THE PRECEDENCE NETWORK. THE SU8SET OF JOBS CONTAININ~ ·~t 
1* THE CYCLE IS RETURNED IN ~JOBL!ST. *1 
1* *1 
1****************************************************************~***~I 
DECLARE SNAME~LIST,$JOB.STFMP LOCAL , 
00 fOR ALL SU8NODES OF SOROERED_LIST USING SJOB • 
INSERT LA8EL(SJOR) BEFO~E SNAME:LISTCFIRST) , 
END , 
00 WHILE (SJ08LIST (FIRST) NoT IDF.:NTICAL TO SNULL> , 
GRAFT $JOBLISTCFIRSTsSELtMENT.TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREDECESSOR 
END' 
sUBSET OF SNAME_LIST) AT STF.MP , 
IF STEMP IDENTICAL TO SNULL THEN RETURN , 
$NAME_LISTCNEXT; = LA8EL($TEMP) , 
GRAFT STEMP AT $ORDER~OrLIST(NEXT) , 
END , -

















































2.4.32 RESOURCE ALLOCATOR 
2.4.32.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module allocates resources to the various activities in 
a project to produce a schedule that satisfies all the resource 
constraints and heuristically minimizes the project's duration. 
What precisely is meant by a project is detailed in the purpose 
and scope section of the executive module HEURISTIC SCHEDULING 
PROCESSOR. 
The scheduling heuristic takes a very pragmatic approach to 
the problem. It realistically assumes ,that the resource con-
straints are "soft." For example, addition.al labor or equipment 
can frequently be obtained by subcontracting or scheduling over-
time. Further, within narrow limits resources can virtually be 
expanded by increasing the pace of the effort. To model the 
softness of the resource constraints, contingency threshold incre-
ments to the normal availability levels of critical resources are 
specified' by the user. Then, whenever an ac ti vi ty canno t be 
scheduled by its critical path late start time, the current 
partial schedule is voided beyond the time that the resource-
bound activity first had all of its predecessors completed. From 
that point onward, the schedule is rebuilt assuming that all of 
the critical resources that previously prevented SCheduling are 
now available at their respective original normal levels plus 
their respective contingency threshold increments. When the 
previously resource-bound activity is finally scheduled the pool 












levels (assuming the contingency increments are not simul-
taneously required for some other resource-bound activity) • 
The normal scheduling heuristic is a time progressive pro-
cedure employing the critical path late start time of each 
activity as a dynamic priority'rule. Fortunately, the late-start 
date of an activity does not depend on the actual start dates of 
its predecessors provided none of these is delayed beyond its 
late start date. If some activity is delayed beyond its late 
start date by an interval "a," the project completion date is 
slipped by "a" time units and, he.nce, the late starts of any 
activity ~vith respect to any other is unaltered. Hence, the 
priority function does not require updating each time a new 
activity is added to the partial schedule. The procedure 
basically steps through process time scheduling those 
activities whose predecessors have all been completed in order 
of their late-start priority and within the existing resource 
availabilities. The contingency resource increments and the 
associated rescheduling can be viewed as a modifying heuristic 
on the earliest late-start date priority rule. 
The RESOURCE ALLOCATOR serves as the forward-pass segment of 
the combined forward- and backward-pass heuristic resource allo-
cating procedure called the HEURISTIC_SCHEDULING~ROCESSOR. It 
produces a tentative front-loaded resource allocation together 
Wi~l its associated practical estimate of the project duration. 
Preserving this es timated minimu',l projec t duration, the RESOURCE 
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limits of their residual slack to produce heuristically the most 
level resource-loaded schedule. 
2.4.32.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.32.3 Module Input 
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2) Resource Definitions ( $P ROFI LES ) 
$PROFILES 
(value) (value) 









2.4.32.4 Module Output 





































2.4.32.5 Functional Description 
The RESOURCE ALLOCATOR uses the policy of scheduling activities 
as soon after their predecessors are completed as resources be-
come available and their priority warrants. C~tegorically, 
scheduling activities as soon as possible does indeed tend to 
produce minimum duration projects, but only at the expense of 
heavily front loaded resource utilization profiles. Unfortunately, 
however, it is usually desirable for reasons of economy to utilize 
resources at as constant a rate as possible. To achieve level 
resource utilization, the resulting schedule from the RESOURCE 
ALLOCATOR is passed to the RESOURCE_LEVELER module. This routine 
delays Jobs within their residual float to level out resource 
utilization while maintaining the project duration of the original 
schedule. 
The scheduler tends to think chronologically beginning 
with the project start date. Hence, in imitating him, it is 
natural to use a time progressive heuristic. On any given day in 
his chronological scheduling effort, the next activity to be 
scheduled is that job whose predecessors are all complete and 
that is most likely to be slipped beyond its late-start date. 
Only the resource constraints can cause an activity to be so 
slipped because the precedence constraints are automatically 
satisfied by the set of critical-path early-start times for the 
resource-unconstrained situation. Nevertheless the interaction 




















be extremely complicated. For example, a set of minor delays 
occasioned by various resource constraints can accumulate 
sufficiently over the precedence network to slip a subsequent 
activity beyond its late start time and, hence, delay the pro-
jec t. Modeling the resource cons train ts in the heuris tic pro-
cedure is, therefore, extremely difficult. It has been attempted 
by several investigators but the results have never justified the 
complications. Thus the most reasonable approach appears to be 
resource bound. In this case, then, the most likely precedence-
constraint-free candidate for slipping the project completion is 
that activity among those with completed predecessors that has 
the earliest late-start date. 
Finally, if the same activity does slip its late-start date 
thereby delaying project completion, the scheduler considers 
enacting contingency measures such as obtaining more labor and 
equipment through subcontracting or scheduling overtime. The 
heuristic allocator takes the same approach, adding contingency 
threshold increments to the critical resource pools, binding the 
tardy activity beginning at the time its predecessors ~vere first 
completed, the rescheduling the entire project from th&t point 
onward. When the resource-bowld activity is finally successfully 
scheduled, the pool levels of the critical resources are returned 





























2.4.32.6 Functional Block Diagram 
Set pool level for 
each resource to the 
normal value for each 
time period. 
Initially empty set of 
activities requiring 
augmentation of pool 
levels. 
Initialize set of schedulable 
activities to immediate 
successors of start. 
Order current set of schedulable activities 
hierarchically as follows: 
1. By latest start date 
a. Critical activities 
(1) Shortest duration 
b. Noncritical activities 
(1) Activities witbout free float 
(a) Shortest total float 
(b) Shortest duration 
(2) Activit-ies with free float 
(a) Shortest total float 
(b) Shortest duration 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 









Initialize current activity 
in schedulable set for 
atte~pted bcheduling to be 
first activity therein. 
No 
Starting at current process 
time, deduct the resource 
needs of current activity 
from the appropriate pool 
levels for each time 
period of its duration. 
Is the 
availab ility 
of any resource 
exceeded on any time 
period of the duration 







Set scheduled start of 
current activity equal 
to current process time. 
Set s~h~duled finish of 
cur~ent cc_j~ity equal to 
current process time plus 




Remove current activity 
from set of activities 
requiring augmentation 
of resource pool levels. 
Determine set of resources 
whose pools must still be 
augmented from set 
of activities still 
requiring resource 
augmentation. 
Return to normal pool values 
those resources that are 
elements of critical 
~~---------------4 resource'set of current 
&ttttl1NAL P AGog '. 
ijf 'OOR QuAIld, 
activity, but which are not 
in set of resources still 
requiring augmentation. 
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Beginning on first 
day of resource conflic~ 
restore appropriate 
resource pools needed 
by current activity to 
their original levels 
before the tentative 
scheduling o~ current 
activity. 
Redefine current activity 
to be, that portion of 
itself that was n0t 




Replace current event 
with next activity 
in ordered schedulable 
set. 
Place resources that prevented 
scheduling of current activity 
in that activity's critical 
resource set. 
Yes No 
Beginning at current process 
time, restore approp.iate 
resource pools needed 
by current activity 
>----..... to their original 
levels before tentative 
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t , 
Compute process time, t , at which 
e 
current activity entered the schedulable 
set as maximum of scheduled finish 
times of all its predec~ssors. 
Add current activity to set of 
activities currently requiring 
augmentation of resource pool 
levels. 
Form set of resources requiring 
augmentation as those elements 
of cr~tical resource set of current 
activity that qre not already 
in set of currently augmented 
resources and for which contingency 
lthresholds are available. 
Add contingency resource threshold 
values to ~ool levels of all 
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Un schedule all activities 
scheduled on or subsequent 
to te and return their 
resources to the appropriate 
pools. 
Revise schedulable set t~~contain 
precisely those unscheduled 
activities that have all of 
their predecessors completed 
by process time teo 
Reset process time to t;] 
Form set of activities 



























































completed activity to first 
such acti.vity. 
Replace current just-completed I 
,...t-----I activity with next such activity.~ 
Initialize current successor 





et of activitie 
? 
Replace current successor 
,...t-------------------~with next successor of 
current successor 
to schedulable set. 
Empty critical resource 
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2.4.32.7 Typical Application 
The forward-pass RESOURCE ALLOCATOR module can be used in 
conjunction with the backward-pass RESOURCE_LEVELER wherever a 
short duration and level-resource profile scheaule for a project 
is desired. The heuristics involved are sophisticated enough to 
give a practical schedule, but simple enough to allow rapid 
execution. Thus, parametric runs on normal and contingency re-
source levels can be executed to arrive at a highly desirable 
schedule. 
Because the logic involved in the RESOURCE ALLOCATOR is some-
what involved, an illustrative, example is presented. Consider the 
project shown in Fig. 2.4.32-1. This problem is taken from Davis' 
(Davis, 74) survey of resource allocation procedures. Although 
• it is rather small to be representative of practical projects, 
it is of interest in that the optimal solution is available via the 
algorithm of Davis and Heidorn (Davis and Heidorn, 1971). Figure 
2.4.32-2 is a detailed trace of the execution of the RESOURCE 
ALLOCATOR logic for the illustrated resource-constrained project. 
Sufficient detail is presented to allow the reader to verify his 
understanding of the algorithm's logical flow as presented in the 
functional block diagram. Next, Fig. 2.4.32-3 presents the 
details of the resulting IS-day schedule. Contingency resource 
pool increments of 2 and 1 \vere available for the first and third 
resources, respectively.Figure 2.4.32-4 contains the details of 
an optimal 20-day schedule generated by the Davis and Heidorn 
















Rl = 6 men 
R2 = 7 men 
R3 = 6 men 
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Units of each resource 





Constrained-Resource Problem with Three Resource TYpes 
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RESOURCES 
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A 3 0 3 2 1 1 0 3 1 0 A B 1 ~ ~ 1 6 0 
B 5 4 2 4 2 1 0 5 7 '/J 1 7 0 
C 6 3 3 1 2 2 3 9 ~ '/J 3 6 0 
D 2 8 4 3 1 2 5 7 1 2 ~ ~ 1 Q 0 
E 3 10 2 0 3 4 7 10 7 '/J 1 7 0 
F 3 10 1 1 1 4 10 13 ~ }S 3 6 0 
G 4 9 3 1 1 3 7 11 2 3 fS ~ 1 6 0 
H 5 13 2 2 2 6 13 18 7 '/J 1 7 0 
I '4 9 3 2 3 5 9 13 
J 2 13 4 1 0 6 13 15 2 3 C D 4 I : '/J 3 6 0 l!- I 6 '0 
K 3 15 5 4 2 7 15 18 
4 D I I 
I 
I 
I 7 ~ 2 7 0 
5 I : I!- 2 6 0 l!- I 6 0 I 7 ~ 2 7 0 I ~ «- 2 6 0 
3 5 D G 6 ~ ~ 0 6 0 
7 ~ 5 7 0 
~ 4 3 6 0 
6 D 7 fS Z 0 6 . 0 
7 ~ 5 7 o· 
~ ,. 3 6 0 
7 " D 8 fS Z 0 6 0 
7 ~ 5 7 0 , ,. 3 6 0 
8 D 9 ~ Z 0 . 6 0 
7 ~ 5 7 0 
fS ,. 3 6 0 
_.- ~ ---
Fig, 2.4.32-2 
trace of the Execution of the RESOURCE ALLOCATOR A~gorithm on the Constrained-Resource 
ProbZem shown in Fig. 2.4.32-1~ Using Cmztingency Resource Thresho~ds on the First and 
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RESOURCE ALLOCATOR [Jo~u'f;ion to COMtmiY'.ed-ResouT'ce Problem Using Resource 
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Fig. 2.4.38-4 
Minimwn Duration SoZution to Constrained-ResoUl'ce Problem 














The optimal schedule requires two rr~re days than the contingency-
resource schedule. Which schedule is suprior depends on the 
availability of supplemental resource units; that is, on the 
"hardness" of the resource constraints. It is obvious that the 
optimal schedule is superior to the 25,-day RESOURCE_ALLOCATOR 
schedule generated assuming no resource cont~ngency levels, as 
shown in Fig. 2.4.32-5. Thus; it is apparent that the simple 
priority rule scheduling of the RESOURCE_ALLOCATOR, which is in 
force when no resource thresholds are present, is greatly enhanced 
by the modifying heuristic that invokes contingency resources when 
an activity's late-start date is slipped. Finally, it should be 
noted that by executing a series of parametric runs with varying 
resource contingency thresholds, a thorough analysis of the 
tradeoff between project duration and resource availability can 
be made. 
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2.4.32.9 DETAILED DESIGN 
This module is an implementation of a time-progressive project 
scheduling heuristic that produces a near-minimum duration schedule that 
satisfies all resource constraints. On input, $JOBLIST will contain all 
of the information about the set of jobs to be scheduled including: 
resource requirements, tempora~ relation constraints and critical path 
data. $PROFILES wiH contain a description of each resource pool, inc lud-
ing time and quantity constraints. The output $SCHEDULE will contain the 
set of jobs along with their start and end times. $PROFILES is updated 
to reflect the resource allocations performed during the scheduling 
process. 
The timeliner steps through time, scheduling activities from a 
prioritized list at each time point. The activities are considered 
eligible as soon as time reaches the early start limit for the activity. 
The activities are prioritized based on late start time limit, slack 
and activity duration. Activities from the list are scheduled at the 
current time point as long as resources are available. If an activity 
is not scheduled at its early start time, its slippage may affect', the 
early starts and thus the slacks of its successors. If the activity has 
negative or zero slack and must be slipped, the project length may be 
extended and the late starts and slacks of other activities may require 
adjustment. RESOURCE~LLOCATOR dynamically adjusts early starts, late 
starts and slacks to account for slippage beyond the early start ~imits 
of activities. However, it does allow activities to be slipped beyond 





















To determine whether sufficient resources are available to schedule 
an activity at a given time, it is necessary to know what is needed and 
what is available. The amount of each available resource is spe(!ified 
as a pool level and is allowed to vary as a function of time unit. The 
~odule also allows the user to specify for each resource required by an 
activity the time interval or intervals over wl{.ch the resource is needed, 
and an initial and final quantity for each. The initial quantity is the 
amount which will be subtracted from the resource pool for the duration 
of the interval. The final quantity is the amount v1hich is returned t.o 
the pool at the end of the interval. If no interval is specified, it 
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lists the resources already allocated thus far 
indicates whether-or-not the job being 
scheduled is an event 
equivalent to $NULL 
equal to 16000 
contains the end times of the jobs from $JOBLIST 
specifies the job in $JOBLIST which is currently 
being processed 
the list of jobs to be scheduled 
contains the necessary information from $JOB 
to perform a critical path analysis 
temporary storage used for many purposes 
throughout the module 
contains the label of the current job 
the start time of the job being processed 
indicates whether-or-not contingency level 
resources can be allocated 
indicates what type of update operation is to 
be performed 
can be used to input a time after which resource 
constraints are allowed. 
indicates the elapsed time of the schedule at 
any point in time 
list of jobs which can be scheduled based on 
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J 
temporary storage for the job to be scheduled. 
list of jobs already scheduled 
list of jobs delayed due to resource unavail-
abilities 
contains delayed jobs ·which have access to 
critical resources 
I_DELAYED_JOB_COUNTER counts number of delayed jobs 
I_SCHEDULABLE_JOB_COUNTER - counts number of jobs able to be scheduled 
$SCHEDULABLES contains the name of all jobs able to be 
$ OUT PUT_S CHEDULE 
$ SCHEDULE_JOB 
$SCHED_JOB 







contains the start time of all jobs on $SCHEDULE 
points at job already on $SCHEDULE 
points at jobs able to be scheduled 
counters used for various purposes throughouc 
the module 
points at the job able to be scheduled currently 
being processed 
contains the information in $FAILURE_INDICATOR 
indicates whether-or-not resources are at 
their critical point 
indicates that job has been delayed and slack 
updates must be done 
points at subnodes of $ALLOCATED_RESOURCES 
lists resour.ces which are delaying jobs being 
scheduled 
contains the resource in $CRITICAL_RESOURCES 
currently being processed 

























$RESOURCE S_DE LAYING_JOB 
JOB..:.,DURATION 




N SCHEDULABLE JOBS 
- -
N SCHEDULED JOBS 
- -
I SPLIT TIME 
SPLIT TIME 






contains resources which are in sh,ort supply 
and therefore cause a delay in scheduling a 
job 
contains the job type of the job being processed 
contains the name of the resource delaying the 
scheduling of the current job 
du~ation of the job currently being processed 
the expected finish time of the current job 
contains list of jobs delayed due to resource 
limitations with the resources causing the delay 
points at critical resources 
points at subnodes of $RESOURCES_DELAYING_JOB 
number of jobs able to be scheduled 
number of jobs on $SCHEDULE 
temporary storage for $ JOB LIST 
minimum value of $CONFLICT_TIMES 
a new job definition, made as a result of 
splitting the current job 
condensed version of the resource information 
stored in $JOBLIST 
indicates the time at which a splittable job 
is to be split 
duration of the first part of the splittable 
job 
interger valued FIRST_JOB_DURATION 
























points to the successors of $NEW_JOB 
counter for number of resources required by 
points at different resource types required by 
points at different resource types required 
points at resources required by $NEW_JOB 
points at subnodes of $SCHEDULE 
keeps the labels of resources in $JOBLIST so 
that the resource information can be returned 
to its original state in $JOBLIST 
points at the subnodes of $RESOURCE_SAVE AREA 
contains condensed resource information 
temporary storage for condensed resource 
information before being put into $POOL_'INFO 
points at subnodes of $POOL 
points at subnodes of $RESOURCE_SAVE AREA 
contains label of $JOB_RESOURCES 
intermediate tree in the return from condensed 
resource information to original state 
index for 1 to NUMBER OF CRITERIA 
contains the list to be ordered by different 
criteria 


























internal counter for number cf required re-
sources 
equal to LOCAL_INFINITY, or I_START, whichever 
is less 
number of jobs in $SECONDARY_LIST 
a list of jobs which have information 
to calculate free slack for $CURRENT_JOB 
list of secondary jobs needed to calculate 
free slack 
indicates early start of SPRIME_LIST successors 
successors of $CURRENT_JOB 
determines definition of $PUSHING_JOB 
defined as current job being processed or a 
successor of the current job depending upon 
value of INITIAL_PASS-YLAG 
equivalent to $JOBLIST 
a successor of $SUCCESSOR_SET 
points at subnodes of $INCREMENT_CANDIDATES 
equivalent to the description of the job being 
processed 
specifies the number of criteria which the 
$SCHEDULABLE_JOBS should be ordered on 
flag determining what criteria to order on 
tracks the indices of the variables in $LIST 
for ordering purposes 
equals the value of $TRANSFER_INDICES 













































the in use portion of the current resource 
contains the resource profile for a given 
resource 
contains the time in $FAILURE_INDICATOR 
equals 2 if contingency checks are to be made, 
equals 1 if not the case 
reflects the user choice to search contingency 
levels of resources or not 
points at the subnodes of $POOL 
the sum of I_JOB_START and the start of the 
resource availability in $POOL 
the sum of I_JOB_START and the end of the resource 
availability in $POOL 
the initial quantity of the resource in $POOL 
being processed 
the inuse portion of $POOL_PROFILE 
the number of subn9P.<i!JS of $INTERVAL 
equivalent to $NULL, used to insert null 
nodes onto $INTERVAL 
calling argument, containing interval infor-
mation and resources to be updated by QUANTITY_ 
DELTA 
if it is not empty, then its associated quantity 
is taken as the initial quantity of $INTERVALl 
start of $INTERVALl 
pointer which is decremented if $INTERVALl and 
$INTERVAL2 can be combined 





2.4.32.11 COMMENTED CODE 
RESOURCE_ALLOCATOH: ~ROCEOURE C~JOALIST, JPROFILES. $SCHEOULE ) 
OPTIONS(EXTERNAL); 
I************************** •• ***************u*************.** ••• ******1 
1* *1 
1* THIS t.,ODULf IS i~'" !1w1PLEMEI\lTA nON OF A TIME-PROGRESSIVE PROJECT *1 
1* SCHEDULING H~URIsrIC THAT PRODUCES A NEAR-MINIMUM DURATION *1 
1* SCHEDULE THAT SATISFIES ALL RESOU~CE CONSTRAINTS. A OETAILED *1 
1* DESCRIPTION OF THE HEURISTIC CAN 8E FOUND IN THE FUNCTIONAL *1 
1* SPECIFICATrO"lS FO~ THIS MODULE. ON INPUT, $d08LIST I'IILL CON- '*1 
1* TAIN ALL UF THE INFOkMATIUN A80UT THE SET OF JOBS TO 8E SCMED- *1 
1* ULED INCLUnI~G: ~ESOURCE R~Q0IHEMENTS, TEMPOR~L RELATION CON- *1 
1* STRAIIHS, l1NI) CtUfICAL PATH I)A:rA. $PROfiLES ~ILL CONTAIN A *1 
1* DESCRIPTIUN OF EACH RESOUHCf POOL. INCLUUING TIME AND QUANTITY *1 
1* CONST~ArNTS. ON OUTPUT, iSCH~DULE WILL CONTAIN THE SET OF JOBS *1 
1* ALONG wITH THEI~ START AND ENl> TIMES. $PROFILES IS UPDATED TO *1 
I. REFLECT TrlF 4ESOlJRCE ALLOCATIONS PERFOR~EU uURING THE SCrlEDUL- *1 
I~ ING fJ~OCf."''S. *1 
1* *1 
I*******·*****.****·*****···.**·o*o~* •••• ***.***.*.*.* •• * •• ** ••••••• **1 





IN 1 T I A L_ l,j U A "I r 1 T Y , J , :t.. J 0 Ii , $ J (I rC r ~\j F U , K L iJ C K , r-.1 • I'II N I MUM, N 9 
N_:)CHEUIILAHL E_JOtiS, I'CSCHEDJLEU_JO\3S 9 'liNE w_JOB, :j,POOL 9 
iRESOUHC£_SAVE_AHEA,$f~~SOURCE_SH~RTAGE9$SCHEOULA8LE_J08S, 
LOCAL_INFINITY, iNILL. 
I_I:: VEN '_JUS T _SCI1c.:UUU::O_FL AG. $ll-1I-'OK T ANT _~J08S, 
1iMATCH_~E.SUUHCr.._ TO_,JOB. 
~SUCCI::SSOR'$TEMP LOCAL' 
1* FIRST THE nATA sr~UCTURE UF $JOclLISr IS CONDENSEO TO INCREASE .1 
1* THE EFFICIFNCY OF NUDE ACCESSES IN THE REST OF THE PROGRAM. *1 
I_EVENT_JUST_SCHED!./LED_FLAG = \.l ; 
$NILL = $NULL ; 
LOCAL_INFINITY = 100UU ; 
CALL CONOE~SE_~ESOURCE_INFOH~ATION(iJ08LIST,~RES00RCE_SAVE_AREA) 
$FINISrl_TIMES(FIRSf'= LOCAL_l~fINITY ; 
DO I = NUMhFRCiJ0HLIST) TO 1 HY -1 
IJ E F 11\1 E :ti \ I () R 1\ SI. ,) I )H L T. S T ( I' ; 
GRAF r ~\Jnd. H i~PdHAL_RE.LA TI ,J1\j. f-lRtD£CESS(jR AT 'fiJOB_ INfO c 
PH£DEC~SSOR 
G R AFT $ J () H. T't ,..., P (j H i\ L_ HE L AT r () N ~ S U C C E S 5 U RAT \fi J 0 rL I N F 0 • sue C E 5 5 0 R ; 
GRAFT $JOd.UUHAfION AT 'J08_INFO.OUHATIUN ~ 
CALL RETRIEVE_CHIT'ICAL_PATH_UATQ($J08_INFUI ; 
GRAfT $JOH.J08_TYPE AT iJOH_INFO.J08_TYPE 
CALL CO~RINt_rH~FS($JOH_INFu.iJOB' ; 
IF ~JO~.JO~_lNlfHVAL(FIHST) NUT IOENTICAL TO 5NULL 
rHEN no; $JOH.f~OZEN = " ; 
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~TEMP.#LA~EL('JU8) = tJOd.JO~_INTERVAL.END ; 




























-.------ -- ... ~-"" --I 
. I 
END ; 
$,IOtHU_TREE = LABEL($JOd) I 
I .. ,JOB_SfAIH = $JOB.JOtLINTERVAL.START I 
I.,THRESHOLD_FLAG = 0 • 
L,ALL ~CA TE_OR_F~EE_F LAG = 1 • 
~FAILURE_IN0ICATO~ = 0 ; 
nu FOH ALL SUdNODES OF $,JOB.RESOLJRCE USING $POOL • 
CqLL iJP0ATE_POOL_Lf-VELS 
E :JO; 
( ~PUOL. $JOBI0_TR~E, ~PHOFILES. I_JOB_STAAT. 
l_THHESHOLO_FLAG.I_ALLOCATE_QR_F~EE_FLAG. 
5FAILURE_INDICATOR ) , 
(-'<AFT $JQH f~T $SCHF.l)UU"::(NEXT) ~ 
F1m ; 
KLOCK = -1 ; 
BEG I N_MA Ir"_SCHF IIUL I NG_LOQP: 
I~ THIS Ie:; THF Iv1AIN LOOP OF 'REsnUHCE_ALLOCA'rOH'. r T PROGRESS- ~I 
1* I If ELY STEP'! lHRUUljl-f TIME UNT IL ALL uF THE JOBS iN 1>JOt3LIST HAVE *1 





IF $JOt3LISTn'I~Sl'> IOENTICAL 10 'liNULL 
'~ ~SCHEOULAALE_JOHS(fIRST) IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
THEN GO TO t .LOCATtHCF II\IAL_PR0CEuURES , 
IF AN EVE~' HAS J0S1 ~EEN SCHEDUL~0. UO NOT ADVANCE THE KLOCK. */ 
GIVE THE t:.:'/ENl'S "UCCESSOI~S A CHANCE AT THE. CURRENT T1,.,E. ~I 
IF I_EVE·T_JUST_SCHEUULEU_fLAG = 0 
THEr.j t<L r,Ct< = r(LOCK + 1 ; 
ELSE I_E'l/ENT _,.JUS T _SC~~EOULEO_FL 4(] = () ; 
IF ANY dOt!; HAVE JUST FtNISHE()' THEIR II) NUMRERS ARE RECO~Dt.D ~I 
11\1 liFINISrl:I)_d08S. ~I 
DO 1=10 ~UM~~~(~FINISH_TI~ES) ; 
IF '-I~ISrl_Tl~~S(FIRST) > KLOCK 
T: IFr~ GO 1 I) tW IL!)_~ET _OF _SCHEDULAIjLE_JO~S 
INSt'n LA8EL('bfINISH_TIMES(FIRST» 
~i E F (J ~ f ~ FIN ISH E () _ ,J 0 H S ( F I ~ S T> 
IJRUI, E 'itFINISrl_fIMES (FIRSl); 
EN!) ; 
BUILO_SET_Of_SCHEOUl4~Ll_JOBS: 
1* ALL JOR: ~HOSE ~H~UECESSORS ARE FINISHED CAN NOW IjE ADDED 
I~ TO iSCt-/i llHJLAALE_Jdt3 ':). 
00 I = 1 TO NUMf-iER('liJOBLIST) ; 
(, I; , A f r $ , J(J 8 L I ~ T ( FIR S r) A T $ T E "'11-> _ J f) 8 ; 
J; :fi TFII1I-' _Jut\. P,H:.UECESSOR SU~SE r OF ~FI N ISHEU_JOBS 
~ KLOCK >: 'TE~P_J08.tAHLY_START 
TrlFN DO ; 
$TEMj.J_,J08.Et-JTRY_TIME = r(LOCK ; 
GRAFf ~TE~P_JOH -AT iSCHEuULAHLE_JOAS(NEXT) 
EN!) ; 
IF 'i! TFMP_J0B NtH IUf,'H ICAl Tl) 'ttNULL 








00 FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF ~SCHEDULABLE_J08S USING $JOB , 
CALL UPUAfE_SLACK($JOB, ~JOHLIST, $SCrlEOULE ) , 
ENIH 
1******~~~*4f;* 
OROER $SCHEUULA~Lf_J08S BY -LATE_START,-FREE_SLACK.-TOTAL_SLACK. 
-DURATION , 
*******~~'It*'It*~*1 
CALL SCHEOULA8LE_JUti_OROER($SCHEUULA8LE_JOHS) ; 
IF $OELAVEO_JOclS Nor IDENTICAL TO SNULL 
THEN 00 ; 
1* C~EATE $IM~nHTANr_JOdS. ~IMPORrANT_J08S ARE rHE ONLY ONES WHO ARE *1 
1* ALLOWED ACCFSS TO CRITICAL RESOURCES WHILE T~E~E ARE $OELAYED_JOBS*I 
1* THEY CONSIST Of 'fiOt:LAYEIJ_JO~S Al'llJ OTt-IER .JOHS WHICH AHE RANKED 'It I 
1* HIGHER IN THE ()1~0ERED $SCHEOULABLE_J\)t:lS. *1 
P!"Wr.JE 1) IMPOk T AI\lT _JO~S ; 
I_nELAYED_JOB_COUNTE~ = 0 ; 
CSCHt:.OLlLABLf_,JOI:;_COUfHEf.I = 0 ; 
1)fJ I'IH I LE (I_DEU\ Yt:O_duiLCOUiHER < NUMtjEf.I ('jiDELA Yt.U_JOBS) ) , 




f.LE,'1Ef'.IT OF 'SOEU), YEO_JllRS 
THEN I_O~LAYEO_JOH_CUUNTE~ = 1_0ELAYEU_JOH_C0UNTE~ +1 ; 
t.NO; 
t.1'.l!) ; 
I_SLACK_IJPO~ fE_r'LAG = U ; 
1* THIS LOO~ FXA~tNES ALL OF THE SC~EOULA8L~ JOBS ANU OETE~~INES *1 
1* WHETHER OH Nor T~EY CAN HE SCHEOULEU WITHOUT V!OLArIN~ ANY *1 
1* RESOURCE CnNSTRAINTS. . *1 




THEN "n ro TEI<1P_l.A8!:.L2; 
GRAFT $SCHEOU(ABLE_J08S(FIrlSrl AT ~CURHENT_JU~ ; 
PRUNE $CUNFLICT_TIMES.; 
l_CRITICAL_WAHNll'i(,_FLAG = u ; 
IF I_SLACK_U~OATE_fLAG ~= 0 
THJ7 N CA LL UPU A TE" _ SL.n, CK ( :bCU RI-(E I~ T _J08 , $J()\3 LIS T • 'iI SCHt::OUl.l:. ) ~ 
IF ~0fL~,(FO_JOrlS NOT IDENTICAL TO ~NULL 
THEN IF LAdEL (:fiCURREI'lT _JUB) ·\jO f f:..LEr.,t::NT OF .:61 '-1PORT AN r _JOHS 
THEN IF iCUHRENT_JUd.LATE_SfAHf > KLOCK 
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TrlEI.,j 1)0 FOR ALL 5UtHWIJES OF .1iCURREN T _J08. RESOuRCE 
. 
USING SPOOL 



















THIS LOOP ATTEMPTS TO ALLOCATE RESOURCES FOR THE JO~ CURR£NTLY */ 
UNDER CONSJUERATION. */ 
DO I = 1 TO NUMBER($CURRENT_JOB.RESOUHCE) , 
PRUNE $FAILURE_INOICATO~ ; 
G~I\FT $CUi~RENT_JOI::i.RESOURCE (FIQST) AT $TEr-1P_POOL , 
IF LA~EL($TEMP_POOL) ELEMENT OF $CRITICAL_RESOURCES ~ 
$PROFILES.#LABEL(iTEMP_POOL).AVAILAHLE.CONTINGENCY(FIRST) 
NOT IDENTICAL TO $NJLL 
T~EN I_THRESHOLD_FLAG = 1 ; 
ELSE I_THRESHOLD_FLAG = 0 ; 
$J08IO_TREE = LABEL($CURRENT_JOH) , 
CALL UPDATE_POOL_LEVELS($TEMP_POOL,$JOBI0_TREt, 
JPROFJLES.KLOCK,I_rHHESHOLO_FLAG.l,$FAILURE_INDICATOR) ; 
IF ~FAILU~E_INOICATOR IDENTICAL TO $NULL 




6HAFT INSE~T $TEMP_PUOL HEFORE 
$RESOU~CE_SHORTAGE(FIRST); 
LA~ELC$CURHENT_J08_TYPE)= $CUR~ENT_JOH.J08_TYPE , 
IF LA8EL($CURR~NT_JOH_TY~E) = 'SPLITTA~LE' 
TH~N GRAFT INSERT iFAILURE_INOICATOR YEFORE 
'1iCUNFLICT_TIMESCFIRST> ; 
IF $CUHRENT_JO~.LATE_START <= KLOC~ . 
THEN INSERT LA~EL($RfSOUHCE_SHORTAGE(FIRST» BEFORE 
$~ESUURCES_DELAYING_JOB(FIHST) ; 
ELSE IF LAdEL($CURHENT_JOH_TYPE) ~= 'SPLITTA8LE' 
THEN GO TO PUr_J08_IN_WAIT_STAT~ ; 
ENI) ; 
IF THE PRECEDING ATTEMP1ED RESOU~CE ALLOCATION WAS SUCCESSFUL. */ 
THE JilR CAl'll NOW Bf SCtiEOUL£IJ. ~/ 
IF 'brlFSOUHCf._SHOIHAGE IDENTICAL TO :tICONFLICT_TIMES 
TI'iEN DO , 
JO~_UURATluN = $CJI·HH:')H_JOI::3.nURATION ; 
IF JOB_DURATION = U 
THEN I_EVENT_JUST_SCHEDULEO_fLAG = 1 ; 
GRAF r $ALLOCATED_RESilU;~CES AT :tiCdRRENT_JOI3 .fU;:SOUHCE 
iCUR~ENT_J08.J08_INTERVAL.START = KLOCK ; 
I_FINISH_TIME = KLOCK + $CUHHENT_J08.DURATION 
~CU~~~NT_JOB.J08_I~T~RVAL.ENU = I_FINlSH_TIM~ I 
~IEM~.#LABEL($CU~RtNT_JOB) = I_FINISH_TIME; 
GHAF T INSERT iTf::.r-1P (F lkST> BEFOHE 
iFINISH_TIMES (F,IRS r : 'ELEMENT > I_FINISH_TIME) ; 
IF LAdEL($CURHENT_JO~) iLEM~NT OF SOELAYE0_JUBS 
THEN l10 ; 
~RUNE $OELAYEO_J08S(FIHST: iELEMENT = 
LABEL($CURRENT_JOB)} ; 
























CRITICAL_RESOURCE USING $CRIT_RES , 
PRUNE ~CRtTICAL_RESOURCES(FIRST: $ELEMENT 





GRAFT ~CUHRENr_JUB AT iSC~EOULE(NEXT) ; 
t::NO ; 
1)0 ; 
Uf) FuR ALI. SU81~OI)ES !IF $ALLOCA rEO_~EsuURCES US I Nb 
$POOL 
$JObIU_TREE = .LAdEL($CURRENf_JOB); 
CALL UPOATE_~OOL_LEVELS($pnO~,$JOdII)_TREE' 
$PROFIlES9KLOCK,O~O,$fAILURE_INOICATOR) 




( !HESOUHC~_SH0HTAGE, $CUHRENT_JO~.HESOUHCE 
IF iCUH~ENT_J08.LATE_STAHT <= KLOCK 
THEN DO; 
1* UETERr'.q NF WHFT>-iEH CON TI :\j(j[I\JCY r/t:S(JUt~CES wOULD HELP 
(1) FOR I~LL ";UfJi'J()I)ES OF :bRESOU~CES_UELAY I /\,IG_JOB 
USII"c; $POOL_IN()ICATO{~ ; 
IF ~~HOfILES.#(~POOL_INI)ICATOR).AVAILABLE. 
CONTINGENCY(FIHST) NOT IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
TrlEN 00 fO CONSIUE~_HESCHEOULING ; 
ENlH 
I~ THERE ARf~n CUNrr~GfNCY R~SOU~C~S TO rlELP THIS JO~, 50 DROP OUT 
1* AND S~LIT Trl~ JU~ O~ PUT IT IN TH~ WAIT STATE 
PRUNE :iirt::MP ; 
LA~EL(iT~MP) = LAH~L($CURH~Nf_JOB) ; 
:ii n:lII\p. CR I T I CI\L_REStJURCE 
= $RfSOU~CES_D~LAYING_JOH ; 
GH~FT INSE~T $TEMP HEFOR£ 




IF iCONFLICT_TIMES IDENTICAL TO ~NULL 
THEN GO TO ~UT_,J()M_IN_wJ\rT_STATE ; 





/'" I F THE RE~l)Il~CE S Of-~LA Y Ir'I!G TH I S JOB i-IAV E AU~EAD Y BEEN 
1* DON' T HESCHE(HJLE I:WT ADD TrlE JUB TIJ THE iJtU\ YEO JOdS 
I'" RESOURCES Tn t.;;CF? I T leAL ~ES()UHCES 
i-1ADE CRITICAL*/ 




l~' ~Ht.Si)LJRCES_I)ELA '( lNG_JOB SUHSET llF 
~c~rTrCAL_HtS()JRCES 
r~E..N DO ; 
INSERT LABEL($CUHRENT_JOa> 8EFORE 
~Ut::LA YEu_,IOHS (F 1 RST) ; 
ORIGINAIJ PAGE IS 
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PRUNE $TEt-1P , 
LAdEL($TEMP) = LA8EL($CUHRENT_J08) 
~TEMP.CRITICAL_RESOURCE 
= ~RESOUHC~S_DELAYING_JO~ ; 
GRAFT INSERT ~TEMP BEFORE 
$MATCH_~ESOURCE_TO_JOH(FIRST) ; 




/ ... ALL THE cor;JnI TIO,.JS NECESSARY -fOR RESCHEDULIN,G HAilE NOW 8t:EN MET 
/ ... SO GO ro If 
I_EVENT_JUST_SCHEDULEO_FLAG = U J 
INSE~T LABEL(bCURRENT_JOd) B£fORE 
SDELAYED_JOBS(FIRST) ; 
J-lRUNE ~ Ttf..,P ; 
L~~EL('T~~~) = LA~EL($CURHENT_JOd) , 
iT~MP.~RITICAL_RESuURCE 
= $RESOU~CfS_OELAYI~G_JOd ; 
GRAFT INSERT .TE~P ~t:FORE 
$M~ TCH_RE SOURCE_ fQ_JOI:H FIRST) , 
CALL COMHINE_THEES 
( S,t<F.SOUHCES_DELAYING_JOB, 
!f.CH 1 T I CAL_RESOURCES ) ; 
KLUCK = ~CU~RENT_JUrl.ENTRY_TIME 
I)() I 3= '~l)Mtj E.H ( $ SCHEDUL ABLE_JOBS) TO 1 BY -! ; 
IF liSCHEI)IJL4BLE_JOBS (13) tlt:NTRY_TIME > KLOCK 
THEN GRAfT INSERT $SCrlEOULABLt:_JOdS(I3) 
dEfOHE $JOBLIST(FIRST) ; 
END; 
DO J=l TO NU,v1HI:R($SCHEOULE) ; 
G~AFT $SCHEIJULE(FIRST) AT $TEMP_JOB ; 
IF $TEMP_J08.FHOLEN IOENTICAL TO SNULL 
TH~N IF ~T£MP_J08.JOH_INTEriVAL.START >= 
KLOCK 








I_THRESHOLD_FLAG = 0; 
I_ALLUCArE_OH_fREE_FLAG:O; 
iFA[LURE._INOICATOR = $NULL; 
00 FOH ALL SUdNODES Of 
iTEMP_JOd.HESOURCE USING SPOOL 
CALL UPOA lI::_POOL_LEVELS 














SFAILUHE_INDICATOR ) J 
ENI); 
IF $TE~P_JOB.ENTRY_TI~E > KLOCK 









_" ... j. END; 
I F '£ T E. M tJ _ J f) 8. NfH IDE N rIC A L r 0 $ NUL L 
THfN GHAFr ir~MP_JOB AT $SCHEDULECNEXT); 
ENI) ; 
GHf\FT Tf\!SEtH 'fiCURREIH' ,JOt) 8EFOHE 




IN ORDER Tn 4ECALCULATE THE CRITICAL PATH DATA FOR rHE JOB NET- */ 
~ORK. ALL nF THE JOBS FQUNU IN $SCHEDUL~ ANO iSCH~UULAHLE_JO~S *1 
ARE C0MR I I\jEO wI rrl THOSE IN 16J()8L. 1ST. * / 
DO FOH ALL SJBNOOES OF~SCHEUULE USING $JOH 
$JOIi.STAHT.EARLY = $JO~.JOH_INTERVAL.STAHT; 
E !\If) ; 
N_SCHEDULAdLE_JOdS=~UMHER($SCHEOULABLE_JOBS) ; 






UO FOR ALL SU~)NOLJ.ES Of 
'JOBLIST USI~G iJOB ; 
PRUNE $J08.EARLY_SrART, 
ENO; 
fiJ08. EAf~L Y _F I N I SH, 
.ilJOf:l.LATt:_START, 
$JO~.LATE_FIN15H 
CALL OrWEi'LR Y _JOH_S r AR T ( 'h SCt1EDULf..) ; 
CALL COMHINE_TRt:ES($SCrlE0ULE,~JO~LIST) ; 
00 FOR ALL SUHNODES OF IJOHLISr USING $JO~ 
GMAFT $JOB.PHEuECES50~ '~T 
$JO~.TEMPORAL_HELArIONoPREUECESSOR 
GHAFT $JU8.S0CCESSOH AT 
$JOH.TfM~OHAL_HELATION.SUCCESSOR 
t!1J1) ; 
GRAFr $JUBLIST AT jjTEMP_J08Ll~T 














t] l· I: r; lti 
1* 
I~ 
SINCE ALL OTHER 
THE J0R 1 ~ O<l/'Ilf 
( $TEMP_J0BLIST. $JOBLIST ) , 
PRUNE $TEMP_JOdLIST ; 
DO FOR ALL SU~NODES OF $JO~LIST USING iJOB , 
GRAFT SJOB.TEMPORAL_RELATION.PREUECESSOR 
AT $JOrl.PREOECESSOR , 
GRAFT $JOR.TEMPORAL_RELATION.SUCCESSOR 
AT $JOH.SUCCESSOR • 
CALL RETRIEVE_CRITICAL_PATH_UATA($JOB) 
[1\lO I 
00 K=l TO N_SCrlEOULEU_JO~S , 
GRAFT iJOdLIST(FIHSr) AT $SCrlEDULE(~EXT) ; 
frllD ; 
DO K= 1 TO N_SCi1EDULAHLE_JOHS ; 
G~AFT SJOHLIST(FIRST) AT iSCH£DULA8LE_JOBS 
(NEXT> ; 
El'm ; 
Gil TO OfWErCSCHEOULAdLE_dOHS ; 
END ; 
E""I) ; 




($I~ES()URCE_ SHORTAGE: .• :iiCLlRHENT_JUB. RESOURCE) • 
IF iCONFLICT_TIMES NOT IDENTICAl TO $NULL 
SCHEDULING ATIEl'oIprs HAVE FAILED, S~LITTINC; Of *1 
~I A~ A LAST RES0RT~ 
THEN DO ; 
CALL fIND_MIN 
('I5CONFL ICC TIMES 9 $I)UMMY, VALUt:_I'" I N 1 MUM) ; 
I_SPLIT_TI~E = VALUE_MINI~UM , 
CALL JOB_SPLITTER 
($CUARENT_~O~.I_SPLIT_TIME,$NEW_J08) 
IF iNEW_J08 NOT IUENTICAL TO $NULL 








G~AFT INSEHT iCU~RENr_J6~ 
HEFOrlE jlSCHEDULABLE_JORS(l) 
GRAFT ~NEw_JOn AT 
t::NU 
E"lO ; 
iiJOHL IS T (NEX T) ; 





















l I ~ -- ~- --- ---- - ----~~,.-~~- .. _n_ --~-"----j1 
THFN 00 ; 
I'" 
I'" 
SINCE THIS JO~ HAS BEEN DELAYED, ITS CHITICAL PATH DATA (AND *1 
POSSldLE THAT Of ITS SUCC~SSO~S) ~0ST BE REAOJUSTEU. *1 
$CU,"H~ENT _JOR 0 f Ar~L Y_ S r ART :: KLoCK: ... 1 ; 
':IiCllR ~t>.JT _JOd. EARL Y_F I i\l I SH=:£CURt~Er'H_ J08. EARL Y _F I N I SH+ 1, 
IF $CU~RENT_JOH.FR~E_5LACK = 0 
THEN UO; I_SLACK_UPDAT~_FLAG = 1 ; 
CALL INC~EME;~T_StJCCESSOR_ T Ir~ES 
( 'iiCJf~I~£iH _JOI:h $JOHL 1ST 
EN!) ; 
IF iCURRENT_JOR.TOfAL_SLACK <= 0' 
TrlEN 1)0 ; 
$CUR~ENT_JUd.LATE_START' = 
$CU~RENT_JO~.LATE_START ... 1 • 
~CUHHENT_JOB.LATE_FINlSH = 
'CUHRE"NT_JOH.LArE_FINISH • 1 ~ 
on FUR ALL SUANOUES OF $SCHEDULAdLE_JO~S USING 
,i,JOB ; 
$,JO~~.lAH~_STMH = $JOij",LATE_SfAIH + 1 ; 
$ ,JO 1'1 • L AT E_ FIN ISH = ,£, JO t3 • LA T E_ FIN ISH + 1 
END ; 
I) I) F I) R ALL S U H I\J 0 n E S () f $ J 0 \1 LIS T lJ SIN G $ ,J 0 B ; 
'Ii ,.I I)!::l • L.I\ r 1:._ S TAR f = !b J 0 d • L A T t_ S T A tH + 1 ; 
~JOH.LATE_FJNISH = ~JO~.LATE_FINISH • 1 ; 
ENO ; 
UO Fu~ ALL SUd NODES Of $SCH~0ULE USING $JOB , 
$JOH.LATE_STAiH = $JOt:l.L~ fE_START + 1 ; 
iJOB.l~TE_FINISH = $JOP.LATE_fINIS~ + 1 , 
END ; 
t::NU f 
lilt NOtJ TriF ~t.SO'NCES P~EV IOU~LY ALLOCA fEI) CAN di:: FHEEn. THE ilt
l 
lilt HESI)UHCE ~nOL S AI'H'~ HiE!\j RI::.ORI)t.i~t: D SO THA T THE CR 1 T rCAl POOLS iIt I 
lilt ,ijILL tjE CdN':)IDf·~f.u FIRST UN Trlr:: Nt::,l( r SCHEOULING ATTf...MPT fOR iltl 
lilt THIS ,jm~.. 
iltl 
11=11+1: 
un FuR ALL StJIjN()OES OF 'hALLOCATEIJ_RESOUHCES USING $PUOL , 
~JOrlIU_THI::.E = LA8EL($CUH~~NT_JOB) ; 
CALL UPOAfE_POOL_LEVELS(\POOL,$J08ID_TREE. 
~P~()FILES,KLUCK~O~O.'bFAILUR~_lNOICATOR) ; 
t:-: I'll) ; 
CALL CUMH[NE_TH~f...S 
( 'Ii 1\ L L 0 C ~\ T E lJ _ to{ c S !) U Ret S • 3i C II R H E f>J T _ ' It) 8 • R I:. S () U R C E ) 
CALL CUM~fNE_TH~t::S 
($~ES0UHCI:._SHUHTAGI::.,iCUHRENT_JOB.RESOURCE) ; 
I,HAF r ,iiCURHEt\IT_JOH AT :fjSCHEDlJLABLE_,IORS (NEXT) ; 
l:.NO ; 
GO TO fFMP._LAHt.Ll; 
'TEMP_LA8EU' : 
G.') TO !jEG T I\J_MA 1 N_ SCHEDt.JL I f\JG_UJ0P 























FINALLY, THE OArA STRUCTURE of THE JOB NODES CAN ~E EXPANDED 
SACK TO THFIR O~lGINAL FORM rlEFORf RETU~NING $SCHEOULE TO THE 
CALLING PHoGRAM. 
CALL REST()~F_AESOU~CE_INFO~MATION('SCHEDULf,~R~SOUHCE_SAVE_AREA) ; 
DO FOR lLL SU8NOUES 0F ~SCHEDULE USING $JUa ; 
CALL UPIlA 1 t_SLACt<.: ($JOlh $SCHEUULE. iJOBL 1ST ) ; 
GRAFT $J08.PREDECESSOH AT ~J08.TE~PORAL_HELATtON.PREDECESSOR ; 
GRAFT $JOA.SUCCESSOR AT $J08.TEMPORAL_RELATION.SUCCESSOR 
GRAFT .JOB.EARLY_STAHT AT iJOd.START.EARLY ; 
GRAFT .JnB.LATE_STA~T AT $JOd.5TA~T.LATE I 
GRAfT idOB.EAHLY_FINISH AT ~bJOI~.F LI'lISh.EARL.:Y 
GRAFT ~JnH.LATE_FINISH AT ~JOH.FINISrl.LAT~ ; 
GRAfT $JOH.TuTAL_~LACK Al $JOa.SLAC~.TOTAL ; 
GRAFT $JOB .F'REt:_SLP.Ct( A T $JO~. SLACK. FRt:E ; 
GRAFT I~~ERT iJOB.JO~_INTERVAL ~EFORE $JOH(FIRST) ; 
PHU~E SJnH.ENTRt_1IME ; 
END ; 
lit .... *****~.*it*** 
ORDER 'bSCHt:.nU[J:. HY -J<'H~_INIEKVAL.SlA(H,-IJUI-<ATI{)N 
*************1 
CALL ALLOCA TlH~_f I !-.jAL_O~I)EI1 ('iiSCHEf)tJLE.) ; 
JOB_SPLITTER: P~0C~OUH~ (fiJOd. S~LIT_TrME. iNEW_JOe) ; 
1* 
*1 
I~ THIS PROCFDURE dREA~S ~JOH I~TO TWO SMALLER COMPONENT JO~S. 
*1 
1 <J. T HE S P L I r I S "'i A f) f_ AT THE TIM E Il-J I H CAT E U f-3 Y 'S P LIT _ TIM E , • THE. 
* 1 






UECLARE iPREDECt:.SSOH, ~S0CCESSOR 
PRUI\IE $NEI.<'_JOR ; 
LOCAL 
FIRS T _JOd_{)LlH,'~ fI ')N = St'L 11"_ T I ME - t<:LOCK , 
I_FI~Sf_J0~_DUHArION = FIHST_JOH_OURATION , 
IF I_FIt-bT_dOH_lhJRATION = IJ THt:N ~ETUHN 
~NEW_JOR = ~JOd ;. 
TEr-1P = LARF:L (~J()l?) ; 
TEMP = T~~P • 0.1 ; 
LAHEL (i>Nt:W_.,JIJr.1) = TEr-lP 
FIX THf TfMPURAL QUANTITIES Of $JOd ANO iNEW_J08 
$ ,/0 B • f) U RAT ,{ ( JI'J = f I t~ 5 T _ J 0 fi _ 0 U ;~ A rr 0 1\1 , 
$JOA.FARLV_FINISH = $JO~.EAWLY_START + iJOH.0URATION 
'liJO~.LI\Tt:_FUH5H = $J()I:l.LATI:_STA~T + $Jll!:3.IJURiHIOI..) " 
PHUNf 'JOK.SUCCESSOR ; 
jiJOB. SUCCF.SSO~ (f IRSr) = LABEL (:tiNE)'J_J08) 
$JOS.FREE_SLACK = 0; 





































PRUNE $NEW_J08.PHEOEC~SSOR ; 
$NE~_JOB.PREDECESSOR(FIRST) = LA~EL($JOe) ; 
DO FOR ALL SUa~OUES OF %NEW_JOHQSUCCESSOH USING $SUCCESSOR , 
DEFINE iPRfOECESSUR AS 5J08LIST.#($SUCCESSOHI.PREOECESSOR 
PRUNE 'tf-',{EOt:CC:SSOR(FIKSr: $f:LEI'1ENT = LA8EL($JOAI I , 
INSERT L4UEL(~N~W_JUH) HEFOHE ~PREUECESSUH(FIHST) ; 
END; 
iNEW_J08.FA4LY_SrAHT = INE~_JOB.t:AHLY_START + Fl~ST_JOa_UURATIONI 
$NEW_JOH.LATE_STAHr = $NfW_JOH.LATE_STAKT + FIRST_J08_0UHATION' 
iNEW_,-JIJt3.FAI~l)/_FrNISH = iiNOJ_JO~.EARLY_STAH( + 'l;N£\~_,JOA.f)UHATION' 
$NE~_J08.IATE_FINISH = 'NEA_J0~.LA1E_START + $NE~_JOH.DURATION I 
'jiNEit/_.JI)~.fl\lri:n_ T lME = KLOCK; 
FIX UP T~F ~ESUU~CE REQUIREMENrS IN THE SPLIr JO~S 
00 I l.,jDf;" X_of _POOL = 1 To ·\lUI\1Ht:'1-( 'fidih3.t<ESOUHCEI , 
INrEt«VAL_HJllEX = 1; 
NEW_INrE~VAL_I~UtX = 1; 
OEFII\lE iiPClI)L ASDJOR.RESUURCE(ll\lUt_X_Uf_tJOOLI , 
DEFINE I~F~_~OOL AS $NE~_J08ft~~SJURCE(IN0EX_OF_POnL) 
UO INTE~VAL_CO~~TEH = 1 TO NUM~E~($POOL) ; 
IF KLOCK' + $P()lJL(P~TEfH/AL_INIJE)(').Er"f) <= ~PLlT_TIMt 
THEN no; 
PRllr~E -F.1'4t' III_POOL (I\lEW_IN rt:.RV AL_ I NI.lE;( ) 
{NT~RVAL_INUEX = INTERVAL_INU~X + 1 
E .~I) ; 
ELSF I~ KLOC~ • ~P00L(INrE~VAL_I~UEX).ST4RT 
EL~E 
PO; 
'6 i\I t. l<l_ Jl n n L. ( !\j [ .v _1 Nr t. /.{ V Joi. L_ HJU ~_ X) .. S T M< r = 
:111\1 t I'C P () 0 L ( i\J E W _ I I\J T t: R V A L_ I NI) t~ X) • S TAt< T 
- FIRST_JOrl_UUHATIUN 
:hi'jt.~·i_Pf)()L (.\lEW_IN rE~V~\L_I!'JOEX) .t:.NU = 
iNt:W_POOL(~EW_JNrE~VAL_INU~X).ENO 
- FIRST_JO~_UURATION 
t.JI-It)NE "POOL ( I !\JTE~ V AL_ I NOEX) ; 
1\I~_.</_INTfHVl~L_II\jIlt.X = NEI'CINTERVAL_Ii'JUEA + 1; 
E ;'JI) ; 
uo; 
:fiPI)UL(lNTE~~\lAL_lI\lDEX.) .r:i\J!J = 
FIRST_JOh_UUHATION 
:fJ P I.J() L ( T 1\1 T E 1-< V A L_ 1 i\; l)t )() • f 1 r" /\ L_ (J 1 JAN T I rY = 
1P00L(INTC:~VAL_INIJt:.X)orNIrlAL_Q0ANTIrY 
5N~W_PUOL(NE~_INTE~VAL_INOEX).START = u ; 
"j, 1"1/ F. W _ P () f) L ( r,j b ... _ 1..N r E R V t\ L_ 1 i'~ D f..)( ) • E I\j f.l =-
:111\1 t. '.1,1 _ P t) f) L ( "~E Ie 11\1 T F R V A L_ I N Ik X) • t: N IJ 
- FIRSr_JOrl_D0HATIUN 
II'JfEI·~VA'-_I,\!f)E)( = IrHEI~VAL_INDI:.X + 1 ; 
















END' 1* JOB_SPLITTER ~I 
UPDATE_SLACK: PR0CEDURE ($JOI;i, $PRIME_LIST, $SECONDARV_LIST ) ; 
/* THIS PROCcl1iJRE RECALCULATES THE TOTAL AND F~EE SLACK FOR THE 
/* JOY PASSED TO IT IN ~JUB. 
DECLARE I. MINIMJM. NSCrlEDULE L0CAL ; 
$JOB.TOTAL_~LACK = $JOB.LATE_START - $JO~.EA~LV_START 
MINIMUM = LnCAL_INFINITY ; 
NSECONOARY = NUM~EH($SECONOARY_LlST) 
CALL COM~INF_TRE~S( 5SECONDARY_LIST. $PRI~E_LIST ) ; 
DO FOR ALL ~URNODES OF ~JOd.SUCCE5S0H USING $SUCCESSOR 
'_ST~RT = $PRIME_LIST.#('SUCCESSO~).EA~LY_START 
IF I_START < MINIMUM THEN MINIMUM = I_STAHT ; 
END • 
IF MINIMU"'I .. = LOCAL_INFINIrV . 
THEI\j $,JUR.FKEE_5LACr< = t4!I'lJIMUM - :b,JOA.EARL Y_FINISH , 
DO I = NSECnNDA~i To 1 ~y -1 ; 
GRAFT I~SERl $PkI~E_L[ST(I) 8tFuRE ~SECONOA4Y_LIST(FI~ST) ; 
END; 
END' 1* UPnATE_SL4Cr< */ 
INCREr-1ENf_SUCCFSSOR_TIMES: PROCEOUHE (~JOI3. $SUCCESSOR_SET) ; 
DECLARE ~ I Nr,REf...1EN r _C 4ND TDATES. 'bPUSH I I'>JG_J 0 I'; • :5JOtl_ Hl_dE_PUSHED, 
INITrAL_p~SS_FLAA LUCAL 
~INCREMENT_CANOIOATES(FIRSr) = $JOd.SUCC~SSO~ ; 
LAijEL ('h I NCHFMENT _CAND IfJA Tt::s (F I 10(5 r» = LAt)EL ( 'h,JOH) ; 
I~ITIAL_PAS~_FLAG = 1 ; 
DO ~HILE (~TNCRE~E~T_CANDIOAT~S(FIHST) NUT IOENTICAL TO $NULL) 
IF INITIAL_~ASS_FLAG = 1 
THEN 00; OEF I Nl:. '.Ii~uSH HolG_JOt! AS $.j08 ; 
INl rl~L_PASS_FLAG = 0 • 
Erw: 
ELSE I)EFP·I[ :jj~USHIi~G_JIJB AS 
~SUCCESSUH_SET.~LAd[L(~lNCREr-1ENT_CANOIUATES(FIRST» ; 
00 FOR ALL SU~NOOfS OF il~C~E~ENT_CANOrOATES(FIRST) 
USING ~CURHE~T_SUCCESSOR 
DF.F IP.JF ;;.)O!3_ rO_BE_PUSHEU ~ S 
C\iSUCCES::iOI<_SE T • ~ ($CliRf-ii::11JT _SUCCESSOR) ; 
IF ';,PIISHING_JUrl.EAI~LY/_rII\JISH > $JOd_TO_t3£_PUSrlEO.EARLY_START 
TrlFN DO; 
END; 
'bJl'H_ TO._t3f_PUSHFU. t:: I\~L Y _S TART = 
iPUSHING_JOB.EAKLY_FINISrl 
'bJ()H
wo TU_t3F._PUSHEU. EARL Y _ .... IN! SH = 
$JOt3_TO_AE_PUSHEO.t::AHLY_STAHT 
+ '6J/Jd_ H)_8E_PUSHEO. DURAT ION , 
~INCRE~ENr_CANutUArES(NEXT) = 
$JOd_TO_~E_PUSHEu.SUCCESSOR 
U\I.:ifL ( iiI I\)CR e:O'1EN T _ C A NU llJ A T ES ( LA Sf») = 
LAfjEL (~J()ri_ TO_8E_PUSHED) , 
ENl); 







-" - ---- --------------1---------1'--- '-"--~. -~.~-......-
.. _.. .. . 
ENDI 
END; 1* INCREME~T_SUCCESSOH_TrMES *1 
RE TR I EVE_CR I T I CAL_~)A Trl_DA T A: PROCEDURE ($ T ARGE T) 
1* THIS CODE THAf'-lSFEl'(S [HE CRITICAL PAT"I UAl'A UF .1iJOtj 
GRAFT ~JO~.~TA~T.EARLY AT .TARGET.tA~LY_START ; 
GRAFT iJOH.FINISH.EAKLY AT SfARGET.EARLY_FINISH 
GRAFT $J08.STAHf.LATE AT ~TARGET.LATE_STAHT ; 
INTO $TARGET. *1 
GRAFT IJOB.FINISrl.LATE AT iTARGEr.LATE_FINISH 
GRAFT $JO~.~LACK.TlJTAL AT ~TARGET.TOTAL_SLACK 
GRAFT $JOH.~LACK.FRE~ AT ~rAHGET.FHEE_SLACK ; 





SCHEDULAALE_JOR_O~UEW: P~uCEDURE ($SCHEOULAHL~_J08S) 
ORl)ER $SCdFDULA:H.E_·"IOtiS tiY LO\~EST VALUE OF LATE_START. 
FHEE_SLaCK9 rOTAL_SLACK ANU OUHArI0N 
I F lI~CHE 1)11Lt\nl E_JO,",S (F IRS T) I nr: rJT I CAL TO $NULL THEI'J RE TURN , 
00 FUR ALL SUHN00ES OF $~CH~DULAdLE_JOaS USING $SJoa ; 
GRAFT l~SERT '~JOB.LATE_STARr BEFORE $SJOB(FIRST) , 
GRAFT INSERT ~SJOH.F~EE_SLACK 8EFOHE ~SJOH(FI~ST) J 
GRAFr INSERT ~SJO~.TuTAL_SLACK 8EFO~E $SJOH(fr~ST) u 
G H AFT ! "I S F R T '£ S J (J R • I) U ~ A T I I,) ,'./ H t. FOR E $ S J 0 Ii ( FIR c; T) ; 
t::NIH 
NUMBE~_nF_CR I Tt:R 1 A = 4, ; 
MAXMIN_FL~G = -1 ; 
CALL MULrI_CHlrE~IA_UROEH 
( $~~HEUULAdLE_JnHS,~U~dEH_OF_CRIrEHIA.MAXMIN_FLAG ) , 
ENOl 1 0 SCHFUUlA~L~_JO~_ORUEk *1 
OKOE~_HY_Jn~_STA~T: P~OCEUUHE (~SCHt.UULE) ; 
I~ OkDEHS:b SCHEi)ULE liY -,)OH_ I NT C:H V AL. STAR r 
OECLARE ~JAH LUCAL ; 
DO FOP. ~LL SUr~N()I)E>', OF i>SCHE.lJULI: U5ING $JAH 
INSE~r :tiJARnJOi::i_!f\jlE:::IooIVAL.SfARf I1F.'FOHt: $JAfj(FIRST) 
END; 
CALL ~JLrI_CHITE~lA_UHUER(~SCHEDULE, 1. -1) 
DO FOR ALL SlJHi~OuES liF '1iSCrlEUULE USING 'bJAH 
PRUio,JE b,JAH(FIKST) ; 
EI\IU; 
ENn; 1* O~UEP_R'(._JOl:j_STMn *1 
ALLOCATOR_F I I\jAL_()f~[)E~: PROCEPURE. (;;r:,CriEl)ULE) 
1* O~f)EHS $SCI-IE!)ULt dY -J(H~_l N rt:.t-iVAL 0 ~ TAR T, -DURAT I 01'-1 
DECLARf ~JA~ LUCAL ; 
DO FOR ALL ~UHNOO~~ UF %SCHEuULE USI~G 5JAH ; 
INSERf 'b,JAH • .JOt:i_IiIjTEKVAL.START t,iEFORE :liJAn(FIRST) 
BRAFT INSE~r $JAHeU~HATlnN bEFU~E SJAH(FIHST) 
ENU; 
CALL ''''0LrI_('k.rH':~IA_O~()ER($SCHt.[)ULt:~ 2~ -1 ) ; 
DO FOR ALL SUi..tI\lOtJFS \,.IF 'tiSCrlEDULE US I NG '6JAb ; 
PRUt~E $JI\~(~) ; 
E i',Jl) • 
END; 1* ALLJrATUH_F1NAL_O~Ot:.H *f 










































































2.4.33 RESOURCE LEVELER 
2.4.33.1 Purpose and Scope 
In many project scheduling situations, the pattern of resource 
utilization is often more important than the quantity of resources 
used. For example, a resource feasible schedule that results in 
rapidly changing resource requirements is clearly undesirable from 
the project control standpoint. In these situations it is useful 
to perform resource leveling in order to reduce resource profile 
fluctuations. 
Conceptually, a resource utilization profile is level when the 
actual quantity of resource used in each time period is co.nstant. 
Unfortunately, 'it is not generally possible to maintain perfectly 
level profiles and simultaneously satisfy all of the scheduling 
constraints. As a consequence, some fluctuations will inevitably 
remain in the resource profiles. The purpose of this module is 
then to minimize these remaining resource variations. This is 
accomplished by heuristically minimizing the sum of the squares 
a.: the resources over time, subj ect to the network, resource 
availability, and activity completion constraints. 
This module is applicable to the general class of project 
scheduling problems that includes multiple resources with time 
varying pool levels. 
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2.4.33.3 Module Input 









(value) (value) (value) 
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QUANTITY 
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2.4.33.4 Module Output 
1) Revised "Level" S ched ule ($S CH E DUL E) 
(Same structure as input.) 
2) Revised "Level" Resource ($PROFILE) 
(Same stru,cture as input.) 
2.4.33.5 Functional Description 
The resource leveling procedure is based on the minimization 
of the sum of the squares of the resources over time. The formu-
lation of resource leveling as a least squares minimization prob-
lem is motivated by the fact that a level profile minimizes the 
sum of the squares of the resources subject to the constaint that 
the area under the profile is constant. A simple example best 
illustrates this principle. Consider a single resource defined 
over T equally spaced time periods of unit duration, as illus-
trated in Fig. 2.4.33-1. Furthermore, let r, denote the quantity ~ 
of resource used in period i. It is then possible to show that 
the level profile 
r i = R/T, 
minimizes: 
i = 1,2, ... , I; 
~ 2 L r., 
i ~ 
subject to the 
constraint: E r. = R . i ~ 
7 
til 6 





QJ R/T p:j 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Time Units 
Fig. 2.4.33-1 












Unfortunately, this simple leveling concept neglects the network, 
the resource, and the integer start time constraints. When these 
constraints are included the resource leveling problem is stated 
as follows. 




subject to network constraints 
s. :> f. for all jc,a.~; i = 1,2, .... , I 
1 -. J tr:... 
R~source constraints 
Activity completion constraints 
I: E E r ki (t - si) = c 
k . t i 
Integer start times 
e . S.E~ , for all 1. 
1 
1, 2, •.. , I, that 
In this fo:rmulation, K is the number of resource types, T is the 
number of scheduling time interva1s,~ t is the set of indices for 
the resources being used during time interval t, r k . l t - s.) is-1. 1 
the quantity of resource type k used by activity i in period t, 
and ~(t) is the time varying resource level for resource k. 
2.4.33-4 





















This formulation, which represents a nonlinear integer program, 
cannot be cost-effectively solved with an existing algorithm. As 
a result, a heuristic algorithm is used to obtain a solution. 
This heuristic assumes that a nominal schedule is input that satis-
fied all of these constraints. A new start time is then deter-





In the above experession, s~ is obtained from input and is the 
\ 1. 
original scheduled start time of activity i, and f: is the latp 
,.. 1. 
finish of activity i. The restriction of the minimization of 
F(si) to the interval defined by st and f~ insures that the net-
work constra'ints remain satisfied. The resource limits are 
satisfied by setting the function F(·) to an arbitraril~'large 
value for all start times that result in a resource violation in 
some time'period. This ensures that start times that are re-
source infeasible a~e not selected in the minimization process. 
If more than one start time produces the same minimum value of F, 
given by 
minimum F = JI, 
< S i 
than the latest start time is selected. This gives the algorithm 






The sequence in t,.,rhich the new start times are calculated is 
determined by ordering the set of activities according to: (1) 
latest scheduled finish and (2) largest residual total slack. 
Thus, the first activity to be rescheduled is the last activity 
completed in the nominal schedule. Rescheduling proceeds ac-
cordingly until a new start time for all activities are calcu-
lated. The entire leveling pro~ess can then be repeated until 
the resulting profile remains unchanged. 
Clearly, this sequential one-dimensional minimization heuristic 
does not necessarily produce the actual optimum start times. How-
ever, our limited experience indicates that this simple procedure 
can significantly smooth resource profiles. This is particularly 
true when this algorithm is applied to schedules generated by re-
source allocation heuristics that schedule as soon as the required 
resources are available. Rescheduling in a reverse least square 
fashion naturally delays activities providing more free float to 
earlier activities that must be rescheduled to level resources. 
This'natural delaying action tends to shift resource "peaks" that 
occur early in the scheduling horizon in order to fill later re-
source "valleys." This also offsets the "tailoff" problem asso-
ciated with project completion. 
As indicated in the formulation, the resource requirements 
can vary over the duration of the activity ancl 1 similarlY, the 
resource pool levels can vary over the duration of the project. 















Ii Varying Pool Level' 
Resource Requirements 
for Activity i. 
T 
Fr,g. 2.4.33-2 Time-Varying Resource VariabZes 
This module can also be easily modified to solve the resource 
profile shaping problem. This can be accomplished by minimizing 
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2.4.33.6 Functional Block Diagram. 
ENTER 
Build a list L consisting 
o~~ all activities. Order 
L as follows: 
1. Latest scheduled 
finish. 
a. Minimum residual 
slack. 
Initialize current 1 
activity to first 
element in L. 
Determine all values of 
minimize: F(s.> , 
• 1-
subject to: 
2:r k .(t - s.) + rki(t j d J J t Y., 
s~( < s. < s. 
1-- 1-- 1-
Set current activity 




Set start time of current 
activity to the lJtest 
start time that ruLnimizes 















2.4.33.7 Typical Application 
Resource leveling techniques are used to distribute resources 
over time to reduce profile fluctuations. They can, also be used 
to determine the maximum resource levels required to meet project 
, i 
1 completion dates. 
A simplE! example is the best ~vay to illustrate the applica-
tion of this module. Consider, for example, the simple netHork 
shown in Fig. 2.4.33-3. The schedule given in Fig. 2.4.33-4 \vas 
; I 
generated by setting the activity start times equal to their cri-
! 
. '. ~ : tical path early starts. Th
is schedule requires the resource 
profile shown in Fig. 2.4.33-4. As usual, the critical path early 
start heuristic gives a schedule that is very front loaded. Ap-
plication of the resource leveling module delays several activities 
in order to reduce the peak resource requirement. The new schedule 
and the corresponding resource profile is given in Fig. 2.4.33-5. 
In this example, the least squares heuristic reduced the sum of 
the squares from 2137 to 1261 units 2 and reduced the peak level 
from 24 to 19 units. However, this heuristic solution is not 
optimal. For example, at least one better solution is illustrated 
in Fig. 2.4.33-6. For this schedule, the sum of the squares is 
1215 units 2 and the peak resource requirement is only 15 units. 
This example clearly illustrates the fact that heuristic algo-
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Fig. 2.4.33-3 Example Project Network 
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Fig. 2.4.33-4 Nominal Schedule Using CPM Early Starts 
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Fig. 2.4.33-5 Rescheduled Using RESOURCE_LEVELER 
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2.4.33.8 Implementation Considerations 
Implementation of this simple heuristic is straightforward. 
The only significant computation is the calculation of the minimum 
of F(si)' One approach for obtaining this miniinum is outlined in 
Fig. 2.4.33-7. 
When the individual resource quantities are different by more 
than two orders of magnitude over an appreciable segment of the 
schedule, then weighted least squares are required. This amounts 
to adding a weighting matrix to the least squares formula. In 
most normal situations scaling the resources on a percentage basis 
is adequate to ensure that each resource type contributes reason-
ably to the sum of the squares. Percentage scaling gives the 
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k = 1 
t = s~ 
F (s 0) 1 0 ! 
r---.------------, L..---' J 
~(t) = ~ r ko (t - s*) + r ki It - Si)\ 
J. e:..S- -i J \ t 
1-----1 t~ t + t.t 
-----I k~k + 1 
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- Basic Time Increment 
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Array Containing the Minimum Least Squares Start Times 





2.4'.33.8 DETAILED DESIGN 
This module levels the resource utilization profiles (in $PROFILES) 
for the set of jobs input in $SCHEDULE. This is accomplished by system-
atically moving the jobs around on the time line within their given 
resource and temporal relation constraints. The selection of rescheduling 
time po'ints is based on minimization of the sum of squares of the resource 
usage levels over time. On output, $SCHEDULE and $PROFILES will contain 
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the schedule built by RESOURCE_ALLOCATOR 
tree containing all pooled resource information 
tempor~ry storage area for excess resource 
information 
points at subnodes of $SCHEDULE 
summarizes critical p"ath information of $JOB 
if equal to 1, indicates job can be'rescheduled. 
indicates the earliest end time of all successors 
of $JOB 
temporary variab lE! used to determine I_EARLIEST_ 
SUCCESSOR START 
start of $JOB 
difference between the start of the earliest 
successor and the end of $JOB plus $JOB's start 
cumulative sum of squares of $JOB_PROFILES 
points at pooled resources required b! $JOB 
internal counters 
contains pooled resource information about $JOB 
indicates the time after which resource con-
straint violations are allowed 
labe 1 of $JOB 
the time a job can be rescheduled 
equivalent to $JOB_PROFILES 
iud:.cates whether-or-not contingency level 
resfJ'lrCf:S can be allocated 
cummulative sum of squares of $PROFILE 
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$ LIST _E LEMENT 
$TRANSFER_INDICES 
contains pool~d resource information for a 
given resource 
cumulative totals of SUM for each interval 
in $POOL_PROFILE 
cumulative totals of resource quantities 
2 
equals the product of ~OTAL and the interval 
length of the $POOL_PROFILE 
points at subnodes of $SCHEDULE 
keeps the labels of resources in $JOBL~ST so 
that the resource information can be returned 
to its original state in $JOBLIST 
points at the subnodes of $RESOURCE_SAVE AREA 
contains condensed resource information. 
temporary storage for condensed resource 
information before being put into $POO~INFO 
points at subnodes of $POOL 
points at subnodes of $RESOURCE_SAVE AREA 
contains label of $JOB_RESOURCES 
intermediate tree in the return from condensed 
resource information to original state 
index for 1 to NUMBER OF CRITERIA 
contains the list to be ordered by different 
criteria 
points to the subnodes of $LIST 
tracks the indices of the variables in $LIST 
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equals the value of $TRANSFER __ INDICES 
contains the ordered $LIST 
the in use portion of the current resource 
contains the resour~~ profile for a given 
resource 
contains the time in $FAILURE_INDICATOR 
equals 2 if contingency checks are to be made, 
equals 1 if not the case 
reflects the user choice to search contingency 
levels of resources or not 
points at the subnodes of $POOL 
the sum of I_JOB_START and the start of the 
resource availability in $POOL 
the sum of I_JOB_START and the end of the 
resource availability in $POOL 
the initial quantity of the resource in $POOL 
being processed 
the inuse portion of $POOL_PROFILE 
the number of subnodes of $INTERVAL 
equivalent to $NULL, used to insert null nodes 
onto $INTERVAL 
calling argument, containing interval information 
and resources to be updated by QUANTITY_DELTA 
if it is not empty, then its associated 
quantity is taken as the initial quantity of 
$INTERVALI 
pointer which is decremented if $INTERVALI and 
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2.4.33.10 COMMENTED CODE 
RESOURCE_LEVELERI PROCEDURE (SSCHEDULE' $PROFILES) 
OPTIONS(EXTERNAL'. 
I •• * •••••• * •• ** •• ·.*****.*.*.*.* •••• ******~****.*.* •• *·.· .... ··**-** •• 1 
1* ./ 
I'" THIS MODULE I,E'JELS THE RESOURCE UTILIZ;~TION PROFILES (IN -i 
1* SPROFILES) FOR THE SET OF JOBS INPUT IN $SCHEDULE q THIS IS ./ 
I. ACCOMPLISHED BV SVSTEMATICALLV MOVING THE JOBS'AROUND ON THE _/ 
I. TIME LINE WITHIN THEIR GIVEN RESOURCE AND TEMPORAL RELATION ;i 
1* CONSTRAINTS. THE SELECTIoN OF RESCHEDULING TIME POINTS IS _/ 
I. BASED ON MINIMIZATION' OF THE SUM OF SQUARES OF THE RESOURCE ~~ 
1* USAGE LEVELS OVER TIME. ON OUTPUT~ $SCHEOULE AND SPRnFILES ,/ 
1* WILL CONTAIN RFVISIONS 'TO REFLFCT THE 5'CHEDULING CHANGES. ,~ 
I· ./ 




SJOR_PROFILE~ .LA'rEST _STA9T' MOD IFIED_SCHEDULE_FLAG. 
SPooL, SPROf'ILE, $RESOURCE SAVE_AREA. SSUCCESSOR, SUM, 
LOCAL:INFINITV, 'NIL~, sJoBID_TREE' 
SUM~OF_SQUARES,$TEMP_PROFILES'TOTAL'TOTAL_QUANTIiV LOCAL. 
SNILL = $NULL , 
LOCAL:INFINITY = 16000 , 
/* THIS CODE CONnENSES THE DiTA STRUCTURE Of $SCHEDULE TO INCREASF ~~ 
1* THE EFFICIENCY OF NODE AC~ESSE~ IN THE REST OF THE PROGRAM. ./ 
CALL COND~NSE~RESOURCE_INFoRMATION($SCHEDULE,$RESOURCE_SAVE_AREA) , 
DO FOR ALL SU8NODES OF SSCHEDULF. USING $JOB , 
GRAFT $JOB.TEMPORAL_RELATIONoSuccESSOR AT $JOB_INFO.SUCCEsso~ , 
GRAFT SJOB.SLACK.TOTAL AT $JOB_INFOoTOTAL_SLACK J 
GRAFT SJOB.JOB_INTERVAL.START AT SJOB_!NFOQSTART , 
GRAFT $JOa.J9B_INTERVALIEND AT ~JOB_iNFOoEND e 
CALL COMRINE_TREFS($JOB'INFO,$JOfl) i 
END • -. 
/. NO~ THE SU~ OF SQUARES DATA IS COMPUTED FOR EACH USAGE INTERVii' */ 
1* AND TOTALED FOR EACH POOL BFINA CONSIDEREDo ~~ 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES Of $PROFILES USING $PROFILE 
CALL COMPUTE:SUM:OF_SQUARES(5PROFILE); 
END , . 
SMOOTH_RESOURCE_PROFILEI 
MODIFIED_SCHEDULE_FLAG = 0 , 
1·**··**··0 •• 0 •••• 0* 
ORDER 5SCHEDULE BY END'TOTftL:SLACK 
* •• *.** ••• 0 ••••• / 
tALL SCHEOULE_ORDER($SCHEDULF) , 
I. EXAMINE EACH JOB IN THE SCHEDULE TO DETERMINE IF IT CAN BE 
1* RESCHEDULED AT A LATER TIMF. TO ACHIEVE A MORE LEVEL RESOURCE 
1* USAGE PROFILE. 
DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF 5SCHEOULE USING $JOB * 
IF $JOB.TOTAL_SLACK > 0 
THEN 00 , 




















.~ .~~- .- .--.-~-,--~---~---. ..,--~~----
VIOLATING ANY TEMpORAL RELATION CONSTRAINTS. 
IF SJOB.SUCCESSOR(FIRST; IDENTICAL TO $NULL 
T~EN I_EARLIF.ST_SUCrE~SOR_START =SSCHEDULF(FIRST)~ENn, 
gLSE DO. IrEARLIE5t.SU~~ESSOR_START.LOCAL_INFIN~TYI 
00 fOR ALL SUBNODES Of $JOB.SUCCESSOR USING 
- SSUCCES~OR • 
I_STbRT = SSCHEDlILE •• CSSUCCESSORI,START • 
IF I:_STAR1 < I..EARLIEST_SUCCESSOR_STARJ __ 
THEN I_EARLIEST_SUCCESSOR_START ~ I~START , 
END • 
END , 
I_JOR_START = S,jOB~START , 
LATEST_START = T_EARLIEST _SUCCESSOR_START - SJOB.EN[,) 
+ I_JOB:"START I 
'" . IF LATEST_START > I_JOB_START 
DETERMINE THE SET OF TIME~ AT WHICH RESCHEDULING CAN RE DONF 
WITHOUT VIOLATING ANY RESoURCE CONSTRAINTS. 
*1 
THEN 00' FUNCTION_MINIMUM = 0.0, 1=0, 
FIRST, RESOURCES FOR THIS JOB MUST BE DEALLOCATED TO M~KE 
SPROFILES LonK AS THOUGH THIS JOB HAS SEEN UNSCHEDULED. 
no FOR ~LL SURNOoES OF $JOB.RESOURCE USING 
I = J+l , 
GRAFT INSFRT $PROFILES.NLABEL(SPOOLI BEFORE 
$JOA_PROFILESCFI~STil 
fUNCTION:"MINIMUM = FUNCTION_MINIMUM + 
SJOB_PROFILES(FIRST).SUM_OF_SQUAREc;l 
$FAIi'URE~tNDICATOR = \.ATEST_START + 
SPOOl(LASTI.FND • 
$JOATD_TREE = LABELCSJOB) , 
CALL UPDATE~POOL_LEVELS 
(S~oOL.$JOBID TREE,$JOB PROFILES; T_JOB_START,O~O'SFAILURE:INOICATOR) I 
If SFAILURE_INDICATOR NOT IDENTICAL TO ~Nui'i.' 
THEN no, J = 1 , 
00 FOR ALL SURNODES OF SJOB.RESOURCE 
USING SPoOL I 
IF I=J THEN GO TO CHECK NEXTA:ioB I 
SJOBID:TREE = LABEL(SJOB) , --




J = J+ 1 , 
END , 
END ; 
!_RESCH~DULE:TIME : I_JO~_START , 
RESCHEDULING OF THIS JOB TS ATTEMPTED AT EACH FEASIBLE TIME 
POINT LATER THAN THE JOBS CURRF.NT sCHEDULED START TIMF.. 
00 II:I_\jOR_STM~T~l TO LATEST_START' 
'$TEMp_PROFILES = $JOB_PROfIlEs ; 


















DO FOR ALL sUeNODEs OF SJOB.RESOURCE USINA 
SpnOL • 
J • J+l , 
IF STEMP_PROFILES. AlLABEL (SPOnL' • AVA ILABLE .CONT INGENCY (FIRST j -sNui 'j' 
THEN t~THRESHOLQ_FLAG.O' . 
ELSE !_THRESHOLD_FLA~~l' 
SJOBID·TREE • LABEL(SJOB) , 
'" - ., - . .. CALL UPDATE-POOL_LEVELS(SPOOL,$JOBID_T~EE, 
STEMP~PROF!LES.I.I~THRESHOLD_FLAG'l' 
SFAILURE_INDICATOR), 
IF SFAILURE_INDICATOR NOT IDENTICAL Tn 
!:Nui'i.' 
THEN DO I 
END , 
GRAFT INSERT SPOOL BEFORE SJO~~ • 
RESOURCE (F'I~ST) , 
GO TO CHECK_NEXT_TIME_POINT , 
END I 
1* SINCE THE ABOVE RESCHEDULING ATTEMPT WAS SUCCESSFUL, THE SUM O~ ~1. 
1* SQUARES DATA IS C~LCULATEri TO SEE ~F THIS WOULD PROVIOE AN ./ 
1* IMPROVED SCHEDULE. */ 
FUNCTION = 0.0 , 
00 FOR ALL SUBNODES OF STEMP_PROFILES USI~G 
SPROF-rLE , 
CALL COMPUTE_SU~_OF_SQUARES($PROFILE;' 
FUNCTION = FUN~TION • 
SPROFILE.SUM_OF_SQUARE~ I 
END , 
IF FUNCTION <_ FuNCTION_MINIMUM 
THEN 00' FUNCTION':"MINIMUM - FUNCTION , 
I_RESCHEDULE_TIME = I • 
CMECK_NE:XT: TH1E"pOINT tEND J 
END I 
/* THE JOB BEING CONSIDERED IS NOW RESCHEDULED~ EITHER AT ITS 
/* ORIGIN~L STAPT TI~E OR AT A LATER TIME RESULTING IN A MORE 
/* LEVEL RESOURCE USA~~ ~~~~~~~EDULE~TIME = LATEST_START 
, ,...... . . 
THEN GRAFT STEMP_PROFILES AT SJOB_PROFILE~ , 
ELSE DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF $JOB.RESOURCE 
. USING SP;,OL • 
IF SJOB_PROFILES.,LABELC$PooL;.AVAILABLE.eONTINGENCYCFIRST)=SNULl 
THEN I_THRESHOLDTFLAG-O' 
ELSE 1_ THRESt.:::';lD_FLAG-1I 




















IF I_RE~CHEDULE:"TIME .... I:JOB_START 
THEN 00 , 
, . ." . 
MODIFIEO~SCHEOULE_FLAG = 1 • 
$JOA.START = I_RESCHEDULE_TTME , 
" - ~ $JOB.ENO = SJOB.ENO • I_RESCHEDULE_TTME -
I_JOB:"START , 
END • 
CALL CO~BINE:TREF.S($JOB_PROFILES'SPROFILES) I 




1* If ANY OF THE JOBS WERE MnVED AS A RESULT OF THE LAST LEVELING ~~ 
1* PASS. MAKE ANOTHER PASS TO SEE If A MORE LEVEL 5CHEOULE CAN BE ./ 
1* ATTAINED. 0; 
IF MOOIFIED_SCHEDUU;'_FLAG ... :11 0 THEN GO TO SMOOTH_RESOLJRCE..PROFTLE , 
I. NO~ THE SUM OF SQUARES DATA IS ELIMINATED fROM SPROFILF.S AND 0; 
1* SSCHEDULE IS RESTORED TO JT~ ORIGINAL FORM. ./ 
00 FOR ALL SU8NOOES OF SPRnFILES USING SPROFILE , 
PRUNE SPROFILE,SUM_OF_S~UARES , 
DO FOR ALL SUBNO"ES OF «PROFILE,IN_USE USING SINTERVAL , 
PRUNE ~INTERVAL.SUM I 
END , 
END , 
1*·······*00* •• 00.* 
ORDER SSCHEOULE BY -START.~OURATION , 
••• 0 ••• **000.0*00*1 
CALL FINAL_OROER(SSCHEOULEi , 
CALL RESTORE_PESOURCE_INFORMATION($SCHEDULE,SRESOURCE_SAVE-AREA; , 
DO FOR ALL SUANODES OF SSCHEOULF USING $JOR , 
GRAFT SJOB.SUCCESSOR AT SJOR.TEMPORAL RELATION.SUCCESSOR , 
GRAFT $J08.TOTAL~SLACK AT SJOB.SLACK.rOTAL , 
GRAFT $JOB,STA~T-AT $J08.J9S:INTERVAL.START , 
GRAFT SJOe.END AT $JOB.JOB INTERVAL.END • 
END • 
COMPUTE_SUM_OF:SQUARES: PRnCEDURE ($POOL:PROFILE) , 
1* THIS PROCEDURE RECOMPUTES THE~~UM OF SQUARES DATA FOR A 
1* RESOURCE USAGE"PROFILE (SPOOL_PROFILE.IN_USE). 
DECLARE SUM_OF _SQUARES, $T NTERVAL., SJA8, TOTAL' SUM LOCAL, 
SUM OF SQUARES :I 0,0 , 
- - ~ ... DO FOR ALL SUBNODES OF 'POOL_PROFILE. IN_USE USING SINTERVAL I 
2.4.33-22 
Rev C 
TOTAL. 0.0 • 
00 FOR ALL SURNODES OF SINTERVAL.USAGE USING SJA8 , 
TOTAL a TOTAL + SJAB.QUANTITY , 
ENP , 
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, "'~ 7.-____ .-.-"--"-1 _---' .. _=. __ ~ ____ _ 
SUM • TOTAL*TOTAL*(SiNTERVAL.END - SINTERVAL.START) , 
SINTERVAL.SUM • SUM I 
SUM_OF_SQUARES = SUM~OF_SQUARES + SUM. 
END' -
SPOOL_PROFILF.SUM_OF_SQUARES = SUM_nF:SQUARES , 
ENOl 1* COMPUTf SUM_OF_SQUARfS *1 
SeHEOuLE_ORDERI PROCEDURE (SSCHEDULE) , 
/* ORDER SSCHEOUtE AV END, TOTAL_SLACK 
00 FOR ALL SUANODES OF SSCHEOULE USING SJOA • 
GRAFT INSERT SJOB.END B~FORE SJOB(FIR~T) I 
. GRAFT INSERT SJOB.TOTAL~SLACK BEFORE SJOBCFIRST) , 
ENOl 
NUMBER_OF_CRITERIA = 2 , 
CALL MUL TI_CRITER!AI.OROER (~SCHE"ULE,NUMBER_OF_CRITERIA.l) , 
ENOl 1* SCHEDULE_ORDER ~; 
FINAL_ORDERI pROCEDURE (SSr.HEO) 
/* 
/* OROERS $SCHF.DULE AV LOWEST ST~RT AND DURATION FOR OUTPUT 
DECLARE SSCHEO •• JOA LOCAL , 
00 FOR ALL SUBNODES OF SSeHEO USING SSCHED_JOB , 
GRAFT INSERT SSCHEO_JOB,START BEFORE SSCHED_J08(FIRST) 
iSCHEO JOR.DUR = SSCHEO·J08.END - sseHED JOB.START • 
GRAFT INSERT SSCHED_J08:DUR PEFORE SSCHEO_J08(FIRST) • 
END, 
CilL MULTI_CRITERIA_ORDERt$SCHPD, 2- -1 ) , 
DO FOR ALL SUB~OOES OF SSeHEO USING SSCHEO:JOB , 
PRUNE SSCHED_JO~.DUR , 
END, 
END. 1* FINAL_ORDER *1 
END' 1* RESOURCE_LEVELER *1 
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2.4.34 HEURISTIC SCHEDULING PROCESSOR 
2.4.34.1 Purpose and Scope 
This processor heuristically schedules the class of projects 
definable by precedence networks. Activity start times are se-
lected in an effort to heuristically mini'ilize project duration 
while satisfying resource"constraints. A resource leveling facil-
cr-l 
j 
ity is also provided to improve a previously obtained heuristically 
"short" project duration. Thus, heuristic scheduling of the 
shortest project duration, consistent with both normal and con-
tingency resource availabilities, is determined by the RESOURCE 
ALLOCATOR. Then using this schedule as a basis, the RESOURCE_ 
LEVELER reduces to a heuristic minimum the day-to--day variation 
in utilization levels of the various resources while preserving 
the project duration. The combination of a forward-pass resource 
allocatiDn to determine the minimum feasible project duration 
1 
followed by a backward-pass resource leveling to smooth out the 
resource loading is a technique frequently used by practical 
schedulers. The two-phase procedure provides an effective look-
ahead capability without the need for the usual complicated logic. 
The processor addresses the broad class of high-level schedul-
ing problems expressable as projects. By a project is meant a 
collection of activities each with a specified duration, set of 
predecessor activities, and resource requirements. A predecessor 
of a given activity is defined as a second activity that must 
precede the former by an arbitrary interval. The precedence re-











networks. Each activity can require mUltiple resources at utiliza-
tion rates that vary with time. The resource pool structure is 
made versatile by providing both normal and contingency qvailability 
levels. 
Unfortunately, some scheduling problems have temporal rela-
tions among their activities that cannot be described in terms 
of simple predecessor sets even with the addition of dummy jobs. 
The most prominent class of such problems are those that must have 
a fixed interva~ between two activities. To convert such a problem 
to the project format, the t~vo jobs are usuaily lumped into a single 
composite job. However, the predecessors and Successors of the 
original component jobs must then be made pr'edecessors and suc-
cessors, respectively, of the new composite job. This ploy may 
not yield and accurate representation of the original situation. 
Most other forms of general temporal relations can be modeled 
in terms of precedence sets by the simple addition of "dur.uny" 
activities, which require no resources. For example, the relation-
ship that the start of ,activity B follow the end of activity A by 
at least an interval of length "a," can be modeled by placing A 
in the predecessor set of a dummy activity D, that has a duration 
"a" and requires no resources, while placing D, in turn, in the 
predecessor set of A. Another simulation alternative ~vould be to 
alter the 'definition of activity A to include the idle interval 
of length "a." In fact most high-level scheduling prDblems can 
be reasonably well represented by a precedence network. Reason-
ably accurate modeling can, however, require a great deal of 
2.4.34-2 
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tngenuity. Furthermore, questions that arise in modeling the 
project as a precedence network, frequently shed light on the 
entire scheduling problem. 
Burman (Burman, 72) has suggested a sophistication of the 
ordinary precedence network that would permit the simple repre-
sentation of all temporal relations among activities and events. 
Indeed, a somewhat more involved critical path algorithm can be 
developed to generate critical path data for his sophisticated 
networks. Unfortunately, however, the new networks hopelessly 
complicate any heuristic scheduling process. As is so often the 
case in problem solving, it is far easier to generalize a problem 
than to solve it. 
Basically, what Burman has done is to identify a new type of 
successor--the closely-continuous successor. Such a successor must 
begin at the instant of completion of its predecessor. To see 
how this new concept facilitates the simulation of general temporal 
relations, consider the following examples. Consider the most 
difficult case of two activities whose respective start and finish 
are constrained t" differ by a fixed time interval with the suc-
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Fig. 2.4.34-1 
Sample Representation of a General Temporal Relation Using 
Closely-Continuous Suaaessors 
To represent this temporal relation in terms of closely-
continuous successors one has only to introduce a single dummy 
activity D requiring no resources of duration equal to the fixed 
interval length "a." Activity D is then made a closely-continuous 
successor of activity A and B, in turn, is made a closely con-
tinuous successor of D. Activity B is made an ordinary successor 
of activity C. Consider next the case illustrated in Fig. 2.4.34-2, 
wherein one activity cannot start until a second activity has 
started. 
Fig. 2.4.34-2 
Sample Representation of a General T~mporal Relation Using 
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To represent this temporal relation, one need only introduce 
a single dummy event E. Then activity A is made a c1ose1y-con-
tinuous successor of event E while activity B is made an ordinary 
successor. 
Although the closely-continuous successor concept provides a 
generalized network presentation of all of the general temporal 
re1at.ions, no simple heuristic procedure can be devis~ld to sched-
u1e such a network. Long mu1tibranch trees of c1osely··continuous 
successors of a given activity have to be scheduled before that 
activity itself can be scheduled.. This considerably complicates 
the resource allocation logic perhaps to the point of diminishing 
returns. Any complications in a heuristic procedure must be 
justified by their results. Without establishing the utility of 
the relatively simple resource allocator for ordinary precedence 
networks, it seems pointless to build a vastly more complicated 
allocator for generalized precedence networks. Nonetheless, in 
Subsection 2.4.34.7, a proof is given that any general tempor~l 
relation can be modeled using only ordinary and closely continuous 
successors. 
This module has the capability of scheduling interfacing sub-
networks. It assembles~ user supplied master subnetwork and 
all of its interfacing subnetworks into a master network. All the 
activities of this master network are to be scheduled subject. to 


















A time-progressive heuristic ,program is used to obtain short, 
but not necessarily minimal, project durations. The heuristic 
employs a critical-path-based priority rule tempered by a modify-
ing heuristic using contingency resource·threshol~s. By utiliz-
ing late-start time as the priority value of each activity or 
event, a dynamic priority function is obtained that does not re-
quire updating each time a new acticity is scheduled. This re-
sults from the fact that the late-start-date of an activity is 
independent of the actual scheduled start dates of any of its 
predecessors as long as none of them are delayed beyond its late-
start date. Nonetheless, the late-start date does represent a 
good priority rule in terms of ~cheduling the ,least flexible 
activities first. That unscheduled activity with the earliest 
late-start date, other factois being equal, is the activity most 
likely to lengthen project duration beyond the critical-path value. 
The modifying heuristic is activated whenever an activity cannot 
be scheduled before its late-start date. The resource that pre-
vents the scheduling of the activity is augmented by a user-input 
contingency threshold from the time the activity's predecessors 
were all completed until the activity is successfully scheduled. 
Finally, an option is provided for leveling the resource 
utilization profiles via a least squares heuristic after a tenta-
tive init~al schedule has been obtained from the late-start-date 
heuristic. The leveling procedure involves sequentially consider-
ing the activities in order of latest scheduled finish. A weighted 
























for each activity for each start date in its residual float.' 
That start date in the float interval is selected that will min-
imize the weighted resource sum of squares. Two underlying 
principles motivate this heuristic procedure. First, by sequen-
tia11y delaying activities considered, in order of their latest 
s~hedu1ed finish, the float of activities with earlier scheduled 
finishes can only be increased, thereby improving their subse-
quent scheduling flexibility. Second, the weighted sum of squares 
of the resource profiles over time is decreased by reducing any 
jump in the utilization level of any resource from one time in-
terva1 to the next. In fact, the unconstrained minimum sum of 
the squares is achieved when all the resource profiles are such 
that. the utilization levels of any given resource in each time 
period is a constant. 
2.4.34.2 Modules Called 
NETWORK ASSEMBLER 
RESOURCE ALLOCATOR 
RESOURCE LEVELER ' 
2.4.34.3 Module Input 
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2) Resource Definitions ($PROFILES) 
$PROFILES 
(value) (value) 









4) Resource Leveling Option Indicator (LEVEL) 
END Q QUANTITY 
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2.4.34.4 Module Output 








2) Revised Resource Profiles ($PROFILES) 
Same as for Hodu1e Input. 
2.4.34.5 Functional Description 
The HEURISTIC SCHEDULING PROCESSOR serves as an executive Fro-
cedure for controlling and coordina~ing the entire heuristic 
scheduling process. First the network must be built whose activ-
ities are to he scheduled sharing the same common resources. By 
means of a call to the module NETWORK_ASSEMBLER, the user-specified 
~qster subnetwork and all of its interfacing subnetworks. as de-
tailed in the interfacing event definitions, are assembled into 
the desired network. Next, the RESOURCE ALLOCATOR is called to 
schedule the activities of the network according to the minimum 
project duration heuristic procedure described above. Earliest 

















































If an activity is delayed beyond its late-start date because of a 
resource shortage, a modifying heuristic is invoked to increase 
the availability of the deficient resource by a user input con-
tingency threshold. If the user does not reques.t any resource 
leveling effort by leaving the leveling option indicator, LEVEL, 
unset, the heuristic scheduling process ends here. Otherwise the 
module RESOURCE LEVELER is called to heuristically reduce to a 
minimum the jumps in the resource utilization rate. The heuristic 
operates by considering the activities in order of latest sched-
uled finish. The weighted sum of the resource profiles squares 
over time is then computed for each possible start time of the 
activity under consideration within its remaining total float. 
That start time is selected that minimizes the sum. When all the 
activities have been considered for delay, the leveling effort 
is complete and the heuristic scheduling terminates. The simple 
macrologic for the processor is illustrated in the functional block 
diagram. Mre detailed information on the resource allocation 
and leveling heuristics can be found in the respe~tive specifications 
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2.4.34.6 Functional Block Diagra~ 
ENTER 
Form master network 
from master subnetwork 
and interfacing subnetworks. 
(Call NETWORK_ASSEMBLER) 
Tentatively schedule activities 
and events to heuristically 
minimize project duration while 
satisfying resource constraints. 
(Call RESOURCE_ALLOCATOR) 
Call resource 




















The salient feature of precedence network methods development 
has been the appearance of a tremendous number of elaborate com-
puterized heuristic routines for constrained-resource scheduling. 
Most of these computer codes have been developed by organizations 
for internal and external use on a proprietary basis. Hence, their 
operat:i.ng details are not available in the open literature. How-
ever, some are available ,yhich disclose their opE::,~ating 
principles. Table 2.4.34-1 presents a sampling of the 
more prominent programs known to be available in the USA and 
United Kingdom. Each program produces a wide variety of resource-
and activity-oriented reports in both tabular and graphic form. 
For many applications, the complete capability of any of the 
commercial systems is not required. A smaller more specialized 
system could be built around the basic modules outlined above .. 
Such a flexible system could then evolve to meet the user's ever-
changing needs. 
In closing this section, the claim that any generalized 
temporal relation can be expressed in terms of ordinary and closely-
continuous s.uccessors with only the addition of dummy activities 






















Tab Ze :J.tJ. 34-1 
SampZe Clu.o.'aateY'ist1:cs of Some Commel'<JiaZZy-ll'uaiZabZe ComputeY' PY'ogY'Gms with Contl'ained-
ResouY'ae lIet;woY'k Soheduling CapabUities 
Program Name and 
Company Responsible Features 
CPN-RPSN (Resource 2000 to 8000 jobs per project, 4 resource types per proj ec t , 
Planning and Scheduling 26 total variables or constraint-resource limits, job 
Nethod) splitting allowed, job start or finish constraints allowed. 
CEIR, Inc Uses fixed scheduling heuristic. 
ICT 1900 Series PEWTER Nultiproject capability, 60,000 activities, 60 resources 
(PERT without Tears) per activity, 125 resources per project, flexible updating 
Internat ional Computers, and reporting options. Uses advanced resource allocation 
Ltd heuristic, enabling user to invoke input resource con-
tinegency thresholds. Levels resources with a separate 
heuristi.c. Employs a network condensation capability to 
accurately process large networks in pieces. 
HSCS (IIHanagement Schedul- Hultiproj ect capability (25 projects), 18,000 activities, 
ing and Control System") 12 resource types per activity. Hany flexible assumptions 
NcDonnell Automation Co. of job conditions, easy updating. Allows project costing 
and includes report generation. Scheduling heuristics are 
based on complex priority function approach controllable 
by user. 
-
PHS/360 (Proj ect Nanage- A large complex management information system consisting 
ment System) of four main modules (of Ivhich resource allocation is 
IBN Corporation one). HandlE!s activity-on-arrow or precedence diagrams; 
up to 225 mUltiple projects allowed with 32,000 activities 
and 250 resource types. Numerous costing, updating, and 
report options. A choice of 'sE!quencing heuristics is 
provided. 
PPS IV (Proj ect Planning 2000 jobs per project, 20 resource types per job and 
System) proj ect, multiple or single projects, allows overlapping 
Control Data Corporation jobs, resource costing, and progress reporting. Will 
also do resource leveling with fixed duration. Resource 
priorities may be specified, and mul ti sh Ht work is 
allowed. Uses one fixed heuristic procedure. 
PROJECT/2 AllOl"s 50 multiple networks, 32,000 jobs, several hundred 
Project Softl"are, Inc resource types. Includes automatic network generation 
for repetitive sequences, easy updating, and many cost 
analysiS features. Choice of sequencing heuristics speci-
fied by user. Handles activity-an-arrow or activity-on-
node input. 
























where i and j are any activities or events in the project and "s" 
denotes a start time while "f" signifies a finish time. But, 
because s. = f - d i and f = s. + d., then relation [1] can be l. i j J J 
simplified to 
s. + k 
J 
where k is a constant of arbitrary polarity. From the three re-
1ationa1 operators three basic cases can be identified. These 
will be considered in turn. 
Case IA: 
Case IB: 
f i ~ 8 j + k and k ~ d j 
o 
d = k - d. 
m J 
+ k and k < d. 
J 
d = d. - k 
m J 
d = 0 
n 
f.~8 =8.+d.+d 
~ n J J m 
f. ~ 8. + d. + (k-d.) 
~ J J J 
s. 
J 
f. + d ~ 
~ m " 
8 = f. 
n J 
f. +d. - k~s. +d. 
~ J J J 
























f. ~ s, +k 
1. J 
Case II 
s, +d, h f. - d +k 
1. 1.' J j 
f. ~ s, + (d, + d, - k) 
J 1. 1. J 
Re1a tion [7], hO\vever, has already been modeled as a general 
pre~edence relation in Case I if the labels i and j are inter-
changed. 
Case IIIA f, = S, + k and k ~ d, 
1. J ] 
f. = s = s, + d, 
1. n ] ] 
f, = s, + d, + k 
1. J J 
f. = s, + k 
1. ] 
d = k - d, 
m ] 
Case IIIB f, = s + k and k 
1. j d, ] f. + d = s = s, 








+ d, ] 
= s, ] 
n J 
k = s, ] 
+k 
Thus, any general temporal relation between t,\TO activities, i and 
j, can be represented in terms of closely continuous and ordinary 
successors without redefining or combining any activities. Only 





















all the original activities is maintained so that an ordinary 
predecessor or successor relation can be represented as usual. 
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2.4.34.9 DETAILED DESIGN 
This module heuristically schedules the broad class of scheduling 
problems definable by precedence networks. It serves primarily as an 
executive routine calling NETWORK_ASSEMBLER, PREDECESSOR_SET_INVERTER, 
CRITICA~PATH_CALCULATOR and then RESOURCE-ALLOCATOR. The user has 
the option to call RESOURCE_LEVELER as well. 
2.4.34.10 INTERNAL VARIABLE AND TREE NAME DEFINITIONS 
$ INTERFACE Contains the network interfacing event definitions 
$JOBSET Contains the master subnetwork which contains 
the set of jobs that are to be scheduled 
LEVEL_RESOURCE_F'lAG - A flag used to indicate whether or not RESOURCE_ 
LEVELER is to be called 
$PROFILES Contains all resource pool profile data 
$ SCHEDULE The f.ina1 schedule output by the module containing 
absolute time and resource assignments 
$SUBNET_SET Contains the names of the subnetworks eliminated 
by NETWORK~SSEMBLER, when it built the master 
subnetwork 
2.4.34.11 MODIFICATIONS TO FUNCTIONAL SPECS AND/OR STANDARD DATA STRUCTURES 
It was decided that $SUBNET_SET should also be an output of this 
module. Since NETWORK~SSEMBLER builds it anyway, it takes no extra 
effort to return this information to the, calling program. For. better 
readability, the name, of the resource leveling option indicator was 
















































2.4.34.12 COMMENTED CODE 
HEURISTIC_SCHEDULING_PROCESSORI PROCEDURE 
I •• **.o ••••••••• *.* •••••• oo~o**oooooo*o*o*~oooo*.*.ooo ••• 0**000 •• ** •• *1 
1* .~ 
I. THIS MODULE HEURISTICALLY SCHEOULES THE BROAD CLASS OF SCHEOUL~ .~ 
I. ING PROGLEMS DEFfNABLE BV PRECEO~N~E NETWORKS. 1TS INPUT AND .~ 
I. OUTPUT PARAMET~RS ARE DES~RIBEO BELOW: .; 
I. SJOBSET -.---- THE SFT OF JOBS THAT ARE TO BE SCHEDULED ~{ 
I. SINTERFAeE ~~~ THE NETWORK INTERFACING EVENT DEFINITIONS ~~ 
I. LEVEL_RFSOURCE_FLAG ~-- A FLAG INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT ~t 
I~ RFSOURCE LEVELING IS TO BE DONE ~t 
I. SPROFILES -~-- CONTArNS ALL RESOURCE POOL PROFILE DATA 01 
1* SSUBNET~SET -- CONTAtNS THE NAMES OF THE SUBNETWORKS USED ~t 
I. TO BUTLD THE MASTER SURNETWORK .1 
I. SSCHEDULE ---~ A HEU~ISTICALLV MINIMUM DURATION SCHEDULE .i 
I. WITH iBSOL~TE fIME AND RESOURCE ASSIGNMENf~ ~; 
I· 01 
1 •••• 00***0000000000*000.***000**00***0*0***.00*0*****0**0**0*0** •••• 01 
(SJOSSET, SINTERFACE. SMASTER:SUBNF.T_IO, 
LEVEL_RESOURCE_FLAG, SPROFli 'ES, SSUBNET _SET, SSCHEOui 'E» 
OPTIONS(EXTERNAL)' 




CALL CRI'fICAL_PATH_CALCULATnR (SJOBSET. 
#(SMASTER_SUBNFT:ID}.STF,MP), 
GRAFT STEMP AT $JOBSET.#(SMASTER~SUBNET_ID)' 
WRITE 'OUTpUT $SUBNET~SET ANO $JOB~ET AFTER ASSEMBLING THE NETWORK ' I 
WRITE $SUBNET_SET • 
WRITE SJOBSET • 
CALL RESOURCE~ALLOCATOR 
(SJOBSET.N (SMASTER:SUBj'\IET _10) ,SPROFILES, SSCHEOui 'E) I 
WRITE 'OUTPUT SSCHEOULE ANO SPROFILES AFTER ALLOCATION • , 
WRITE SSCHEDULE. SPROFILES, 
IF LEVEL~RESOURCE_FLAG ~= 0 
THEN CALL RESOURCE_LEVElER(SSCHEDULE,$PROFILES) , 




























i , J ~ ... - U" ' .. I ~ __ "",.:.'_~':_F_"", .:"=::'::::':::.::::.-::=:-_-:::::::::.:::_-::::;::::-;:; :~:::<:::;lt:::;:;::;::':":~~.;-~ ;;:7. ,=.;;:;;."-,,-~ ..;:;::-..:;';~-::;::;"~::-:_-;,;r:;,,;-;;;;-~:.z.:.: ~;:."::~..::::.:-.c:.::::_:-.::::;::;;:::C;::'::~~:::~ 
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2.4.35 GUB LP 


















2 .4.35 GUB LP 
[ 1] 
[2] 
2.4.35.1 Purpose and Scope 
Generalized upper bounding (GUB) is a simplex type algorithm 
designed specifically for linear programs that contain large 
numbers of convexity constraints. The principal advantage of 
GUB for this class of problems is that it requires a significantly 
smaller working basis. Use of this smaller working basis reduces 
fast core memory requirements and increases the computational 
speed by nearly an order of magnitude for GUB problems. 
GUB applies to LPs of the form: minimize uO , subject to: 
m rows ~ N p N i 0 a~xj p i k bi 
t 
u + ~ + ~ ~ ak x = i 1,2, ... ,m J p P 
, 
j==l p=l k=l 
~ Np k 1, 1,2, •.. ,P l ~=l x = P = P Prows 
N 
1 2 u , u , ••• , x P > O. 
P 
i In the above formulation, u denotes the logical variables 
(slack, surplus, and/or artifical) augmented to transform the 
i i-th constraint into an equation, x for j=l, •.. N denotes the 
o 
structural variables that are not contained in any convexity 
constrain-ts, )t for k=l, ... ,N 
P p 
denotes the structural variables 
i 
constituting the p-th GUB set, a. denotes the constraint co-
J 
efficients for the i-th equation, and b i is the right hand side 
(RHS) for constraint i. Equation [1] repr.e.sents the intercon-






I L , . ~1 
This special structure arises naturally in many problems, 
for example, transportation, distribution, and multi-item 
scheduling. GUB structure also results when the Dantzig-Wolf 
decmoposition principle is used to solve line~r'programs whose 
constraint matrices have block angular structures. 
GUB can also be used to obtain approximate solutions to 
binary multiple choice programs. In these situations, the con-
vexity constraints represent the multiple choice restrictions 
for the binary decision variables. This means that the convexity 
constraint, ~ x j = 1, combined with the binary restriction, 
x
j 
= 0 or 1, ensures that one and only one xj will be nonzero. 
The resulting binary problem is then solved as a continuous LP 
using GUB. Clearly, not all of the resulting optional decision 
variables will be binary. Fortunately, if the number of GUB 
rows (P) is much larger than the number of interconnection con-
straints (m), then most of the variable (P-m) will be binary in 
the optimal s~lution. This important result is often used to 
yield approximate solutions to large multiple-choice decision 
problems. 
2.4.35.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.35.3 Nodule Input 
p 
1) The total number of structural variables - N ~ n. 
i=l 1. 
2) The number of non-GUB constraints - m 
3) The number of GUB constraints - P 





















5) The RHS vector - b i (including GUB rows) 
6) The type of each constraint (equality, inequality, etc) 
The constraint matrix for nonGUB rows - (ai ) j rnxn 7) 
2.4.35.4 Module Output 
1) Output option indicator 
2) Iteration summary 
a) Key colunms 
b) Indices of current basis elements 
c) Values of variables in current basis 
d) Entering column 
e) Simplex multipliers 
f) Current cost function value 
3) Solution summary 
a) Indices of variables in optimal basis 
b) Optimal values for the structural variables 
c) Value of each run GUB row in constraint matrix 
d) Cost function 
e) Simplex multipliers 
2.4.35.5 Functional Description 
The generalized upper boundin.g procedure, developed by 
Dantzig and Van Slyke(l) , is a specialization of the simplex 
method. The key feature of GUB is that it solves the LP defined 
in Equations [1] and [2], while maintaining a "working" basis of 
dimension rnxm. Thus, all quantities required to make a simplex 


























GUB can be motivated by considering the following facts: 
1) Any feasible bases for Equation [1] - [2] must contain at 
least one element from each GUB set. 
2) A~ elementary matrix transformation that transforms the basis 
into upper block triangular form can be defined; hence, 
enabling a basis-feasible solution to be computed in terms 
of a mxm submatrix. 
Clearly, in order to satisfy each GUB convexity constraint, 
:E x j ~': 1, at leas t one of the variables mus t take on a nonzero 
value. This implies that any feasible basis must contain at 
least one column from each GUB set. Suppose we select one such 
column from each GUB set and enter these colurnrLs as the first p 
columns iii the basis. The remaining m columns are then selected 
from the nonkey colu,mns. The basis can then be partitioned as 
follows: 
A I B 
rnxp I rnxm 
1 
B ---.,..- 1----
I 1 C pxp 1 pxm 
1 m+p x m+p 
----
-.-' 
key columns nonkey columns 
The important property of B is that the submatrix C is composed pxm 
binary elements, which enables on elementary matrix to be con-
structed as follows: 
'r
A 
I B J rnxp I mxm BE = ~ - - : -0- -


















is upper block triangular. The elementary transformation E is 
easily constructed by subtracting the appropriate columns 
from [%l 
The elementary matrix that performs these simp~e column opera-
tions is given by 
E 
Now suppose that we have a basic feasible solution 
and define 
Clearly, YB is then a basic feasible solution of the transformed 
system 
(BE) yB,=b. 
The solution of the transformed system 
is easily calculated from the reduced problem 
BmxmYm = b - A Y m . ID.'!:p P 
I t is eviden t from Eq ua tion [10) tha t the de termina tion of a 
basic feasible solution is, in essence, equivalent to solvin':~ £01.-
y . 
m 
The calculation of requires only the inverse of the 







































advantage of the GUB algorithm, and enables each operation re-
quired in applying the simplex method to Equation [1] - [2] to 
be performed in terms of the quantities associal..ed with the 
reduced basis, B . mxm 
The outline of key modifications to the simplex operations 
required by GUB follow. These equations are derived in Reference 
1, and are based on the working basis inverse. 
CaLcuLating the S-impLex MuUipUers - Let (71, Jl) be the 
simplex multipliers for the basis B, where 'If is am-component 
row vector associated with the first m equations and Jl is a p-
component row vector associated with the last p equations. 
These multipliers are calculated as 
( 1T 1, 712, ••• , 1T ) = (0,0, .•• , 0, 1) B-1 m 
Jl i -11--Ak ., 
i = 1,2, ... ,P, 
~ 
1 m -l)m 
«B- ) 1 ' •.• , (B m) 
where k i denotes th
e index of the i-th key column. 
CaLcuLating the ReLative Cost Coefficients - This is done in 
the usual way 
i J ~. = -~ 1T.A. - Ilk' if A. E k J ~ J J 
where.J k denotes the k-th GUB set. 
i-.'e]l'r3sen-ting the Entel~ing Co Zwnn in :J.'erms of the CUJ"rent 
BasiB - The column that enters the basis is selected in the 
standard manner by computing c = min c. over all nonbasic s J 
columns. If c .::. 0, the current solution is optimal. If 
s 
c 0, then A enters the basis. For the purpose of discussion, 
s s 




























A = B- 1 A 
s s 
must be computed. GUB structure enables the transformed columns 
to be calculated from the reduced "working" basis. The equations 






n-k , for 1 < i ~ p, i I cr 
s 
1 - L 
Ke:f. 
~ 
n-k , for k = 
s 
1,2, .•• ,m, 
r i ={k k {1,2, ••• ,m} and r k = i} 
and 
i, for k = 1,2, ••• ,m, 
if the p+k-:th column of B is an element of the i-th GUB set, 
that is, 
Bp+k E: {ali' a2i,···,anii} 
Choosing the Co~umn to Leave the Basis - This is done in the 
usual way, by computing 
B} {B.. r -r ). -~
e = x As = m~n x lAs 
~ 
: A- i > o} 
s -














































Updating the Basia Val'iahZes - The basic variables are updated 








eA- i l. for i +- x -
s ' 
1,2, ... ,m+p, i f r 
+- e, for i = r 
Updating the Inverse of the Working Basis - Let A € J be 
s a 
the column entering and A. €J be the column leaving. There 
J r P 
are two cases to be considered. 
Case 1. A. is not a key column. 
J r 
In this case, A. is 
J r 
replaced in B by A 
s 
in one of the last m columns. The only re-
sul ting change in the working basis is that the column of B 
corresponding to the leaving column is replaced by {As-Aka}' 
B-1 is updated by adjoining the column 
i\ = B- 1 (As - Aka) 
and performing a pivot. 
1) 
2) 
Case 2. A. is a key column. 
J r 




one nonkey column in J and interchange it with A. • The 
p J
r 
situation then becomes that of Case 1. Clearly, such a 









a) if there exists at least one nonkey column that is a 
member of J p J sele.::.t one and interchange it with o 
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If no nonkey column is from,J then A replaces A .• p s J r 
However, since the last m columns of B do not contain 
elements of .J , the working basis does no t change. The 
p 







































2.4.35.6 Functional Block Diagram 
Add required logical 
variables based upon 
the problem statement. 
Change maximization 
problems to minimiza-
tion by negating the 
coefficients of the 
objective function. 
Transform the problem 
to the GUB format via 
Eq [ 1] and [ 2 ] . 
~ Perform row/column 
scaling and trans-
lations so that all 
logical and struc-
tural variables are 
defined on (0,1). 
Calculate an initial 
basic solution from 
an all logical basis. 
Store the indices of 
the key and nonkey 
columns. 
2.4.35-10 
Compute the simplex 
multipliers from the 
sorking basis via 
Eq [11] and [12]. 
Compute tre relative 
cost coeffici~nts 
via Eq [13]. 
Compute 15 , for A e,J rT 
s s v 
entering the basis 
via Eq [17]. 
Compute the transformed 
-i 















Choose the column 
'to leave the basis 
fr,om Eq [21]. 








~ __________ ~ key column with the 
leaving column, making 
the leaving column 
nonkey. 
Aj is replaced by 
r 
A and B- 1 is updated 
s 
by adjoining the 
transformed column 
Ds = B-1 (As - ~a) 
L'and performing a 'pivot Qfien.tion. 
C 
Update A , indices 
mxp 
r t , and sets 
ORIGIN AIl PAGE JB 
OF POOR ,QUALITY 
Replace the leaving column 
with the entering column. 
In this case the "working" 
basis does not change. 
Select one nonkey column 
in S and interchange it 










Lt . .............. ".L . 
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2.4.35.7 Jypical Applications 
As mentioned earlier, GUB structure arises naturally in many 
scheduling problem formulations. For example, the PWW project 
scheduling formulation, the simplified activity scheduling formu-
lation, multi-item scheduling, and resource allocation problems 
all contain GUB structure. This does not mean, however, that 
GUB is the best algorithm for all of these formulations. Other 
fundamental considerations (such as, integrality) and numerous 
problem-dependent factors (such as, the ratio of P to m) determine 
",'hich algori thm should be used. Hm"ever, independen t of any of 
these other considerations, a GUB structured LP can be very 
efficiently solved with this type module. 
2.4.35.8 Implementation Considerations 
The advantage of GUB is that it efficiently solves a special 
class of LP problems. However, this tool must be used on rela-
ti 'J:ely large problems (m ~ 100, p ~ 100, n ~ 1000) before the 
computational savings are of any real consequence. On small 
problems, the difference between GUB and revised simplex is 
measured in fractions of seconds and would, in our opinion, not 
justify the CUB development costs. 
For the solution of extremely larger GUB problems (m ~ 1000, 
p ~ 1000, n ~ 10,000), a production code similar to that contained 
in HPSX is recommended. For most'problems a less sophisticated 
GUB algorithm, like the one specified here, would be adequate. 
The effort required to develop the level of a GUB algorithm tvould 































This means that it would take basically two to three man-months 
of development to completely formulate, code, checkout, and 
document this module. 
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2.4.36.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module can be used to optimize any system whose perfor-
mance can be mathematically modeled as a linear function in a set 
of decision variables that are subject to both linear algebraic 
and integrality constraints. Symbolically, the problem of de-
termining the optimal system configuration must reduce to a 




X is an nxl integer column vector of unknowns, 
Y is a pxl continuous column vector of unknowns, 
C is a lxn. continuous row vector of cost coefficients for the 
integer variables, 
e is a lxp continuous row vector of cost coefficients for the 
continuous variables, 
A is an mxn continuous matrix of constraint coefficients for the 
binary variables, 
D is an mxp continuous matrix of constraint coefficients for the 
continuous variables, 
b is an mxl continuous column vector of constraint limits. 
2.4.36.2 Modules Called 
This module requires a special purpose Geoffrion code that 
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2.4.36.3 Module Input 
1) The objective function coefficients c and e. 
2) The constraint matrices A and D 
e) The RHS vector b. 
2.4.36.4 Module Output 
1) Value of the decision variables 
2) Final objective function value 
3) Iteration Summary 
2.4.36.5 Functional Description 
Branch and bound type algorithms have classically been 
applied to mixed-integer programs. Unfortunately, B&B methods 
can be inefficient if the number of integer variables is large. 
This is because of the branching rule that merely dichotomizes 
the continuous solution for each integer variable. 
For problems of practical size, this procedure produces so 
many LP subproblems that even very fast simplex codes do not make 
this approach-feasible. For problems with only a few integer 
variables, B&B methods are adequate and are, in fact, recommended. 
When the number of integer variables is large, the Bender 
decomposition algorithm is the most effecient. Heuristically, 
this statement can be motivated by the observation that Bender's 
algorithm exploits the integer properties of the problem, which 
in this case dominate the solution process. As a consequence, 
Bender's method requires a fast 0-1 code in contrast to the B~B 
methods \vhich require a fast LP 'code. Fortunately, several fast 


















Bender's algorithm makes use of the fact that for given values 
of x, the problem reduces to an LP whose dual is independent of 
any particular choice of x. This enables an equivalent program 
with only one continuous variable to be formulated that can be 
solved as a subproblem to yield the ove~all integer solution. 
brief description of this approach follows. 
Z.4.36.6 Flmc tional Block Diagram 
Initiali~e with u > 0 
such that 
uD <: e 
Solve the program MPl 
min z. 
Subject to 
z > cx + u(b - Ax), 

































Using x, solve the LP 
max u(b - Ai) 
u 
Subject to 
uD < e 
for u 
u > ° 
Solve the LP 
min : ey 
Subject to 
Dy 2:. b - AX 
y2:. 0 
for the optimum value 




Add the constraint 
.Eui .:: M 
Add the constraint 
z ~ ey + u(b - Ax) 
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2.4.36.7 Typical Applications 
This module can be applied to a wide variety of small OR type 
problems, e.g., capital budgetary, project selection, and al-
ternative resource allocation. The modeling is, of course, re-. 
stricted by the structure of the resulting mathematical program. 
2.4.36.8 Implementation Con~iderations 
Since this module has already been implemented, the numerous 
implementation considerations are described in the progranl 
docU1llentation. 
2.4.36.9 Reference 
Benders, J. F.: "Partitioning Procedures for Solving Mixed-
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2.4.37 PRIMAL SlMPLEX 
[1] 
Primal simplex is an iterative algorithm for solving the 
general class of problems referred to as linear progranuning. 
Briefly stated a linear program (LP) is: gi';en a set of m linear 
inequalities or equations in n variables, determine the nonnegative 
values of these var.iab1es that satisfy the cc:mstraints and 
opt~mize some linear function of the variables. Mathematically 




z = X 
j=l J 
Subject to: 





The capability to solve the LP defined by Equation [1] is funda-
mental to any mathematical progranuning system. As a consequence, 
a large number of high performance codes exist for solving this 
basic class of problems (Ref 5, 6, 7). The principal components 
common to all of these operational codes are a modification 
of the. basic revised simplex method by using the product 
form of the inverse, multiple pricing, and a composite approach 
for phase 1. The reason that so much emphasis has been placed 
on speed and efficiency of the primal algorithm is that i.t is 
used repetitively by many other algorithms. For 'example, mixed 













fast primal algorithm to solve the numerous LP subproblems (typ-
ically several hundred) that arise in the solution of the master 
programs. 
Current operational systems, such as those described in 
References 6, 7, and 8, a,re capable of solving problems with 
10 000 constraints and essential unlimited number of decision 
variables. Problems with 1000 constraints are considered to be 
medium sized. The solution of problems of this size requires 
that the programming of the algorithm be done in assembly 
language to allow maximum computational efficiency. For problems 
of this magnitude, efficiency is synonymous with feasibility. 
2.4.37.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.37.3 Module Input 
The cost effective solution of large LP problems requires 
extensive data handling capabilities. These capabilities are 
needed to give the user flexibility and freedom in storing and 
operating upon the large masses of problem input data. In fact, 
the majority of the routines in any standard mathematical pro-
gramming system are related to the data handling efforts. 
The esseptial portions of the LP input are the large problems; 
these data are seldom input directly by the user, but rather 
generated or obtained from data previously written on mass 
storage devices. In any event, the data required are ahvays 
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1) The objective function coefficients, c., j = 1, ... ,n. J . 
2) i . 1 a, 1.= , ••• ,m, 
m 
j::ol, ..• ,n. The constraint matrix, 
3) The RHS vector, bi , i = l, ..• ,m. 
4) The constraint specification type, (=, ~, ~). 
2.4.37.4 Module Output 
The primal simplex routine is not only capable of solving 
the LP, but it can also provide auxiliary information that is 
often as useful as the answer itself. Apart from a complete 
report writing capability, which is in itself a major issue, the 
minimum output of the primal simplex code should consist of: 
1) Summary of certain key input information (costs, bounds, 
etc) ; 
2) Status cf each variable in the final solution, i.e., basic 
or nonbasic, feasible or nonfeasible, bounded or slack, etc; 
3) Value of each basic variable; 
4) Final objective function value; 
5) Shadow prices (Lagrange or simplex multipliers); 
6) Iteration history summary, i.e., iteration counter, indices 
of basic variables, objective function value, etc. 
In some cases the algorithm may fail to converge and a diagnostic 
printout i~ required. The required printout is somewhat problem 
dependent; however, at a minimum it should include the (1) 
relative cost coefficients, (2) basic inverse, and (3) indices 







2.4.37.5 Functional Description 
A description of the primal algorithm can be found in numerous 
references, and hence, it is not presented in detail here. For 
reference purposes, the code described in Orchard-Hays (Ref 2) is 
one of the most efficient. Reference 2 also gives ·a wealth of 
implementation techniques that should be reviewed before implemen-
tation. Since implementation of an efficient primal code is not 
straightforward, a general functional block diagram is presented. 
It is recognized, however, that many strategy variations exist in 
primal codes. Thus, this functional block diagram should only 
serve as a guideline during the development process. 
2.4.37-4 


























2.4.37.6 Functional Block Diagram 
Add logical variables 
and perform problem 
scaling. 










of current basis. 
Calculate the current 
values of the basic 
variables. 
Calculate the pricing 
vector for Phase I or 
























of the entering col-
ums 
Pivot on this subset 
of nonbasic variables 








2.4.37.7 Typical Applications 
In general, there are few scheduling problems that can be 
modeled directly as linear programs. Howe\Ter, as mentioned 
previously, there a.re many situations in which this module is' 
j 
! 
required as a basic computational routine in other algorithms 
that do apply directly to scheduling. In addition to these 
support functions, this module can be used directly to solve 
several categories of advanced planning and resource allocation 
problems. Simplified problems in transportation and distribution, 
production and inventory, and macro economics, can be modeled and 
solved with this type of a tool. 
2.4.37.8 Implementation Considerations 
The most important observation that can be made in this sec-
tion is that the development of an efficient primal code is 
totally a problem of implementation not theory. As a result, 
every possible effort should be made to ensure that this algorithm 
is computationally efficient. This can be accomplished by care-
ful development of the four principal areas that impact the 
efficiency of this module: (1) starting solution, (2) inversion, 
(3) pricing, and (4) pivot selection. All of these critical 
topics have been thoroughly discussed in the literature. A 
brief summary of the conclusions regarding these areas is pre-
sented in Table 2.4.37.8-1. Before the implementation of this 
2.4.37-7 
r 
module, it is recommended that the references presented in 
Table 2.4.37 -1 be completely reviewed. 
Table 2.1..37 -1 Swnma1'Y of Implementation Recorronendation 
Category Principal Recommendation 
Key 
References 
~--------~-----------------------------------------------4--------------~ Starting - Avoid starting from all artificial 2,3 
Solution bases. 
(Phase I) - Use problem structure wherever 
possible. 
- CRASHing can have significant impact 
on the solvability of a particular LP. 




numerical round-off problems 
- Reduces the size of the expanding 
representation of the basic inverse. 
- Reduces the total number of eleme:ltary 
operations by minimizing the number of 
nonzero elements in the representation 
of the inverse 
- Hu1tiple pricing should be used. 
- Weighting the relative cost coef-
ficients before selection has often 
significantly reduced the number of 
iterations. 
- The standard pivot selection rule 
used in single pricing algorithms 
appears to be best even in the 
multiple pricing environment. 
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2.4.38.1 Purpose and Scope 
The dual simplex algorithm is a special purpose routine de-
signed to solve the dual (of the primal) problem using the standard 
primal tableau. In essence, it is the primal simplex algorithm 
applied to the dual of the primal problem, where the dual of the 
LP 
Minimize c 'x )J 
Subject to ~ 
Ax > b 
x > 0 
Haximize 'IT'b 
Subject to 
A'1! <: c 
-'IT < 0 
Primal 
Dual 
The dual simplex algorithm can be derived in a straightforward 
fashion by applying'the primal simplex rules to the dual problem. 
The most elementary application oi the dual algorithm is when 
the number of rows in the primal is much larger than the number 
of columns. In this situation the primal algorithm would have 
to maintain an m-dimensional basis inverse while the. dual algo-
rithm would require only an n-dimensional basis. The resulting 
reduction in storage and computations can be significant. The 
dual algorithm is useful if: 
1) Additional constraint rows are to be added to an LP whose 
optimal solution is known; 


















l j j 
The advantages of the dual simplex in the above situations is 
that a neH optimal, basic feasible solution can be easily con-
structed from the augmented dual problem. This is because the 
addition of a constraint or the alteration of the RHS vector in 
the primal, simplex does not change the dual variable constraints. 
Hence, the dual solution corresponding to the optimal primal is 
also a basic feasible solution for the augmented dual simplex. 
The dual algorithm can also be used in certain situations 
to eliminate the need of a Phase 1 in the primal algorithm. 
However, it is often difficult to find a basic feasible solution 
to the dual algorithm (i.e., a basic feasible solution to the 
primal with all positive relative cost coefficients). In the 
worst case, artifical variables may have to be added to the dual 
algorithm. This would require a Phase 1 in the dual algorithm 
that could be considerably more time-consuming than the direct 
application of the two-phase method to the primal algorithm. As 
a consequence, utilization of the dual simplex algorithm is only 
recommended in those situations where a dual basic feasible 
solution is readily obtained from the inherent problem structure. 
2.4.38.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.38.3 Module Input 
1) The number of structural variables, n 
2) The number of cons train.ts, m 
3) The primal cost coefficients, c. ; J 
j 1,2, ... ,n 
4) The RHS vector, bi . ; i=1,2, ... ,m 
5) 
i 
The constraint matrix, a.; j J 




















"-' __ ' .J,. ,," _ ." _ 
2.4.38.4 Module Output 
1) Output option indicator 
2) Iteration Summary 
3) Solution Summary 
2.4.38.5 Functional Description 
The dual simplex algorithm can be motivated by the concept 
of complementary slackness. In essence, complementary slackness 
implies that if the relative cost coefficients of the primal 
algorithm are nonnegative,' then the corresponding dual variab.les 
are dual feasible. In general, not every basic solution with 
c. > 0 will be feasible. However, ~'lhen such solutions are 
J -
feasible, then they are also optimal. Suppose we had a basic, 
but infeasible, solution that had all c. > 0 and this solution J -
was updated by changing one column (row in the primal) at a 
time while maintaining c . ..::. 0 for each update. An optimal ~ if' J 
one existed. could surely be found in this manner. This is 
precisely what the dual simplex algorithm does. However, the 
various simplex rules are slightly diffet'en t. For example, the 
dual simplex algorithm computes the vector to leave the basis 
and then the vector to enter. This is the reverse of primal 
simplex. A summary of the key dual simplex operations follows. 
These operations can be motivated by studying the structure of 







TIl 1 + \Wl) , r~l '(CBB- l ) , - - - -'IT \m TIPm+l Cm+l 
enJ 
- - - -
~ Cm+l -
-(B-lE), c m .. 
c - TIP 
n. n 
-b c - v = -c B-1 
m m B 
Applying the simplex rules to this canonical form yields the dual 
simplex algorithm. 






(- ) )b. I ~ ~ < ° 
2) Calculate the pivot row (pivot column in the primal tableau) 
3) 
4). 
c / -"it = minlc. / -"it .l 
s rs "it .<01 J r J \ 
r] 
if all a .>0, then the primal is infeasible. 
rJ-
Pivot on a 
rs 
If b. > 0, for all i = 1,2, ... ,m, 
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2.4.38.6 Functional Block Diagram 
Perform problem setup: 
1) addition of logicals 
2) scale and translate 
equations 
Compute initial tableau 
~ ________ ~~_______ J 
Update the basis 
inverse by perfo1:'m-
ing a pivot opera-
tion 
No 
Determine row to 
leave the basis 
Return 
Return 
Compute canonical form 
of row to leave the 
basis 
Compute index of row 










2.4.38.7 Typical Applications 
Dual simplex is generally used as a submodule in other 
algorithms where the highly specialized advantages of the dual 
structure can be exploited. For example, dual simplex is used 
internally in the Benders' decomposition algorithm to solve for 
the extreme points and rays of the primal problem for a fixed 
value of, the integer variables. The dual is used in this 
. . b h h ,1. .. d d f s~tuat~on ecause t en t e constra~nt set ~s ~n epen ent 0 any 
particular choice of the integer variables. (For more details, 
see the description of the Bender decomposition algorithm.) Dual 
simplex is also used in the Geofferion zero-one algorithm to 
solve for the strongest surrogate constraint. In both of these 
examples, dual simplex was used because in the process of solving 
the master program a subproblem was created that was particularly 
compatible with the dual algorithm. This is very typical of the 
situations in which the dual simplex module would be used. 
2.4.38.8 Implementation Considerations 
A more general dual algorithm could be developed, similar to 
that described in Ref 3 which handles type 1 variables directly. 
In this more genera,l setting, the dual algorithm is not the same 
as the primal simplex applied to the dual problem. 
2.4.38.9 References 
Lemke, C. E. and Spielberg, K: "Direct Search Algorithms for 
Zero-One and Mixed-Integer Programming; Operations Research, 
VallS, No.5, 1967. 
Lasdon, Leon: "Optimization Theory for Large Systems." MacMillan 
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2.4.39 INTEGER PROGRAM 
2.4.39.1 Purpose and Scope 
This module can be used to optimize any system whose per-
formance can be mathematically modeled as a linear function in 
'a set of bounded integral decision variables that are subject 
to linear algebraic constraints. The difference between the 
integer and mixed-integer programs is that in the former all ,of 
the variables are constrained to be integral, while in the latter 
some may be continuous. Symbolically, the problem of determining 
the optimal system configuration must reduce to the following 
mathematical program 
Minimize: z = cx 
Subject to: Ax + b > 0 
x integer 
where 
x is an nxl integer colUmn vector of unknawns, 
c is a lxn continuous nonnegative row vector of cost coefficients 
for the integer variables, 
A is an mxn continuous matrix of constraint coefficients for the 
integer variables, 
b is an mxl continuous column vector of constraint limits, 
The im~lemented FORTR!~ codes ZOSCA efficiently solves this 
program subject to certain restrictions. First, the decision 
vector x must be binary valued; that is, each of its components 
must be either zero or one. Theoretically, this requirement is 
not a restriction. As long as each integer decision variables 






























binary variables. Suppose 
xj < x j < ;cj 
h j and -xj . were x are lntegers. Define k to be th~ unique 
smallest nonnegative integer such that 
-j j 2k+1 1 x - x < -
Then the substitution 
replaces the single integer variable x j with the k+l binary 
variables y.i. In practice, however, such changes of variables 
J 
can soon increase the dimensionality of a problem to the point 
'vhere it is no longer tractable with existing computer codes. 
The second restriction is that the number of constraints, m, not 
exceed 50. The third and final restriction is that the number 
of decision variables, n, not exceed 90. 
2.4.39.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.39.3 Module Input 
1) The objective function coefficients, c 
2) The constraint matrix, A 
3) The constraint limits, b 
4) Module control flags 
2.4.39.4 Hodule Output 
1) Final value of the decision variables 
























3) Final value of the constraint feasibility 
4) Optional levels of iteration diagnostics and decision histories. 
2.4.39.5 Functional Description 
The Geoffrion implicit enumeration algorithm incorporates 
two significant computational improvements to 'the standard Balas 
algorithm. These improvements are: (1) a flexible and economical 
version of the "back-track" procedure for exhaustive search in 
combinatorial problems; (2) augmentation of the "strongest" 
surrogate constraint to the infeasibility tests. The latter of 
these improvements is a major contribution in that it reduces 
the sensitivity of the solution time to the number of integer 
variables. In fact, results suggest that use of the imbedded 
linear program to calculate the "strongest" surrogate constraint 
~ 
reduces the solution-time dependence on the number of variables 
from an exponential to a low-order polynomial. 
A functional description of the Geoffrion algorithm is presented 
in the functional block diagram in terms of the following nomenclature: 
~ - set containing the index of the elements in the partial 
solution, e.g., ;t = {-5,4} implies that Xs = 0 and 
x4 = 1 in the partial solution; 
s 
x - solution vector obtained from the trivial completion of~; 
z incumbent cost function; 
x solution associated with z, i.e., z = z(x) c IX; 
s . z y the constra~nts evaluated as x ; 
1j,;.f - variables not in ~, which when elevated to 1 might 
eliminate infeasibility; 
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2.4.39.6 Functional Block Diagram 
T,f = 




cx + c, < z 
J 
and a" > 0 
1.J 
S i 3 y. < o} 
1. 
for some 
Store in T~ those variables 
not in ~ which: 
(1) have positive coefficients 
(2) are in violated constraints 
(3) would not, if added to ,case 
z > z 
Calculate the Strongest Surrogate 




z *" z 
Determine rightmost 
nonunderlined element 
in .J' denoted by r~ 
Replace rf by its com-
plement rC~and delete 
all elements in,J to 
the right of r J 
max lU(b + Ax) + (z - cx): Xy = 0 or 1, jE:sJ' ....... ---~ B 
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f i 
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r I t L j" i 
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Test binary tnfeasibility 
on the constraint set 
augmented by the surrogate 
constraint 
Augment ~ by joELt which 
max ~ min (y ~ + x. . ,0) 
• 0 {l 1 1J J EL;c 
Form for each element in L/ 
s S = ~ La . . x. + b. + L 
iit" 1J 1 
1 iET 
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T04 that maximizes S 
Return: 
possible 








































2.4.39.7 Typical Applications 
This module ean be applied to any linear binary decision 
problem. For example, project scheduling can be formulated as 
a 0-1 program, and can be solved with this algorithm. [See 
sample problems for ZOSCA (zero-one surrogate cons~raint a1go-
rithm).] Experience in solving scheduling problems with ZOSCA 
indicates that only a small number of activities can be optimally 
scheduled in this manner. The principal limiting factor in this 
approach is the total slack in the activities to be scheduled. 
The more slack the harder the problem becomes. If there is 
little job slack, this approach becomes computationally feasible 
but Hith small expected payoff due to the highly constrained 
situation. 
2.4.39.8 References 
Geoffrion, A. H.: "Integer Progranuning Algorithms: A Framework 
and State-of-the-Art Survey." Management Science, Vol 18, No. 
9, Hay 1972. 
Balas, E.: "An Additive Algorithm for Solving Linear Programs 
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2.4.40.1 Purpose and Scope 
Scheduling problems that involve the allocation of distinguishable 
specific items to jobs may be solved via a model decomposition in which 
the individual identities of resources are initially relaxed leaving only 
resource pools. Projec~ scheduling techniques can then be applied to 
generate start.times for all jobs and to create the corresponding resource 
profiles. To complete the solution of the decomposed problem, specific 
allocations ruust then be made that are compatible with the time line out-
put by the project scheduling algorithms. These allocations must satisfy 
the requirements of specific jobs for resources with appropriate descrip-
tors (e.g. a CREWMAN for the job 'LAUNCH' might require descriptor 
'TRAINED' or a truck for the job 'LOAD' might require a descriptor 'EMPTY'). 
The allocations must also preserve resource continuity constraints between 
jobs. For example, CHECKOUT_PAYLOAD and LAUNCH_PAYLOAD both require a 
payload, and in fact this may be the Same payload. Thus only one allocation 
is required for the two jobs. The problem description must contain the in-
formation that the two jobs are related through the requiremeIlts for the 
same specific resource, even though the identity of this resource is not 
provided. 
The purpose of this module is to identify the jobs which require 
common resources. Its intended use is to bring requirements together into 
a group which is satisfied by the selection of a specific resource. The 
resource allocations for these jobs must be made on the basis of a group 






























group may be thought of as a set of requirements against which a single 
independent allocation decision must be made. 
2.4.20.2 Modules Called 
None 
2.4.40.3 Module Input 
The input to this module will be the descriptions of the resource 
relations between jobs, i.e., $JOBSET (see below) with the RESOURCE 
RELATIONS substructure. This structure allows the problem formulator to 
specify that any of the r~source items allocated to its parent process 
or opseq must be the same as those for any other process or opseq in the 
same OPSEQ with the same value of the 'GROUP' node. As separate 
occurrences of a process are identified as jobs; the GROUP v'a1ue inust be 
set with a value that is the same for the jobs within the opsequence but 
different from that for a different occurrence of the opsequence. For 
example, if an opsequence contains two processes that require the same 
resource, and the opsequence is to be repeated three times, the GROUP 
value,s that Jl.ppear in $JOBSET might be 1 under each of the two jobs in the 
first occurrence, 8 for each of the jobs in the second occurrence, and 15 
for each of the jobs in the third occurrence. Thus the resource selected 
must be the same within the same occurrence of an opsequence but could be 
different for different occurences of that opsequence. The "rYPE i value 
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2.4.40.3 Module ~nput 



































2.4.40.4 Module Output 













































2.4.40.5 Functional Block Diagram 
ENTER) 
Search all subnodes of this 
___ ~ ...... subnet to find next uniqu.e 
~ TYPE-GROUP Resource Pair 
~ 
Find all jobs in $JO'BSE~-- -"'--l 
for this subnet set associated 
with this unique TYPE:-GROUl? 1 
Resource 1 
-_.- .. '--,.-- _. '" ---"'-
Write the new sUbnodj 









































2.4.40.6 Typical Applications 
This module provides a mechanism for explicitly allocating resources 
by collecting information about resource relations between jobs. 
2.4.40 • .7 Detailed Design 
The RESOURCE RELATION node of each job of each subnet of $JOBSET is 
searched to find the next unique resource type-group pair. Then all jobs 
within that subnot are examined to see if they belong to the requirement 
, 
group defined by the resource type-group pair. The job id of each job 
belonging to the requirement group is recorded. 








A pointer, specifying the particular subnet of 
$JOBSET currently working on. 
A pointer, indicating the job id which is being 
evaluated for resource relations 
A pointer, indicating the node of the RESOURCE 
RELATION structure currently being examined 
A, tree which has the type and group values of the 
resource relation currently being examined 
A tree containing all resource relations examined 
thus far. It is pruned after each subnet of 
$JOBSET has been examined 
Has the resource type name of the requirement 





























Contains the 'GROUP' value of the requirement 
group being generated 
A pointer, within the internal procedure FIND_ 
ALL_JOB_IDS which points at all jobs in $JOBSET 
for the given subnet 
A pointer, pointing at the RESOURCE RELATION 
subnodes of $JOBID 























1* SEARCH ALl. SUBNOOES OF SjOBSET TO FINO THE 
NEXT UNIQUF 'TYPE *1 









00 FOR ALL SUANODES OF SJORSET USING 
SSURNET_IOf 
DO FOR ALL SUBNOOES OF $SUBNET_ID USING SJOB
NUMI 






IF SSAVE(FIRST) ELFMfNT OF sEXAMINED THENI
 
ELSE On' 















1* FIND:ALL_JOB_IO~,SEARCHFS THROUGH ALL SU
BNODES OF SJOBSET *1 
1* TO FINO ALL JOB_tDS ASSOCIATED WIT
H THE UNIQUE TypE-GROUP *1 













DO FOR ALL SUANqDES OF $JOBSET.#LABEL($SUBNEJ
_ID) USING SJOBIOI 
DO FOR ALL SU~NODES nF SJOBID.RESOURCE
LRELATION USING 
SRELATIONS, 
IF $RElATIONS.TYPF IDENTICAL TO !TypE_NAME ~
 
$RElATIONS.GROUP IDENTICAL TO SGROUP_NAME 





SREQUIREMENT _cmoup. #LABEI~ (SSUB~ET~lD; "N (STYPE:'NAM




















APPENDIX: USER GUIDE TO THE TRANSLATOR WRITING SYSTEM 
-----------~-------------------------~-----------------------------------
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BASIC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The Martin Marietta Aerospace Translator-Writing System (TWS) 
is a set of procedures and software tools which provide a powerful 
method for rapid implementation of computer programming language 
translators. Aside from its speed, the TWS approach to translator 
implementation offers the even more important advantages of great 
flexibility and modifiability, and it helps to insure that the re-
sulting translator is rigorously defined. 
Figure 1 illustrates the translator implementation process 
using TWS. Manual steps are indicated by boxes with darkened corners. 
There are two manual inputs which are mandatory; the formal lan~liage 
definition and the token definition. These operations are defined 
in detail later in this document. Briefly, the language definition 
is a formal description of the mapping from the source language to 
the desired object language. This mapping is expressed in the form 
of a grammar (syntactic definition) of the source language which 
contains embedded semantic information expressed in terms of the 
object language. The source language is thus defined in terms of 
the object language. Such a grammar, augmented by semantic infor-
mation, will be referred to as an "augmented grammar". 
The token definition is a description of the basic elements of 
the source language in teL1mS of the characters which comprise them. 
This input contains definitions of the formats of identifiers, 
numeric constants, etc. The definition takes the form of a state 






























grammar ll ) ~ 
". Prepare formal ~ 
description of 
language to tokens 
("state transi-
.... 
tion matrix") ~ 
".. If special output ~ 
subroutines are 
required, prepare 
.... them ~ 
,... If desired, prepar~ 
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Figure 1. The Translator Implementation Process J 
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the lexical analyzer (subroutine) itself, but a tabular input is 
sufficient for most stream-oriented source languages. 
Depending on the object language, and possibly on the logical 
properties of the translation process (the source-object mapping), 
it may occasionally be necessary to modify the ~utput routines. 
Separate output routi.nes are',. in any case, required for object 
languages with basically different format (e.g. FORTRAN's card-
image versus pL/I's stream format). Given that the output routines 
exist for the specific object language selected, modification is 
usually not required. 
Finally, if specialized error messaging is desired (rather than 
a constant error message for all error types), a table of error 
messages must be prepared. 
Section 2 discusses in detail the use of the augmented grammar 
for language definition. Secti~~l~ 3 discusses the other (supporting) 
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THE TRANSLATOR DEFINITION METALANGUAGE 
Basic Description 
The TWS is based upon the use of the "augmented grarnrnartl method 
of language definition. The source language is. defined by an ordi-
nary grammar which contains additional information pertaining to its 
meaning. This additional semantic information is used to specify 
what elements of the object 1a~guage are to be generated to 
correspond to particular source language elements. The augmented 
grarnrnar thus defines the mappi.ng from source to object language. 
The augmented grammar is almost a complete description of the en-
tire translator. 
Let us consider, first, a simple example containing only syntactic 
information. The method used to specify language syntax will be 
that typically used in modern linguistics to describe context-free 
languages by means of a phrase-structure grammar. Specifically, a 
notation based on the Backus-Naur Form (Naur, 1960) will be used to 
define the syntax of a very simple language. Figure 2 shows the 
syntactic definition of the sample language. 
SENTE.NCE .- - NOUN_PHRASE VERtl_PHRASE 
NOUN_PH~ASE 1= ARTICLE NOUN , 
V;:R8_pHRASE := VEHB NOUN_PHRASE , 
tdHICLt:. 0-.- " THE" , 
NOUN ,-0- "BOY" I IIGIRL" , "UOc," I "CAT" 
VEH~ '- "LOVt.S" I "HATES" , "BIT" I "SAW" J 0-




















This particular language is sufficiently simple that its defi-
nition can also be exprezeed in English. By comparing the formal 
definition in Figure 2 with the natural-langua~e description follow-
ing, the reader should easily acquire a feeling for the metalanguage 
used in such formal definitions. The definition says: 
1) A sentence consists of a noun phrase followed by a verb phrase. 
2) A noun phrase consists of an article followed by a noun. 
3) A verb phrase consists of a verb followed by a noun phrase. 
4) An article consists of the word "THE". 
5) A noun consists of the word rrBOY", or the word rlGIRL", or the 
word "DOG", or the word "CAT". 
6) A verb consists of the word "LOVES", or the ,tVor.d "HATES", or 
the word f'BIT" or the word "SAWn. 
Such a grammar can be viewed in two ways other than as a simple 
definition. First, it can be viewed as a generative grammar. This 
particular grammar is capable of generating 64 sentences, such as, 
liTHE BOY HATES THE CAT", "THE GIRL SAW THE DOG", etc. The genera-
tion of such sentences is accomplished simply by starting with the 
goal (in this case SENTENCE) and substituting its definition (NOUN_ 
PHRASE VERB_PHRASE). Definitions are successively substituted for 
each variable that occurs until no variables remain. The resulting 
string is an instance of the goal (in; t.his case, a se'lltence). This 
process can be viewed as generating a tree such as that shown in 
Figure 3 which describes the entire derivation of a sentence, or the 
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Fig. 3 A Phrase-Structure Tree 
The other way of viewing such a grammar, and the relevant one 
her~, is as the definition of a parsing process. Parsing is the in-
verse of the generative process. Parsing starts with, in this case, 
a sentence like "THE GIRL SAW THE DOG" and derives the underlying 
structure. Figure 3 can, therefore, be regarded as a parse tree, 
in which ca.se the string at the bottom is the initial information 
and, with the help of the grammar, the structure is derived. 
Parsing is the first step of the translation process. Once the 
input string has been recognized and its structure ascertained, the 
question of its meaning (the translation object language) can be 
addressed. This is nqt to suggest that parsing must be ~ompleted 
~ , 





























The augmented grammar translation method involves placement of 
information about object code (or meaning) directly in the grammar. 
Viewed as a translation process, the result is that object code is 
generated as parsing occurs. How this is accomplished will be seen 
in detail fn succeeding sections. A point to be noted is that the 
structure and meaning of a language defined in this way is depen-
dent for its definition on both the augmented grammar and the pars-
ing properties that the translator is assumed to have. 
Parsing Assumptions 
As mentioned in the. previous section, the assumed character-
istics of the translator are significant when considering the mean-
ing of a language definition expressed in augmented grammar form. 
The meaning of the individual symbols of the augmented grammar is 
not necessarily sufficient to fully define the language. Under 
certain circumstances, it is also necessary to know the parsing 
method employed. C~nsider, for example, the following partial 
grammar for a programming language. 
STATEMt:.NT := 
CONDITIONAL_STATEMENT 
I UNCONDITIONAL STATEMENT , 
CONOIT10NAL_SfATEMENT 1= 
"IF" CONDITION "TH~N" STATEt.1ENT ( "t.LSEIt STATEME.NT I .EMPTY ) , 
To avoid the necessity for complex definitions of CONDITION and 











CONunJ.Ot~ 1= "CONUITION'" 
UNCONIHllONAL_!:;,'fATE.McNT := "STATEMENT"; 
It can be seen that this granunar provides for nested conditional 
statements such as 
IF CONDITION THEN IF CONDITION THEN STATEMENT ELSE STATEMENT. 
The statement is ambiguous, however, because the granunar is ambiguous. 
Does the "ELSE"-clause go with the first or second "IF"? Considered 
from a purely granunatical point of view, it may not matter. How-
ever, if the statement is to have meaning, the ambiguity must be 
resolved since the two syntactic structures may not mean the same 
thing. 
There are two approaches available for the resolution of such 
ambiguities. The first, and undoubtedly the most aesthetically 
pleasing, is to rewrite the granunar in unambiguous form. The 
granunar for conditional statements can, in fact, be rewritten so 
that any "ELSE"-clause will be associated with the innermost rlIF" 
that doesn't yet have an "ELSE" -clause. Unfortunately, the result-
ing granunar is considerably more cumbersome than that just presented. 
It is unambiguous, however, and that is an absolute requirement. 
The second approach is the one adopted here, both to keep the 
grammar simple and to allow some more powerful specification "tricks". 
This approach is to assume a particular parsing method. Specific-
ally, top-down deterministic parsi,ng has been assumed. This 
assumption allows otherwise ambiguous granunars (such as that just 




















A brief natural-English description of the parsing process for 
a single statement will be given. Unfortunately, space does not 
a11o~ a detailed discu~sion of parsing methods in this document. 
Readers desiring further information should consult a standard 
reference, such ~s Aho & Ullman (1972) or Gries (1971). The basic 
propert~es of top-down deterministic parsing are: (1) once the 
first syntactic element in an expression has been recognized in the 
input string, the parser is committed to that expression and will 
not consider any alternative; (2) alternatives are considered in 
order; (3) if the first syntactic element of an alternative is not 
found, the next alternatj.ve is con.sidered; (4) reiterating point 
(1), ~ backup ever occurs once the first syntactic element of an 
expression has been recognized. 
Let us consider how top-down deterministic parsing affects the 
parsing of the statement 
IF CONDITION THEN IF CONDITION THEN STATEMENT ELSE STATEME1~ 
using the previous grammar for conditional statements. The goal is 
a STATEMENT. Therefore, the input string is examined for concord-
dance with the definition of STATEMENT. The first alternative, 
CONDITIONAL_STATEMENT, is considered and its first syntactic element, 
"IF", is recognized in the input s tr~.ng. "CONDITION" is readily 
identified as an instance of the required metavariable, CONDITION, 
and "THEN" is recognized. The next required element in the 
CONDITIONAL STATEMENT definition is a STATEMENT. This makes STfSE-
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IF CONDITION THEN STATEMENT ELSE STATEMENT. 
This is readily recognized as another conditional statement and the 
first three symbols are processed by the same ,mechanism as before. 
This returns us again to STATEMENT as a goal, but with only STATEMENT 
ELSE STATEME~~ remaining in the input string. Since the next symbol 
in the input string is not n~F", the CONDITIONAL STATEMENT alter-
native is rejected. "STATEMENT" is recognized as an UNCONDITIONAL 
STATEMENT and removed from the input string. 
Now consider the current status of the pars'er. It has just 
recognized the STATEMENf element required by the definition of the 
inside CONDITIONAL_STATEMENT. It is still in the process of iden-
tifying the STATEMENT element of the outside CONDITIONAL STATEMENT. 
What does it look for next? The next element it seeks is the 
symbol nELSEn as a part of the inside CONDITIONAL_STATEMENT. Since 
the input string now looks like 
ELSE STATEMENT 
the requirement is satisfied, and the "ELSEn-clause is always 
associated with the innermost CONDITIONAL STATEMENT. Hence, an 
ambiguous grammar has been rendered unambiguous in application. 
Since the TWS uses top-down deterministic parsing, it is theo-
retically limited to a particular class of languages capable of being 
parsed in this manner. There are, however, several specific pro-
visions of the TWS which serve to increase the parsing power of the 
system. Furthermore, the relevant class of languages encompasses 
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2.3 Metalanguage Primitives 
This section describes all the primitive symbols ordinarily 
. 
fQund in the augmented grammar definitions used by the TWS. These 
primitives are readily separable into several classes, which will 
be discussed in the following order: 
2.3.1 Grammar and translator structure 
2.3.2 Terminal symbols and symbol classes 
2.3.3 Internal symbols 
2.3.4 Stack Manipulation 
2.3.5 Output 
2.3.6 Symbol table operations 
2.3.7 Artificial control 
2.3.8 Error recovery and messages 
First, a brief description of the basic grammar structure is in 
order. Every grammar begins "<;,rith a start (" .AUG_GRAM") statement 
and ends with ".END". Between these statements, the granunar contains 
one or more rules. Each rule consists of the rule name (whi!=h must 
·have identifier syntax) followed by the string ":=", which has the 
meaning "consists of';. The body of the rule then consists of one 
or more alternatives, separated by the ~ symbol (I). Within an 
alternative there must appear at least one syntactic element, and 
there may appear any number of additional syntactic and semantic 
elements. Several types of syntactic elements, as well as semantic 
elements, are defined later in this section. An additional syn-
tactic element not mentioned later is the name of a rule. By writ-
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causes the named rule to be applied during the parsing process. 
A few additiqnal conventions require explanation. If it is 
desired to combine several alternatives, so' that the satisfaction 
of anyone of them will constitute satisfaction of a syntactic 
requirement, the alternatives may be separated by EE. symbols and 
grouped in parentheses, as 
There is also an iteration operator, the dollar sign ($), which is 
read "zero or more occurrences of ••• ". Thus, a list of items 
separated by commas might be represented by the rule 
LIST : = ITEM $ (" ," ITEM); 
The final semicolon, incidentally, serves to terminate the rule. 
2.3.1 Grammar and Translator Structure 
The semantic elements listed below are basic to the structure of 
both the augmented grammar and the resultant generated translator. 
• .AUG_GRAM - This must be the first element in any augmented gramm2C 
since it causes initialization of the generated translator. oATTG .... 
GRAM must be immediately followed by the name of the goal rule. The 
goal rule name may optionally be followed by the following two para-
meters enclosed-in parentheses: 
.INITIAL_CODE - specifies a dataset that contains initialization 
code (e.g., declarations) to be i.nc1uded at the beginning of 
the generated translator • 
• FINAL_CODE - specifies a dataset that contains wrapup code 
(e.g., statistical output statements) to be included at the end 
A-12 
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of the generated translator. Any such code will be executed 
upon satisfactory completion of parsing by the new translator. 
The datasets specified by these two parameters must be members of 
a user-defined library file. If a user wished to write a .AUG_GRAM 
statement for a grammar called GRAMMAR_37 and bad the appropriate 
initial and final code in datasets START UP and WRAP_UP, the state-
ment would look like th is: 
.AUG GRAM GRAMMAR 37 (oINITIAL CODE=START UP,.FINAL CODE=WRAP UP) 
- - - - - -
• .END - this must be the last element in a grammar. It simply indi-
cates that there are no more rules in the grammar. 
2.3.2 Terminal Symbols and Symbol Classes 
Two different mechanisms exist which allow the TWS user to 
specify that a particular element must appear in the input string 
at a particular point in the parsing process. The first of these 
is concerned with specific symbols, and was illustrated in the 
sample language of Figure 2. If it is desired to test for a spe-
cific character string, that string is enclosed in quotation marks 
("), as "READ", "WRITE", etc. 
Frequently, the specific character string is irrelevant, but it 
is necessary to test for the presence of an element of a terminal 
symbol class. Several such classes are in common use, and the TWS 
provides for them. New classes can be readily added. The establish-
ment of a class is accomplished by providing for it in the TWS. The 
specific properties which that class possesses, however, are deter-


































language. A typical set of these "tokens" is briefly described 
below • 
• ID An identifier consists of a string of alphanumeric and 
break (underbar) characters up to 31 in length. The 
first character must be alphabetic. 
• LABEL A label consists of an identifier followed immediately 
.NUM A number is defined to be any of the conventional 
representations for a unsigned fixed or floating point 
value. (e.g. 84, 5.274E-19, 61.8) 
.STRING - A string is enclosed in single quotes (~) and may be up 
to 255 characters in length. Single quotes may appear 
within the string only in adjacent pairs. 
2.3.3 Internal Symbols 
The TWS provides two kinds of internal symbol. The first of 
these, called a "symbolic name for internal reference" (SNIR), 
provides a mechanism for automatic generation, by the translator, of 
dummy variable names" labels, etc. This mechanism is used whenever 
it is necessary to output a name not contained in the source program, 
if that name is required to vary with repeated outputs. The 
simplest example is the generation of labels. If the translator 
is required to generate labels, they must obviously all be different. 
Yet the grammar which generates them cannot refer to all possible 
labels; it must be able to cause output of "the next" label by 























SNIR, as is the capability to generate groups of temporary (or 
. 
reuseable) names for use as dummy variables. A SNIR is referred 
to as a string followed by an asterisk and a number, as "LABEL*OI". 
LABEL*OI is a reference to the first translator~generated label 
which was available at the time of entry into the current rule. 
The second internal symbol type is the switch, or flag, which 
can be set and tested at parsing time as directed by the augmented 
grammar. This capability allows a rule to 'be used for slightly 
varying purposes without rewriting the rule in multiple copies. 
It also allows memory of simple informatiotl th't'oughout part or all 
of the parsing process, and thus allows the grammar to behave some-
what like a parametric grammar. 
This element is used to reserve SNIR' s (~bolic games 
for !nternal £eference) for use by the grammar rule in which they 
appears. The number of each SNIR type to be reserved is specified 
in a parenthesized list that immediately follows .SNIR_USE. For 
example, if a user wished to reserve one SNIR of type "LABEL" and 
three of type "NUMBER", the first element on the right-hand-side of 
the appropriate rule would be: .SNIR_USE(LABEL*OI,NUMBER*03). It 
is convenient to think of each SNIR type as a list of actual vari-
able names with an associated availability pointer. .SNIR_USE 
reserves a given number of the actual variable names (so that they 
can be referenced symbol:i.cally in the rule) and also advances the 
availability pointer by that number. It is by this approach that 
.SNIR_USE allows nested rules to generate and use their own sym-

































































• .RESET- This element is used to logically perform the inverse 
function of .SNIR_USE by allowing the user to move the availability 
pointer for one or more SNIR types. The appropriate symbolic name 
is used to refer to the variable to which the pointer is to be moved. 
.RESET can be used to allow different rules to access the same vari-
able and to make d'unnny variables available for reuse. 
• .SET - This element provides a mechanism for the storage of temporary 
state information by the generated translator during the parsing 
process. It allows the use of status switches so that similar rules 
can be combined to avoid redundancy. The variable and the value it 
is to be set to are specified in a typical assignment statement for-
mat enclosed in parentheses immediately following .SET. For example, 
if a user wants to set OPTION SWITCH to a value of 7, he would specify 
it as follows: .SET(OPTION_SWITCH=7). The left hand side of the 
"assignment statement" must be an :i.dentifier and the right hand side 
can be a numeric value or a character string. 
• .TEST - Of course .SET would be of no benefit if there were not a 
means to test the variables that it sets. .TEST provides this 
capability. .TEST is actually a syntactic element that sets the 
parser's true-false indicator based on whether the specified con-
dition was true or false. That is, if the condition specified in 
.TEST is false, it will have the same effect as if the attempted 
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.TEST can be used to test for a not-equal ("..,=") condition as 
well as an equal (n=") condition. 
2.3.4 Stack Manipulation 
The next tlp.'ee elements are used primarily to accomplish re-
ordering of the output items (e.g., as in translation from infix 
operator notation to suffix notation). To facilitate operations of 
this sort the generated translator is provided with a push-down stack. 
Output items or groups of output items can be placed on the stack and 
saved there temporarily. Later, they can be popped from the stack 
for output or simply discarded. 
In the following discussion three different parameters will 
appear frequently. Since their meaning is constant, they are de-
fined here to avoid unnecessary repetition. 
1) 1fo the pound sign always refers to the item on the top 
of the translator stack. 
2) * an asterisk always refers to the last terminal symbol 
recognized in the parsing process. 
double asterisks always refer to the variable currently 
indicated by the symbol table pointer. 
• .SAV - This element places one or more items on the stack, s~~ing 
them for future reference. The items are enclosed in parentheses 
and may be anyone of the following types: 1) *; 2) **; 3) a SNIR; 
or 4) a character string. 
• .CAT - This element places items on the stack by catenating them with 
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from .SAV in that it does not cause the stack to be "pushed down". 
This ma,kes it possible to add one or more items to the item on top 
of the stack. The result can then be treated as a single unit that 
c~n be popped off the stack by a single translator command. • CAT 
operates on any of the four items th~t can be specified with .SAV. 
• .POP - The pop command is used to simply throwaway the top item 
on the stack. Since only the 'top item on the stack can be accessed, 
.POP is always used with a pound sign, i.e • • poP(1f:). 
2.3.5 Output 
The next two elements provide the output mechanism for the gener-
ated translator. 
• .OUT - This element can be used for normal output from the trans-
lator stack. When used with a pound sign it removes the top item 
from the stack and causes it to be written outo 
.OUT is the primary output element and is sufficiently flexible 
to handle all other types of output except labels. .OUT is followed 
~y a list o~ output items separated by commas and enclosed in paren-
theses. An output item may be any of the following five types: 
1)#; 2)*; 3)**; 4)a SNIR: or ~ a character string enclosed in 
double quotes. The last of these types is the most common. These 
character st1;in~s will usually be parts of program statements in 
the object language of the generated translator. 
• .LAB - This element allows the generated translator to create and 
output statement labels. The label name may be generated from a 
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thfi last symbol was IABEL4, .LAB(*) would result in the output, 
"LABEL4:". .LAB simply appends a colon to the appropriate 
character string and then outputs it. 
Symbol Table Operations 
Since the generated translator must collect information about 
the., identifiers and da'ca aggregates encountered in the source pro-
gram, it is provided with a "built-in" symbol table. The symbol 
table is an essential part of the translator and is used for storage 
of symbol names and attributes. The ten elements discussed below 
can be employed by the user to build, interrogate, and modify this 
table. 
In order to allow and encourage structured programming techniques, 
the symbol table has intentionally been designed to easily accommo-
date block structured languages. It consists logically of a two-
dimensional table and a pointer that can be moved to any table 
location. Each entry in the table consists of a symbol name and a 
character string specifying the symbol attributes. Each row' in the 
table corresponds directly to a source program "block" of code. 
.BLKENTER and 
.BLKEXIT - These two elements are used to move the symbol table 
pointer vertically. .BLKENTER moves the pointer dawn a row and 
effectively clears from the row all previous symbol entries at that 
level. .BLKEXIT simply mO"lTes the pointer up a row. These elements 
can be used to implement a stack symbol table. Such an implemen-
tation is especially useful in a one-pass translator whose source 
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• .SEARCH_ALL - Before a new symbol is entered into the symbol table 
it is almost always necessary to perform a search of all or part of 
the table in order to insure that the symbol has not already been 
entered. These two elements provide both the search and entry 
functions. .SEARqff_BLOCK searches only the last row of the symbol 
table, attempting to match each entry with last terminal symbol 
recognized (normally referenced with an asterisk). If the symbol 
is not found, it is entered as the next symbol in that row. .SEARCH_ 
ALL operates in the same way except that it searches the entire 
symbol table from the current blOCK up. Symbols that it does not 
find are entered at the highest level (i.e., the first row). 
• .IF~NEW - T.his element is often used immediately after .SEARCH_ 
BLOCK and .SEARCH_ALL. It is the" p,:imary mechan:ism by which symbol 
attributes are entered in the symbol table and associated with a 
given symbol name. .IF_NEW checks to see if the symbol currently 
indicat~d by the pointer is a new entry; if so, its associated attri-
bute character string is changed to user-supplied specifications. 
Three arguments must be supplied. The first two are integers that 
specify the position and length of the portion of the attribute 
character string to be modified. The character string to be entered 
is the tl:';r.d argument, as .IF_NEW(1,2,"PD"). 
• .ENTER - The usage and operation of .ENTER are the same as those of 
.IF_NEW with one difference. As might have been guessed, .ENTER 












regardless of whether or not the current symbol table entry is 
new.) 
• .TABLE_TEST - An attribute character string is specified with this 
element in the same way as with .IF_NEW and .ENTER. .TABLE_TEST 
attempts to match the specified string with the 'attributes of the sym-
bol currently ind~cated by the s)~bol table pointer. It then sets 
i 
",I 
the translator~ true-false indicator based on the success or fail- I ! 
1 , 
ure of this attempted match. This element is syntactic~ 
• .INIT_BLOCK - This element simply moves the symbol table pointer 
to the beginning of the latest symbol table row, which contains all 
, 
the symbols encountered thus far in the translation of the current 
i , 
source program block. 
f. 
~,. 
t • .FIND_NEXT - This element is used to find the next symbol table ~ 
, , 




I : , 
{ symbol table pointer. If a symbol with the given attributes is 
begins its search with the symbol after the one indicated by the 
} , 
I found, the symbol table pointer is updated to indicate the approp-
riate entry. The attribute character string to be found is specified 
with standard three-argument format. 
11 
This element is often preceded by an .INIT_BLOCK and then in-
voked iteratively to find all symbols of a given type at the current J -: J' 
bloc k leve 1. 
• This element is not in any way related to the 
symbol table but is functionally similar to • SEARCH_BLOCK. It 
I searches a separate list of names for a character string specified 
1 
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immediately after it and enclosed in parenthesis. If a name is 
found in the list that matches the specified string, its associated 
count is incremented by one. Otherwise, the new name is entered 
into the list and its count is initialized to one. This mechanism 
is available to the tiser as a general tool and can be used for a 
variety of purposes (e.g. statistics keeping, data area from which 
wrapup code can be generated, e.tc.) 
2.3.7 Artificial Control 
The syntactic and semantic elements discussed so far provide 
the bulk of the functional capabilities generally required by a 
translator. The additional elements described below can be used 
to furnish some degree of artifical control over the parsing pro-
cess. This makes the generated translator more flexible by allow-
ing some variation from its normal top-down deterministic uperation • 
• • EMPTY - This element is 
equivalent to a reference to the null 
character string. Of course, this syntactic element is always 
matched during the parsing process. This fact makes .EMPTY useful 
for forCing the top-down deterministic parser to commit itself to 
a given grammar r.ule • 
• EMPTY is also useful for specifying optional elements. For 
example, one could define a number to be preceded by an optional 
plus or minus sign with the following rllle: 
NUMBER: = ("+" I rI _" I .EMPTY) .NUN; 
This rule specifies that either rI+rI, "_rI or nothing at all may 








• .NEG - This element unconditionally sets the parser's true-false 
indicatc)r to false. Of course this normally occurs only when there 
is a fai.lure to recognize a syntactic element. 
• .RETURN - This element causes immediate return from the currently 
• 
active rule to the rule that invoked it, with no change to the 
setting of the true-false indicator. Positive or negative returns 
may be caused by I, .ENPTY .RETURN" or ".NEG .RETURN", respectively • 
• PEEK - This element allows the translator to look ahead at the 
next source symbol without removing it from the input string. The 
string to be "peeked" for follows .PEEK and is enclosed in paren-
thesis. The parser's true-false indicator is set based on whether 
or not the next symbol matches this string. It is also possible to. 
peek for a terminal symbol class and to peek for a list of items, 
as • PEEK(" ;" I . ID) • 
• .DO - This element can be used to cause the immediate execution of 
a statement written in the host language of the translator. The 
statement must appear as a character string enclosed in parentheses, 
immediately following the .DO, e.g. .DO("THIS IS A TRANSLATOR 
STATEMENT;"). oDO causes the statement to be output in-line with 
the code of the generated translator. 
Since it is rarely the case that the needed translator logic 
cannot be implemented using the other elements, the use of .DO 
generally should be avoided, if possible. However, oDO is a useful 
tool for generating extra logic unrelated to the translation process 




















Error Recovery and Messages 
A sophisticated translator should be able to detect and recover 
from errors in the source program it is parsing. The detection of 
errors allows appropriate messages to be output to the programmer. 
Recovery from errors allows the translator to continue parsing, 
thus detecting al~, or at least most, syntax e~rors in one pass. 
The remaining elements provide both the recovery and message output 
mechanisms required. 
.ERR - This element is used to conditionally output error messages 
and also provides needed error recovery capabilities. The error 
message can be specified directly as a character string or indi-
rectly by an integer. If an integer is used, it is assumed to be 
the index of a message contained in a user-supplied array called 
"@ERROR_MESSAGE" • 
The two elements described below are used as arguments by .ERR 
to scan past extraneous information before normal operation of the 
parser is resumed. 
.SCANTO - causes the translator to scan to the first occurrence 
of the character string specified as its argument. 
.SCANBY - causes the translator to scan to the character after 
the first occurrence of the specified character string. 
The argument of .SCANTO or .SCANBY can be the character string to be 
scanned for or it can be "MATCHING_PAREN". The latter causes the 
translator to find the next unmatched right parenthesis. 
It is important to note that .ERR takes no action at all unless 























it easy to place .• ERR in-line with the expected syntactic elements 
(e.g. "END" .ERR("ERROR---MISSING END STATEMENT, .SCANTO(" ;")) ) • 
• • MESSAGE - This element is similar to .ERR, except that its action 
is unconditional and it allows no scanning opt~ons. It sets the 
: 1 





















A Simple Example 
To aid the reader to become famili'\r with this method of com-
bined syntactic/semantic specification, a simple arithmetic assign-
ment language is fully defined in this section, and the definition is 
applied to a brief program in the language. It is perhaps easiest 
to consider the program first, since it provides an insight into the 
nature of the language to be defined. The program reads the diameter 
of a sphere and calculat,es and writes the sphere's volume by a suffi-
ciently roundabout method to demonstrate the language concept. 
PI:; 3.11ti59 , 
REAO DIAMETER • 
RADIUS- DIAMETER I l • 
VOLUME • It I 3 * PI * RAOIUS ~ RADIUS ~ RADIUS , 
WtH TE VOLUME , 
ENO' , 
For the sake of simplicity, no branching or conditional statements 
are included. Since there is only one program flow in which all state-
ments are executed iIi sequence, the "END" statement serves double duty 
as a "STOP" statement. 
This section will illustrate the translation of this language into 
instructions for an ar,tificial assembler-language-like "pseudomachine", 
and into PL/I. 
Consider a simple machine capable of performing functions necessi-
tated by this language. The machine has been designed for conceptual 
simplicity. It does not actually exist in the simple (but inefficient) 
form given here, and it will therefore be referred to as a pseudomachine. 
This is not to suggest that such a machine could not be built; it is 
I 
r 
not difficult to build a software machine (Le., an emulator) with 
the characteristics specified here. The 11 operations of this sim-
pIe machine are in fact a subset of the operations of the PLANS pseudo-
machine, for which we have built such an emulator. 
The most basic characteristic of the pseudomachine is that, in 
addition to ordinary memory for randomly accessi,ble storage of vari-
able values, it has' a push-down stack (last-in-first-out queue) which 
serves as the basic storage medium for its central processor. All 
data operations, including in particular all memory access and update 
operations, are done through the stack, which replaces all the regis-
ters (except the instruction address register) of a typical simple 
computer. 
The pseudomachine iA a single-address machine that is programmed 
in a language very similar to ordinary assembler languages. For 
purposes of language definition, it is assumed that this "symbolic" 
language is the actual language of the machine, with no translation 
step involved. This is purely a simplifying assumption, however, 
with no implications for the use of the pseudomachine as a semantic 
definition tool only. 
The 11 operations which can be performed by this simple pseudo-
machine are defined in Fig, 4. 












































~PERANll (LOAD LITERAL) 
PUSH T~E LITE~AL OPERAND ONTO T~E STACK. 
t.G.. LDL PAYLOADS RESULTS IN T~~ TAANSFORMATIDN. 
XXKAXX PAYLOADS -
VVrVyy __ > AXXXXX 
YYYYYY 
OPERANIJ (LOA!) ADDRESS) 
PUSH THE ADDHESS CONT~INED IN THE OPERAND FIELD II.E •• THE 
AIIDRESS CORRESPONDING TO TME ~ARIAIlLE NAME I<J T~E OPERANO) 
ONTO THE STACK. . 
E.G •• iF THE COHE ADDRESS Ol~JO CORRESPONDS TO THE VARIARLE 
NA~E 'XVAR" THEN LOA XV~k RESULT~ IN TH~ TRANSFORMATIONI 
XXXXXX Ul~30 
VYVYYV __ > XXXXXX 
YYYyYY 
OPEH~NU (LCAO) 
PUSH THE CONTENT OF THE ADDRESS (I.E •• VARIA~LE NAME) IN THE 
OPERAND FIELD ONTO THE STACK. 
E.G.' IF THE CONT~NT OF CORE ADDRESS OI4~O. REFERENCED AROVE. 
l~ -31b.25. THEN LD ~VAR HESULTS IN THE TRANSFORMATION' 
XXXXXX -JI6.25 
YYVyyy __ > XXXXAX 
YYYVVY 
(STORE) 
STORt THE CONTENT OF POSITION 1 H THE ALlORESS CONTAINED IN 
POSITION 2. POP I POSITIONS. 
E.G.. STO RESULTS IN THE TRANSFOHHATIONI 
27.2 ~XXXXX 
01~30 -_> YVVYVY 
XXXXXX 
yyyyyy 
oHILE REPLACING T~E PREVIOUS VALUE OF XVAR. -3Ib.25. RY 27.2. 
( INPUT! 
HEAD A NUMERICAL VALUE IN STANDARD E~TERNAL FORMAT FROM A 
PUNCHED CARO, PLACE THE VALUE IN TH~ AOORESS IN POSITION 1. 
POP 1 POSITION. 
~.G.' IF VARIABLE 'X' IS LOCATEO A7 AODRtSS 130 AND IF THE 
NEXT PUNCHED CARD TO BE REAO CONTAINS TH~ STRING 22.7. 
'MEN THE STATEMENT IN ~ESULTS IN THE STACK TRANSFOR~ATIONI 
" 130 XXXXXX 
xxxxXX --> YYYYYY 
YYyY'iY 
"HILE REPLACING THE CURRENT VALUE OF X BY THE NEW VALUE ~2.7. 
~; 
fig. 4 Operations of a Simple Pseudomachine 
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P~INT T~E NUMERICAL VA~.UE CONTAINEO AT THE ADORESS IN POSITION 1. 
pUP 1 POSITION. 
t.G.' IF THE VARIABLE 'X' IS LOCATE!) AT AOORESS l30 AND HAS THE 
CURRtNT VALU~ 22.7. THEN THE STATEMENT OUT RtSULTS IN THE 
SIAC~ TRANSFOHMATIONI 
13u XXXXXX 
XXx xxx -_> YYYYYY 
yyyyyy 
-MILE PRINTING THE NUMERICAL VALUE ~2.7. 
(AUO) 
AOLl lHl CONTlNTS UF POSITIONS 1 AND c, REPLACE Tn~ CONTENT 
O~ POSITION C ~Y THE RESULT, POP 1 POSITION. 
t.G.. ADU HESULTS IN THl TRANSFOHMATIONI 




SU~THACT THE CONTENT OF PoSITION 1 FHOH THAT OF POSITION 2. 
"EPLACt"THE CONTENT OF POSiTION 2 BY THE RESULT, POP 1 poSITION. 
~.G.' SUB RESULTS IN THE TRANSFORMATION I 
23 -17 




MULTIPLY THE CONTEN7S OF pOSITIONS 1 AND c, REPLACE THE CONTENT 
OF PUSITION ~ ~y THE RESULT. POP 1 POSITION. 
~.G.' ·MULT· RESULTS IN TH~ TRANSFOH~ATION' 
l~ 3b 




UIVJuE THE CONTENT OF POSITION 1 INTO THt CONTENT OF POSITION 2. 
kfPLAC~ THE CONTENT OF POSITION 2 ~V THl RESULT. POP 1 PoSITION. 
t.G.' OIY RESULTS IN THE TRANSFOHHATIONI 
12 .2S -













which will shortly be seen to correspond to the statement 
RADIUS = DIAMETER / 2; 
Assuming that the variable names 'RADIUS' and 'DIAMETER' correspond 
to memory locations 1012 and 1014, respectively, consider the effect 
of executing these pseudomachine commands. 
The statement 
LDA RADIUS 
pushes the address 1012 onto the (assumed empty) stack, leaving the 















divides 7 by 2, throws away those numbers (Le., "pops" them off the 













































places the va1u~ 3.5 in memory location 1012 in place of the previous 
value of the variable 'RADIUS'. 
Now that a pseudomachine is fully defined, the final step in 
language definition is the specification of the correspondence be-
tween the source language and the speudomachine commands. For the 
language in question, the language definition of Fig. 5 is appropriate. 
Using this augmented grammar, let us now consider the parsing 
and translation of the statement 
RADIUS = DIAMETER / 2; 
Fig. 6 shows a parse tree for this statement. In addition, the object 
statements (the translator output) are shown encircled. Just as the 
input stream was parsed left to right, the output statements were 
generated left to right, with one exception. In order to translate 
from infix binary operator notation in the source language to suffix 
notation in the object language, it was necessary to save (in the 
grammar, .SAV) the binary operator "DIV" until after the output "LDL 2" 
had been generated, and then to place the saved operator in the out-
put stream (in the grammar, .OUT(#»). Since this was accomplished 
with two instructions that were evaluated in parse order, this isn't 







r ~J .....  
.AUG~GkAM ARITH 
ARITH ;:1; 
5( STATEM~NT ", .. ). ".END" .OUT(S!OP) "I"; 
ST A TEMt.NT 1= 
.PEEK("ENO") .NEG .RETU~N 
I "HEAD" .10 .OUT(LOA.~'IN) 
I "wRITE" .10 .OUT(LUA.~/OUT) 






TERM .OUT(#) ) , 

















.SAV (MUL T) 
.SAY(OIV) , 
1t)1I ; 
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j i j 1 
The reader should verify that the given language definition trans-
lates our original sample program 
PI .. 3.14159 , 
READ DIAMETER , 
RADIUS--. -OfAMEttft- t .. ~ ,--
VO~UME • ~ I 3 • PI • RAoIUS • RADIUS • RADIUS • 
WHITE VO"U~f. , 
ENO- , 




































Now let us consider the translation of the original program into 
another language of similar level, say PL/I. Because the source 
language is already in a PL/I-like syntax, this translation is almost 
trivial. As an exercise, though, it should provide additional in-
sight. The <1ugmented grammar is shown in Fig. 7 • 
• AUG_bkAM ARITH 
AIU TH a JJ. ~ • 
• OUT (V'DUMMYr PHOCEDU~E OPTIONS (MAIN) '") 
~C STATEMENT .. , ... OUT,II,") ) 
"t.NO" tlitt 
.UUT("HEfURN,II, "ENOI") • 
STAH.Mt.NT ,-
.PEEK("ENO") oNEG .RETURN 
"HEAO" .10 
.OUT(ItGET. EDIT (ft, ., 1ft (COL.~l"E.(cU,O»I"L 
n~HITE" 'olD 
.our ("PUT SKIP EDIT CIt, ., II) (E (1~,8» ''') 







FACTOP Ie MUL.T~OP FACToR • 
F.eTOH III 
.NUM .OUTe.) 
.10 .O.U [,*.) 
~. , II • OU t ( 0 ) 
EAPRESSION 
")" • .oUl(*) , 
ADD_OF> 1ft 
. It <) It .QUI (.~?) 
! ft... • OU! ( Q 1 
MULT_OP 

























• I j; 
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\.' ! . 
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COMPONENTS OF THE GENERATED TRANSLATOR 
Lexical Analyzer 
In addition to the automatically generated translator and 
several standard support routines and declarations which are simply 
included, as is, in the PL/I translator to be' compiled, several 
routines and declarations require user intervention, as shown in 
Figure 1. The first of these is the lexical analyzer, which recog-
nizes the basic symbols and symbol classes (or tokens) of the source 
language. 
The lexical analyzer consists of a subroutine, usually not re-
quiring modification, and a set of dec1arat:l.ons which constitute a 
table by which the subroutine is controlled. This section discusses 
the procedure whereby such a table is constructed. It will use, as 
an example, an early TWS lexical analyzer. 
The first step in the process is the verbal definition of the 
tokens of the language. For our example, these definitions are as 
follows. 
.ID Identifier. One to 31 characters, all alphanumeric or 
underbar (_), first character strictly alphabetic. 
• STRING Character string literal. Logically unlimited in length, 
first and last characters double quotation marks (II). 
The contained characters are unrestricted, except that 
no quotation marks may occur except in adjacent pairs. 
.COMMENT - Comment. Unlimited in length, first, second characters 
must be a slash asterisk (f'lc) and the comment must be 

















·SNIR Symbolic name for translator generated symbols. Identi-
fier followed by an asterisk (*). 
• POINTSTR- Point string. Period (.) followed by an identifier • 
• NUM Number. Includes all integer digit strings only • 
In addition to thecatagories mentioned, the~ollowing are single 








The next step in the process' is to convert the definition to a 
state transition. diagram which defines the character-by-character 
scanning process to be per.formed by the lexical analyzer. The state 
transition diagram will be converted to a matrix, and it is certain-
1y possible to skip the diagram and go directly to the matrix. How-
ever, fewer errors appear to result if the recommended approach is 
used. 
Fig. 8 shows the state transition diagram for our example.' The 
lexical analyzer always starts in state zero (q 0) • One state trans-
A-37 














































Fig 8 State Transition Diagram for Sample Lexical Analyzer 
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I 
ition is made for each character removed from the input string. 
Whenever a purely final state is r~ached, a complete token has been 
scanned. For example, qz is a final state since no state trans-
itions from qz are indicated. When the current state is an inter-
mediate state, another character must be scanned. If that charac-
ter causes a legal state transition, the process continues. If 
not, then either a token has been processed (if the current state 
is also a possible final state) or an error has occurred. 
Figure 9 shows the state transition matrix which corresponds 
to Figure 8. To this table has been added information about state 
types and information identifying the special terminal symbol 
classes (ID, etc.). Expressed in terms of the matrix, the scanning 
algorithm is as follows. Starting at state zero or row zero in the 
table, find the current character. From row zero and the column 
corresponding to the current character the entry defines the next 
row. This process is applied until no transition is possible to 
another row. If the state type corresponding to the current row is 
final a complete token has been parsed. An error has occurred if 
no transition is possible and the corresponding state is start (S) 
or intermediate (I). 
1) EXAMPLE: ABC = 
Starting at state zero with the letter A and the raw, column 
value is 1. Now with letter B, using the new row 1 the column 
corresponding to B contains a 1. Repeating the process with letter 
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Fig. 9 State Transition Matrix for Sample Lexical Analyzer 
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when the character (=) is looked up in row 1, no transition is 
possib1e.Since row 1 is a final state, the parse is complete. The 
token ABC is an identifier since the final state was state/row 1. 
2) EXAMPLE: 
Starting at state zero with a slash (I) th~ row, column value 
is 7, with the next character an asterisk (*). Using row 7, the 
corresponding column value is 8. The next character (A), using row 
8, gives a value 8. Continuing with an asterisk (*) and row 8 
gives a value 9. Repeating the process with a slash (I) using row 
9 the corresponding value is a 10. Finally, when the character 
blank is looked up in row 10 no transition is possible. Row 10 is 
a final state, so the parse is complete, and the token I*A*I is a 
connnent since the final state was state/rotV' 10. 
Output Routines 
The augmented grammar translator output package for PL/r object 
code consists of two parts. The first part is the direct output 
routine, @OUT; the second part consists of the routines using the 
code stack. 
The direct output routine is called when a reference is made to 
the augmented grannnar element .OUT. The direct output routine @OUT 
has a single argument, which contains the next portion of output to 
be written. The routine @OUT saves the code in a code stack until 
a complete line of code is generated. A line of code is output 








1) the last character in the current parameter argument 
contains a semicolon (;). This causes the current code 
saved in the code buffer to be output, starting in 
column 5. 
2) the last character in the current parameter argument con-
tains a cent sign (~). The cent sign character is stripped 
off, and the current code saved in the code buffer is out-
put starting in column 5. 
3) the last character in the current parameter argument con-
tains a question mark (?). The question mark is stripped 
off and the remainder is added to the code buffer. 
4) the last character in the current parameter argument con-
tains a colon (:). This causes the current code saved 
in the code buffer to be output, starting in column 2. 
(Labels and continuation lines start in column 2; all 
other lines start in column 5.) 
5) with any other character as the last character, the para-
meter argument is added to the code buffer to be output on 
a subsequent call to @OUT. 
The second group of routines allows the user to save code on a 
stack and output the code at a later time. @OUT may be used in the 
meantime to output code ahead of the code saved by these routines. 
These routines are written as a last-in-first-out stack and are 
f. 
f [ routines are: 
















I L. j 
@SAV(arg) Calls are generated by a reference to element .SAV; 
the argument is added to the top of the stack as a 
separate item. 
@CAT(arg) Calls are generated by a reference to element .CAT; 
the argument is concatenated to the top item of the 
stack. 
Items are removed from the stack by references in the grammar to 
.OUT(#). This generates a call to @CODE_STK_OUT which in turn 
references @POP_CODE_STACK finally calling @OUT to generate the 
proper output files. 
"' 
Ordinarily, no modification of these routines is required for 
pLII object code generation. However, certain language properti~s 
may require their revision. For example, in the translation of 
PLANS to pL/I it was necessary to be able to output statements ahead 
of the statement which has already been partially output. This was 
accomplished by modifying @OUT so that it contained a stack of 
partially completed lines of output. Provision was made for adding 
'characters to the current incomplete line, outputting the current 
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For simple, nonproduction languages, the user may simply wish to 
avail himself of the default error messaging capability of the TWS. 
Anytime a required syntactic element is missing in a source progr~ 
and no .ERR spec,ification immediately follows' that element in the 
augmented grammar, a system error message will result. 
If the user desires to write his own specialized error messages, 
he may do so in either of two ways. The error message may be written 
as part of the .ERR specification, as .ERR("S : MISSING ARITHMETIC 
OPERATOR"). Alternatively, the user may provide a declaration of 
the form 
DECLARE @ERROR_MESSAGE (5) CHAR(60) VARYING STATIC INIT( 
'N:THIS IS A NOTE', 
'W:THIS IS A WARNING', 
'S:THIS IS A SEVERE ERROR', 
'F:THIS IS A FATAL ERROR', 
'S:MISSING ARITHMETIC OPERATOR'); 
With this declaration, the au~nented grammar element .ERR(5) would 
result in the error message "MISSING ARITHMETIC OPERATOR" any time 
the syntactic element preceding the .ERR specification is not found 
in the source program. 
The ex~ple above also illustrates all four error message sever-
ity levels. The first character of an error message is assumed to 
indicate the severity of the error. The symbols used are "N", nw", 





































respectively. The error message routine automatically sets an 
appropriate system condition code for the most Qevere error en-
countered. In addition, a fatal error immediately halts the trans-
lator, while a severe error terminates code generation, but allows 
continued parsing to detect any other errors. 
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